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The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 3.4 p.m. and read
the prayer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
GAS AND ELECTRICITY TARIFFS
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Is the Minister for Minerals and
Energy aware of the statement in the latest
edition of the publication, Pulp and Paper
Perspective, that:
The most serious constraint affecting the industry in
Victoria is the high cost of energy as supplied by the
State Government.

Also, how does the Minister reconcile that
statement with the statement that appears
at page 122 of the publication, Victoria: The
Next Step, which states that Victoria now
has the lowest prices for electricity for large
industry in Australia?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I am not aware of
the article to which Mr Crozier refers, but it
is important for all honourable members to
be aware that, under the management of the
Government, tariff changes for both electricity and gas, particularly for domestic gas,
have been to a lesser extent than under the
management of its predecessors.
It is also true that, during the next financial year, 1984-85, this Government will
ensure that any change to gas and electricity
tariffs will take place on a smaller scale than
movements in the consumer price inaex.
That is a far superior position to that which
the Government inherited. Under the management of its predecessors, it was quite
clear that electricity charges had been
allowed to get out of control.
During the three years prior to this Government coming to office-as Mr Crozier
ought to know, because he was a part-time
Minister for Minerals and Energy for part
of the time-all the energy tariff changes for
the three years were well in excess of the
inflation rate, and it was clear that the State
Electricity Commission was not under any
effective cost control, particularly in the
management of the development under Jack
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Johnson and also during the period in which
Mr Crozier was the Minister.
Under this Administration, particularly
with the State Electricity Commission and
on a continuing basis with the Gas and Fuel
Corporation, the best commercial management of any utilities throughout the country
now exists, and there is no question that
Victoria has the most competitive tariffs.
TRAFFIC HAZARDS CAUSED BY
SPORTING EVENTS
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I direct a question to the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands in his capacity of representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. In view of the Government's concern
with the increasing road toll, is the Minister
aware of the extreme dangers created on the
Hume Highway, particularly in the heavy
Sunday traffic of yesterday, by the Melbourne to Sydney marathon contestants
running on the right-hand side of the road
and their escort vehicles driving on the lefthand side, which caused a constriction and
a bottle-neck, and which caused at least one
accident?
Will the Minister ensure that, for future
events of this nature, clear guidelines are set
down and adhered to so as to avoid hazardous situations such as those I witnessed yesterday when travelling from Wangaratta to
Wodonga?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I
thank the honourable member for his question and for highlighting a situation that
could be dangerous. I will take up those
matters with the Minister for Police and
Emergency, Services, and will ask him
whether guidelines should be introduced in
the manner Mr Baxter suggests.
PROPOSED INNER CITY CARAVAN
PARK
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province)-I direct a question
to the Leader of the House in his capacity
as Minister for Planning and Environment.
It has been stated in the Government's economic strategy document, Victoria: The
Next Step, that an inner city caravan park
will be established at the Lynch's Bridge site
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to provide low-cost tourist accommodation. Can the Minister inform the House
how this affects the study being carried out
for the redevelopment of the area as a
whole?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-It is intended
that a tourist caravan park will be approved
by the Government-it has not yet been
approved-following identification of the
need and the location resulting from the
Lynch's Bridge study. That study is nearing
completion and this is one of the results.
The need for such a park close to Melbourne has been well established, and all
honourable members would agree with that.
The proposed site is less than 5 kilometres
from the centre of Melbourne-in fact, it is
on an 80-hectare site.
The Government intends to redevelop
this important parcel of land close to the
city-a specific initiative in reinforcing the
economic and strategic role of Melbourne.
That is well outlined in the document, Victoria: The Next Step. Consultation on the
study with local people and interested parties has been completed and further details
are expected shortly.
PLANNING (MASSAGE PARLOURS)
BILL
The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD (Monash
Province)-My question to the Minister for
Planning and Environment concerns massage parlours. Today I received a number
of representations from a number of innercity councils concerning the proposed legislation. The thrust of the representations was
that the proposed legislation does not
address itself to important social issues such
as the policing of the health aspects of these
establishments. In the light of this genuine
disquiet from these relevant local government authorities, will the Minister consider
referring the proposed legislation to the
Social Development Committee for further
investigation?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-It goes without saying-and Mr Hayward should know
this-that the Notice Paper has listed the
Planning (Massage Parlours) Bill. It is no
secret that that matter was to come to the
attention of Parliament and the issue has
been debated in Parliament and in the
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media. The question is untimely and if the
honourable member waits a day the House
will no doubt be debating the matter. All
the types of issues the honourable member
wishes to bring forward can be dealt with
appropriately during the second-reading
debate or the Committee stage. Therefore, I
do not intend to respond to the question in
detail, but simply point out that, ifMr Hayward prepares his facts and figures, I will be
happy to respond to his remarks tomorrow.
LEGAL AID OFFICE IN FRANKSTON
The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea
Province)-I ask the Attorney-General: Has
the Government any proposals to open a
regional office of the Legal Aid Commission
in the Frankston area?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I am pleased to be able to
announce that the Legal Aid Commission
has decided to establish a regional office in
Frankston to provide legal services to the
Mornington Peninsula region. The office is
expected to open by the middle of this year
and will have a staff of six, including three
lawyers. Currently, negotiations are under
way to lease premises for the office close to
the central retail district of Frankston.
The office will provide legal advice in
Frankston and in other towns on the peninsula which will be visited by commission
lawyers for the purpose of providing advice
to persons who have difficulty in travelling
to Frankston. The private lawyers in the
Frankston area have been consulted about
the matter and have been extremely cooperative in their approach.
The commission has decided to establish
a community consultative committee in
conjunction with the Frankston office to
advise the office on such matters as the provision oflegal aid services and the effectiveness of the services provided. The
committee will comprise representatives of
major interest groups on the peninsula
including local government, welfare agencies, legal aid consumers, private lawyers
and police. It should be noted that last year
the Legal Aid Commission opened a
regional office in Dandenong, which was the
first regional office to be opened for almost
ten years. The commission has recently
relocated its Brunswick office to Preston.
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UPPER YARRA VALLEY AND
DANDENONG RANGES AUTHORITY

Arnaud. A letter sent by the Attorney-General to the Town Clerk at St Arnaud states:

The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province)-In view of the fact that the
Government made a decision against all
expert advice to allow the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works to take over
responsibility for the sewerage, drainage and
water supply of the Upper Yarra valley
region, does the Minister for Planning and
Environment intend to maintain the Upper
Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges Authority? If that is the case, the people of that
area will be subject to extra levies to maintain two authorities and that puts them in a
rather unique position with respect to all
other citizens who live within the jurisdiction of the Board of Works.

. . . with the aspects of area management and possible regionalization currently under consideration. . .
You will be aware of the constraints on finance and
resources presently being experienced in providing
adequate Court services.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-No doubt a
substantial part of the question could be
answered by my colleague, the Minister of
Water Supply. However, there is no intention on my part to do other than reinforce
and maintain the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Authority as a planning
authority. The planning rate which is levied
in that area is substantially less than a similar rate levied by the Board of Works in the
metropolitan planning area. In that regard,
the constituents of Mrs Baylor are far better
off.

I ask the Attorney-General: Does this mean
that the Cain Government is placing a low
priority on the provision of court services,
particularly in our smaller communities in
Victoria; how many other such areas are
likely to lose their resident clerk of courts in
the near future; and will the Minister review
the two positions to which I have referred?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-The answer to the first part of
the question is, "No"; to the second part,
"None that I know of"; and to the third
part, "Possibly".
SIDNEY MYER MUSIC BOWL

The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-My question is addressed to the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands as the Minister responsible for the
Sidney Myer Music Bowl. I understand that
some significant differences of opinion
emerged last year between the Arts Centre
Trust, which manages the bowl, and the
Melbourne City Council over the conduct
oflarge-scale rock concerts at the bowl. Can
It has been determined that the Mel- the Minister indicate what steps he has taken
bourne and Metropolitan Board of Works towards a resolution of these differences?
should, as a sewerage and water authority,
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
take responsibility in that area for water, for Conservation, Forests and Lands)sewerage and drainage matters. IfMrs Bay- Most honourable members would be aware
lor is worried that there will, therefore, in that the Sidney Myer Music Bowl is manthe long run, be a combined rate that will aged by the Arts Centre Trust and the surbe substantially larger than or even equal to rounding Domain is managed by the
the rates paid in the metropolitan area, I Melbourne City Council. Both committees
can allay her fears because it will not be of of management are appointed under the
that order. If Mrs Baylor wanted details in Crown Land (Reserves) Act and the council
regard to rates for sewerage and water, a and the Government were seriously conquestion directed to the Minister of Water cerned about major damage that was caused
Supply would be in order.
in the garden area of the Domain by unruly
elements at rock concerts. Consequently, the
RESIDENT CLERKS OF COURT
council resolved to refuse permits for temThe Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western porary fencing which the Arts Centre Trust
Province)-My question to the Attorney- believed was essential to control large
General refers to a failure of the Govern- crowds. It appeared that, for a while, it
ment to reappoint resident clerks of courts would not be possible to use the bowl for
to positions at Warracknabeal and St large-scale entertainment.
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The Government instigated negotiations
with the various parties, including my colleague, the Minister for the Arts, and we
have ironed out these problems with the
result that an organization, People for
N uclear Disarmament~ was able to conduct
a successful "Stop the Drop" concert a few
weeks ago.
As to future arrangements, I have put forward the proposition that the boundary
administered by the committee of management should be extended to include the
entire amphitheatre area and that the committee of management should include the
Melbourne City Council as well as the Arts
Centre Trust. I believe this will provide a
far more practical basis for the management
of the bowl and will allow the Melbourne
City Council to have a direct input into the
matters concerning the management and
booking policy for the bowl. This should
allow the resumption of a full programme
of concerts next summer.
A working party has been set up and is
examining the possibility of using an alternative venue for very large, youth-oriented
concerts. I will be happy to keep the House
informed of developments in that area.
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sent to a number of members of Parliament. The letter stated, in part:
Appointments will only be recommended by me if
my department's assessment is that there is a need in
the relevant municipality.

Will a factor of that need be the age of the
current incumbents, so that newlyappointed justices of the peace will be
younger and thus help to lower the age of
justices of the peace so that the profession
will be less likely to be subject to the criticism of advanced age that has been made in
recent days?

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I am grateful for Mr Evans~s
question about justices of the peace. It is a
slightly more sensible question than the
question asked the week before last. The
letter the honourable member referred to
was sent to all members of Parliament and
does not change the criteria of appointment, but rationalizes in a way that is convenient to members of Parliament the
functions of my department and, indeed,
the functions of the Executive Council.
Honourable members will be aware that
it has been the practice for applications for
appointments of justices of the peace and
EGG PRICES
commissioners to flow in all the time and
for those appointments to be made, as it
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat were, in a constant dribble. That seemed to
Province)-Has the Minister of Agriculture me to be an inefficient way of going about
given any direction to the Victorian Egg it, as it was constantly taking up the time of
Marketing Board regarding the pricing of four or five persons in my department. It
eggs and, if so, what is the nature of those was thought that a better process would·be
directions?
to have recommendations made on a sixThe Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- monthly basis so that everyone knew when
culture)-I have indicated to the Victorian the appointments would be made. That was
Egg Marketing Board that I expect its prices the purpose of the letter.
In relation to the question of age, I point
to be kept at the lowest possible level. To
that extent it is a matter of giving advice out that that is a problem that arises by
rather than direction. It is in keeping with virtue of the operation of the Act because it
the policy of having consumers and produc- makes it mandatory for the Secretary of the
ers working together in an effort to further Law Department to renew the appointment
of justices of the peace irrespective of their
reduce the price of eggs.
age-if over 72 years-and the appointment, in the first instance, of people over 65
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
years of age, but once made they are generThe Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern ally life-time appointments. That has le~ to
Province)-I direct my question to the the situation where in many areas justices
Attomey-General. It concerns justices of the of the peace are elderly and cannot perform
peace and refers to the recent comment of all the functions they should perform. The
the Attorney-General that many of the jus- Government is mindful of the need for justices of the peace in Victoria are too old and tices of the peace in these areas, and will
also to a letter which the Attorney-General continue to be so mindful.
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"STATE OF THE RIVERS" REPORT
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia Province)-My question is directed to the Minister of Water Supply. Following a question
on 17 April by Mr Baxter, can the Minister
state what steps have been taken to establish a task force to examine the recommendations of the "State of the Rivers" report?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-Mr Baxter asked what steps
were being taken to implement proposals
contained in the "State of the Rivers" document, which I urge all honourable members
to read, including members of the Opposition, who obviously have not had time to
peruse the document. It would be to their
benefit to do so because it is one of the
better documents that have been produced.
Consideration has been given by various
departments to the establishment of a task
force to implement some of those recommendations. Restructuring has taken place
within the Department of Conservation,
Forests and Lands, within the Ministry of
Water Resources and Water Supply and also
within the other relevant Ministry-that of
planning and environment. It is proposed
to establish a task force to develop many of
the proposals that have been set out in a
very worthy document that I recommend
to all members of the House.
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I refer the Minister for
Planning and Environment to the future of
local development schemes that have been
developed already and I raise again with the
honourable gentleman the attempt by the
City of St Kilda and others to control
amusement parlours by local development
schemes. The honourable gentleman has
since announced that he proposes one planning document for each municipality and
to abolish local development schemes. How
will municipalities, such as St Kilda, in the
short term be able to control those activities?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I shall take
the honourable member through the process for St Kilda and I shall then generalize.
St Kilda submitted a draft local development scheme to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works in August 1983. The
objective of the scheme was to control the
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proliferation of amusement parlours, and
that matter has previously been the subject
of a question or two in the House by the
honourable member. The basic control that
the City of St Kilda proposed was a quota
system in several major streets. It is understandable that the city wants to control those
uses but I have a real concern about the
proposed method. The city has suggested
the use of a local development scheme as
that method.
Apart from the fact that my colleague, the
Minister for Local Government, has been
undertaking an investigation into the matter of amusement parlours-and, therefore,
it would be improper for me to comment
on amusement parlours prior to that report
coming out, and it has not as yet although
it will not be long-there is the important
issue of how to use a local development
scheme.
The Government's predecessors, particularly my predecessor, the former Minister
for Planning, proposed the concept of local
planning schemes. Several municipalities,
about ten, have almost completed their local
development schemes and about an equal
number are near completion. The difficulty
the Government is facing is dual, and
sometimes triple, planning controls because
of that method.
Recently, I wrote to all metropolitan
councils letting them know that it is the
Government's intention that the work they
have done toward local government
schemes will be used and that I intend that
they be integrated into the Metropolitan
Planning Scheme and that, in due course,
further powers for planning will be handed
to local government. Municipalities will be
asked to administer their operations under
the Metropolitan Planning Scheme which
will incorporate their local development
planning schemes.
At this stage, it would be quite wrong for
me to agree to the implementation of one
local planning scheme in St Kilda which is
narrow in intent, while I am asking all other
municipalities that have done that work also
to wait until their schemes can be integrated
with the Metropolitan Planning Scheme.
With those two major factors-firstly,
that the Minister for Local Government is
doing a study on amusement parlours at
present and, secondly, that it would be

Papers

wrong for me to agree to the implementation of one scheme, particularly on amusement parlours, in St Kilda-I say that I
understand the problem in St Kilda and that
the city is taking a reasonable approach to
it. However, it is not the time for me to take
action on the city's request and it will not
be long before the matter is taken up more
comprehensively.
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the Occupational Health and Safety Bill
until its conclusion. An agreement exists
that honourable members should try to take
no more than 4 hours on that Bill. I know it
is an important issue, but I hope the debate
is finished by 9.15 p.m. and that the House
will then move to debate the Supply
(1984-85, No. 1) Bill. That will be debated
until the end of the day or for a shorter
period if the debate takes less time than
PAPERS
expected. During the day, if there is any
chance to fit in one or two smaller pieces of
The following papers, pursuant to the dir- proposed legislation, that will be done.
ections of several Acts of Parliament, were
As to the rest of the week, some substanlaid on the table by the Clerk:
tial Bills have been introduced into this
Education Act I 958-Resumption ofland at Wantirna House, and tomorrow they must be dealt
South-Certificate of the Minister of Education.
with first. They include Orders of the Day,
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament: Government Business, Nos 4, 5 and 6, as
well as No. 10, which is an important Bill
Building Control Act 1981-No. 75.
and
will take some debate. Presently, the
Fisheries Act I 968-Nos. 80 and 81.
order of the proceedings for tomorrow will
Health Act I 958-No. 69.
be the Planning (Massage Parlours) Bill,
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-Shire of Environment Protection (Review) Bill,
Pakenham Planning Scheme, Part I (with 33 maps). Water (Central Management RestructurWater and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Act ing) Bill and then the Town and Country
I983-Minister's written reasons dated 19 April 1984 Planning (Amendment) Bill (No. 3). One or
for proposed recommendations to the Governor in two of the other Bills may follow.
Council re Orders to constitute the Macalister and
The House will deal firstly with proposed
Tarago Water Boards and abolish certain waterlegislation introduced into this House and
works trusts and sewerage authorities (two papers).
will then move to handling Bills from the
On the motion of the Hon. A. J. HUNT Assembly during the latter stages of the
(South Eastern Province), it was ordered week. The Government has had good cothat the reasons of the Minister of Water operation from all sides of the House in the
Supply pursuant to the Water and Sewerage last weeks of the sessional period, and I hope
Authorities (Restructuring) Act, be taken that continues this week. If honourable
into consideration on the next day of members attend to their jobs correctly and
meeting.
carefully, it will be possible to get through
this week in reasonable time.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Since the House is sitting for four and
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for possibly five days this week, I certainly
Planning and Environment) (By leave)-I intend to hold to a closure at about midshall make a short statement regarding the night, as has been the custom in recent
business of the House today, and I shall times. I ask members of the opposing parmake some comment about the rest of the ties and members of the Government to be
week. I indicate that this is an historic day succinct and relevant in what they say so
because, so far as I can ascertain, this is the that the business of the House can be hanfirst time the Legislative Council has ever dled expeditiously and without too much
sat on a Monday. I congratulate honourable fuss.
members for being so well behaved and for
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
agreeing to something that is so new.
Province) (By leave)-I thank the Leader of
I have had a conversation with the Leader the House for indicating the intentions of
of the Opposition in this House and sent a the Government. It is true that he discussed
message to the third party indicating that it the business of the day with me. One thing
is my intention that, when Government he said may have left apprehension in the
Business commences today, the House will minds of some honourable members when
proceed with the second-reading debate on he referred to a time of 4 hours for the
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Occupational Health and Safety Bill. It was
not apparent from what he said that that
related to the second-reading debate. The
Opposition anticipates a considerable time
will be needed in Committee later in the
week, and I understand the House will go
into Committee so that the proposed
amendments can be circulated, considered
and discussed.
VICTORIAN PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
FINANCE BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
. Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The current structure of borrowings by the
various local and semi-Government authorities in the State cannot be said to be efficient or effective. Victoria, with some 350
active borrowers in the marketplace each
year, has many more borrowers than any
other State. In total, considerable resources
are being expended by the financial people
in each of these areas seeking to ensure that
funds are raised in the best manner. However, it is clear that funds are raised at higher
cost than if there was a central borrower.
Many public authorities, particularly
smaller authorities, end up obtaining private loans at interest rates at the ceiling of
that recommended by the Australian Loan
Council. In contrast, those larger authorities which have the freedom and the means
of access to financial markets have, particularly during the past two years, been especially innovative and have had notable
success in raising funds through public loans
and private tenders at extremely fine rates.
Typically larger authorities currently are
borrowing funds at about 20 cents per $100
over the rate paid by the Commonwealth
Government for their funds. This contrasts
with the situation in the past where margins
. of 60 cents or more were common in the
public market, and an additional 90 cents
currently being paid by those raising relatively small amounts of funds in the private
loan market.
As authorities are currently structured,
there is simply no way that smaller authorities can hope to match the fine rates being
obtained by those with access to the public
and private tender market. At the same time,

Victorian Public Authorities Finance Bill
it would not be realistic for individual authorities to seek to raise relatively small
amounts of money in those markets through
existing mechanisms.
The approach proposed in this Bill is that
a separate agency will be created which will
have the capacity to borrow in such markets
on behalf of participating authorities. The
arrangement is a voluntary one, but the
expectation of the Treasurer is that all those
without access to funds at the finest prices
in their own name will find it worth while
using the services of the agency. The economies to be gained are many.
Firstly, there is the obvious administrative saving in having one agency approach
markets on a limited number of occasions,
rather than the multiple approaches by
individual parties as at present. Secondly,
the aggregation of borrowings into a larger
programme is likely to lead to lower interest
costs because of the greater marketability of
such issues. Thirdly, the Treasurer would
expect better pricing because of the greater
capacity for the agency to provide specialist
people to arrange funding rather than, as
currently is the case, having many borrowers involve people in fund raising for whom
it is only a small part of their over-all
activities.
The structure of the proposed agency is
that it is to be an entity quite clearly separate from the Government, and with the
governing board including representatives
of the participating authorities. This is particularly important in terms of the financial
agreement 1927 to ensure that there can be
no charge that borrowings by the agency are
de facto borrowings by the State Government, in which case they would be infringing current Australian Loan Council
provisions.
In relation to the Australian Loan Council, the existing provisions of the gentlemen's agreement provide that if the State
uses a central borrowing authority to borrow on behalf of smaller authonties, the
Australian Loan Council would require that
the State agree to limit its total smaller
authorities borrowing programme. Two
smaller States, South Australia and Western Australia, have already complied, but it
would be quite unworkable from the Victorian point of view, given the very large
number of such smaller authorities in this
State. Currently the only constraint is that

Victorian Public Authorities Finance Bill
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As I indicated earlier, participation in the
each authority can borrow up to a limit of
$1·8 million. However, to have to meet a agency is strictly voluntary and it is envistarget of total borrowings by each of the 350 aged that the State Electricity Commission
authorities would require prior allocation and the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of these relatively small amounts to each of Works, authorities which have a long hisindividual authority in advance each year. tory of strong acceptance in the financial
This is not a realistic proposition. Victoria market, will continue to raise funds in their
has raised its objections to this Australian own right. Similarly, the borrowing needs
Loan Council resolution and the Treasurer of the Victorian Transport Borrowing
is hopeful that a satisfactory outcome can Agency and the Gas and Fuel Corporation,
a borrower which, in the first instance, is
be negotiated.
fairly new to the market and, in the second,
In terms of the more detailed provisions has a relatively small borrowing proof the Bill, the Victorian approach has been gramme, would be retained outside the
to seek to create not just a "borrowing" scope of the agency, with the position posagency but to take a further step in the evo- sibly being reviewed later in light of experilution and create a ··finance" agency. That ence with the new arrangements.
is, it is concerned not just with borrowing
The fact that these authorities will seek to
funds but also with providing other financial services to participating authorities. In retain their separate identity in'the financial
this context the agency has been given func- marketplace will not prevent them particitions which include the power to borrow, pating with the agency for other financial
not just in Australia but overseas and pro- services. In addition, it is intended that the
vide power for the agency to invest funds, agency will assist development of a central
including lending to participating authori- registry, potentially for all local and semities. For example, the agency may lend for Government securities, to try to ensure the
temporary purposes prior to the drawdown greatest possible marketability of such secuof funds borrowed in the marketplace. In a rities. The final details of this proposal have
practical sense the operations of the agency yet to be settled.
I might also mention that negotiations
will be integrated with those of the Victorian Development Fund. It will be serv- are nearing completion in relation to a ceniced by the staff of the Victorian tral finance agency for local authorities.
Development Fund in co-operation with There have been considerable negotiations
other officers of the Department of Manage- which have agreed to nearly all points. I
ment and Budget who have specialist skills anticipate that a Bill to establish such an
agency will be available for the considerain this area.
tion of honourable members in the ~pring
The agency is also being given power to sessional period of Parliament. This new
form or participate in a company or a simi- proposed finance agency represents a parlar body. In some overseas markets it is ticularly important initiative for improved
necessary for borrowers who are not resi- financial management in the State. I comdent in that country to set up such a com- mend the Bill to the House.
pany for loan-raising purposes. A sinking
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South 'Eastern
fund provision is also included in the Bill,
Province)-The
Opposition welcomes the
but it is not expected that it will be used in
Bill and congratulates the Government on
normal circumstances.
its initiative. It has been apparent for some
Another area to which I would like to time that the borrowing capacity and experdraw attention is clause 37 which provides tise of smaller authorities differs greatly from
a means for replacing existing securities of case to case. Some smaller authorities find
authorities by a new security issued by the it extremely difficult to satisfy their borrowagency. The purpose of this provision is to ing needs and to obtain lenders.
try to reduce the variety of securities curI was surprised to find in the second-readrently on the market, in the hope that more ing speech that some smaller authorities,
uniformity will enhance secondary market because of their lack of expertise, have at
trading. Ultimately this will feed back and times contravened Australian Loan Counproduce better pricing in primary issues of cil requirements on maximum interest rates.
The agency for which the Bill provides
securities.
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should bring expertise and bargaining power
to bear; it should avoid the use ofinnumerable small borrowers in the marketplace and
thereby reduce the pressure on interest rates;
it should create greater access for smaller
authorities and make it easier for them to
borrow than has been the case in the past.
Honourable members would be aware
that smaller authorities may borrow up to
$1·8 million in anyone financial year without specific Australian Loan Council
approval, although the Australian Loan
Council has always in the past fixed the
terms, conditions and maximum interest
rates. A body such as this can easily supervise any conditions which the Australian
Loan Council lays down in respect of those
borrowings. There can be no question of a
borrower, who uses this mechanism, inadvertently contravening any conditions that
might be laid down.
I note that the Australian Loan Council
has now abandoned control over the interest
rates payable by semi-Government authorities and this responsibility has been passed
to the State Treasurer. Again, the function
of supervision in that respect could quite
satisfactorily be undertaken by an agency
such as the one the Bill seeks to establish.
The Opposition hopes this will mean that
there will be added expertise that does not
depend upon the calibre of the people
employed by the new agency. The Opposition also hopes the Government will ensure
that these employees are up to the task. If
they are, the Bill will provide a very welcome financial innovation of value to
smaller authorities and municipalities in
particular. The best part about the Bill is
that participation through the new agency,
in any event, will be voluntary.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The National Party supports the
Bill which seems to be a reasonable measure
that will greatly assist the smaller authorities to be able to borrow at advantageous
interest rates, which up until now has been
something only the larger authorities have
been able to do. It will establish an agency
that will be allowed to raise funds for the
use of various authorities, of which there
are 350 in Victoria.
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The key to National Party support is the
word "voluntary" and the fact that the Minister for Minerals and Energy in his secondreading speech stated:
The arrangement is a voluntary one ...

That is the key to the agency functioning
effectively and well in the future.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-A refreshing
change for this Government, Mr Dunn!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is, particularly
in view of the centralist views of the Government. The National Party support for
the establishment of an agency such as this
would be withdrawn immediately if the
Government moved to make it a compulsory requirement to either borrow or raise
funds through an agency of this kind. So
long as it remains a voluntary one, the
agency will have the support of regional
authorities throughout Victoria because they
will be able to use the service if they want
it, or can go outside the service, if that is
their choice.
The Minister in his second-reading speech
also stated that it would not be just a borrowing agency but that the Government
would take a further step and create a
finance agency as well in future proposed
legislation. In other words, the Government could have this whole area of financing of local and semi-Government
authorities completely wrapped up in one
organization.
The success of this proposed agency
would depend on voluntary participation in
it. I trust, as part of the proposed legislation
of the Government to establish the finance
aspect of this agency, that that voluntary
capacity will always be a major part of the
proposition. With those reservations, the
National Party supports the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their support and co-operation in allowing the Bill
to move expeditiously through the House.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND
SAFETY BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 18) on
the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and Energy) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD (Monash
Province}-I am totally committed to the
objective of improving occupational health
and safety. I do not say that in any theoretical way but from deep personal experience.
In managing manufacturing operations over
a number ofyears, I was personally involved
in the question of safety in the workplace. I
am happy to state that in the period for
which I was responsible for operations, we
achieved considerable improvement in the
safety of those operations.
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One has only to read minutes of the Australian Labor Party policy committees to realize that they often refer to "Socialist
objectives". The Labor Party believes in
Socialist objectives.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-So what!

The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD-U ndoubtedly, the Socialist objective is to increase
the control of trade union officials over the
operation of firms. Labor Party members
would not back away from that statement.
They say, "So what". The problem of confused objectives is evident in a number of
pieces of proposed legislation that the Labor
Party brings before Parliament. The Labor
Party has stated that one of its objectives is
the economic development of Victoria, yet
the Socialist objective evident in much of
the proposed legislation will add to the cost
I refer not only to improvements in of business and' will damage the competireducing the incidence of accidents but also tiveness of Victorian firms. The Socialist
improvements in reducing the severity of objective in the consumer affairs area has
accidents. It is easy to get caught up in stat- resulted in the Consumer Affairs (Item Pricistics. It is not always the reduction in the ing) Bill. The Socialist objective in the envinumber of small accidents that is signifi- ronmental area has resulted in the draconian
cant, but rather the nature and severity of measure relating to the Dangerous Goods
the accidents. In some situations poor plan- and Hazardous Wastes Bill.
ning of the work place will result in acciThe Bill will add substantially to the busidents that may have adverse effects on the ness costs of firms without significantly
long-term working ability of individuals.
improving occupational health and safety.
The Labor Party tragically believes that For example, clause 19 frequently refers to
occupational health and safety problems can the duties of firms and uses the standard,
be solved by legislation. That is a failing of "so far as is practicable". That standard
many politicians and bureaucrats. They gives no consideration to costs. It would be
believe that when a problem exists all they more appropriate to set the standard as
have to do is turn to legislation and regula- "reasonably practicable". That wording is
tions. Other methods are often much more suggested in the International Labour Orgaeffective in dealing with problems. In my nization convention on international occuopinion, improvements in occupational pational health and safety. The idea is in
health and safety can best be achieved line with the philosophy of many people in
through changing attitudes, rather than the Labor movement, including Or Matthrough regulation and coercion. Changing thews of the Trades Hall Council, who was
attitudes requires co-operative action responsible for drafting much of the material
between management and workers. I say the in the Bill. Dr Matthews said that an
word "workers" with great deliberation. The employee should never need to wear safety
coercive nature of the Bill will tend to polar- glasses, earmuffs, safety gloves or other proize attitudes and reinforce entrenched tective equipment. He said that the working
environment should always be of a stanpositions.
dard to make protective equipment unnecThe Bill mixes objectives. The overt essary. That is an unrealistic approach
objective is to improve occupational health which, if imposed, would put many Vicand safety but the covert objective is to torian firms out of business and would cost
increase control by trade union officials over thousands of Victorian workers their jobs.
the operation of firms. No honest Labor As has been said often, there is no such
Party member would deny those objectives. thing as a zero risk working environment.
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I shall give other examples of ways in
which the Bill will add to business costs.
Clause 24 refers to employees removing
themselves from an allegedly unsafe working environment. Even if the actions by the
employees are later shown to be frivolous,
the firm still has to pay the employees for
the time not worked. That is completely
against the common law approach and the
approach of several Federal awards. Clause
29 requires firms to give an unspecified
amount of study leave to health and safety
representatives. I could cite examples of how
this type of provision has been abused in
other countries, including the United
Kingdom.
A fundamental issue in the proposed
legislation is the election of health and safety
representatives. Improvements in occupational health and safety can best be achieved
through co-operative efforts between workers and management, as distinct from
unions and management. I use the word
"workers" with considerable care. This
relates to the role and significance of trade
unions in the industrial future of Australia
and the nature of work in our industrial
future.
In future, Australians will be more
interested in work as distinct from employment. More Australians will be aiming to
become their own boss in contrast to being
a mere employee. This will become more
possible because of the changing nature of
work. More mass production of consumer
~oods will occur with a minimum of human
mvolvement on the production line. More
people will be sub-contractors, undertaking
specific work either to produce components
for incorporation into the final manufacturing process or, increasingly, to provide a
service required by industry or the community. The working relationship and
remuneration will be the subject of contracts between the provider and the recipient of the product or service. These contracts
will be legally enforceable.
Although at one time trade unions played
a vital role in relationships between workers and firms, that role is less relevant now.
For example, in the United States of America, many of the new industries have no
union involvement and the percentage of
people in the American work force who are
members of unions is dropping rapidly. In
1970 31 per cent of people in the American
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work force were members of unions,
whereas in 1980 the figure was 25 per cent
and at present it is estimated to be 20 per
cent. The percentage of the work force who
are members of trade unions in Australia is
also declining, but not as rapidly as in the
United States of America. In 1980 it was
estimated that 56 per cent of people in the
Australian work force were members of
unions, whereas at present it is estimated
that less than 50 per cent of people in the
work force are members of unions.
Australians will face real declines in their
standards of living unless we embrace new,
innovative ways of producing goods and
providing services. This will inevitably
mean more flexible working relationships.
Because of the organizational links of the
Victorian Labor Government with trade
unions, it naturally regards relations
between workers and firms as relations
between unions and firms. It would be
strange if it did otherwise. However, that
attitude will be increasingly counterproductive to the interests of workers because
unions will oppose the new types of innovative productive methods and working
relationships that will provide workers with
the best opportunities of improving their
income and working environment. That is
whylhe Bill is a watershed in the whole area
of workers' relationships.
The Bill is not dealing only with occupational health and safety. It is also attempting to set in concrete the old business-unionemployee relationship that will have become
an anachronism by the turn of the century.
The Bill is trying to perpetuate the theory
that firms can deal with their workers only
through trade union officials and that those
who are not members of trade unions should
be forced into trade unions or be damned.
The stand by the Liberal Party on the Bill is
the first small step towards protecting the
rights of workers to exercise their freedom
orchoice in the nature of their working relationships. It is the first small step in which
a Parliament is breaking away from the tyranny of the unholy alliance that has developed between big government, big unions,
and big business, to the detriment of the
worker.
Our commitment in Victoria should not
be to big government, big unions and big
business, but to the Victorian workers who
have been let down by this unholy alliance
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and who, by their enterprise, enthusiasm
and innovation, are trying to create new
opportunities, a better way of life and an
improved standard of living. Let this Parliament not stand in their way by continuing to impose on them the rigid structures
of the past that act as a brake on their
progress.
The thrust of my remarks is that, on the
one hand, the Bill deals with occupational
health and safety and sets forward objectives that are supported by the Opposition
but, on the other hand, it includes ways in
which trade union officials can extend their
influence over the operation of firms. Further, it will fundamentally influence the
nature of working relationships in the future
and the nature of work itself. In other words,
the Bill is predicated upon the relationship
between a firm and its worker existing only
through a trade union; it is predicated upon
the concept that the only way in which
workers can be represented is through trade
unions.
The Opposition does not accept that
approach. Increasingly, the relationship
m ust be directly between the worker and
the employer. The concept presented in the
Bill-\hat occupational health and safety
representatives are to be elected only by
members of trade unions-is not only inappropriate but also unsound in the interests
of workers and the long-term trend in the
nature of work.
The Opposition proposes, in the Committee stage, to move a number of amendments to rectify the faults in the practice of
the Bill, and will seek the Government's
support for and concurrence in those
amendments.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The divisions that exist, particularly between employers and employees
in industry and business in this State, and
probably in Australia, lead one to fear for
the future. The State and our whole society
are torn apart by these divisions, which are
fostered by people who make a living from
continually whipping up divisions within
society, particularly the division between
employers and employees. Individual
development and the employment and wellbeing of Victorians will never be set on the
right course until the many sections that
make the wheels of industry turn move
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closer together and achieve an increased
degree of consensus.
In the eyes of some people, there is something sinister about employers making profits. This is one of many issues where huge
divisions exist; a gulf has developed between
people, the political parties that represent
them, employers and employees.
The National Party acknowledges the
need for the safety of workers. All workers
have a right to expect that their safety and
well-being in the workplace will be safeguarded and respected, and the National
Party supports that view. The question is
not about that aspect, but about how that
objective should be achieved.
The Government has made little attempt
to reach a degree of consensus and compromise on the Bill and on this issue. Through
its action, it appears to have deliberately
seized on the Bill as a means of creating
further divisions between employees and
employers in this State. It has seized on this
emotional issue and turned it into a political issue for its own gain. It has presented a
Bill which it knows the National Party and
the employers cannot accept, and it has done
so deliberately, in my view, to further drive
a wedge between employers and employees
for its own benefit.
I hold the Government responsible for
the conflict and the community violence
that has occurred on this issue. The Government knew, when drawing up the Bill,
that the National Party could not accept it.
We cannot accept the extremes that are contained in the Bill, which has obviously been
written by the strong hand of the Socialist
left in the Government.
In examining some of those unacceptable
matters, I refer firstly to the membership of
the commission. Employers have some part
to play in this area, and I wish members of
the Government would apply their minds
to that. Employers provide the jobs and the
capital for industry, so surely they have a
right to have some interest in the affair. One
finds that, of the thirteen members of the
commission, five are to be nominated by
the Victorian Trades Hall Council, five are
to be nominated by the Victorian Congress
of Employer Associations and three are to
be persons having knowledge of or experience in occupational health and safety, who
are nominated by the Minister after consultation with the Trades Hall Council and the
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Victorian Congress of Employer Associa- to be paid for the period during which he is
tions. The Minister has made clear where off the job.
his loyalties lie, and I wonder what sort of
Perhaps, the Minister can clarify whether
consideration will be given to the congress that is the case. It certainly appears that an
in the selection of those three persons. The employee can walk off the job and continue
balance in the commission is heavily to be paid-even for some period of timeweighted in favour of unions and employ- because after an employee refuses to work
ees. The Bill is about employee health and he must notify the health and safety represafety and the National Party does not deny sentative of that refusal. The inspector, upon
that employees should have a substantial receiving notice, shall as soon as possiblesay in the commission, but substantial con- it could be two or three days, it could be a
trol has been handed over to them in the week or two later, depending on the amount
Bill.
of work he has-attend the workplace and
When considering the membership of the shall, in the presence of the employee and
commission, one finds a clause that is writ- the employer, investigate the matter.
Who pays the employee during the delay
ten not only into this Bill but into much
legislation in Victoria, one which will no that may occur in the attendance of the
doubt be included in future legislative inspector? Is it proposed that for the period
of time that the employee refuses to work
measures. Clause 7 (4) provides:
and the time it takes for the inspector to
For the purposes of nominating persons to be arrive, that amount will be paid by the
appointed as members of the Commission. regard shall employer? Those areas certainly need
be had to the desirability of having a reasonable bal- clarification.
ance of men and women including persons of differing
Clause 28, which relates to the appointethnic backgrounds as members of the Commission.
ment of occupational health and safety repI do not support the inclusion of that kind resentatives, again points up compulsory
of provision in any Bill. Surely selection unionism at its worst. The Government is
should be on the basis of the value of the saying that unless one is a trade union
individual and his or her contribution and member, one cannot become a representaexperience, regardless of sex and ethnic tive or even have a say in who is appointed
background. Surely a situation could be as a representative.
arrived at where the commission could be
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Notwithstandsubstantially made up by persons of either ing that fewer than half the work force are
sex or of any particular ethnic background. in unions.
So long as its members are the right people,
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-If the Governthat is all right by me. Such attempts to
create equality should not, in my view, be ment had its way, there would be no choice;
enshrined in measures of this type. I accept it is solidly on the side of compulsory
that it is part of the Labor Government's unionism. If one is not a union member one
policy to include such a provision, but it does not have a say in who will represent
one in the field of health and safety. The
does not have my support.
Bill will disenfranchise the non-union
In pointing out the areas where employ- members in the workplace and that is a coners feel strongly that they have been left out cept that the National Party cannot accept.
in the cold on certain issues, I direct atten- Employers cannot accept the Bill, and those
employees who do not belong to unions and
tion to clause 24 (1), which provides:
who do not want to be left out in the cold
An employee may refuse to work or do particular when the appointments of representatives
work where the employee has reason to believe that to are made do not accept it. The safety reprework or do the particular work would expose the sentatives have enormous powers.
employee or another person to danger to health or
When one considers the responsibility of
safety.
the employer to the appointed representaThat may be a reasonable right but, on my tives, one finds that this is a deliberately
reading of it, the provision allows an made, one-sided measure designed to bring
employee to walk of the job and to continue about conflict in the community. The
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employer has a responsibility to consult
health and safety representatives on all proposed changes in the workplace. There is no
great harm about consultation and I do not
have any major objection to that aspect.
But clause 29 (2) (d) permits health and
safety representatives to take such time off
work with pay as is necessary or prescribed
for the purposes of performing their functions or duties or taking part in any course
of training relating to occupational health
and safety which is approved by the commission or conducted by the Ministry of
Employment and Training, at the employer's expense. It is up to the employers to pay
for these people to attend a course for a
week or a couple of weeks. Employers are
stunned by this proposed legislation. They
must provide such other facilities and
assistance to the representatives as are
necessary or prescribed to enable them to
perform their functions and duties. Does
that mean an office must be provided? Does
that mean that these representatives should
be able to have this assistance within the
workplace? Again, this responsibility is back
on the employer. Is this what the honourable member for Waverley Province wants?
If the honourable member wants division,
he is getting it.
In my view, that is where we become
totally unstuck in the community. Division
is created by the people who have an
obvious interest in achieving that objective.
These representatives have extraordinary
powers. Clause 30 provides that where a
health and safety representative is of the
opinion that there is a contravention of the
provisions, he may issue to the employer a
provisional improvement notice. If an
employer does not comply with the notice,
he is guilty of an offence under the Act. That
is an extraordinary power. The representative elected by union members can serve a
notice on an employer and if that employer
fails to comply with the provisional
improvement notice, he commits an offence and the penalties are not chicken feed.
Clause 36 sets out the power of the
inspectors. An inspector may, for the purpose of the execution of the Act or the regulations, require the production of and may
examine and take copies of any document
or any part of any document. Where else in
legislation on the statute-books of Victoria
does that same power exist? An inspector
may walk into an office and demand any
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document, may examine it, may copy it, or
whatever.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-The Egg Industry Stabilization Act.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-That is an
extraordinary power that is handed over to
the inspectors. There is no limitation on
what documents they may require. They
may require any documents and take copies
of them. It could severely infringe the rights
of employers and people generally in the
community to have to provide certain
documents that may have nothing to do
with the complaint at hand.
If the employer fails to produce the document, again he is guilty of an offence under
the Act. No wonder the employers and others, including members of the National
Party, are concerned about the implications
of the proposed legislation. There is extraordinary power in the regulations,
almost total power.
Clause 60 provides that the Governor in
Council may make regulations for or in
respect of the safety, health and welfare of
persons at workplaces and the Bill proceeds
to list about 40 or 50 prescriptions of regulations affecting the Bill.
I have pointed out the reason why the Bill
is seen by employees in Victoria as being
unacceptable. I have pointed out why it is
unacceptable to the National Party. A degree
of consensus must be reached on issues such
as this. I look forward to the day when
employees and employers can work more
closely together because until that day is
reached there will not be achieved in our
community the degree of progress and competitiveness that is needed to build industry, build jobs and build up our economic
base.
The Government has made no attempt
to bridge the gap and reach a consensus, and
it has presented honourable members with
a deliberately one-sided measure. I believe
the architects in the left wing of the Labor
Party who have given us this Bill have a
continued vested interest in disruption in
our society, particularly in our workplaces.
All I want to say to the workers of this
State is that they should make an effort to
obtain the facts on this and other issues.
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They should see the members of the Socialist left for what they are-enemies of our
society.
The National Party cannot accept this
Bill, and the Government knows it. The
Government has made little attempt to
reach consensus on the issue. The National
Party will not accept this measure unless
substantial changes and amendments are
made that will make it a more balanced
piece of proposed legislation rather than one
that is written totally in the interests of the
employees without taking the employers'
interests to heart.
The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia Province )-So far, four speakers from the opposition side of the House made contributions
to the debate and I have listened to them all
very carefully. I have found very little content in their contributions, apart from union
bashin~, a small case of Minister bashing
and a lIttle variety with "blame-the-worker"
from Mr Baxter.
I should like, at least for the record of the
debate in this House, to talk briefly-I know
there are time constraints-about the real
background reasons for the Bill. Mr Hayward said that very few statistics are available and that he believed some of them are
misleading. Of course they are misleading.
They are a significant underestimation of
the facts because it is not possible to obtain
the real statistics.
I should like to state some of the statistics
for the benefit of honourable members. It is
known that some 300 work-related deaths
occur every year. There are 300 000 hospital admissions each year, which involve the
loss of some 2·5 million work days. There
is an average of one injury in industry every
4 minutes. For every person injured on Victorian roads, six people are injured at work.
Days lost through industrial disputes are
outnumbered three times by days lost
through accidents.
Honourable members hear much about
industrial disputes, and yet three times as
many days are lost through accidents at
work as days lost through industrial dispute. Australia has one of the worst rates of
occupational health and safety in the world.
Australia rates as the third worst of all the
OECD countries. The accident rate in Australia is three times that of the United Kingdom. A big business in workers
compensation exists, about which much is
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said in this House. I believe the figure representing the amount of premiums each year
for Victorian industry is approximately $500
million.
The problem with the statistics being
unrealistic partially results from the fact that
thousands of accidents are unreported.
There is also no way of judging how much
occupation-related disease occurs. There are
only two ways one can work out whether
someone died as a result of his occupation,
one of which is if, by sheer luck, a doctor
actually writes this fact on the death certificate and another of which is if the person
had previously made a workers compensation claim. There are many cases about
which one could not know. It is obviously
an enormous problem.
I should like to briefly discuss two or three
specific areas in this field, where it is not so
dramatic, not so obvious, where it is not a
physical injury or a great trauma on a building site, but where it is an occupational
health hazard rather than an accident.
Occupational health and safety hazards
are faced in the office and on the normal
factory production line just as often as on a
building site. For example, women's occupational health and safety problems can be
distinguished these days, not because of the
differences between men and women, but
simply because of differences in the types of
work they do. Most women work in sex
stereotype jobs, such as clerical and secretarial work. A large number of women work
in factories performing process and assembly work, and particularly in work requiring
detail or repetitive movement. Many
women are also employed in the food
industry, preparing and serving foods.
Thus, the problems facing women are the
more long-term chronic problems of stress,
fatigue, and, most of all, repetition strain
injury, rather than acute physical trauma
that can be readily identified. Migrant
women, in particular, tend to be concentrated in workplaces where this is extremely
common. They work in poor conditions
where the employer either cannot afford
proper safety conditions or where he simply
will not afford them. Some research has been
conducted on the result of this type of work
on migrant women, and extremely long lists
have been compiled of all sorts of illnesses,
such as headaches, sore eyes, eye strain,
chest complaints and aching legs, which are
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all chronic stress conditions that migrant
women suffer in this type of work all the
time. Increasing evidence is also building
up to suggest that migrant women have been
the targets of cost-cutting measures, such as
those involving the speeding up of production lines, bonus rates, piece work and outside work, use of outdated, old-fashioned
and dangerous machinery, and so on. This
is part of the background in which these
women work.
Many women suffer injury or illness that
they do nothing about because they are
afraid of losing their jobs. They are frightened that if they take sick leave they will get
the sack. They are also frightened of moving into the workers compensation process,
which is a terrifying procedure for many
women, particularly if English is not their
first language.
Another problem is that, in the past, and
perhaps with previous legislation, safety
measures were readily applied to equipment such as big machines, such as those to
which Mr Baxter referred, but not much
attention was paid to examining ways in
which health hazards caused by production
work could be eliminated-health hazards
which are not obvious, but which are certainly reaching epidemic proportions.
Medical treatment for work injuries is not
satisfactory. I have seen many women who
have scars on their arms as a result of operations they have undergone to cure repetition strain injuries but who are still suffering
in exactly the same way. The importance of
this Bill is partly that the Government wants
to introduce preventative measures; it does
not want to wait until all those sorts of injuries have occurred.
A further problem has been that employers are not prepared to acknowledge occupational health hazards. The trade union
movement has directed attention to these
problems, which have been emphasized and
written about many times. The union
movement has gone out into the factories
to examine what is happening and has tried
very hard to give the workers a voice.
I have heard employers in factories that I
have visited hint that they believe tenosynovitis might be a new "fashionable" disease
and that workers are discovering that it is
now fashionable to have tenosynovitis or a
repetition strain injury. I have also heard
comments from a number of people, and
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read articles that sug~est that migrant
women are trying to np off the workers
compensation system, to bleed the system
dry, and to retire on some sort of terrific
pension, which I am sure honourable members in this House would not consider. In
many cases, after women sustain this type
of injury they simply leave work altogether
and assume that they will never be able to
work at the same rate again. They just accept
that as a fact of working life. The injury is
not reported, and it is extremely difficult for
anyone to find out about it. In numerous
cases, doctors have simply diagnosed
"arthritis" or "rheumatism" rather than
stating that the injury is work-related.
In industries such as the poultry processing and packaging industry, there can be up
to a 100 per cent turnover of staff in one
year. Therefore, there is no way that workers in that sort of industry can be assisted at
present. In addition, they are working away
from the traditional aCCIdent reporting and
compensation systems. In some cases,
people who are working at home have no
way of comparing their working conditions
with those of their workmates and, therefore, they have no idea that the injury they
have sustained is work-related.
These workers are, without doubt, the
most vulnerable, powerless and unorganized workers in the work force. The last
time the Bill was debated. I was particularly
annoyed when Mr Baxter spoke about
blamIng the workers. I remember the allegations that were made against these women
and, when I thought what they were going
through, I was contemptuous of Mr Baxter's remarks.
I refer to page 24 of the Interim Report
upon Complaints Procedures against Health
Services tabled by the Social Development
Committee in 1983 which states:
The submission received from representatives of nonEnglish speaking migrants in the trade union movement pointed out the problems faced by this group in
their working lives.

IfMrs Baylor were in the Chamber she could
reinforce my remarks because this witness
was regarded by the entire committee to be
most credible and impressive. Ms Sylvia
Panayis stated:
Migrant women, because of the type of work they do
under strict regimental systems for a quota or piecework, either on assembly lines or as machinists, are
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always tired and always have a quota to fill. This is the
cause of a lot of problems, one major occupational
problem is tenosynovitis, the repetitive strain injury.
With this problem they face further problems as far as
trying to get workers compensation is concerned, and
some sort of recognition that this is a work related
problem. There are some instances of women complaining about the treatment they receive from doctors, particularly insurance company doctors. They
build up this incredible fear of insurance company doctors because of the experiences of fellow workers. Many
times they go along to the appointment and an interpreter should be there to interpret for them. Many
times the interpreter does not appear and other times
they might send an Italian interpreter to interpret for a
Spanish person.

A further section of Ms Panayis's evidence
was as follows:
There is another instance of sexual harassment where
a woman with a hand condition which is a repetitive
strain injury was told to almost undress completely to
have her arm examined. She was very fearful and did
not know what to do, because she thought that her
workers compensation case would be in jeopardy if she
refused. There are all these sorts of instances and attitudes on the part of doctors not believing what they
were told about the pain. There are also cases of doctors being impatient with migrant workers in having to
use an interpreter, and many times the consultation
taking longer for that reason.

It was in the light of evidence such as this
that I found the comments of Mr Baxter,
the last time the Bill was debated, to be
particularly annoying. In 1928 the Commonwealth Department of Health carried
out a survey to try to ascertain the problems
women suffered. Those problems were
pretty well the same problems I have spoken about today, with the exception perhaps of the 'repetitive strain injury which is
more endemic now. Nothing was done
about the problem then, but perhaps now
the Govenment can take action with this
Bill,

Increasing evidence and statistical information demonstrate that young people are
suffering an enormous rate of injury in
industry. The growi~~ tissues of young
people are more sensItive to contaminants
and chemicals in the workplace. Young
people are more exposed to injury and have
neither the knowledge nor the experience to
cope with many incidents in the workplace.
In this country the highest accident rate for
workers is in the age group under twenty
years of a~e. Those accident figures are 50
per cent higher than for any other group in
the workplace. In 1981 one in nine young
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workers had a serious accident requiring
more than five days off work.
Young workers struggle in all sorts of
conditions with a lack of information and
inadequate training. Often they are put in a
position where they are expected to take
unnecessary risks. They are not encouraged
to use safety equipment. Obviously one of
the real problems is the rate of unemployment, especially youth unemployment. As
youth unemployment grows higher, young
people are prepared to take more risks and
are in a position to be coerced by employers
to take higher risks. Thus job insecurity adds
to the problem.
In the debate in another place, an example
was referred to and described, so I will not
go into details. Two teenage boys, Terence
Murphy and Craig Beattie, employed by
Durapaint Services, Noble Park, died after
being asked by their employer to clean out
a degreasing vat. One boy had been working
at the factory for two weeks and the other
boy had been working there for twelve
months. The only safety equipment with
which they were provided was a pair of
boots. The boys were overcome by fumes
and died after a few hours. After a considerable amount of time the firm was fined
$2000. When speaking about minimum
penalties, one should remember incidents
such as these.
The difference in the approach of the
Government to the Bill is that it has a commitment to the participation of workers,
unions and employers in the setting of standards. The involvement of employees is
absolutely crucial in any step to improve
workplace conditions. Unlike the Opposition, the Government firmly believes that
employees need the support, resources and
the structure of the trade union movement.
The trade unions have a unique position in
that they have accountability to their membership and independence from management. This is absolutely vital if employees
are to have any effective say in their own
health and safety.
In this country the trade union movement stands alone in its contribution to the
health and safety of workers and individual
unions. The Amalgamated Metals Foundry
and Shipwrights Union, for example, has
conducted individual campaigns against
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specific health hazards and published booklets and leaflets. The union has also
appointed health and safety officers. The
Australian Council of Trade Unions has also
published information on specific problems
in industries.
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employers will not carry out health and
safety measures if left to their own initiative. All one can do is measure lack of concern by lack of effort.
I wish to make one more point about the
Victorian C~amber of Manufactures surThe Occupational Health and Safety Unit vey: Only 17·7 per cent responded to the
of the Australian Council of Trade Unions survey. That makes it an extremely disand the Trades Hall Council has issued heartening statistic. In the face of this evihealth alerts, organized lectures and semi- dence of past performance, the attack by the
nars and produced an influential bulletin of Opposition on the trade union movement
high standard. The Trade Union Training is ridiculous. The unions are prepared to
Authority and the Victorian Trades Hall meet the challenge of occupational health
Council have conducted training pro- and safety.
grammes for health and safety officers. Last
The Hon. P. D. Block-I have not
year 500 workers were trained with the attacked the unions.
assistance of Government funding.
The Hon. J. L. DIXON-Mr Block manBy comparison, one should examine the aged to drag out one example. All the eviwork conducted in this area by employers. dence I have seen is that health and safety
In 1982 a survey was conducted by the Aus- representatives in the United Kingdom have
tralian Institute of Management. This could performed their task with respect for all
be called the first study by management to employees and there has been no major disdiscover the attitudes of members to the ruption. In Victoria, a number of workhealth and safety issue. Some 926 compa- places already have well-established unionnies were surveyed and only 280 bothered appointed health and safety representatives.
to reply. That means that 70 per cent of the
Another objection raised by Mr Block was
companies showed no interest whatsoever the multiplicity of unions. In some workin the survey. I emphasize that the survey places, several unions are involved and in
was held less than two years ago. In April these cases the unions have already worked
1983 the Victorian Chamber of Manufac- out among themselves the most appropritures was provided with funds by the Gov- ate representation system.
ernment to undertake research and
The Hon. P. D. Block-The Bill allows
development on occupational health and
safety problems. As part of the project, 133 them all to have a representative.
The Hon. J. L. DIXON-They have
companies were surveyed.
worked it out between themselves.
The findings of the survey, which are
The danger tag procedure, as at Alcoa,
extremely disturbing to those who are
involved in this Bill, show that: More than has been in operation for twenty years and
seven out of ten respondents had workers there have been no problems. The watercompensation claims during the year side workers award has long recognized the
1982-83-which means they had health and right of the delegate to stop an unsafe job
safety problems; fewer than half kept records pending the arrival of a marine inspector to
of minor injuries; fewer than one-third ana- act as an arbitrator in any safety dispute.
lysed their work injury statistics; more than
The principles contained in this Bill are
half had no person clearly designated with already accepted and operating in industry
the responsibility for health and safety; fewer without any trouble. The Bill simply recogthan one-third had a safety officer; only one- nizes this and legislates in this way. The
quarter had a safety policy and of those really classic objection by the Opposition,
nearly half had no written plan to imple- which amazed me, involved defending the
ment that policy; fewer than a quarter had rights of the non-union workers. I find that
safety committees, and of those that did, objection amazing because, in the past, the
more than half had been in existence for Opposition has not cared about any workonly one year or less.
ers, let alone non-union workers. The simThose figures from the Victorian Cham- ple answer to this concern is that there is
ber of Manufactures prove conclusively that absolutely nothing stopping employers from
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immediately giving their non-union members the same rights as the trade union health
and safety representatives. However, judging from their past performance, I doubt
very much that they will.
The Government is extremely concerned
about the vulnerable position of non-union
workers. Earlier I referred to women, young
workers and migrant workers-obviously
they are extremely vulnerable. Part of the
reason they suffer the conditions which they
suffer now is that during the past 30 or 40
years the inspectorate has been allowed to
run down. Inadequate resources and insufficient inspectors have been provided.
When the Government came to office, a
workplace could expect one inspection every
73 years. Therefore some workplaces could
get away with a great deal. The aim of the
Government has been to ensure that all
workers are involved in their own health
and safety.
In spite of all of the consultations that
took place during the debate on this Bill, no
non-union employee gave any response.
This seems to support the view of the Government that it is very difficult for a worker
to do anything or to put forward a position
when he does not have the backing of an
organization.
The Hon. P. D. Block-It will be more
difficult if this Bill goes through as it is.
The Hon. J. L. DIXON-Mr Block
knows what is proposed in the Bill. The
Government does not propose to categorize
all workers and say that if a workplace has
twenty workers it must have one representative. The Government is putting a much
more sensitive and subtle proposition and
will consult with the workplace to find the
most suitable and appropriate measure for
each workplace. That will be done in consultation with the employees. A policy will
not be imposed from above. The Government is aware of the vulnerable position of
employees and wishes to assist them most
appropriately.
The Bill gives positive recognition to the
belief of the Government that the only way
to resolve occupational health and safety
problems is prevention, not conflict or disputation-not compensation after the event,
which is all that workers have had for so
long. Workers have only been able to fight.
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The Government is approaching the problems in terms of prevention.
The Bill is a recognition that these past
approaches of disputation and conflict,
together with the myth of the careless worker
which Mr Baxter put forward, and the minimal fines for safety breaches by employers,
have provided no incentive for employers
to improve the workplace or to remove hazards. The Bill is a recognition that the best
time to remove hazards is before they are
introduced.
Above all, the Bill is a recognition of a
fundamental ethical principle which can
best be called 44the right to know". Workers
should be informed about the risks involved
in their work, not only as a matter of principle but in order to protect themselves
against injury and disease, to recognize hazards in the work environment and to decide
whether, and under what circumstances, to
engage in that occupation. Employers have
a moral obligation and a societal responsibility to protect employees and to inform
them of known hazards.
The Bill involves nothing new. The philosophy of the Bill is prevalent throughout
Australia and overseas. It is consistent with
all measures that are being undertaken at
the moment. The Federal Government
recently established an interim National
Occupational Health and Safety Commission which is currently drafting a report on
the establishment of a permanent commission. The role of the Federal commission
will be interactive. It will operate within the
structures of the State commission.
The statement on accord between the
Federal Government and the Australian
Council of Trade Unions includes the
statement:
The work environment needs to be adapted and
designed to suit the needs of people working in it;
employers have a basic responsibility to provide a
healthy, safe and stress free work environment; workers have the right to know the hazards they are exposed
to; unions and union appointed health and safety representatives meeting with management in health and
safety committees at local level have the right to set
standards of health and safety in the workplace.

In New South Wales, legislation was enacted
in 1983 providing for similar duties on
employers, similar penalties, and for
employee participation. In South Australia,
a discussion paper was released last year
giving details of the Governmenfs proposal
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The assumption which appears to have
been made by the Government but which
has not been stated by any of the speakers
thus far is that the presence of the union
movement in these larger shops is the only
factor that militates against a better safety
performance, but that is far from the truth.
That is only one of the factors. I have been
in workshops where there has been a strong
union presence and where the shops have
had an appalling safety record. It depends
When the Industrial Safety, Health and very much on the people in those workWelfare Bill was introduced in 1981 the places. It also depends largely on the attiMinister for Employment and Training tude of those people to safety, and it depends
stated the Labor Party policy when speak- very much-this is the most important facing in opposition to its introduction. Prior tor-on the attitude of management to
to the election the Minister talked about the safety.
proposed legislation at many places where I
If company management at a senior level
was present.
has a commitment to safety, regardless of
I shall conclude by quoting from an arti- whether that work force is unionized, the
cle published on 6 March in the Herald, workplace tends to be a safer working place.
which is not a radical newspaper, but which If the management has a commitment to
safety one finds that the resources are prostated:
vided for such things as safety officers, safety
The one thing we do need now in this vital area is
committees, layout and materials handling
co-operation between all parties to reduce this shamespecialists dealing with safety problems,
ful waste of human and material resources.
safety engineers working on methods for
I ask the Opposition to respect this view.
both men and equipment, and other
specialists recording and reporting on unsafe
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Prov- working practices and equipment in the
ince)-I have been involved with industry workplace. That does not come about
at the base level and have been in as many because the union is in the workplace, but
factories as anybody else in this House, and because the management of the company is
I strongly support the objects of the Bill. committed to safety practices and can comUnfortunately, much of the debate has been municate that stance to the workers and
characterized by rhetoric rather than by convince them that safety is a shared
reality. I want to indicate how I see the responsibility. The management can proachievement of those objectives and to point vide the resources in the workplace if the
out how the Government has reached a workers have commitment and are preremarkable conclusion, based on the evi- pared to use them.
dence before it, on the way to achieve its
In a number of companies in which I have
aims and objectives.
worked, the wearing of safety glasses is
The statistics that are available indicate compulsory, yet how many times does one
that there is genuinely a better safety per- find people not wearing their safety glasses?
formance in large workplaces than in smaller
The Hon. B. W. Mier-That is a shared
workplaces. The larger factories generally responsibility.
are unionized, while the smaller factories
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I am talking
normally are not. Mr Block indicated that
57 per cent of the workplace was not about shared responsibility. It is not the sole
province of the trade union movement to
unionized.
educate everybody. The management must
The Hon. B. W. Mier-That figure is provide the resources. One cannot take one
wrong.
factor which seems to militate in favour of
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Mr Mier may a better workplace and, by imposing that
dispute that figure if he likes, but even if factor on other sections of the work force,
one takes 50 per cent one finds that gener- achieve better over-all safety procedures,
ally the smaller factories are not unionized. because it does not work that way.

which included giving similar roles and
functions to health and safety representatives to those contained in this Bill. In
Western Australia, a discussion paper proposed legislation exactly the same as ours.
Overseas, most countries are now working
towards much greater participation of
employees in their own health and safety.
The community is behind the Government
with respect to the proposed legislation.
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In the first generation companies, the
smaller operations, in many cases the owner
is working in the factory alongside the
workers, or members or his family are
involved in the factory, and there is a relationship with the work force which is different from the relationship that exists in larger
plants. The Bill does not deal with those
situations. I find it strange that there is no
provision to deal with those situations.
There is only a vague and general provision
that the commission will in some way deal
with those situations. All those situations
should be covered in the Bill because only
then can safety be of paramount importance in those shops.
Most shops that are 50 per cent unionized
are closed shops. I cannot understand what
the Government is on about. I spoke to the
Minister privately and put a view to him
that, as Mrs Dixon pointed out so clearly in
her speech, if a company such as Alcoa of
Australia Limited has had safe working
practices operating for 20 years and has
implemented safety processes which are at
least as good as if not better than what is
proposed by the Bill, it should have an
exemption.
As I indicated earlier, if more than 50 per
cent of the work force is involved in trade
unions it will almost inevitably be a closed
shop and in that situation there is no argument that the current provisions in the Bill
will suit those people who are trade unionists. In that situation a trade unionist is
elected as a safety representative, but there
will be a situation where 50 per cent of the
work force is not unionized and will be
disenfranchised.
It is most unfair that 50 per cent of the
work force may elect to stand for positions
as safety representatives while the other 50
per cent cannot. As my colleagues have
pointed out, the Opposition intends moving amendments which will improve that
situation.
The Bill simply does not cover shops that
are not unionized. There is only a vague
and general prescription that will allow for
those places to be dealt with either by the
Minister or by the commission.
The Hon. P. D. Block-The Minister has
had two years to provide those provisions
and he has not yet done so.
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The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-That is quite
right. I am surprised at the penalty provisions for the dismissal ofa safety representative. In industrial relations legislation
passed recently, employees were given the
right to take these matters to the Industrial
Relations Commission and to argue for
reinstatement on grounds that dismissals
were harsh, unjust or unreasonable. This
Bill provides for disputes to be taken to the
same commission but not the aforementioned cause. One has to ask what is different about a dismissal which could be
deemed harsh, unjust or unreasonable when
it relates to a safety representative, especially when the commission-the very body
to which it is proposed to take other disputes-recently has been given power to
order reinstatement where a dismissal is
deemed harsh, unjust or unreasonable. The
commission should be able to deal also with
the dismissal of a safety representative under
those provisions.
The Hon. P. D. Block-In this Bill it is
made a criminal offence.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Yes. The
Minister for Employment and Training is
adamant that he will not accept the insertion of the word "reasonable" in the Bill.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-We had an
I8-hour debate on the word "reasonable"
here-do you not remember?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-No, I do not.
As Mrs Dixon said a moment ago, the
inspectorate has been allowed to run down.
The Minister obviously considers it to be
far cheaper to allow the trade union movement to administer the Bill rather than to
build up the size of the commission inspectorate, because that would be too costly. He
is applying a double standard. He is saying
that nothing is too costly for employers
when providing safe working conditions in
workshops, but it is too costly for the Government to maintain the machinery to deal
with these matters reasonably. The Minister
wants an unpaid trade union police force to
administer the Bill rather than providing
the money for a group of people who would
be independent paid inspectors.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-That happens at every level of industrial relations
now. Arbitration inspectors enforce the law.
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The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Mr Landeryou knows well that. many tr~de union officials take matters mto thelT own hands;
equally, as many go to the arbitr~ti~!1
inspectors, both Federal and State, to ImtIate proceedings against employers.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Not at the State
level-the State Act is ajoke, as you know.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The Government can deal with that problem-Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I shall ignore
all the vulgar interjections, which are largely
conversations taking place between members of the Government party. Clearly, the
Government has been intransigent in the
way in which it intends to apply this
measure. It has not tried to deal equally
with all employees. It has singled out trade
unionists and it has bestowed on them particular privileges. It has sought to make
employers responsibl~ by puniti.ve legislative means when that IS not possIble, as Mr
Hayward pointed out.
Mr Mier was correct when he interjected
earlier that the way to achieve better conditions in the workplace is to educate both
employers and employees. That is not done
by threatening to fine people $50 000. That
will not impress on them the need to work
safely in the workplace and to study and
learn the latest techniques for industrial
health, safety and welfare. Unless a different course of action is adopted, those safety
standards will not be achieved. They will
never be achieved by imposing massive
fines.
It is a shame that the whole educative
process has been set back two years simply
because the Minister for Employment and
Training did not promulgate regulations
under the Industrial Safety, Health and
Welfare Act, which provided for safety representatives, safety committees and so on,
and which would have allowed those areas
to develop on a very broad basis. The Minister did not promulgate those regulations
simply because the legislative measure did
not suit the ideological base within the
Labor Party which is pushing this Bill. As a
result, two years have been lost. The people
who have suffered injuries and who have
been involved in accidents in a terrible way
in the workplace have not been told that by
the Government.
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Supposedly, there is strong community
support for the measure. Employer organIzations have made their views clear; they
are opposed to many of the provisions in
the Bill. Mr Block and others have referred
to the document produced by the Trades
Hall Council, "Killing and maiming has to
stop-support the Occupational Health and
Safety Bill". The document listed my name
as a person to whom letters should be directed. As a result of that campaign I
received one handwritten letter.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-How did
that sneak through?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-It was from a
private individual who was prepared t<? si~
his name, although I shall not name hIm In
Parliament.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-He will be known
for ever as the unknown only person!
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The Victorian
Teachers Union, a shop steward of the
Amalgamated Metals Foundry and Shipwrights Union, the Australian Bank
Employees Union, the Association of
Draughting, Supervisory and Technical
Employees, the Commonwealt~ Centre
union members and the Central Glppsland
Trades and Labour Council all wrote. I also
received a deputation from the Ballarat
Trades and Labour Council.
Mrs Dixon claimed widespread community support, but I have r~e!ved only
one individual letter; the remaInIng letters
were from affiliates of the Victorian Trades
Hall Council. I do not intend to weary the
House by reading the letters.
On the other side of the coin, I have
received a series of letters from employer
associations and various private employers
expressing concern about the proposed
legislation. If one takes it on balance, there
is no evidence from correspondence
received by my office indicating strong
community support for the Bill. There
seems to be an ambivalent view on the part
of the work force and a strong view on the
part of employers. That strong view has. been
evident right across not only pnvate
employment but also across some o.f the
public sector institutions such as hospItals.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Are your
employers opposed to the Bill?
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The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-They indicate
they are opposed to some parts of the Bill
but not opposed to other parts. They are
drawing attention in their letters to what
will happen if the Bill is passed in its existing form. From the evidence that has been
received by my office, it appears, on balance, that there is a stronger concern against
clauses of the Bill than there is support for
the whole Bill, as it stands. I can report only
on what is received by my office.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What dates?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I have already
indicated that I would not read them all.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Before or after
the agreed amendments?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-They have all
been received in recent days. If Mr Mier
wants me to refer to the dates, I will. The
letter from the Victorian Trades Hall Council was dated 9 April; the letter from the
Victorian Teachers Union, Castlemaine
branch, was dated 19 April; the letter from
the Victorian Teachers Union, Nunawading branch, was dated 17 April; the letter received from the Amalgamated Metals
Foundry and Shipwrights Union was
undated; the letter received from the Australian Bank Employees Union was dated
27 March; the letter received from the As&ociation of Draughting, Supervisory and
Technical Employees was dated 30 March;
the letter received from the Commonwealth
Centre union members was dated 11 April;
the letter received from the Central Gippsland Trades and Labour Council was dated
5 April; and the reference to the Ballarat
Trades and Labour Council was as a result
ofa representation made to me on 11 April.
Most of those letters were written since the
Bill was passed in another place.
I have prepared a series of other points
that I propose to make-The Hon. D. R. White-Keep them for
the Committee stage.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-A number of
matters have already been raised by other
honourable members and I will not repeat
them. As the Minister for Minerals and
Energy interjects, I will save them for the
Committee stage, which could be a marathon effort.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province)-I seek leave of the House
to illustrate with slides my contribution to
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the debate and to speak from the place of
the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands.
The PRESIDENT-Before putting this
matter to the House, I advise honourable
members that Mrs Kirner has discussed this
matter with me. I have seen some of the
slides and they are pertinent to the debate.
Mrs Kirner would need to. speak from the
place of the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands so that she can insert the
slides through the machine. I requested Mrs
Kirner to speak with the Leaders of the parties on this matter and I understand that
there is no objection. However, it is up to
the House to withhold leave, if it believes
leave should be denied. I believe this procedure is appropriate and that the debate
should be illustrated in this way. Is leave
granted?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province) (By leave)-The National Party
has approved and given leave for this slide
display to take place, but I ask the House to
give some thought to where it is going in
this direction. A month ago the House gave
leave to Mr Chamberlain to present an
audiovisual presentation to the House and
now honourable members are faced with a
similar request from Mrs Kirner to show
slides.
This matter could get out of hand. A
House of Parliament is basically meant to
be a debating forum and honourable members are supposed to gain their experienc~s
and collate information outside of the
Chamber, or to view films outside of the
Chamber, and then to come into the House
and allow the matter to be debated. That is
the procedure adopted by honourable
members in other Houses of Parliament.
The National Party is of the view that that
is the basis upon which Parliament should
operate.
There is a concern that, in future, if one
considers the implications that could flow
from continual use of this type of presentation, professional organizations may commercially produce audiovisual material
specifically designed to sway argument in
Parliament. Audiovisual presentations or
films may be produced on controversial
issues from pressure groups in the community and conflicting films on these issues
may be presented. Honourable members
should carefully consider how far they want
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to go and where this procedure is heading.
If one takes a controversial issue in the
community, such as abortion, there could
be a battle with conflicting films being shown
in this House. What about the whole range
of proposed legislation-The Hon. Joan Coxsedge-Massage
parlours!
The.Hon. B. P. DUNN-Massage parlours IS another example. The National
Party is not happy with the trend to allow
film or slide presentations in the House.
They should not be part of the normal
debate that takes place in this Chamber. If
Mrs Kirner and other honourable members
want to show films for the benefit of the
House, honourable members should be
advised and the film should be shown in
other precincts of this building.
The National Party has agreed to give
leave to Mrs Kirner on this occasion because
it would be unfair to her, on the balance of
matters, to have given leave to Mr Chamberlain and to then prevent the Government from presenting an audiovisual or
slide presentation. However, because the
National Party has given leave in those two
cases, it will not necessarily approve or give
leave for future presentations of this type.
The PRESIDENT-Is leave granted?
Leave was granted, and a slide presentation was viewed by honourable members.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province)-I thank you, Mr President, and honourable members for granting
me "eav~ to ~how these ~lides. T~is opportumty wIll bnng the realIty of the Industrial
workplace into our workplace, as well as
into the important debate on occupational
health and safety. Honourable members
may wish to participate in analysing the
many work processes that constantly
~ndermine wor~~rs' health and safety,
Industry productIVIty and community welfare and prosperity. The slides are about
women in the work force and illustrate fac!ors affecting the health and safety of women
In manufacturing industries. The emphasis
is on repetition injury, which is one of the
most serious and widespread health and
safety problems affecting women workers.
It i.s found in virtually every industry in
whIch large numbers of women work. It is
widespread in manufacturing industries
such as clothing, textiles, electronics, food
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processing and packaging and other kinds
of process work.
The traditional concept of a health and
safety hazard is of some tangible hazard,
such as extreme heat, noise, toxic chemicals, fumes or heavy machinery that presents an immediate danger. The hazards are
major problems for workers and workplaces and are inadequately recognized and
prevented. They are usually associated more
with work done by men. However, women
also face those hazards. One of the severest
work hazards faced by women workers is
that of repetition injury. Work requiring
manual dexterity and repetitive movements of the hands is often said to be suitable for women and has not always been
regarded as dangerous. However, that type
of work is dangerous because it involves
~epetitive a~tions, such as stretching, bendIng and fleXIng the muscles for long periods
in each work day. We all take normal hand
movements for granted. It is hard to ima~
ine what it must be like not to have thIS
function, yet there are many people who
~cause of repetition injury, find it impossIble to perform every-day activities, such
as .w~shing, o~!ling doors, turning on a tap,
dnvIng or wntIng. They may force themselves to do so despite the pain it causes.
Repetition injury is a painful inflammation of the tendons and tendon sheaths
causing pain, swelling, numbness and even~
tual loss of the use of the hand or affected
parts. It is caused by the work process itself,
not simply by an accident or occasional
malfunction. The work may look easy, but
when the same movements are performed
continuously, strain and injury result. In a
report entitled, "They Used to Call it Process Workers' Arm" the Western region
Working Women's Centre stated:
The staggering high incidence of RI in factories indicates that there is something fundamentally wrong with
the work process. If you walked into a factory, and 75
per cent of the workers had lost an arm in machine
accidents, there would be no doubt that the machinery
or operating procedures were faulty. Yet, if the same
proportion have symptoms of RI, the work process is
assumed to be normal, and its effects are put down to
arthritis, knitting, imagination, old age, malingering,
nerves and so on.

I shall identify several major issues in the
debate. Firstly, I shall deal with the responsibility of employers. It should be the
employers' responsibility to provide a safe
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environment. In the majority of work places
that is not happening. For example, textile
workers working in humid, noisy conditions and with considerable speed are in
constant danger of accident.
The report of the Western region Working Women's Centre indicated that in one
textile factory a woman was asked to operate an unsafe machine on which one previous worker had lost a finger and another
had lost a hand. The woman believed she
had to agree to do the work or face being
dismissed. Surely it should have been the
employer's responsibility to make the
machine safe before anyone else was asked
to work on it! As repetition injury is caused
by the work process as a whole, it is not a
question of good or bad employers. The
nature of the hazard injury is such that it
requires continuous monitoring of the work
process. Even if "good" employers are takmg steps, such as introducing rest or exercise breaks, the effect needs to be monitored
not only by the employer, but also by the
workers themselves and their health and
safety representatives.
A second issue is the need for union representatives. It is important for workers
themselves to be involved in ongoing, participatory processes to ensure that health
and safety practices are followed. For
example, in one factory an employer
engaged consultant ergonomists to provide
new, fully adjustable chairs for the women;
they were installed without any consultation with the women. The chairs did not fit
under the work benches, and so the women
had to lean forward to reach their machines.
The situation was corrected when a union
health and safety officer visited the factory.
Outside experts, management health and
safety officers and union organizers cannot
ensure workers' health and safety withoqt
participation from the workers.
The third issue is the number of health
and safety representatives. Many_ industries
need representatives from different sections. In the textile industry there needs to
be representation from the cutting machine,
spinning, warp, weaving and finishing packaging sections.
On the issue of costs, the cost to the company and employer is usually the first to be
mentioned. Certainly for some companies
there will be considerable initial cost to provide decent working conditions, but, in the
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long term, the benefit in terms of productivity means that the cost is likely to be minimal. Finally, I shall refer to the cost to the
worker. The cost to individuals is reflected
in chronic disability, financial loss, family
breakdown and loss of whole lifestyle. The
present situation is madness. We all need
the proposed occupational health and safety
legislation so that the madness will stop.
In closing, may I again thank the House
for granting me leave for the slides to be
shown. I congratulate the Western region
Working Women's Centre for the work it
has done on these slides and for women
workers generally. I pay a tribute to the work
of women in industry and the tremendous
contribution they make to the Victorian and
Australian community, often in working
conditions which put them and their families at risk. I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-I support the Bill and, in doing so,
indicate to the House that the Government
has a clear and unequivocal mandate from
the community to carry the Bill and implement it.
For many years the Australian Labor
Party has associated itself with policy relating to industrial health. In 1981 that policy
in its present form was finalized and became a clear plank in the policy platform of
the Australian Labor Party during the last
State election campaign.
In 1982, when the Premier delivered his
policy speech to the Victorian people, he
mapped out the Labor Party programme
re~rding industrial health and safety in
VIctoria. It is frustrating not only to politicians and members of Government but also
to the community generally, including trade
unionists, to witness the policy and the Bill
being subjected to the ludicrous attacks that
have been made on them, both in this House
today and in the other House over previous
weeks.
Victoria has a dismal record in industrial
health and safety. There are 30 000 reported
accidents each year in Victoria. This year,
to the end of April, some 5529 accidents
have been reported to the Department of
Labour and Industry. Last year 56 deaths
arose out of industrial accidents and industrial diseases. Therefore, the Bill has an
important place in the community so far as
industry and the trade union movement are
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concerned. Last year, that situation was
clearly demonstrated by statements made
by the National Safety Council, when it
indicated that Australia has the third worst
industrial safety record at the workplace in
the world. Because of that, there should be
no opposition to the Bill in its present form.
At this stage, I take the opportunity of
informing the House of my personal experiences relating to safety in the building and
construction industry. I was involved in that
industry for 25 years and during those years
I became associated with a host of industrial problems which took many' different
forms. F or many years the buIlding and
construction industry was the most hazardous industry in Australia, as was demonstrated by the number of deaths and
accidents that occurred in it. The number
of deaths and accidents in that industry
exceeded even the number that occurred in
the mining industry, which was considered
by a number of people as being the most
hazardous industry.
Nevertheless, the building and constructing industry accounted for the most deaths
and injuries in any single industry in Australia and that situation came about because
of poor work practices on both major and
minor construction sites. Melbourne stands
as a monument to the many thousands of
workers who built the buildings in the city.
In the industry, members were never
informed of the problems that arose out of
the use of various materials. I recall the
extensive use of asbestos in the building and
construction industry. It has now been
demonstrated to the community that there
is extreme danger to anyone· who becomes
associated with that material.
Initially, we were told that there were no
problems with asbestos, that it was a safe
material, and therefore workers and trade
unionists should have no fear about its
application in its various forms throughout
the industry. After a number of years, it has
been demonstrated that that material has
contributed to the industrial disease asbestosis, which is a disease of the lungs similar
to a silicosis which can be contracted by
miners and foundry workers, and which is
known as the miner's complaint.
The difficulty with asbestos is that it does
not only damage the lungs, similar to the
effects of a silicosis, but it also is a toxic
material. It contains toxic elements which
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can come into contact with the skin. When
the discovery of asbestosis was made, it was
determined that asbestos could still be used
but that would be a need for workers to
wear masks and respirators. To some degree
that eliminated the dangers of direct contact to the lungs but it did nothing to prevent the additional diseases that occurred
when workers came into contact with that
material.
Subsequently, it was discovered that
various cancerous growths and other diseases were contracted from contact with
asbestos and yet for many years workers in
the industry were told that the material was
harmless, that there was no problem with it
so long as they did not breathe in too much
of the dust. At one stage we were subjected
to the argument that some forms of asbestos
were safe and others were not. We were told
that blue asbestos was dangerous while white
and brown asbestos were safe. That is ludicrous. Arising out of that experience, not
only workers in the building and construction industry, but literally hundreds of other
workers have died because of their contact
with that material.
There was the introduction, not only in
the building and construction industry but
also in others, of the use of fastening glues,
epoxy resins and other materials that we
were told offered no dangers. Once again,
after workers became ill and died, it was
discovered that those materials were unsafe.
Over many years, in so many industries in
Australia, new materials and new methods
have been adopted without proper testing
and the only time that any notice has been
taken of these problems has been when serious disease and deaths have occurred. When
a machine is designed for use in a factory to
manufacture a component for a computer
or a car, that machine is totally tested to
ensure that it will produce that item efficiently and properly. In industry in Victoria, and in Australia, workers are the tools
that are used to test these materials and they
do not come under any scrutiny until such
time as deaths occur.
That situation has to stop. I am pleased
to say that, in the industry from which I
came to this place, massive steps were taken
to overcome these sorts of problems through
the introduction of safety committees on
construction sites and shop floors. I should
also like to inform the House that, basically,
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all that this measure will do is to bring
together the practices that already exist in a
vast number of industries throughout this
and other States.
The fact is that trade unionists are already
represented on safety committees and that
many agreements in the manufacturing,
building and construction and mining
industries have already been drawn up
which Quite openly contain provisions similar to those in the Bill. As recently as four
weeks ago, Commonwealth Engineering Ltd
reached agreement with the workers on the
shop floor, and provisions which are almost
identical to those contained in the Bill were
drawn up.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Do you like the
contents of the agreement?
The Hon. B. W. MIER-Honourable
members know Mr Block's attitude on this
issue. I demonstrated his attitude to this
Bill the other day when I said that Mr Block
would allow a worker to work in shorts and
thongs on top ofa nuclear reactor.
The Hon. P. D. Block-You are terribly
pathetic.
The Hon. B. W. MIER-Mr Block would
allow that. He has shown no interest whatsoever in safety in the workplace and he
never will.
The opposition of the Liberal Party to
this Bill was demonstrated some weeks ago
in this House when honourable members
debated the Workers Compensation
(Amendment) Bill (No. 3). It was made clear
at that time that the Opposition in no way
wishes to alter provisions regarding workers
compensation and hazards that exist in
industry in this State. It was also demonstrated at that time that, if proper and modern approaches were taken in industry, not
only would workers compensation premiums be halved, which would be a tremendous saving to industry, but also the number
of industrial accidents would be halved, and
that, in turn, would also be a tremendous
saving to industry and the work force.
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accidents is one of the major factors in the
high costs to which industry in Australia
has been subjected. Yet, once again,
honourable members have witnessed an
eighteenth century approach by members of
the Opposition, who do not realize the need
for changes in this area. Disgraceful
examples have been demonstrated today by
members of both the Liberal Party and the
National Party in their approach to this
Question. Their comments reflect clearly the
arguments that were presented in this House
during the last century, when the establishment of trade unions was being opposed.
The opposition parties have clearly demonstrated that same type of approach to a move
that would be of tremendous assistance to
everyone in the community.
Mr Dunn opposed the concept of training
and education. The argument he put forward is identical to that put forward by the
most conservative employers some twenty
years ago when the Government introduced
trade union training schemes, which have
proved extremely successful and which are
now supported by everyone in this State.
The trade union training college has been
one of the success stories in the industrial
relations area in this country, and the passage of this Bill will result in a similarly
successful experience.
I refer to some of the false statistics that
have been produced by Mr Block, and I
shall quote the real figures relating to trade
unionIsm in this country. The newsletter of
the Australian Bureau of Statistics dated 13
April states:
Total membership of reporting trade unions at the
end of 1983 was 2 985 200, a slight decrease over 1982
and the first decrease since 1976.

That is obviously as a result of the poor
employment position in this State. The
newsletter continues:
An estimated 55 per cent of total employees were
trade union members (males 61 per cent, females 46
percent).

The Hon. P. D. Block-Those are not the
figures according to the Victorian Year Book.
It is also evident that, because of the
The Hon. B. W. MIER-I suggest that
unsafe practices that exist in industry, a tre- Mr Block should take that up with the Ausmendous amount of time is lost as a result tralian Bureau of Statistics. If he believes
of industrial accidents. Twice as much time his figures are better than those I have
is lost in that way as is lost through indus- Quoted, I am sure the bureau would be
trial disputes. The time lost as a result of interested to hear from him.
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The fact is that, of the total work force in
this country, which includes all sorts of
workplaces, 55 per cent of employees are
members of their respective trade unions.
Therefore, why should they not have representation on safety committees? Why should
they not be the ones who have a proper and
most effective say of safety conditions on
the workshop floor? They are the people
who are subjected to disease and who are
affected by bad planning and inadequate
safety practices. Why should they not have
a say in the matter?
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huge amounts of money in existing industries for retooling purposes. The attempts
to take power out of the Bill are no different
from the attempts one has seen take place
over the past 100 years whenever the question of change has arisen. The Liberal Party
opposes change at all costs. I commend the
Bill to the House and I am certain that the
community is behind the measure because
it will benefit everyone, including employers and insurance companies.
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
Province)-This important Bill is one of
Throughout the Western World, coun- the most significant pieces of proposed
tries such as Belgium, France, Germany, legislation introduced by the Government.
Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden provide It has been made clear in debate, and parfor trade union representation on safety ticularly by the outstanding contribution of
Mr Block, that the Liberal Party supports
committees.
any rational attempt to improve health and
The Hon. P. D. Block-And so would the safety in the workplace. Indeed, one of the
Opposition, but it wants people other than last Bills passed by the former Liberal Govtrade unionists to also be represented, as ernment concerned occupational health and
occurs in West Germany.
safety. It is a tragedy that the Cain Government failed to introduce the necessary reguThe Hon. B. W. MIER-There is no lations to bring the Industrial Safety, Health
problem with that. Employers will have their and Welfare Act into effect.
representatives. Mr Block should demonThat Act was a genuine attempt by the
strate to the House how many non-trade
Liberal
Government to improve conditions
unionists wishing to be represented on safety
committees have approached him. The fact for workers whether they were unionists or
is that that is a story that has been con- non-unionists. If there has been an increase
cocted by Mr Block and the Opposition to in the incidence of injury and poor health
try to discredit the Bill. There has been no conditions in the workplace during the past
concerted effort by any non-trade unionist two years, it is on the head of the Governto be represented on safety committees. ment for not introducing regulations to
However, the Bill provides for that repre- enforce that excellent piece of legislation.
The new Bill includes many aims and
sentation as well as for representation of
employers. I will have more to say on the objectives with which the Liberal Party and
matter during the Committee stage of the the community as a whole would agree. The
Bill when honourable members deal with Liberal Party supports moves to ensure
the individual clauses and Mr Block's pro- increased standards of health and safety on
posed amendments and his attempts to the shop floor. The Liberal Party has no
objection to that, but it does have a fundadestroy the measure.
Industry in this country and in this State mental objection to regulations, rules and
requires proper planning methods and impositions which will not assist health and
administration relating to -safety and work safety in the workplace, but which, as their
practices. As industry changes, as dramatic sole aim, will transfer power to trade union
changes take place, as new materials, new leaders. The amendments proposed by the
working methods and equipment are intro- Opposition since the Bill was first mooted
duced into the workplace, a proper and are reasonable and responsible. To its credit,
sound knowledge of the problems that may the Government has accepted many of the
be associated with those changes is required. amendments, even though initially it said
they were totally unacceptable. The GovThis knowledge is needed to safeguard ernment could see that the suggestions had
not only the workers in the workplace but public support and acceptance. The Oppoalso the industries and the people who invest sition calls on the Government to accept its
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final amendments which are extremely
important.
The Minister of Labour and Industry and
the Government have said that wide public
consultation has taken place about the proposed legislation. The Government is quite
correct in saying that there has been considerable public debate. However, the very
nature of consultation and the importance
of having the consultative process is to listen to what one hears and to accept not only
the comments that confirm one's prejudices. One should accept comments from
industry, employers and employees that
may well contradict these prejudices.
Unfortunately the Minister, in particular,
has been blind to the position of so many
about the contents of the Bill, not about its
aims and aspirations, but about specific
details that act against the interest of workers and certainly against the interests of
industry.
Many industry and employer groups have
complained to the Opposition and directly
to the Government about the Bill. The Victorian Chamber of Manufactures, the Metal
Trades Industry Association, the Victorian
Employers Federation and the Victorian
Chambers of Commerce and Industry are
among the groups that are opposed to the
Bill as it currently stands. It is particularly
relevant that the Victorian Chambers of
Commerce and Industry are opposed to the
Bill. That organization represents the
interests of small businessmen. The Bill cuts
at the heart of the small business community by imposing enormous costs and
obligations on it that will not assist health
and safety, but will ensure a drop in
employment in those industries.
On 17 April 1984 a newsletter from the
Victorian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry under the signature of Mr John
Harrower, Managing Director, stated:
If the Minister proceeds with the Bill, businesses will
close and jobs will be destroyed.

That is the conclusion of that organization
about the effects of the Bill. The chambers
applaud the idea of improving health and
safety condition, but I believe the impact of
the Bill will be to reduce jobs. If that is the
case, one has to examine seriously whether
all the provisions of the Bill should be
passed. Clearly, if jobs are lost the Government will not be achieving one of its major
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aims which is to provide employment
opportunities. Small business will suffer
greatly because of the Bill and all honourable members have heard about the impact
the measure will have on medium and large
businesses.
The Opposition seeks to reform the Bill,
not to block, obstruct or defeat it. The
Opposition seeks to improve the Bill but,
unfortunately, the Government has adopted
a bloody-minded approach to the Opposition's suggestion for reform. The Government has tried to mislead the community
and say that the Opposition is against the
basic thrust of the Bill. That is not true. The
Government has tried to mislead the community and say that the Liberal Party is
opposed to new health and safety procedures. That is not true. The Government
has tried to mislead the community and say
the Liberal Party is trying to block the Bill.
That is also not true. The Opposition supports the broad thrust of the proposed legislation and has suggested amendments which
improve and enhance its impact.
The Liberal Party's proposals for reform
are simple and certainly not extravagant.
They will increase the likelihood of workers
working in a safe and healthy environment.
That is the aim of all honourable members
in this Chamber, and, I hope, all members
of the community.
The Bill that we initially saw many
months ago was nothing more than an
ambit claim on behalf of the Socialist left of
the Australian Labor Party. It was an ambit
claim that went wrong. It was clearly out of
touch with the realities of the market place,
the workplace and the economy as a whole.
Because of this the Government-almost
on a weekly basis-has backed away from
its original proposal, a proposal that months
ago it said was sacrosanct. However, against
the mounting public criticism the Government has backed away. Clause after clause
has been taken out of the Bill. Amendment
after amendment proposed by the Opposition has been accepted-quite wiselybecause they reflect community opinion.
The Government will have to amend the
Bill even further because the community
will not suffer proposed legislation which
claims to improve health and safety, but
which really transfers power to trade union
bureaucrats. If that is the effect of the proposed legislation, the community will not
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endorse it and the Government will have to
change tack yet again-and accept that the
Bill is no good as it stands.
Mr Block described the Bill as "a cocktair'; a mixture of every type of occupational health and safety legislation from
countries around the world. Indeed, the Bill
is an extremely explosive cocktail and presents a one-sided aspect of the debate. Even
though it has been partially amended, it is
biased very much in favour of trade union
bureaucrats and has little to do with people
who are not in that hierarchy. I shall explain
that remark. The majority of workers in
Victoria are not members of the trade union
movement and are effectively disenfranchised by the Bill. If the Australian Labor
Party is concerned with those workers, why
does it not give them a say in occupational
health and safety? The Australian Labor
Party excludes them from the ambit of the
proposed legislation and, for that, it should
be condemned.
I hig~light some of the key objections I
have to the Bill as it currently stands. Firstly,
only trade unionists may be safety representatives. However, 57·3 per cent of the Victorian labour force are not trade unionists.
As a result, the Government is forbidding
the clear majority of workers from being
health and safety representatives. It means
that for those workplaces with no trade
union representatives there is no clear legislative mechanism for having a representative. The Government says it will bring in
regulations and fix that up. Let the Government fix that up in the Bill. Why not ensure
that non-trade union members can represent their colleagues as health and safety
representati ves?
My second objection is that only trade
union members can vote for those who will
be trade union representatives. Why disenfranchise most workers? Why do they not
have the right to say who the safety representatives should be? Are they second-class
citizens? If so, let the Government say so
publicly, otherwise the Government should
allow those people to vote for safety representatives. The Bill does not allow that.
My third objection relates to the number
of representatives that can be appointed.
The Bill cites no limits. It will be possible
that in some workplaces enormous numbers of so-called safety representatives could
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be elected who would not be working in the
better interests of the employees, simply
because of the confusion and duplication
they would cause. No limit is set by the Bill
but a limit should be set.
One industry has made representations
to the Opposition and has indicated it has
26 separate unions working within its ambit.
Are we, therefore, to have one safety representative for each union? Ifso, there will be
26 representatives paid for by the employer
as so-called health and safety representatives. One would have to be joking! It would
be an industrial relations mess, let alone a
health and safety mess. The Government
says there will be agreement-it will work
itself out.
If the Government is so confident, let it
include a provision to that effect in the Bill,
because honourable members know too well
that many unions will not abide by an
agreement with employers and will fight to
the bitter end. A limit on the number of
safety representatives should be included in
the Bill. If a limit is not set, the Liberal
Party will be alert to the problems that will
cause.
A further complaint I have is that the Bill
allows for an unspecified and unlimited
amount of study leave for health and safety
representatives. As illustrated by the British
experience, this can lead to enormous abuse
by people who will take study leave only to
Quit as safety representatives and have
somebody else appointed not long after they
return from study leave. If that sounds
obscure, the tragedy is that that has occurred
in Great Britain on a number of occasions.
The problem should be remedied. The Liberal Party calls upon the Government to
accept the appropriate amendment put forward by the Opposition.
A further area of objection relates to the
fact that the Bill removes part of the principal Act which was introduced by the Liberal
Government and which assisted to ensure
that employees wore protective clothing and
took other steps to ensure their own safety.
The Bill repeals section 14 (b) of the Industrial Safety, Health and Welfare Act 1981.
That section provided for co-operation from
the employee to help his employer comply
with his duties under the Act. For example,
the provision allowed employers to enforce
safety provisions such as the wearing of
safety helmets, goggles and prospective
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clothing by their employees. The Bill repeals
that provision.
The Bill is silent on the obligation of
employees to assist in the heavy duties that
the Bill places on employers. If the Bill is to
impose a duty to ensure occupational health
and safety, let it be a duty on both the
employer and the employee. The Bill does
not address itself to that matter. One can
only wonder, why not?
These major objections have been put
forward by the Opposition in a responsible
and reasonable manner in the past few
months. Public support for these objections
has been overwhelming-not simply from
industry and employer groups but from
employees and, indeed, many people who
are not even associated with industry but
who are simply concerned about the issue.
Those people support the Opposition
amendment~ and have made it very clear
that they believe these amendments must
be made before the Bill is finaUy passed
through this Chamber.
In conclusion, I wish to comment on the
public controversy that has been whipped
up about the proposed legislation. It is
unfortunate that over the years there has
been misrepresentation about the Liberal
Party's stance on this matter. As I said at
the outset, the Liberal Party supports any
rational attempt to improve health and
safety in the workplace but it cannot agree
to proposed legislation that talks about
health and safety and then does something
else.
The Minister for Employment and Training has been the main culprit in provoking
this misundertanding and misrepresentation about the Liberal Party's stance. The
Minister has been involved in gross distortion of the views of the Liberal Party and its
stance and, indeed, many of the Minister's
statements have been deliberately inflammatory and have caused unnecessary controversy in the community.
If ever there was an issue that could unite
all members of Parliament, this should be
it-there should be no dispute about the
need for health and safety in the community. The Minister for Employment and
Training used this as a basis for political
point-scoring because he thought he could
win. But he did not win.
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The most disgraceful incidents resulting
from the Minister's activities took place at
the headquarters of the Liberal Party and
on the steps of Parliament House where the
Minister provoked a riot.
During the activities of a recent Labor
Party State conference the Minister incited
trade unionists on the steps of Parliament
House and a riot took place. A take-over
bid was made at the Liberal Party headquarters. There can be nothing more contemptible than that action by the Minister
and the union thugs who tried to break
property and take over property at the Liberal Party headquarters and at Parliament
House.
The Minister is recorded in the Age on
Friday 6 April as stating, when referring to
the riot:
such gathering . . . brought about a lifting ofthe public debate.

What an outrage for a Minister of the Crown
not to condemn the violence that took place
but to condone the purpose of the crowd in
being there! It is a dis~ace. It is very
interesting to see how qUlet the Australian
Labor Party members are when confronted
by this matter and how slow they are to
condemn the trade unionists who bashed
four members of the Victoria Police, who
were doing nothing more than their public
duty, and those trade union members who
broke up property in private premises simply as a way of bludgeoning themselves into
a debating forum.
Perhaps the views of the Australian Labor
Party are more openly expressed in the
Socialist journal, the battler, of 14 April
1984, edition No. 159 at page 11. I am sure
members of the Socialist left will fully
understand. The article states:
If a few coppers had to get a cut lip so that workers
can have the protection of basic safety legislation, who
could seriously object? Certainly no decent trade
unionist.

If members of the Labor Party do not agree
with that view let them stand up, one by
one, and dissociate themselves from it.

The Hon. P. D. Block-Ken Stone has
already done it.
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL-Mr Stone
has done that, but Labor Party members of
Parliament have been slow to do so. I would
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this matter tonight, but I ask the honourable member not to wander around the
Chamber making interjections.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-The second
matter that has been paraded by members
of the Opposition highlighting their lack of
knowledge is the percentage of unionists in
the State. The April issue of the Australian
Bureau of Statistics publication states that
in Victoria the number of unionists is 61
per cent for males and 45 per cent for
females, makin~ an average of 54 per cent
trade unionists In the State. It is not 57 per
cent of non-unionists as was stated earlier.
Clearly the overwhelming majority of
members of the work force belon~ to trade
unions, and the Government beheves that
should be clearly stated.
The third matter I wish to take up is that
the Bill imposes no limits on the number of
safety representatives. A fundamental fact
in relation to the proposed legislation has
been
the massive loss of productivity caused
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea through
industrial accidents and dIsease in
Province)-I wish to take up the challenge industry. Employers have indicated that the
presented by Mr Birrell about the points he loss amounts to $6·5 billion, yet members
raised out of sheer ignorance in relation to of the Opposition raise an objection when
the meaning, intent and philosophy behind anybody has the temerity to say that people
the legislation before commenting on the on the shop floor who must know and
Bill before the House.
understand the operation of the industry
Mr Birrell said that under the provisions should have some say in the operation of
of the Bill non-unionists do not have the their workplace and say there are too many
same rights as unionists in the election of safety representatives. If honourable memsafety representatives. It is obvious that bers on the other side are fair dinkum about
Opposition members, and Mr Birrell in par- doing something in the occupational health
ticular, have not taken the time or the and safety area, why are they not advocattrouble to read the Bill. Non-unionists have ing the need for more safety representatives?
The PRESIDENT-Order! The House
the same entitlement to the election of safety
will come to order. The honourable memrepresentatives as do unionists.
ber must not wander away from his place.
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-Ifmembers
Province)-On a point of order, I would
like to know to what section the honourable of the Opposition are really concerned about
the proposed le~islation, they should give
member is referring.
those persons dIrectly related to the work
The PRESIDENT-Order! There is no situation some say in what happens. All they
point of order.
say is, "Too many representatives". That
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea indicates how serious they are about doing
Province)-It is on the heads of members something at the shop floor level. Members
of the Opposition if they are not prepared of the Opposition show their lack of conto look at and understand the basic tenets cern when they try to cut back the number
of safety representatives.
of the Bill.
If that number becomes too unwieldy,
The Hon. M. J. Arnold interjected.
there are appeal procedures that employers
The PRESIDENT-Order! Mr Arnold can use. As an industrial officer in public
should not interject when he is out of his authorities for many years, the feedback I
place. I do not wish to take strong action on have received is that the provision will be

be happy to see them get up and condemn
that view. To his discredit, the Minister for
Employment and Training was the one who
provoked the riot when he addressed the
crowd on the steps of Parliament House. He
did nothing to calm the crowd. That is the
action of the Labor Party, for which it stands
condemned. The Labor Party has reduced
this debate to the lowest possible level.
As I said earlier, this should be an issue
on which there is consensus between the
parties. The point of view put forward by
the Opposition is reasonable and, in terms
of industrial health and safety, is certainly
one that can be regarded as responsible. We
look forward to the Government accepting
the balance of the Opposition's amendments. The Government has already
accepted many amendments-wisely soand if it accepts the rest the Bill will be very
good and worthy of community support.
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applauded because of the need for a wide
range of safety representatives through the
different complexities and increased division of labour that exists within industry.
The other aspect that was paraded before
the House tonight which showed the real
ignorance about the proposed legislation by
members of the Opposition is the matter of
study leave. The Government is endeavouring to educate people and give them
some understanding of what is going to
happen, how problems can be resolved and
what remedies there are. All the tainted
Opposition can say is that there will be an
abuse of study leave. I take issue with members of the Opposition when they say that,
because it highlights their ignorance and
their lack of concern in attempting to deal
with the real problem that exists. For every
person injured on the roads six are injured
in the work force. There is a tremendous
amount of discussion about road accidents,
but the number of road accidents is infinitesimal compared with the number of
industrial accidents and injuries that occur.
There is a real need for study leave so that
people in the workplace can receive training
about the relevant remedies and processes
that it is necessary to go through. The Government is interested in enlarging people's
understanding so they can go through the
required process.
I have some knowledge of this because I
have seen trade unionists undertake courses
at the trade union training college, and I
have seen it enhance the process of conciliation and arbitration at the work force level.
In terms of the question of abuse, I point
out that the commission will be approving
the courses and the people who attend them.
There cannot be any abuse of the power
because of the operation of the commission.
The Bill provides for a process to be adopted
and an appeal procedure to be used for those
concerned.
Mr Birrell also spoke about the transfer
of power to trade union leaders as the sole
aim of the Bill.
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not talking of the shop steward who has
been elected by members or appointed by
unions, nor about industrial officers elected
by members or appointed by unions, nor
secretaries elected by members or appointed
by unions, but persons on the shop floor
level, whether men or women. We are not
talking about union leaders being able to
have a big say in what happens at the shop
floor level.
That highlights the tremendous ignorance that members of the Liberal Party
have paraded in the Chamber. The old
cliches are trotted out of unions havin~ too
much power: "Look, a Bill on occupatIOnal
health and safety-that will make an
impact." They will then drag up in their
minds the red herring of giving too much
power to trade union leaders. The Bill has
nothing to do with trade union leaders and
the sooner members of the Liberal Party
realize that, the better.
The sitting was suspended at 6.31 p.m.
until 8.4 p. m.

The Hon. M. J. SANDON-The aim of
the legislative measure is the prevention of
death, the reduction of pain, the relief from
disease and the avoidance of injury. It is
imperative for any Government to stop the
alarming rate of injury, disease, pain and
death that occurs in the workplace. Alarming statistics are given daily of the carnage
on the roads, yet how often does one hear
of the need for attention, and action on what
happens behind the factory gates?
I reiterate: For every six people injured
in the work force there is one person injured
on the road, yet the same attention is not
given to the dreadful situation that exists
beyond the factory gates. One hears much
of the tremendous industrial disputation
resulting in working days lost in industry.
The media and other people concentrate an
enormous amount of time on those statistics and on study into that element of industry, but few studies have been done on what
occurs behind the factory gates, so far as
health and safety are concerned. Very little
I reiterate: The abuse and transfer of attention has been directed towards the
power to trade union leaders. In this Bill, enormous cost in human resources by
honourable members are speaking about industry and it is about time attention was
unionists who will have an election among drawn to this basic area.
Prior to entering Parliament, I was an
themselves to determine who will represent
them in discussions with management, in industrial officer in the public sector, in local
negotiations and in consultations. We are government, water and sewerage, harbour
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trusts and in the power industry. Time and
again I confronted hazardous situations
involving noise, exposure to chemicals,
exposure to asbestos and all manifestations
and varieties of potential hazards yet, continually, I found a lack of knowledge and
understanding of what those exposures
meant to the workforce.
Continually, one asks the employers and
the Government for information on the
potentiality of those dangerous situations,
only to be met with a brick-wall approach.
Very little information is available for those
persons who operate as industrial officers or
employers' representatives on how dangerous are those aspects to which I have
referred. There has been a neglect by
employers both in the State and throughout
Australia of potential dangers.
There has been a complete neglect by
Government of any studies furthering any
research in an effort to gain some links
between what hazards exist and to health
and safety. Both the State and the whole of
Australia are ignorant of the need to analyse
what happens in the work force. Trade
unions have begun to understand the relationships that exist, but are hampered by
lack of funds allocated to remedy those
hazards.
There has never been preventative action.
The Department of Labour and Industry
has been called in only when there has been
blood on the floor-after an accident, after
a death and after a disease has occurred. It
is high time that people faced up to the fact
that a preventative approach as presented
in the Bill is needed. I applaud that
approach.
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than twelve months ago. Of the 133 companies surveyed more than twelve months
ago, only 13 per cent had safety officers.
The Opposition asks why the Bill is
necessary. Of the 133 companies surveyed,
74 per cent had no written safety policy; 81
per cent provided no internal safety training and 70 per cent provided no induction
training such as fundamental approaches to
dealing with safety information, English on
the job and positive training of any sort. Yet
the Opposition asks why the Government
so strongly believes in the Bill.
I will give a quotation to emphasize the
complete neglect of industry's most important factor-its work force. I ask honourable members opposite to ascertain who is
the author of this statement, which says:
Most company boards had directors concerned solely
with inanimate things such as finance, marketing,
Government relations, accounting and the law. There
has been a blind and persistent neglect of companies'
most vital asset-their workforce.

Mr Bob Hawke did not make that statement; it was made by a former director of
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures, Mr
Ian Macphee. He is the current Federal Liberal spokesman on industrial relations. He
recognizes the complete neglect by industry
of its most important feature-the work
force. Mr Macphee made that statement in
November 1982 when he was the Federal
Minister for Industrial Affairs.
For some time, all honourable members
have been aware of the enormous costs to
industry through absenteeism, sickness and
injury. For some time, Mr Macphee has
been trying to address that problem, and he
has addressed it in many speeches he has
made at industrial relations conventions. I
applaud the statement he made because it
highlights the demonstrable need for legislation such as the Bill. For too long, what
has taken place in the operations of industry has been severely neglected, and the Bill
will begin to address that problem.
I will now quote from a document compiled by the Victorian Employers Federation which states:

Research has been done on industrial
accidents by the Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures-not by the Labor Party or
by the trade union movement-which has
shown that 72 per cent of the companies
surveyed in 1982-83 had workers compensation claims, of which 46 per cent kept
records of minor injuries; 30 per cent analysed only work injury statistics, leaving
The need for improvement stems from the enoraside the disease factor; 16 per cent main- mous
financial and human cost to the community
tained only medical entries; and only 26 per caused by occupational injury, disease and death, and
cent employed safety officers; of that 26 per from weaknesses in the administrative system the
cent, 13 per cent were employed not more Government has inherited. Unhealthy conditions and
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risks which are not tolerated in other areas of life are
the everyday experience of many workers.

That statement is contained in a publication issued in 1983 by the Victorian
Employers Federation entitled "Occupational Health and Safety".
The Government is concerned with the
philosophy behind the Bill, and it is
interesting to note that previous speakers
from the opposition benches were short on
the enormous cost to industry and human
life within the workplace. The majority of
Mr Block's presentation centred around the
activities of one union's demonstration.
The Hon. P. D. Block-For two years
this Government could have stopped the
deaths.
The Hon. M. J. SANOON-Why did not
Mr Block quote the demonstrable evidence
that exists regarding what occurs every day
in the workplace? Mr Block was silent on
that subject and he stands condemned
because, in its last year, the Liberal Government introduced a Bill.
The Hon. P. D. Block-For two years
you have ignored it.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-For 26 and
three-quarter years the Liberal Party ignored
the issue. At the end of that period, the Liberal Government introduced proposed
legislation about which the Victorian
Employers Federation stated:
In Victoria, the administration of occupational health
and safety is fragmented. Responsibility is shared by a
number of departments and authorities with no mechanism for co-ordination. The previous Government
refused to act on a recommendation of the Committee
of Review of the Labour and Industry Act.

The federation stated that there was a lack
of consistent standards and confusion
existed as to what regulations applied
because of cumbersome and bureaucratic
legislative procedures. That is what the
Government inherited.
The Liberal Government did little to
address the issue because it did not have the
commitment to deal with the demonstrable
approach needed daily to address the problems of disease, injury, pain and death suffered by Victorians. It is imperative that the
Bill be passed because of its general
approach of prevention. The Bill does not
deal with matters after the fact; it deals with
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matters before the fact because it attempts
to face up to the issues.
We are facing the end of the twentieth
century; the time has come to deal with
occupational health and safety in a realistic
manner and not to establish regulations that
do not grapple with the problem and do not
provide co-ordination. The Bill does that,
and it is to be applauded. The proposed
legislation establishes the machinery to
allow the Government to work with
employers and employees and to address
basic attitudes.
That machinery centres around the
Occupational Health and Safety Commission. In addition to developing standards,
policy, regulation and licensing, the commission will have a number of important
functions, including the promotion of education and training. It is no use passing proposed legislation unless the people directly
concerned understand the recourse that they
have. Training is necessary at the shop or
office floor level. If a realistic approach is to
be taken, training and responsibility must
begin at the shop or office floor level.
The commission will be able to recommend the establishment of public inquiries
on any matter regarding health and safety.
It will also be responsible for research into
occupational health and safety. Until now,
Governments have not accepted responsibility for providing funds for research to be
conducted into hazards, exposures, diseases
and injuries. No Government has been prepared to face up to that. Embodied in the
commission's criteria will be that fundamental role. For many years, it was not
known that asbestos led to cancer. How
many other exposures to substances such as
asbestos are leading to serious disease and
illness? Workers are entitled to have research performed so that they can work in a
healthy environment
The proposed Occupational Health and
Safety Commission is extremely important.
I do not think I have heard one member of
the Opposition in this House concentrate
on that aspect.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Nowhere in the
Bill does it talk about rehabilitation.
The Hon. M. J. SANOON-I did not
hear Mr Block deny what I have just said.
The Opposition has ignored health aspects
and is not really concerned about them. It
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has not faced up to those problems.
Honourable members must seriously consider how to make the proposed legislation
work. It is imperative that workers have a
say in what goes on in the workplace. Surely
workers have a vested interest in what is
happening in the workplace and have the
right to make decisions about their safety
and health on the job.
A study group established by the lackson
committee on the development ofthe manufacturing industry in Australia was forthright about the powerlessness of Australian
workers in making safety decisions. It stated:
The control of expenditure and priorities on matters
of industrial safety and occupational health remains
within management ... it is not only losses in production and increases in workers compensation bills that
are important when safety performance deteriorates.
People lose fingers, hands and eyes. The people on the
factory floor are the most vitally affected and need to
have a say on the management of health and safety.

A fundamental right of the employers is to
have a say in decisions about health and
safety in the workplace. The lackson committee highlighted the powerlessness of
workers in that fundamental area. The election of safety representatives is essential if
the proposed legislation is to work.
The Hon. P. D. Block-We agree totally.
For two years you have had the power to do
it.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-As I indicated earlier, the involvement of elected
representatives will include both unionists
and non-unionists.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Where does it say
that in the Bill?
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-The Bill is
specific. Non-unionists will have the right
to elect their own health and safety representatives. Workers in a non-union workshop will be able to elect health and safety
representatives, Mr Block.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Where does it say
that in this Bill?
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-I have
already stated that. If Mr Block is too thick
to understand what I have said and if he is
unable to get over his own biases and prejudices, that is his problem not mine.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Show the House
where it states anything about that in the
Bill.
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The Hon. M. J. SANDON-Unionists
and workers need to be involved in health
and safety in the workplace. That is paramount. I shall quote from a letter written to
the Premier by the Australian Telecommunications Employees Association which
highlights what I believe and emphasizes
the need for the approach adopted by the
Government. The letter dated 2 March 1984
states:
For many years now in our particular industry (Telecommunications) this union has had a policy of
authorizing Shop Stewards or Job Delegates to assume
the responsibility for ensuring the safety of members.
This policy has operated very satisfactorily ...

The association lists three examples to
highlight that:
( I) The evacuation of a building on the detection of
the entry of gas by means other than normal gas reticulation pipes ...
(2) The evacuation of part ofa building when harmful fumes were circulated by an air conditioning
system ...
(3) The refusal to drive vehicles fitted with tyres of
a type or combination which were considered dangerous ...

The letter continues:
To our knowledge there has never been an occasion
where management has not conceded, on becoming
aware of the facts, that the immediate safety precautions initiated by Shop Stewards have been correct,
appropriate and responsible in the given circumstances.

During the debate the Opposition has criticized the need for people on the factory floor
to take action when it is necessary. The Bill
provides for the situation as it should. The
House has listened to the quotation from
the letter to the Premier which was received
from a Public Service union and which
highlighted that where given circumstances
occurred that resulted in stoppages because
of unsafe situations faced by the workers,
the action was later deemed to be appropriate. The unionists operated responsibly to
ensure the health and safety of all workers
concerned.
The Hon. P. D. Block-Hear, hear!
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-That is the
sort of approach that will be adopted by the
trade unions and which has been adopted
in the past when dealing with health and
safety in the workplace. That approach will
continue through the proposed legislation.
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An agreement that is close to my heart
involves the State Electricity Commission,
and the Minister for Minerals and Energy
would be extremely familiar with it. It is the
health and safety agreement between the
State Electricity Commission and the Victorian Trades Hall Council. The document
embodies the provisions in the proposed
legislation-the responsibilities of management and employees and structural
arrangements between joint working committees and health and safety representatives. It also deals with their powers. Where
the document deals with health and safety
committees one finds it mirrors the proposed legislation.
The Hon. P. D. Block-There is nothing
in the document with which the Opposition
would not agree.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-I am pleased
that Mr Block has said that and I shall
remember his statement when the Bill
reaches the Committee stage.
I shall try to highlight a common daily
problem in this debate. I refer honourable
members to the case offive Chilean women
whom I met recently. Any honourable
members who are concerned about the family-on numerous occasions many members of the National Party and the
Opposition have expressed their concern
about Australian families-should listen to
this example. Many people have· migrated
to Australia to start a new life. In the case
to which I refer one of the five Chilean
women had not worked on a process line
before coming to this country. During the
conversation I had with the women I was
informed that after five years of working in
a factory for Philips Industries Holdings Ltd
those women are now unable to move their
arms above the shoulder move wrists or
grip objects and so cannot perform normal
household duties.
In passing, because the Opposition has
obstructed and delayed the measures Introduced by the Government to deal with
workers' compensation claims and has
delayed the attempts made by the Government to allow people to return to work on
light duties, those women have not received
any remuneration for two years.
Employer neglect is involved in those five
situations because no studies were carried
out on the operations undertaken by the
Chilean women. The Philips management
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did not consider taking another approach
to the work.
There were no medical reports. Nothing
was done that has stopped repetitive injuries from occurring unchecked. One now
finds that women who came to a new
country to begin a new life are unable to
perform simple household functions and are
unable to have children because of the
impact of working at a Philips factory for
five years. The women are unable to receive
workers compensation because of the
obstruction that has been perpetrated in this
place.
I feel for those women because their plight
highlights the basic fundamental need of
why the proposed legislation is paramount.
For too long in Victoria the call for action
has gone unheeded. The plight of people
performing these daily operations in factories has gone unheeded and the time has
come for that to change. The proposed
legislation should be passed in toto.
On many occasions it is a frustrating
experience for Government members to be
in this House because working people in
Victoria have not had proper legislative
representation. Honourable members may
not be aware that this September, the
Honourable John Cain will become the
longest serving Labor Premier of Victoria.
That position has certainly been unfair in
terms of the operations of Labor Governments in this State, which have been few in
number. The representations of workers
through a political party, the Australian
Labor Party, have led to limited opportunities being available for the introduction of
basic fundamental reforms.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-But I represent
workers as well; it is not only your
prerogative!
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-All the
National Party does is capitalize on its profits and socialize on its losses. The National
Party sells itself to the highest bidder-a
quote by Sir Henry Bolte.
The Bill is important; it is significant, and
I hope it receives the full and total support
of all honourable members.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I support the stand of
the Opposition on the Bill. There is no doubt
about the genuine concern the Liberal Party
has for industrial safety. Mr Block earlier
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referred to the concern of the then Liberal
Government involving much debate and
consultation with employers, employees,
employer organizations and trade unions
which resulted in an Act being passed by
Parliament in ·1981, but unfortunately it was
not proclaimed by· the Labor Government.
It is extraordinary to me, as a comparative
newcomer to this Chamber, that the Act
was not used by the Government, because
the House would now consider amendments to improve or change that Act, if
necessary.
It is extraordinary that at this late stage
of the sessional period honourable members are debating in comparative haste this
important Bill. Honourable members have
shown to the community of Victoria, which
we all represent, that problems can be faced
and overcome with consensus and consultation. However, an extremely volatile Bill
is now being debated. I shall respond to a
couple of comments made by members of
the Government. I was deeply sympathetic
to the problems raised by Mrs Oixon and
also to the enthralling pictures presented by
Mrs Kirner. Mrs Kirner indicated how
repetitive injuries can be brought about in
the industrial world and the Opposition
accepts and recognizes that. However, insufficient research has been conducted by the
industrial community, by employers or
anyone, else, on repetitive injuries. Everyone in the work force suffers from some
kind of repetitive injury. All honourable
members would suffer from some form of
repetitive injury. Generally, by the time one
reaches middle age, one can examine one's
index finger and note that its top two joints
are turning to the right because of the continual use of the pen. The finger can go further and further to the right with time, so
one can sympathize with what Mrs Kirner
was saying.
However, the Bill is not addressing that
issue. Mrs Kirner was floating off in a different direction to that which the Bill seeks to
change. If Mrs Kirner proceeded to the logical conclusion as she was examining a variety of industries there would not be a work
place open. She would note an article in the
Victorian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry newletter headed "Do you need
occupational health and safety?" that the
response was, "I need an occupation". The
types of matters to which Mrs Kirner was
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referring, if they were immediately implemented, would result in no jobs for industry. As one approaches changes in the
technological world, one hopes with
responsible trade unionism and responsible
employers, that the matters to which Mrs
Kirner and Mrs Oixon referred, would be
addressed, and addressed properly. However, the Bill does not address itself to those
issues.
If the Bill was addressed to those issues,
the result might be different. Mr Sandon
went on with much rhetoric, without really
knowing what he was stating. He commented in a variety of ways on what Mr
Block had said. Mr Sandon was asked on
several occasions what he meant when he
stated that non-trade unionists could elect
representatives and it appears that Mr Sandon has not read the Bill. I direct the attention of Mr Sandon to what was contained
in section 12 (1) of the Industrial Safety,
Health and Welfare Act, which states:
In such cases as are prescribed the occupier of a
workplace shall arrange for the election of safety representatives by and from the persons employed in or
on the work place.

That provision has been removed by clause
28 (1) of this measure. I hope Mr Sandon is
listening. Clause 28 (1) states:
A trade union may, in respect of each workplace at
which any of its members work as employees, conduct
an election by and from those members for one or
more health and safety representatives at the workplace.

And the Bill is silent elsewhere. Perhaps Mr
Sandon, instead oflooking at his pretty pictures of the Easter break, could listen to
what I am saying so that he knows something about the measure. Mr Sandon
obviously did not know what he was talking
about earlier.
Mr Birrell stated that the Bill had been
orchestrated by the trade union movement
and by the Australian Council of Trade
Unions as an emotional fling against the
Liberal Party. Honourable members are well
aware of the attack that took place on the
Liberal Party offices recently. I shall not go
into that episode because it was well covered by Mr Birrell. Mr Birrell also mentioned the demonstration on the steps of
Parliament House and the obvious inflammatory remarks of the Minister for
Employment and Training. I refer honourable members to a similar demonstration
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against me by several busloads of unionists
who were orchestrated by the Labor Party
and by the Australian Council of Trade
Unions, led by Mr Micallef, the honourable
member for Springvale in another place. In
the Moorabbin Standard of last week, it
stated that Mr Sandon was also present in
the 100 or more demonstrators who were
involved in Station Road, Cheltenham, disrupting the people there and forcing the
office of Medibank Private, the Australian
Electoral Office and other officers to close
their doors. The demonstration was orchestrated by two members of Parliament, and
Mr Sandon apparently did not have the guts
to walk up the stairs and see me, his colleague, Mr Micallef, did. In spite of the rhetoric in this House, Mr Sandon did not have
the guts to walk up the stairs and see me in
my office.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea
Province )-On a point of order, Mr Deputy
President, I take umbrage at the words used
by Mr Connard. It is quite outrageous to
suggest that.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-On the point of order,
Mr Sandon has found the remarks of Mr
Connard to be offensive, and I ask Mr Connard to withdraw.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I withdraw the word
guts" because I presume that is the word
to which Mr Sandon referred, and I replace
that word with the words Hintestinal
fortitude" .
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-I ask Mr
Connard to unreservedly withdraw the tenn.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-Certainly,
Mr Deputy President, I comply with your
request.
I met with as many of those unionists as
were able to fit into my office-about 30 to
40-and I was able to discuss with them the
real issues.
One of those real issues is the clause that
requires a factory safety officer to be
appointed by unionists only. The people
concerned were orchestrated by my two
Parliamentary colleagues and by a Mr John
Corsetti, who was the organizer of the rally
on behalf of the Australian Council of Trade
Unions. I offered to take them to factories
in the area that I represent, because I was
44
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not able to perceive any of the trade unionists present as coming from my fairly large
electorate. I have had dialogue with factory
operators and employers there who have 20
to 30 employees, none of whom have union
representatives, and I asked one or two of
the shop stewards in my office whether they
would tolerate the appointment of a trade
union representative to look after their
affairs in that situation. Several of the deputation agreed with me on that principle. Part
of the pressure of this delegation collapsed
because of the absolute untruths that had
been told to the demonstrators; indeed,
some of the unionists indicated to me that
the two members concerned and the unions
had quite palpably told them untruths. I
further debated with them and had pleasure
in noting their point of view.
I admit that I was not able to win the
debate on the second issue, the clause that
empowers a safety officer to halt production
immediately for a variety of reasons.
The Hon. P. D. Block-That has been
eliminated by them, anyway.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-Mr Block
is correct in saying that that has been eliminated. However, that was one area I did
not win. I say to the House that my perceptions were that the union organizer and the
two members of Parliament had obviously
been saying to the members of the Amalgamated Metals Foundry and Shipwrights
Union things that were quite untrue, particularly in their comments that the Liberal
Party was totally opposed to occupational
safety.
Mr Sandon commented on what the Victorian Employers Federation had said in
1982. I wish to quote from the federation's
report of 10 February 1984 in which it
stated:
While employers are prepared to support any genuine measure to increase safety in the workplace, it does
not follow that they support all the provisions of the
State Government's proposed Occupational Health and
Safety Act.
Significant changes are still needed before the proposed legislation will be regarded by employers as an
Act aimed solely at improving occupational safety.
Without substantial amendments, the Act in reality,
will be more concerned with boosting trade union power
than with the basic need for employers and employees
to co-operate to improve safety at work.
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It is a pity Mr Sandon is not in the Chamber
to hear the federation's opinion. I could list
a whole variety of issues, but they have been
amply debated in this House by members
of the Liberal and National parties.

I am a little disappointed in the title of
the Bill. It should more appropriately have
been named the Occupational Safety Bill
because it is silent on occupational health.
Mention has been made of industrial
disease, and the Bill is silent on that point
too, as well as on the rehabilitative treatment of people who have had accidents.
I also refer to a document from the Victorian Hospitals Association Ltd which
formed part of that association's submission to the Government, but which the
Government ignored, when the Bill was
presented. The document is dated 31 May
1983 and states:
The Association unequivocally supports the implementation of procedures to improve and maintain
safety practices in the health care field. and this is
clearly evidenced by the existence. since 1981. of the
VHA Safety Advisory Committee. which was established with the approval of the Health Commission of
Victoria.

I remind the House that this organization
represents the health industry and has been
active in conducting seminars and taking
other steps to introduce accident monitoring programmes in hospitals and safety into
various procedures. The Bill fails to take
note of what the association says:
. . . the discussion paper fails to address the problem
of rehabilitating injured workers. and we believe that
the Government should adequately fund the recommendations relative to rehabilitation services which
were contained in the Health Commission's document
on extended care which was released in 1982.

Since 1982 those rehabilitative programmes have been suggested by Government working parties, yet the Bill is silent
on those matters. It may be a Bill to deal
with occupational safety, but it does not
deal with occupational health.
I commend to the Government the following statement by the association:
It should also be recognized that an increasing numbber of hospitals are employing full-time salaried safety
officers who work closely with safety committees established within the hospital. to which are appointed
worker representatives.
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On the concern of the industry, the association states:
It would appear from the structure of the proposed
legislation that the safety representatives appointed
under it will have responsibilities which duplicate those
presently discharged by safety officers, a situation which
will discourage the employment of such persons-most
of whom hold qualifications . . .

This industry has adequately faced its problems and should be a model for the Government, yet the Bill is silent on these
procedures. I am disappointed in what the
Government has done in relation to the
proposed legislation. It has created high
community expectations and it has let the
community down. It has not told the truth.
It has said that the Opposition is not prepared to pass the Bill. In fact, the Opposition is prepared to pass the measure, with
the exception of three or four points which
it hopes to amend, and wants to see the Bill
working in a satisfactory way.
Finally, I quote from the Courier of 4
November 1983:
No doubt it is time that the seven Acts which make
up a mass of laws covering workers' safety in Victoria
were streamlined and rationalised.
But this should be achieved in a way which does not
threaten industrial chaos through giving too much
power to unqualified individuals who may well have
their own axe to grind.

I suggest that the Government has its own
axe to grind; it hopes this will be an election
issue and that it will be able to claim to the
people of Victoria falsely that the Opposition is opposed to industrial health and
safety. The very reverse is true. The majority of the Bill is a rewrite of the former Government's 1981 Bill. However, it contains
several points on which the Opposition
takes issue. Those points relate to provisions that will give the trade unions industrial muscle to the detriment of the
community.
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province)-I am pleased to
give my strong support to the Bill and to
express disappointment at the abysmal level
of argument presented by the opposition
parties whose members appear not only to
totally misunderstand the contents of the
Bill but also, in many cases, not to have
even read it in the first place. They pretend
to support the principle behind the Bill and
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yet they want to knock out key provisions
of the proposed legislation because, despite
their protestations to the contrary, they do
not give a damn about the well-being of
workers in Victoria.
In contrast to the abysmal performance
of the opposition parties, different aspects
of this important piece of proposed legislation have been well canvassed by the Labor
Party members in support of the long held
policy of the Labor Party. I was especially
pleased to hear Mrs Dixon spend some time
speaking about the most vulnerable and
exploited group of workers in our community, namely, migrant women, and refute the
insensitive and ignorant comments made
by Mr Baxter who, unfortunately, reflected
many of the views of the opposition parties.
Mrs Dixon also detailed the appalling accident statistics of our young workers.
Mrs Kirner, in a most progressive way,
presented slides that graphically illustrated
the problem of working women in industry.
She spoke about the enormous problem of
occupational repetition strain injuries, called
repitious strain injuries, which are a major
unchecked source of disability in industry
and commerce. From first-hand experience
I can tell honourable members it has considerable social consequences.
I shall make a few general comments on
the issue of workers' health, putting it in a
wider political context. The reality is that
the Bill not only is necessary but also is long
overdue because, despite the fact that we
now live in 1984, far too many employers,
and that includes Governments, continue
to disregard the health and safety of their
workers and to flout the existing regulations.
To put the matter in proper historical
context, I shall start with a quote from Bernadino Ramazzini, an Italian physician,
who was considered to be the founder of
occupational medicine. In 1705, nearly 280
years ago, he made the following
observation:
Tis a sordid profit that's accompanied by the
destruction of health ... Many an artisan has looked
at his craft as a means to support life and raise a family,
but all he has got from it is some deadly disease, with
the result that he has departed this life cursing the craft
to which he has applied himself.

When one looks at the current statistics,
one must agree that not too much has
changed 280 years later.
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The Hon. B. W. Mier-The attitude of
the Opposition.
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE-Indeed,
as my colleague, Mr Mier says. We might
have succeeded in stopping children being
sent up chimneys or down mines. If it were
put to the vote, I am not sure whether the
Opposition would ban putting children
down mines or up chimneys.
Perhaps nowhere do pr~ctices still occur
like those so graphically described by
Pulitzer prize author, Upton Sinclair, in his
classic story based on the appalling conditions in the stock-yards and slaughterhouses of Chicago early this century called,
The Jungle. I quote:
It was said by the boss at Durham's that he had
gotten his week's money and left there. That might not
be true, of course, for sometimes they would say that
when a man had been killed, it was the easiest way out
for all concerned. When, for instance, a man had fallen
into one of the rendering tanks and had been made
into pure leaf lard and peerless fertilizer, there was no
use letting the fact out and making his family unhappy.

Incidentally, so great was the furore caused
by this book that the United States food
laws were revised within six months. However, there are still workers who constantly
must endure working conditions that are
still as bleak and satanic as any were during
the industrial revolution and employers as
callous as the employer quoted by Upton
Sinclair.
In case anyone should plead that the hazards workers face are of recent origin, let me
point out that the dangers of asbestos were
known in the first century to the Roman
naturalist, Pliny the Elder, and the Greek
geographer, Strabo, both of whom wrote of
the lung sickness in slaves who wove asbestos into cloth. I shall quote from page 99 of
the book, The Politics ofCancer, by Samuel
S. Epstein. This is what he had to say about
asbestos:
While the dangers of asbestos have been well recognized for over five decades, the industry was able to
largely ignore these until studies in the 1950s by Doll
in England and by Selikoff in the V.S. (sponsored by
the asbestos insulators union) established the relationship between asbestos and asbestosis and cancers at
various sites. Since then the industry has employed
scientific expertise to advocate its position in professional journals and to successfully resist and prevent
effective government regulations.
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The Hon. Robert Lawson-Did they
succeed?
"
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE-Unfortunately, they had far too much success
because the danger of asbestos had to be
virtually rediscovered in recent times. But
even so, epidemiological studies date from
as early as 1930. Significantly in 1930, the
British study, which was published by the
Government of the day, bore the title,
"Effects of Asbestos Dust on Lungs and Data
Suppression in the Asbestos Industry." This
suppression by both industry and by Gove~nment bodies has been going on ever
SInce.
In 1977, the United States National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health estimated that it would cost up to $35 million
to find and notify all 21 million workers
who had been exposed to the hazardous
material about which the institute kept statistics, and since workers were not its primary audience, the institute suppressed
information from the group of people most
directly affected.
In 1962, the most definitive study of
asbestos workers by the previously mentioned Dr Selikoff, who was from the Mount
Sinai Environmental Sciences Laboratory,
was undertaken. He found in his very
detailed study that half of the asbestos
workers examined had asbestosis, which is
a horrifying statistic.
A casual relation between asbestos and
lung cancer was first proposed by a Dr Kenneth Lynch of the Medical College of South
Carolina in 1935, and the link definitely
established by scientists from the British
factory inspectorate in 1949. Yet asbestos is
still being used-except where union intervention has been effective, as was the case
in the "blue trains" dispute of a few years
ago. This is despite the World Health Organization view that there is no safe level of
exposure to asbestos.
This problem of exposure of workers,
apart from those involved in the asbestos
industry itself, has been addressed by the
joint State Electricity Commission union
working party in the Latrobe Valley since
April 1979. The magnitude of the problem
has been highlighted by a Dr William H.
Stewart, who was a former surgeon-general
in the United States of America. He calculated that asbestos-insulation workers alone
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are sharing their exposure with more than
3· 5 million other construction workers, not
to mention the office workers who are
exposed to asbestos-lined air conditioning
ducts. They, in turn, are sharing their exposure with the rest of us, as the construction
and demolition of buildings often sends
clouds of asbestos particles down upon us.
The toxicity of lead was also known to
the ancients. For example, Hippocrates recognized the symptoms of poisoning in a lead
worker as far back as 370 B.C. Preventative
measures against lead poisoning were
undertaken in Britain under the influence
of Sir Thomas Legge, who was the first
medical inspector of the factory inspectorate and in 1899 it was made notifiable. His
attitude to the problem is best summed up
in a Quotation from Donald Hunter's publication headed, "Health in Industry", which
was published in 1959 and which states that:
Unless and until the employer has done everything-and everything means a good deal-the workman can do next to nothing to protect himself, although
he is naturally willing enough to do his share.

Yet lead poisoning and exposure exceeding
the threshold limit value is still occurrin~ in
such industries as battery manufactunng,
lead smelting, car assembly and printing.
Mineral oils, to which thousands of workers are exposed every day, are also a considerable health hazard. It has been variously
estimated that in Britain somewhere
between 1 million and 10 million people are
at risk, and one can extrapolate the same set
of figures for the State of Victoria.
Something that would interest most
members of this House involves scrotal
cancer, which has long been associated with
the machine tool industry. The incidence of
cancer among toolsetters in" the United
Kingdom is at least 45 times the national
average. Furthermore, as the factory inspectorate has pointed out, "Oil is among the
commonest causes of occupational skin
rashes". It would seem that the only safe
standard is no detectable level of oil mist.
It is perhaps not surprising that the first
so-called "occupation" to be regularly
examined medically in Australia was that
of the convict. Although this was done to
ensure that convicts remained "clean and
healthy", there is no doubt that the main
motive was to ensure extra productivity
from the chain gangs. The earliest record of
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an occupational illness relates to the work
of a brass finisher. That occurred in a brass
foundry in Sydney in 1840. It is important
to understand our history because this is
something that is largely ignored in this
Chamber. Other-early occupational hazards
were encountered in the timber-felling
industry and in rural occupations in general-and that should interest the Neanderthal corner party-although there were
subsidized health services at the Burra copper mines in South Australia before 1850.
One of the very first medical studies of
occupational health was a paper by W.
Lyons on cellulitis in shearers, which
appeared in 1869.
The Hon. P. D. Block interjected.
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE-This
background gives honourable members a
feeling of how long the problem has been
going on, and yet there are still problems,
and they will continue to exist if people like
Mr Block are members of the Government.
But of course, Mr Block is not involved
with the Government and will not be
involved in any Government for quite some
time, if ever.
It is important to examine the situation
of women working in the domestic industry
and who have suffered health risks which
are still prevalent today. The causes now
are rather different from what they were
originally, and with modern detergents, the
arms rather than the knees are involved.
Formerly, it was chapped hands and "housemaid's knee", and sunstroke was a particular affliction of laundresses who washed
outdoors.
The emphasis in early moves was on public health-that is, the removal of smells
and the state of the Yarra. The colonial governments were not worried about the state
of the Yarra at the working class end, but in
salubrious areas such as Hawthorn. They
were concerned with public rather than
occupational health. The period from 1875
to 1910-The Hon. P. D. Block-We have finally
reached the 19OOs. There must be at least
another 20 minutes in this speech.
The Hon. Robert Lawson-Roll on to the
twentieth century!
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The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE-That
period did see increased professional recognition of health hazards: Lack of air in
factories, giving rise to anaemia, lead poisoning amongst painters, anthrax in wool
workers, and the effect of a whole range of
noxious fumes.
Industrial accidents were also of concern.
In Victoria, the first factories and shops Act
was passed in 1885-and we are now back
to the nineteenth century-although, as
early as 1871 the central board of health was
issuing first-aid warnings in connection with
machinery accidents.
The upsurge of interest in this field
occurred after the first world war and, in
particular, following the creation of a Division of Industrial Hygiene in the new Commonwealth Department of Health in 1921.
Statistics were collected from all States, and
a number of studies of individual occupations was undertaken. Unfortunately this
work came to an end in 1932 when the division was closed as an economic measure
because, as honourable members know, in
1932 we were in the depths of the first
depression.
One can say, "OK, all that is in the past
and it does not have relevance today". One
must examine Government indifference and
callousness. I invite honourable members
to examine the occurrence at Maralinga and the recent information that has
come out about the attitude shown to many
of the British and Australian servicemen
who were used as guinea pigs in those tests.
The horrifying part is not only that they
were used as guinea pigs, but also that
dreadful government secrecy shrouded the
tests so that the people involved had no
right to know what was going on.
A number of years ago, on behalf of the
Australian Labor Party, I was involved in
the preparation of a publication on uranium. Interestingly enough, I had information that I used at the time called "Official
Cover-up Involved in the Maralinga Tests".
A great deal of research was undertaken by
a scientist from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization
who detailed the effect that the testing was
having not only on Aborigines but also on
densely-populated communities in South
Australia and Western Australia. It was a
cover-up by the governments of the day
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from the United Kingdom and Australia;
they did not want this information to get
out to the people.
I am using that as an example of the problems faced by workers in discovering what
is actually going on in the industries in
which they are involved. We should not be
confident that in many ways governments
will not treat their workers in a cavalier
fashion similar to that of the private
employers. I shall come closer to home and
examine the situation in the western suburbs in the province of Melbourne West
which I represent, where, according to the
figures provided by the Western Region
Health Centre, its own accountants estimate that in the year 1983-84 the total visits a week t6 general practitioners,
physiotherapists and specialists number
approximately 1500 and 36 per cent involve
workers compensation claims. That represents 540 worker visits a week which are
due to some work-related injury.
These deaths and injuries highlight the
fact that industry is not regulating itself and
that existing laws and regulations are simply not effective enough. I shall quote a few
examples for those who claim that employers with good safety records ought to be
exempt from the provisions of the Bill. Let
us examine one company in particular,
namely, the Imperial Chemicals Industries
Australia Ltd technical development factory. That company actually has a green
light which shows the factory when there
are accident-free days. The light goes red if
there is an accident and when a worker suffers an injury, such as a partly severed finger. The worker is sent off to have the finger
sewn back on, and must return to work
immediately. If that worker is unable to
work, he or she remains in the sick bay and
is paid for the duration. The green light stays
on and that is counted as an accident-free
period.
When one worker broke a leg at work, he
was required to spend months going to work
to sit in the sick bay so that the broken limb
would not appear on the record, which was
presumably for workers compensation, as
an industrial injury. Workers say that the
only time that they can ever remember the
light showing red was when a worker was
actually killed; hence, although the firm
would have a good health and safety record,
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actually, it has rotten health and safety
practices.
An earlier speaker mentioned the horrific
accident involving two young boys who had
just begun work. I think on their first job
they were exposed to fumes in a paint factory. What about the other incident that
received some publicity a number of years
ago involving a clothing manufacturer in
the city? In 1976 workers were trapped when
a fire broke out. The firefighters' report
showed that seven women were technically
dead, but that five of those women were
able to be revived. However, two women
died. The fire trucks did not attend the fire
in response to a call; they attended the fire
because they happened to see it en route to
another fire. If this had not happened and
the firefighters had had to wait for a call,
many more people would have been killed
in the accident.
The firemen said that it was impossible
to get into the building to stop the fire
because the hallways, exits and entrances
were blocked by piles of textiles and these,
of course, were highly flammable. Firemen
were also injured fighting the fire and some
were never able to work again. The use of
passageways for storage is a breach of the
regulations of the Department of Labour
and Industry. The case actually went to
court and the employer was fined $10 for
each breach of the regulations. That represented a total fine of a lousy $200, and two
young women were burnt to death.
The people who like to drag in other bits
of the Bill to say that it is a Socialist measure
and that one should not have unionappointed health representatives ought to
examine what is happening in the United
Kingdom with their mentor, Maggie
Thatcher. Not so long ago, the Thatcher
Government actually reviewed provisions
for union-appointed health and safety representatives and intended to remove the
union involvement. However, it decided
that the only way in which the representatives could be accountable to anybody was
actually through the unions and that this
accountability was better than none. So
much for union thuggery and creeping
Socialism!
Death and injury in the workplace are
inexcusable and 'are a national disgrace. The
Bill must be seen as the first and immediate
stage in achieving decent health and safety
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conditions for all workers, in league-quite
properly-with the union movement. It
should not be just for the few who are able
to negotiate agreements with public sector
employers and a handful of private employers; the Bill is a necessary provision for every
worker in the State of Victoria. I strongly
support the proposed legislation.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I had not intended to
speak, but ifMrs Coxsedge was able to speak
for 40 minutes and be largely irrelevant, I
should be entitled to 10 minutes in which
to put the record straight. I followed her
speech with interest as her excursions into
the history of the Labor movement and of
various occupational sicknesses were
interesting.
Mrs Coxsedge mentioned Pliny the Elder.
I have no doubt he did what she said he did,
but unfortunately he was killed in the eruption of Vesuvius. Pliny the Elder did not
have an occupational health and safety representative to tell him to keep away from
that volcano and his end was unfortunate.
In spite of the rhetoric that has emanated
from the Government benches, the Opposition has no objection to the creation of
industrial health and safety representatives.
In fact, the Liberal Government passed a
Bill calling for the creation of these offices.
The current Act would have enabled the
election of safety representatives by the
workers on the shop floor but the Cain Government has been extraordinarily callous
and, for two years, those provisions have
not been proclaimed. During that time, no
health and safety representatives have been
appointed, not through any fault of the
Opposition but through the fault of the Cain
Labor Government.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-What are you
going to do abou~ it-pass the legislation or
leave it in abeyance?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-The
proposed legislation does not have to be
passed, the provisions calling for the election of safety representatives already exist;
the Cain Government has only to call a
meeting of the Governor in Council and
proclaim that section and the following day
safety officers could be elected. The Government says it cannot be done-it can be
done from tomorrow, irrespective of
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whether or not the proposed legislation is
passed.
If people in the workplace believe themselves to be in danger-and mention was
made earlier of fork lifts being driven with
faulty tyres-and if a safety representative
instructs workers to withdraw themselves
from danger, an inspector should then adjudicate as to whether the conditions are dangerous. If the inspector says that the
conditions are dangerous, it is then up to
the employer to make good the faultchange the tyres on the fork lift if that is the
problem-and during the time the workers
withdraw their services they should be paid.
However, if the factories inspector decides
that the employees are not in danger they
should not be paid for the time lost. If the
policy were otherwise, the opportunity
would exist for paid rolling strikes.
The Opposition has no objection to safety
representatives being educated in the functions of a safety representative but if the
management believes this provision is being
abused the management should be able to
go to the Industrial Relations Commission
of Victoria and put its point and have the
matter adjudicated by the commission.
All employees in the workplace, irrespective of whether or not they belong to a union,
should have a say in the election of safety
representatives. That is fair and reasonable
and I do not know what difficulty members
on the Government benches have in regard
to this matter.
Mrs Coxsedge tried to· impute all sorts of
things, like putting women down mines or
sending children to sweep chimneys. Those
times have long passed. The Opposition
believes in industrial safety and is prepared
to support reasonable industrial safety
le~slation but not at the expense of industnal peace.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. K. I. M. Wright in the chair).
38
Ayes
Noes ..
3
Majority for the motion

35

AYES
Mr Arnold
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
MrBubb
Mr Butler

Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
Mrs Coxsedge
MrCrozier
Mrs Dixon
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Mr Granter
Mr Hayward
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kirner
MrKnowles
Mr Landeryou
MrLawson
Mr Long
M r Mackenzie

Mr McArthur
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Radford
Mr Reid
MrSgro
Mr Storey
Mr Walker
MrWard
Mr White

Tellers:
Mr Block
MrSandon
NOES

MrDunn

Tellers:
Mr Baxter
MrEvans

The Bill was committed.
Clauses 1 to 7 were agreed to.
Clause 8
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I suggest that progress be reported.
Progress was reported.
SUPPLY (1984-85, No. I) BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 19) on
the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and Energy) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-This Bill is entirely different
from Supply Bills to which the House has
been accustomed in the past. The two major
changes in format are to deal with the various issues under programmes rather than
the old lines of the Budget as previously and
to incorporate Supply for both the recurrent
and capital purposes. These are major, quite
fundamental changes; changes which have
good accounting common sense behind
them; changes which make Supply much
more readily understandable to the average
citizen and, indeed, to the average member
of Parliament, and members of the Opposition therefore support what is being done.
When debate on the Bill was adjourned I
did draw to the attention of the Minister the
fact there were legal and constitutional
implications as well. I have made that point
to him privately in addition and I do not
think I need to elaborate on that point.
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My colleague, Mr Hayward, will deal later
with recurrent finance, the basis of previous
Appropriation and Supply Bills. I intend, as
there is this new format before the House
dealing with both capital and recurrent
funds, to deal with Victoria's capital situation and the worsening position in which
the State finds itself under the current
Government.
Some weeks ago in another debate I outlined to the House the deteriorating situation as I saw it. I wondered that there was
no statement in response. I know now why.
The figures I then gave were underestimated. I had omitted very relevant factors
which contributed to an ever-worsening
capital situation.
I propose shortly to refer to those factors.
Every honourable member is aware that the
present volume of increases in taxes and
charges, representing an increase of 40·3 per
cent, is bearing heavily on Victorians.
Everyone is aware that in addition to the
burden of taxation and charges, the present
Government has been selling off many of
the assets of the State so that it is poorer as
a result of the Government's two years in
office but not many people are aware that
the Government is putting Victoria into
hock to a frightening degree.
In addition to the imposition on people
through taxes and charges and in addition
to the loss of assets in selling off the farm,
there is a mounting burden of debt.
Recently, my colleague, the Leader of the
Opposition in another place, referred to the
deficit of$607 million which Victoria is facing at present. Deficit and debt are different,
of course. The increased burden of debt
accumulated under this Government in the
two years to June of this year will be the
frightening sum of $4555 million or more
and I shall demonstrate that that is a conservative estimate.
I have provided to the other parties and
to you, Mr Deputy President, a table showing how that sum is calculated and I seek
leave to have it incorporated in Hansard.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has drawn this document to my
attention. I have examined it and it appears
to meet the criteria laid down by the President for the publishing of matters such as
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this. I understand also that the Leaders of 1984, which I have rounded off in the table
the other parties have agreed.
to $473 million.
Leave was granted. and the table was as
The increase in the net debt owing to the
follows:
State Employees' Retirement Benefits Board
was $11 million as at 31 December last and
VICTORIAN PUBLIC SECTOR NET DEBT
will be approximately $16 million as at 30
Increase O\'er two June 1984. This was reported in the Age of
vears to 30 June 10 March last at page 16 and is confirmed
. ($ 1984 million) by the inquiries I made some time ago of
the board. Instead of paying its debts the
Increase in net debt as admitted in
Budget Papers (a)
4016 Government has postponed payment,
thereby incurring an unpaid debt. It is postIncrease in net debt arising from sale
poning the evil day.
and lease back of transport assets
(b)
473
The next item in the table refers to an
Increase in net debt owing to State
increase in the debts owing to contractors
Employees' Retirement Benefits
as at 30 June. Last year, the Opposition
Board (c)
16 received an unprecedented number of comIncrease in overdue accounts payaplaints from contractors throughout the
ble to contractors as at 30 June
State from May onwards about non-pay1983 (compared with 30 June
ment of accounts far beyond the normal
(982) (d)
50
credit period.
TOTAL
From the information received, the
4555
Opposition's figures men and economists
Sources of data:
concluded that the amount outstanding was
(a) 1983-84 Victorian Budget Paper No. 2, Budget probably in the vicinity of$130 million and
$140 million. On 2 June 1983 in another
Strategy and Review, Part 2:2, page 5
place the question was put conservatively
(b) 1983-84 Victorian Budget Paper No. 3, Estiby
the honourable member for Western port:
mates ofRecurrent and Capital Receipts and Payments
1983-84, page 7
(c) Reported in the Age 10 March 1984. page 16
(d) Estimate

The Hon. A. J. HUNT-The first item
relates to the increase in net public debt as
admitted in the Budget Papers. In the
1983-84 Budget Paper No. 2 entitled,
hBudget Strategy and Review", Part 2:2 at
page 5, in the two years from 30 June 1982
to the estimated figures of 30 June 1984, the
net debt of the Victorian public sector will
have increased from $11 404 million to
$15 420 million, a staggering increase of
$4016 million: More than $4 billion.
However, that figure does not include the
amount raised against the security of trams
and trains. The Government likes to suggest that these have been sold and leased
back. Honourable members know the truth
is that finance has been arranged against the
security of trams and trains and that the
method used is a sale and lease-back: In
actual fact, the leasing fees are arranged to
cover interest and amortization of what is
in effect a debt. That, therefore, is an unadmitted debt of$472·8 million as at 30 June

Will the Treasurer advise whether it is a fact that
accounts currently outstanding to contractors and suppliers on Government projects are at present in excess
of$120 million?

I listened to the tape of the reply and I heard
the Premier say to the Treasurer by way of
sotto voce interjection: ~~They have got a
good lead there." The answer the Treasurer
gave is:
I cannot confirm that position. I should indicate that,
so far as our payments are concerned, the procedures
being followed are those that were followed in the past.
As far as the Government is concerned, there is no
problem in meeting those payments.

The matter certainly was not denied and all
the indications are that that sum was in the
vicinity of the correct figure. Every year
every Government finds itself in a little
trouble as it approaches the end of the
financial year and it is common for some
payments to be postponed-never, however, in that sort of vicinity.
This was a major transference of liability-a transference of debt-by the Government to others to save its Budget
position. Contractors who were owed money
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and who were entitled to it and suppliers of
goods who had waited beyond normal credit
terms were kept waiting so that the Government could balance its Budget. Because
there always are some outstanding sums in
any event, in putting the sum of$50 million
in the table as a figure indicating the increase
in the public debt, the Opposition is being
very conservative. It was certainly far more
than $ 50 million over and above what has
been the position in previous years.
Those figures add up to a quite frightening increase in the public debt of two years
of some $4555 million. That, the Opposition says, is a conservative estimate, indeed,
based on very conservative calculations.
Many other items could have been incorporated if desired which the Opposition
considers ought not to be incorporated for
the sake of being conservative about the
issue.
For example, 1983-84 Budget Paper No.
2, Part 4:5, Appendix 5, shows that $18 million of Commonwealth Special Purpose
Funds really went into the Consolidated
Fund and were themselves used to defray
what would have been part of the Budget
deficit.
They were not used for the purpose for
which they were provided. In previous
years, those moneys would have been in
trust funds, but they went into the Consolidated Fund-they were not used. In subsequent years, that money must be found. In
a way, that is also an extra debt-that $18
million could have been added.
For a time, it appeared that the $25 million due to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works would remain unpaid,
but the Minister of Water Supply informed
the House that part of that amount has been
paid and he expects the balance to be paid,
so nothing has been included. Numerous
other small items amounting in all to some
millions of dollars have not been included.
It can now be seen that the figure of $4555
million, or $4· 5 billion, is an extremely conservative approach to the increase in the
public debt of this State.
That represents more than a $1100
increase in two years alone for every man,
woman and child in this State. It represents
more than $3000 per bread winner and more
than $4500 of debt for the average family of
four, and all that has occurred in a mere
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two years. This added debt has to be met
sooner or later from increased taxes and
charges over and above those increases
which we have already incurred.
I do not know whether all honourable
members are aWLre that projects financed
from moneys raised by the Government
outside usual Loan Council requirements
are costing and will cost this State severely.
Every project financed outside Loan Council funding costs one and a half times as
much as the same project would cost when
financed through Loan Council funds. That
is for the simple reason that loans approved
by the Loan Council are accompanied by a
service grant from the Federal Government; a free grant or subsidy non-repayable
equal to 50 per cent of the loans. Thus, if
we are building from Loan Council funds a
school costing $1· 5 million, $1 million is
repayable by the State of Victoria, and
$500 000 is a free contribution from the
Commonwealth by way of the service
grants. That same project financed through
the Labor Party's funny money costs the
full $1· 5 million, which needs to be repaid
in due course. Thus, it can be seen that this
is extremely expensive to the people of this
State and will become more expensive in
the future. Every school, hospital and project built in this way costs the Victorian
taxpayer 50 per cent more than it should.
The increase in the burden of debt that is
occurring is not only frightening, it is
extremely foolish indeed. It is foolish in that
it is costing so much extra; it is foolish in
that it is occasioning an added burden of
repayments, which is quite frightening in
itself; and it is foolish in that much of the
moneys raised by the State's new financing
techniques are being raised on comparatively short term.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-The people are
being deceived, that is the trouble.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-That is true. The
money is being raised on short term and
would have to be repaid, in many cases, on
short term instead of the 53-year terms that
are normally obtained in respect of Loan
Council funds. Obviously, if money is
obtained on short term rather than on a 53year terms, the burden of repayments on
that money is that much greater. As the
years progress, that is going to mean an
increasing tax burden, or a reducing level of
servicing, or, in all probability, both. The
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Government is seeking to provide a fool's
paradise at the moment at the expense of
future generations. That is a process that
heads this State for bankruptcy.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-As Mr Hunt indicated, earlier
this session, the House debated the Government's methods of financing the schemes it
has in operation and its expenditure priorities. At that time, honourable members
debated the Government's proposals to sell
off various State assets and lease them back
as a means of finance for Victoria. I believe,
as does Mr Hunt, that the State is heading
towards a serious economic situation and
that this Government will go down in the
recent history of Victoria as being a Government that will burden future generations
of Victorians for decades to come in order
to pay for its short-term goals, which have
basically been set about for political
expediency.
The Government is absolutely desperate
to be re-elected. It is desperate to become
one of the first Labor Governments to go
beyond one term of office in this State. To
do that, it is prepared to plunge this State
into a financial deficit which will take decades to overcome. There is no doubt about
that. The figures presented by Mr Hunt
tonight indicate the enormous increased
indebtedness of this State. That fact has been
brought to the attention of this House time
and again. The Victorian people are soon to
realize the extent of the deficit and the way
in which it will affect them.
The Government has hit the hip-pocket
nerve of every Victorian. The community
voted for the Labor Government thinking
that it would provide something new and
that it would assist the middle-class group
in society, but that group has been hit the
hardest. They were conned and they are
going to hit the Government with the biggest back lash that any political party in
recent times has experienced in this Statehave no fear about that. The community is
seeing the Government for what it is. The
Government is being seen as a Government
led by the Socialist left; it is seen as a Government that is prepared to stifle employment in the private sector to add to public
sector employment. Honourable members
know that 10 000 extra public servants have
been employed, and that shows an improving position for employment. However, the
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Government is employing extra people at
the expense of the public sector.
The Government will be seen as a Government of broken promises. The Government came to office on a promise of holding
down State charges, but it has now set about
increasing them by more than 40 per cent.
From the first day it came into office the
Government has deceived the people.
Frankly, I believe the people of Victoria will
give the Government exactly what it
deserves as soon as it goes to the people.
The Hon. D. R. White-Do you want an
election?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
for Minerals and Energy is no fool. I have
admitted that before in the House. The
Minister for Minerals and Energy has his
finger on the pulse of the province he represents, so he must be concerned about how
the Government appears in the eyes ofVictorians. He must be concerned, especially
in view of his knowledge of the Budget and
the economic system over which he is presiding as a Minister. Ifl were in his position
it would certainly concern me to see what is
happening as a result of the decisions of the
Government.
Through the various funding measures to
which Mr Hunt referred as funny money
the Government is cunningly concealing a
system devised to take money from one sector and spending it on capital works and
services in another sector. I am referring to
the State Development Account which borrows money from local government and
semi-Government authorities. The Government spends that money and services
the borrowing as a debt.
The Treasurer is creative but he is just
borrowing money-it does not matter
whether the money comes from the Arabs
or whomever-and increasing the indebtedness of the State and of every man,
woman and child who will have to meet
that commitment.
Let us not forget the other taxes. Victorians have not forgotten the financial
institutions duty, of which they are
reminded every time they look at their bank
statements. The Minister of Agriculture may
laugh, but he will not be laughing for long.
He will be on the back bench even before
the next State elections.
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The public authority dividend tax is an
indirect way of collecting more money from
Victorians. The tax will be applied to the
Grain Elevators Board and extensively to
other authorities; approximately $130 million will come from the State Electricity
Commission.
The Hon. D. R. White-It will be $103
million.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Victorians who
are complaining about their high State Electricity Commission bills in the end will,
hopefully, realize that a large percentage of
the money collected by· the Government
goes straight into consolidated revenue for
the Government to spend on its priorities.
The State is living beyond its means and the
long-term effects on every Victorian will be
frightening.
Traditionally the Supply Bill is dealt with
generally during the second-reading debate
and in detail during the Committee stage.
The Government has shown a lack of
interest in rural areas and in stimulating the
private sector. Almost every area of Government responsibility affecting country
Victoria is being rationalized, cut, regionalized, reduced or restructured. All those fancy
words mean one thing: Country Victorians
are receiving fewer services.
44Restructuring" and "rationalizing" are
good words to describe what is happening
to various Government organizations. The
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands is good at using words like "rationalization" and "regionalization". All they
mean is that the Minister will cut back services to the country.
The Attorney-General says the same
thing. In the past in north-western Victoria
there have been resident clerks of the court,
but the Attorney-General has withdrawn
their services in areas like Warracknabeal
and St. Arnaud. Those towns are now serviced by a clerk of the court in another town.
The Attorney-General talks about further
regionalization of services, but soon he will
recognize the constraints that will be necessary on resources that are providing court
services.
The Government has plenty of money
because it has provided for an additional
9000 or 10 000 public servants to process
the taxes and charges being inflicted on
every section of the community. The only
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growth industry has been the bureaucracy
which is trying to collect the money that
will result from the taxes and charges being
imposed on Victorians by the Government.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-The growth
industry is not in your area.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Government has cut almost every service to rural
Victoria. It has cut back on rail, court, police
and hospital services. The regionalization
of Crown lands will result basically in fewer
services being available to country Victoria.
Country people are taking the brunt of the
policies of the Labor Party and are not being
serviced adequately.
The Hon. G. A. S. Butler-Rubbish!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is time Mr
Butler visited country Victoria and saw what
is happening.
The Hon. G. A. S. Butler-I have spent a
lot of time in the country.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Government is giving rural Victorians a raw deal.
The Government does not hold many electoral seats in rural Victoria, and it has no
chance of gaining any because of the treatment it is handing out to country people. I
am disgusted at the way in which the Government is withdrawing services from
smaller country towns and centres. I can
take members of the Government to town
after town where services have been cut back
or withdrawn.
Resident clerks of the court have been
pulled out of towns which will be serviced
by a clerk of the court from another town
on certain days of the week. If the Minister
of Health had his way many towns in the
province I represent would be without hospital services. The Maclelland report has
received the tacit approval of the Minister
of Health. It recommends the closure of a
number of acute beds at places such as Jeparit, which is a long way from the hospital
at Horsham and a considerable distance
from Warracknabeal. If one required a hospital bed in the township of Jeparit and it
was not available, the Minister of Health
believes it is all right to travel 50 miles from
one's family and community to find a bed
in another hospital. The Minister says it is
cost cutting and a matter of economics.
The Minister of Health also wants to close
down the midwifery sections of some
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country hospitals. He thinks there is nothing wrong with a pregnant woman travelling 60 miles from her home to give birth to
the baby. It does not matter as long as she
gets there. During her pregnancy the woman
who has probably been under the constant
attention of a local doctor, may reach a critical stage where she needs the attention of
her doctor and yet she may be transferred
60 miles away.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-What do you
know about it?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I know a lot
about it.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-Not as much
as I do.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I do not know
what Mr Kennedy knows. We had better
compare notes. It is not reasonable to expect
rural Victorians to accept this sort of treatment from the Government. The Minister
for Minerals and Energy is reasonable
enough to understand that a Government
cannot hold a double standard. It must govern for all the people. The Labor Government holds a double standard because it is
not interested in rural Victoria and its
facilities and services. It is interested only
in what it can receive.
The Government is certainly doing plenty
of that. Another key area where the Government has failed, which has been pointed
out time and again by people such as Mr
Hayward-who has been very active in that
regard-relates to the way in which incentives should be given to the private sector
to enable it to employ more people and to
get the wheels of industry turning.
The National Party had a very successful
conference at Portland at the week-end. It
was noted by conference participants, two
years after the Cain Government came to
office, that the Alcoa smelter site is still sitting idle. The Government has not come to
grips with that situation, and the National
Party believes it has a lot to answer for in
its handling of the Alcoa smelter project.
The smelter should have been operating by
now. It must go ahead if Victoria is to regain
any confidence in the industrial and private
sector.
The Leader of the National Party, Mr.
Ross-Edwards, in his address to the conference at Portland, made it quite clear where
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the National Party stood on this issue. Representatives of the councils covering Portland also paid tribute to the work of the
National Party in pursuin~ strongly the case
of Portland and, in partIcular, the Alcoa
smelter project.
The National Party has a major commitment, which I see as a significant commitment, to rid Victoria of the Labor
Government. That is the number one priority in the minds of members of the National
Party at this time. Members of the National
Party can argue and debate matters with the
Government, but the Government is not
prepared to listen. It is not prepared to
change its policies. There is only one alternative left. To throw the Government off
the Treasury benches that it occupies in
Victoria. It has come down to that simple
solution. There is nothing else left to do
other than to defeat the Government. The
sooner that happens, the better off will be
the people of Victoria.
The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD (Monash
Province)-I know that the objective of the
House this week is to get proposed legislation through as quickly as possible, so my
objective this evening is to speak succinctly
on the Bill.
I refer to the basic economic policy of the
Government which is stated in various
publications, including the recent 10-year
economic plan. That policy represents a
counter cyclical policy in the macro-economic sense. In other words, Victoria has a
Government which saw the economy as
being slack, it saw private investment in
Victoria as slowing down and its answer
was to increase Government spending both
in a capital sense and in a current sense to
add a counter cyclical effect to the over-all
economic trend. That type of policy is misguided in a State context. One can argue at
length whether that policy is sensible in a
national context. However, as that is not
relevant to the Bill, I will not attempt to
embark upon that exercise.
In the State context, the fundamental role
of the Government is to provide the best
possible type of economic and investment
climate and environment. The way to do
that is to provide the essential community
infrastructure and services in the most efficient and cost-effective way. This can be
most effectively achieved by ensuring that
as much of the infrastructure and services
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as possible be provided outside the Government sector.
Returning to the basic economic policy
of the Government, this is very costly to the
Victorian taxpayer and the Victorian public
in two ways. There are obviously short-term
costs to the Victorian taxpayer because taxes
in Victoria have increased substantially. The
long-term effects are going to be even more
serious because they will have a retarding
effect on the long-term growth of the Victorian economy. Honourable members
know that in accordance with the over-all
economic strategy, total Government
expenditure in Victoria, according to the
national accounts, has increased by 43 per
cent in Labor's first two Budgets. Therefore,
the resultant short-term costs to the Victorian taxpayer have been an accumulative
increase of more than 40 per cent in State
taxes and charges over the two "Jolly"
Budgets. They are not too "jolly" for the
Victorian taxpayer.
The effect of this has been to make Victoria the highest taxed State in Australia
with the fastest growing taxes and charges
in excess of 40·2 per cent, compared with
Western Australia which has an increase in
State taxes and charges of 33·1 per cent;
New South Wales, 29·5 per cent; South
Australia, 26·7 per cent; Queensland, 15·7
per cent and Tasmania, 10·3 per cent. There
are various disputes about the way in which
these figures are compiled, but there is no
doubt about the matter when one analyses
the position on a detailed basis.
Some of the examples of these increases
are electricity tariffs, which are up by 24 per
cent; domestic gas tariffs up by 29·5 per cent,
despite a pre-election promise to reduce gas
bills by 4 cents in every $1; contract industrial gas tariffs up by 54 per cent; Board of
Works rates up by 21 per cent; public transport fares, depending on circumstances, up
a minimum of 20 per cent and in some
cases an increase as high as 180 per cent.
The other short-term cost to the Victorian public has resulted in Victoria having the highest inflation rate in Australia. If
one refers to Australian Bureau of Statistics
figures, one notes that Melbourne had an
inflation rate in the 1983 calendar year of
9·9 per cent, compared with a national
average of 8·6 per cent and an average in
Sydney of7·7 per cent. Since the Cain Government came to power, the Melbourne
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consumer price index increased by 19· 5 per
cent compared with the national increase of
18·5 per cent. The lon~-term effects have
damaged the over-all VIctorian investment
climate. The Cain Government's high tax
policies have taxed that climate, as illustrated by the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures survey of208 manufacturers which
found a perception among those manufacturers, "that Victoria was a high tax state",
and that "views about taxation levels are
the single most important factor in influencing over-all perceptions about
investment. "
The February 10 edition of Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures File stated:
... Government itself is a major contributor to the
uncompetitiveness of manufacturing industry in Australia particularly in Victoria.

Even the Federal Treasurer has criticized
the high tax policy of the Victorian Government. If one considers investment and the
studies which have been made in various
parts of the world, particularly recent studies in the United States of America and
Canada, one sees a clear indication that what
influences investment decisions primarily
are the lower general areas of taxation and
the low level of Government interference
and Government regulation.
Sadly, the policies of the Government are
exactly in the opposite direction to those
two factors. Those policies, including the
industry policies under which the Government proposes to make a number of discretionary grants to specific industries, as found
in the United States of America and Canadian studies, are counter-productive. Business people generally are distrustful of grants
that are at the discretion of politicians and
bureaucrats. Businessmen are looking for
an over-all climate that is based on low levels of taxation and low levels of government
interference. Business investment in Victoria is not buoyant at present. Private
investment is at a low level as illustrated by
the fact that in the year to January 1984
loans and advances by major trading banks
primarily to business increased by only 10·8
per cent in Victoria, compared with 12·1
per cent in the rest of Australia.
The Leader of the Opposition in this
place, Mr Hunt, has spoken at length about
the increase in the capital debt in Victoria,
in particularly the increase in the two years
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to 30 June 1984, which covers the two Jolly
Budgets, in the order of $4·5 million. One
may ask what has been the effects of that
debt on the over-all business climate in Victoria. The Government will no doubt say
that this degree of capital works expenditure has produced jobs, either directly in
capital works, or indirectly as a flow-on in
other ancillary works. The Government,
through the public sector in Victoria, needs
to be improving the productive, competitive environment. In talking to business
people in Victoria, it is difficult to see what
this huge expenditure has done to improve
the over-all economic climate.
The fundamental role of State Governments is to produce to most effective and
cost efficient services, infrastructure and an
economic situation with a minimum load
from Government in taxes, charges and
interference. The Government has not been
fulfilling this role. For example, one receives
nothing but complaints about the cost of
rail freight and the unreliability of freight
services. The Government has eroded the
competitive environment. The energy
situation is a prime example. The energy
consumption levy has meant that large
energy consumers in Victoria are being
placed at a competitive disadvantage to
consumers in New South Wales and South
Australia. The Alcoa of Australia Ltd project has highlighted that issue.
In other taxation areas, large Victorian
industries are suffering from the continuation of the 1 per cent pay-roll tax levy.
People may say that pay-roll tax affects only
large companies, but I understand that, with
the $200 000 exemption, it affects companies with more than eight to ten employees.
The Government should have addressed
the problem of workers compensation
earlier. Workers compensation rates in Victoria are substantially more than in other
States. Recent comparisons with workers
compensation rates in Queensland indicate
that some Victorian rates were four times
more than the rates in Queensland.
Another cost is the flow-on from overgenerous agreements by the Government in
the industrial relations area, particularly onsite agreements on Government projects. It
is easy for the Government to talk about its
industrial relations record as one of industrial peace, but to a large degree that peace
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has been bou~ht at a high price. The problem facing VIctoria is that the investment
climate is not good and the prospects of
increasing the growth in the private sector
are being hindered by Government itself.
The ironic situation is that, on the one
hand, the Government has said that one of
its objectives is the economic development
of Victoria, but on the other hand, when
one talks to business people they say that
one of the reasons why they are not investing in Victoria is the operations of the Government. It is not only business that is being
affected, but also the average person. The
significant increase in over-all costs to the
average Victorian family has caused a considerable reduction in their disposable
income. The Treasurer, Mr Jolly, could be
compared with Robin Hood; he is not just
taking from the rich to give to the poor, he
is taking from the rich and the poor alike
and giving to the sheriff, who is the Premier,
Mr Cain. The Government should review
its economic policies before the next Budget
and make a determined attempt to reduce
the impact of taxes and charges on Victorian firms and families.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I shall respond to
the contributions made this evening on the
Supply Bill. In respect of the contribution
made by the Leader of the Opposition, Mr
Hunt, on the indebtedness flowing from the
capital works programme of the Government, I remind him and all honourable
members that the setting in which that policy developed was the Public Bodies Review
Committee. During the course of the committee's operation, a team of consultants
was employed to study the economic impact
of statutory authorities and the role of the
public sector generally. The chairman of the
committee, Dr Kevin Foley, and the now
current Treasurer, Rob Jolly, as a sub-committee, employed the Institute of Applied
Economic and Social Research headed by
Peter Sheehan. During the preparation of
that study, they considered the level of
indebtedness of statutory authorities and the
public sector generally, particularly the level
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of equity and the gearing in of those organizations. I remind Mr Hunt of that fact
because he tended to concentrate on the
level of indebtedness in absolute terms, relative to previous levels of indebtedness.
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Mr Dunn's response was a follow-up to
Mr Hunt's contribution and complemented
Mr Hunt's attack on the Government's capital works programme. I remind him that,
throughout Victoria, without discriminating in anyone part of the State, ~,he GovernHe did not consider real levels of indebt- ment has embarked upon housing and
edness, nor the level of indebtedness
transport initiatives that have made
expressed as a proportion of total equity of apublic
significant
impact in both metropolitan
the State's statutory authorities, nor did he Melbourne and
rural Victoria, particularly
express it in terms of a gearing ratio.
in major regional areas. Mr Dunn continues
I mention that because during the course to put forward a thesis that the Government
of those deliberations, it was the well-known has not provided adequate support to the
opinion of those who were concerned with rural community but has discriminated
the information that was brought to light by against it. However, he provides no statisthe Public Bodies Review Committee that tical evidence to support his case.
there were opportunities that were not being
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-You know it as
realized by the former Government and that
that ought to have been realized by it in well as I do!
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-In response to
expanding the capital works programme,
without creating an unnecessarily high Mr Dunn's interjection, I contend that the
degree of indebtedness. That has been con- two major thrusts of the Government's ecofirmed by the Government's studies of the nomic expansionary programme in both its
level of equity. Until indebtedness is 1981-82 and 1982-83 Budgets were in the
expressed in terms of gearing ratios, it is not housing and public transport sectors.
possible to obtain an understanding of the Throughout rural Victoria, where I spend
issue or of the potential that exists for capi- much of my time, I have heard nothing but
praise for the Government's housing and
tal works programmes.
I remind Mr Hunt that the capital works transport initiatives.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-What about its
programmes upon which the Government
embarked were not approached in an ill- other areas of responsibility?
considered, ad hoc or hasty fashion; they
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Particularly in
were undertaken in response to delibera- those areas there has been no discriminations that were made over three years tion against rural Victoria, and a great deal
commencing in March 1980 and unanimity of support has been expressed for the initiaemerged among those of us who examined tives taken, as well as widespread expresthe issue. The strategy that has been fol- sion of the view that those initiatives have
lowed since the Government took office far exceeded any of the initiatives taken by
during a period of recession has been a con- the former Government. In real terms,
sidered one and flows from the body of expenditure in the housing area has far surinformation that was built up. The Govern- passed anything provided by the former
ment has not embarked upon ill-considered Administration.
programmes, nor has it brought the level of
The Hon. A. J . Hunt-That is accounted
indebtedness of this State to an unnecessarfor
entirely by the Commonwealth Govern,ily high degree of risk.
ment's
additional contribution.
It should be understood that all members
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The housing
of the Government party are concerned that
the Leader of the Opposition in this place initiative took place under the previous
has not followed that debate clearly or in a Federal Administration and was a major
coherent fashion and that, in expressing capital works expansion initiative as part of
views about the level of indebtedness, he what Mr Hunt correctly described as the
has failed to consider the level of equity that Government's counter cyclical policy. It was
we hold in our public sector statutory stated by the Fraser Federal Government
authorities generally, and to express the level that Victoria could not have any economic
of indebtedness in the form of gearing strategy apart from what was being produced in the Federal sphere. However, the
ratios.
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Victorian Government's policy made a significant impact in that period and that
impact has flowed through to today. It indicates why Victoria has had the fastest economic growth, the fastest economic recovery
during a period of declining interest rates
and the fastest employment growth.
I listened carefully to Mr Hayward
tonight-something I am unaccustomed to
doing-to try to understand his motive and
his tenor in presenting a contribution to the
debate. It is not correct to say that he is
dishonest in the way in which he produces
his material, but it is certain that, by the use
of figures that are mostly incorrect, he is
trying to create a climate in which he hopes
at some time and in some place to find an
audience for his views. I remind him-although he has a high degree of insensitivity
about these matters-that to date he has
not obtained an audience, and I will explain
why he has failed to attract an audience,
apart from the fact that there is no one here.
The Hon. D. K. Hayward-You have not
got much of an audience either-one Minister and three back-bench members.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-With respect,
I will not try to educate members of the
Opposition as to how oppositions work and
how they can be effective.
The Hon. M. A. Birrell-We are doing
very well. We will not be in opposition for
27 years, as you were.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE--I entered this
Parliament when the Labor Opposition had
nine members in this House, and within six
years the Labor Party had achieved Government. I do not need lessons on how to
turn an opposition into a government, but
I am not about to give Mr Birrell the slightest indication of how that might come to
pass.
In his contribution, Mr Hayward mentioned many statistics and talked about
tariff increases under this Administration
but he made no comment about tariff
increases under the previous Administration. Knowing him and knowing the contribution he made during his period as a
Government back-bencher, I remind
honourable members that he made no comment in this Chamber about tariff increases.
The average level of increase under the previous Administration in, for example, electricity charges was higher during the period
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in which the consumer price index was
lower.
For example, in 1979-80 the electricity
tariff increase was 11·7 per cent; in 1980-81,
14·6 per cent; and in 1981-82, 19·7 per cent.
That contrasts with tariff increases under
this Administration of 15 per cent in 1982
and 7 per cent in 1983. In 1984-85, it is
anticipated that any increase will be lower
than the movement in the consumer price
index. Under the previous Administration,
when the tariff increase was 19·7 per cent,
the increase in the consumer price index
was 8·9 per cent; when the tariff increase
was 14·6 per cent, the consumer price index
increase was 10·6 per cent. At no stage during the announcement of those tariff
increases, including the increase of 19· 7 per
cent, nine months before an election, did
Mr Hayward make any comment about the
detrimental or negative effect that that might
have had on the business and investment
climate in Victoria.
In that period, the State Electricity Commission was in severe financial difficulties
and its administration was out of control.
The expansionary policies in power station
construction had no cost control and it has
taken the present Government two years
with the appointment of one of the best
commercial managers in the country as the
new general manager of the commission to
bring that organization under more effective cost control.
Of course, the resumption of work on the
smelter at Portland has taken two years.
There is no doubt that the Government is
endeavouring to ensure that no further
deferral will occur. In order to prevent a
further deferral, one factor that must be
demonstrated beyond all else is not a
capacity to provide an initial tariff but a
capacity to do more than that: A capacity to
give the business sector confidence that the
Government has the commission under the
sort of control and effective management
that will ensure that in the future-not just
this year or next year-tariff increases will
be less than movements in the consumer
price index so that the business investment
decisions that are made-which at this stage
need to be made in the light of what will
happen not in 1 or 2 years but over a period
of 10 or 20 years-will provide a degree of
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predictability. That was not the situation
that the Government inherited.
The situation was not confined to the
State Electricity Commission; it was similar
with the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works. When Mr Hayward came
into this Parliament in 1979 the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works rate
increase was 19·5 per cent and the previous
year consumer price index increase was 8
per cent. Mr Hayward made no comment
about the tariff increases, all of which, were
made under the new Administration, with
the new General Manager for the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works,
especially headhunted by Spencer Stuart and
Associates Pty Ltd on his reputation from
the Public Works Department in New South
Wales where he was chosen because of his
capacity to turn around the operation of the
brickworks that had operated under the
industrial climate at a significant loss. That
gentleman was appointed at 37 years of age
as General Manager of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works to cut the
operating costs and the fat of the board and
bring it under more effective control than
had been the case under the previous
Administration.
The Government believes it selectedonce again, like Jim Smith at the State Electricity Commission and like Neil Smith at
the Gas and Fuel Corporation-in Russell
Ingersoll, a first-class commercial manager.
The Government has done something in
the way of administration which can only
give confidence to the business sector that
it has costs under control.
These are changes, initiatives and
appointments that have been too long in the
making. They have taken two long to occur.
They could have occurred years before and
would have, but for the neglect and indifference of the previous Executive and the lack
of prompting by the Government back
bench, which included Mr Hayward.
With respect to the large energy consumers, he said-without any statistical
support-that in the field of high gas consumption they were operating at a competitive disadvantage. With respect to Mr
Hayward, during the period of the introduction of the energy consumption levy and
industrial gas contract changes, the Government has had extensive consultation
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with all major energy users of gas in Victoria, both on an indIvidual and on a combined basis. It has consulted with the major
employer groups including the Victorian
Employers Federation and the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures about its pricing
policies and about the changes including the
last industrial gas tariff increase, of 4·9 per
cent announced on 31 March to come into
effect on 1 July.
As with most of the increases the Government has managed this year to lessen
movement in the consumer price index
which certainly places Victoria at a competitive advantage with both New South Wales
and South Australia and despite exhaustive
consultation with those involved, no evidence has been brought forward to suggest
that other than Victorian large industrial
gas consumers are at a competitive
advantage.
The Hon. D. K. Hayward-That is not
what they tell us.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-It is incumbent upon the honourable member, if he
wishes to put forward and extend that thesis, to demonstrate it in the House.
I put it to the honourable member that all
of those parties have been involved in
extensive consultation with the Government. The Government has looked at their
figures, and followed up discussions on their
figures and the premises upon which they
have been made with officers of both the
Department of Minerals and Energy, and
the Department of Management and Budget
and there has been a realistic appreciation
across the board that there is and will continue to be under this Administration a
commitment to ensuring that Victorian
large industrial gas consumers operate at a
competitive advantage.
In respect of the suggestion of peace at a
high price in industrial relations, I merely
want to say once again that that statement
is not supported by any evidence in respect
of the recent operations of the Industrial
Relations Task Force, of which I am a
member. There has been no departure from
the wages accord since the announcement
in October last year.
In addition, no major decisions have been
made by the Government in terms of tariffs,
wage increases or conditions that have been
. designed to buy industrial peace. It has been
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fortunate in one sense and I concede this to
the House. The House should understand
the nature of the industrial relations climate
that the Government inherited. It was
operating in a period of significant industrial recession in which the pressure from
the union movement had subsided to a
degree, not because of the Labor Party's
emergence and the belief that there could be
more consultation which there has been, but
because the major industrial issue facing the
State was pressure for jobs and job security
from those currently employed. That provided some relief and assisted the Labor
Party in keeping a stable and satisfactory
industrial relations climate.
I, of course, am involved in one of the
major difficult areas, the Latrobe Valley.
Relative to the experiences of the past, the
performance of this Government has been
vastly superior to what was achieved
beforehand, for three reasons: Firstly, job
security was provided during the recession;
secondly, the wages accord had continued
to operate effectively over the past nine
months and, providing there is some form
of tax concession in the Federal Budget, one
would like to think that the wages accord
will continue to operate effectively; thirdly,
and most importantly, the Government has
fought rigorously and vigorously to minimize avoidable industrial disruptions
because of the effect they have on confidence both for domestic consumers and
industrial consumers.
I shall give but one example-and I do
not wish to labour the point-about the
1978 industrial dispute that lasted up to nine
months under the previous Administration. All the employees were subsequently
paid. That was an avoidable industrial dispute. There have been many occasions when industrial disputes may have emerged.
There was one last August when an industrial dispute may have arisen because of an
intention expressed by the State Electricity
Commission to close the Yallourn ~~C"
power station. The Government believed
the basis upon which that was considered
could have been improved and that before
the Yallourn "C" power station was closed
there should have been maximum consultation with all the unions involved.
That was done by providing a paper setting out the economic advantages of closing
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the Yallourn "C" power station. The Government asked the relevant unions to put
questions to it, including any outstanding
questions they may have had in addition to
that information that was provided. They
provided further questions, and answers
were provided to those questions and, subsequently, during the course of the latter
part of 1983, a detailed paper was received
from certain unions, especially the Federated Engine Drivers and Firemens' Association of Australia, about their responses to
the closure and why they considered it
should not be closed. The Government then
entered into further detailed consultation
with the Federated Engine Drivers and
Firemens' Association of Australia and the
Trades Hall Council, having listened to their
arguments about the economic basis for the
closure, namely, that the Yallourn "C" was
uneconomic. There was an opening to provide jobs for the employees ofYallourn "C"
at Loy Yang. Admittedly, there were not as
many jobs at Loy Yang relative to the Yallourn '~C" because Loy Yang is a more productive power station. That was achieved
with no Industrial disruption.
It was clearly an area in which industrial
disruption was avoidable. The previous
Administration had not considered, or
worked at the issue, and industrial disruption occurred as a matter of course because
there was no extensive consultation. The
Government did not have to buy a vote
from any member of the Trades Hall Council or any worker. It did not have to give
away a prize to close Yallourn "C". All it
had to do, however difficult it may have
seemed, was consult.
The Hon. H. G. Baylor-Did you give
away free electricity as you did with the
Victorian Arts Centre?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-In respect of
Yallourn ~~C" there were no free prizes and
it proceeded in a climate which would
ensure that one of the Government's basic
sensitive utilities will be assisted by the closure, the economics of which will mean a
massive saving in operating costs to the
State Electricity Commission. In pursuit of
that issue, the Government has been able to
achieve a more than satisfactory result.
In respect of the Victorian Arts Centre,
the Industrial Relations Task Force was not
involved in that settlement. In respect of all
these issues, I indicate to the Committee
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that Mr Hayward has not shown any sensitivity in the past, when the Liberal Party
was in Government, to increases in charges.
Also. he has not presented an argument or
any statistical evidence to support his claim
that large energy consumers have been disadvantaged competitively.
Mr Hayward has not demonstrated any
statistical evidence to support his claim that
industrial peace has been bought at a high
price. He has not demonstrated a case at all,
other than to open the ground for the Government to reiterate that this is the State
that has led the economic recovery, that
this is the State that has led the way in terms
of employment rates.
The Government hopes, as does the rest
of this country, that following the initiatives of this Government, complemented
by the Federal Government, other States
will be following on its heels in arriving at
lower investment rates and a higher economic recovery.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon.
R. J. Long)-Order! I inform honourable
members that they may discuss the items
shown in the table which form part of clause
2. I ask honourable members to nominate
the particular items to which their remarks
are directed and to confine those remarks to
recurrent expenditure. The opportunity of
discussing works and services expenditure
will arise when the Committee deals with
clause 4.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I limit my remarks to
the development of arts institutions and
resources, recurrent expenditure. I am
informed by the clause notes that that is the
appropriate clause to speak under when
talking about recurrent expenditure for the
public library system in this State. It is
incongruous that, at a time when there have
been massive increases in Government
expenditure-and where the money comes
from for that is another question-there has
been a number of what the Opposition
regards as being important services in this
State that are in serious decline or under
serious threat, and the public library system
is one which is, unfortunately, in that
category.
Honourable members have not yet
received a clear direction from the Government on what objective it is pursuing. Again,
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I should like to give the Committee an indication of what is happening to public
libraries generally, and then to ask some
questions about what is the direction of
Government expenditure and why there .is
declining support for this area. As I saId
earlier, it is a little incongruous to pursue
this line, in the sense that members of the
Opposition are critical of the Government
for its massive increase in expenditure. The
Opposition believes that the money is
largely misapplied and used on pro~rammes which are either not worth pursuIng, are inefficient, or represent
inappropriate uses of Government money.
In regard to library services, I inform the
Committee, as I have done on previous
occasions, that I am the Chairman of the
Carringbush Regional Library, Collingwood. That service has increased its book
issues over a period of approximately seven
years by 73 per cent, and it has increased its
membership by 100 per cent.
That sort of growth pattern is mirrored
throughout the library services of this State.
Libraries are a growth industry, and that is
the case because they are perceived by the
public as being important in their work in
the dissemination of information and, in a
democracy, the availability of information
to all levels of society, from the very young
to the very old, is crucial.
Libraries are going through a period of
rapid change. As I said, there is a period of
large growth, and there has also been the
impact on libraries of computer technology.
The computer chip has even had its impact
on the Parliamentary Library, so much so
that if one has an inquiry, one is able to
obtain the information quickly. Recently, I
was looking for the latest i!lfo~ation of! a
high technology area, dealIng WIth satellIte
technology, and, within two or three minutes, the computer in the Library locked
into a computer bibliography in California
and, through the airways, or microwaves,
or whatever the appropriate expression may
be, I was able to gain access to that information. Many libraries have not been able
to afford to make that move into technology, but that is obviously the way they
should go.
If one examines what has happened to
library services during the past 25 years,
say, since 1958, one realizes that there has
been a massive increase in those services.
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In 1958, the number oflibrary service points
was 89. That number is now 505. The number of registered readers has increased from
395 000 to 1·7 million. The total number of
loans has quadrupled, from 7·4 million in
1958, to 28·6 million in 1982-83. The number of qualified librarians has increased from
22 to 412, and the number of other library
staffhas increased from 400 to 1200. In any
man's terms, that is a history of considerable growth, and it is indicatIve of the support that the library services have received
from the Victorian community. It is a service which meets the needs of the old and the
young in schools, homes and elsewhere, and,
ID recent times, particular emphasis has
been placed on the needs of the handicapped. The service is provided through
very modern large libraries, such as the
library at Camberwell, to the smallest of
rural communities in Victoria.
As I have already said, there has been a
system of considerable growth in library
'services and they will continue to ~ow and
service the needs of the State provIded they
are given the necessary resources. It is also
a system which is under enormous pressure,
and there have already been a number of
cracks in the fabric. Unless the right decisions are made at all levels in the community,. this system, which has been
painstakingly built up over the past 30 years,
could falter and even fail. The major reason
is financial, but it is not a financial problem
that is self-inflicted by the libraries. Libraries are finding that even if they keep their
budgets-that is, their annual cost
increases-below the rate of inflation, the
contributions by the member municipalities have to increase by three or four times
the rate of inflation because Government
support is contracting in real terms. I shall
say that again. Libraries, in acting responsibly and keeping the increase in expenditure below the rate of inflation,. are finding
that the members of the library service, that
is, the municipalities, are having to increase
their contributions several times the rate of
inflation because of declining Government
support.
I should like to make available to the
Committee a table-copies of which have
already been made available to the representatIves of the other parties-which illustrates that point. I seek leave of the
Committee to have the table incorporated
in H ansard and, in doing so, I advise the

Committee that the figures were provided
by the Library Council of Victoria.
Leave was granted, and the table was as
follows:
EXPENDITURE OF STATE/LOCAL AUTHORITIES ON LIBRARY
SERVICES

Year

Municipal
Contribution

Percentage

State
Contribution

Percentage

1978-79

11652741

49·4

11853228

5()'6

1979-80

13 890 882

11980542

46·3
45'()

1980-81

16184781

53·7
55'()

1981-82

19042000

57·4

14135965

1982-83 est.

22853351

59·49

15559452

42·6
4().5

1983-84 est.

25595753

62·56

15315000

37·44

13 233 358

If honourable members examine that
table, they will note that it covers the period
between 1978-79 and the current period,
and that, in that time, municipal contributions to libraries have increased from $11·6
million to $25· 5 million.
At the same time the State contribution
has increased from $11·8 million-almost
in balance with municipal contributions
from 1978-79-to $15·3 million. In
1978-79-some six years ago-the contributions for those services by the State and
the municipalities was on a 50-50 basis.
The figure has now reached a stage where
$25·5 million is provided by the municipalities and this is matched only by $15-3 million from the State. Therefore, the
contribution from the State has dropped
dramatically to 37·4 per cent. Because of
the decline in Government support, the
contributions required by the municipalities have had to increase dramatically. In
the period of six years, the State input has
risen by approximately $4 million and the
municipal input has risen by $14 million.
Obviously that imposes enormous strains
on the system. More than anything the
libraries need a commitment from the Government to a system of triennial funding so
that, from one year to the next and beyond,
the libraries know the types of management
decisions that need to be made.
In the last Budget one saw the failure of
the Government to provide an increase in
line with inflation and in line with the
regional grants. Earlier the Minister denied
that discrimination against country Victoria exists. However, in one year country
Victoria and the outer metropolitan area
received a cut of one-third to their regional
grants. In deference to the Minister for the
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Arts, this was done without any reference to
him and I believe he was seriously embarrassed. To illustrate that point I quote the
Chairman of the Chief Library Council who
said:
... and there has been an actual cut of 33 per cent in
the regional library grant. This savage reduction, quite
without equal in the rest of the Budget, will fall especially heavily on already inadequately funded country
library services.

This metropolitan librarian, who is the head
of the Carringbush Library, which is located
in a province represented by Government
members, recognizes the real problems
imposed on country library services by the
decision to slash by one-third one aspect of
the library budget. A sure recipe for the
destruction of the system so painstakingly
built up would be a repeat of that medicine
in the next Budget. Many of the rural
regional services were faced with the real
prospect of widespread withdrawals from
the system as a result of that unforgiveable
and shortsighted action. Governments
should realize-when the Liberal Party is
returned to Government next year, it will
have to realize this too-that politicians of
whatever party are attracted to new programmes. It is always nice to meet the need
of a little group; it may not necessarily be a
little group, but a group which identifies a
new need. One tends to forget about the
services which are already provided. Governments tend to forget about those services and withdraw support for those needs.
One needs to understand that in this case
Victorians have used their feet to demonstrate their support for library services. We
must realize that there is increasing emphasis on these services to meet the needs of
the handicapped, housebound people, and
people who do not hear and read by providing library materials in other forms. There
is a need for large print books and talking
books.
I seek an understanding of the problems
which potential library services are facing.
They have a record of growth that is unequalled in any other area of Government
activity. The contribution by the State itself
is modest. I ask that the contribution be
reviewed so that it truly reflects the
increased cost of library services and recognizes that local government cannot continue to be asked to give the types of funding
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increases to these libraries which it has been
forced to provide over the past six years.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia
Province)-I refer to item 36 dealing with
health and the items listed under programme 362. Honourable members have
heard the virtues of programme budgeting
extolled by Government party members. I
do not disagree. However, it is extremely
difficult-in fact it is impossible-to isolate
the appropriations for the various programmes for which the Government is
responsible because the items are lumped
under one expenditure.
One has to relate the item to the Program
Budget 1983-84 book. The Bill is the Supply (1984-85, No. 1) Bill and the only reference one has to individual items is the
programme budgeting papers for 1983-84.
Notwithstanding whatever is contained in
the Bill, it is impossible to discover what
the Government is allocating to each individual item. I would like the Minister to
advise where this information can be found.
I am interested in the services to be provided for senior citizens. I have been able
to ascertain the services the Government is
providing from the delivery end. The eight
regions listed in the Bill are lumped under
one item of expenditure which makes it
impossible for one to ascertain what the
Government is spending on this and that.
The fact remains that municipalities are still
receiving only a $6000 subsidy for each senior citizens' centre. I deplore the fact that
that figure has not been increased. The
Government has not seen fit to even keep
pace with inflation with respect to direct
grants to senior citizens' centres.
One must consider the comments made
by the Minister of Health on more than one
occasion. He has used rather draconian
measures to try to expand the uses of such
buildings. The Minister went to such lengths
as to demand that senior citizens' clubs
change their constitution to call themselves
senior citizens' centres. He went so far as to
threaten the funding if they did not comply
with that request. Needless to say this caused
anxiety amongst a number of senior citizens' clubs which had no wish to change
and considered that the Minister was outside his jurisdiction in making such a
request. The reason behind the Minister's
arbitrary request was to increase and expand
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the senior citizens' centres for other activities. However, the Minister did not succeed
in pulling a swifty on the elderly citizens.
Many elderly citizens are aware of what
the Government is doing. Nevertheless,
senior citizens' centres have remained
intact, as far as I am aware, for the purposes
senior citizens wish to pursue. The senior
citizens have control over these centres and
if they wish to let those buildings to other
groups-and many of them do-to use them
on the days they are not being used for
activities associated with senior citizens,
that is their affair and that is how it should
be.
The fact remains that although the Government has made increases in other areas,
for travelling expenses and other expenses
involving services for senior citizens, the
$6000 subsidy for each senior citizens'
centre still remains the same.
The cost of meals-on-wheels has to come
out of that subsidy. It appears to me from
reading the Program Budget 1983-84, that
there is a dramatic decrease in the amount
of money made available by the Government for meals-on-wheels in Victoria. The
Commonwealth Government subsidizes
meals-on-wheels to the tune of 55 cents a
meal, which is more appropriate because if
ten meals are served in an area, the Commonwealth pays ten times 55 cents or, in
the case of twenty meals, twenty times 55
cents. Under the State funding arrangement, meals-on-wheels comes out of the
$6000 subsidy.
Another component in that $6000 relates
to podiatry services provided in senior citizens' centres. Up to $1500 can be appropriated for those services. Again, the subsidy
is not increased, despite the fact that there
is a growing demand for that service because
of an increase of 3 per cent per annum in
the number of senior citizens in the State.
One would have reasonably expected some
increase in the Government subsidy for that
purpose.
Another area in which the Bill tells me
nothing about what the Government is
doing relates to nursing homes. I have no
criticism of the Program Budget documents
because they provide a great deal of detailed
information and serve to isolate figures.
However, the Bill deals with Supply for
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1984-85 but the Program Budget deals with
1983-84.
I direct to the atteiltion of the Committee
a severe problem that the Government has
not addressed. If the Minister of Health can
give a precise answer on the shortage of
nursing home beds in Victoria, I shall be
pleased.
At the moment, a crisis exists in Victoria
which has existed ever since the full impact
of Medicare has become apparent. After the
introduction of Medicare of 1 February this
year, a limit of35 days is placed on the time
elderly people can remain in category 3 type
hospitals. The immediate impact on people
who had been cared for in these hospitals
over a long time was that they had to move
out of them. The only place they could go
was to a nursing home. That has created a
crisis because there is a shortage of nursing
home beds.
That crisis has been ignored by the Minister of Health although it has been drawn
to his attention repeatedly. Two or three
weeks ago, I raised the matter in this House
as a matter of urgency and the Leader of the
Government, the Honourable Evan Walker,
took the trouble to telephone me next day
to say that he had passed the matter on to
the Minister of Health. The reply given by
the Minister of Health was that he was trying
to get the Federal Minister to do something.
That is not good enough.
It is a matter of grave concern that one is
unable to isolate in this Bill any increase in
the nursing home appropriation to increase
the number of beds that are so desperately
and urgently needed now. Some people have
still not been able to find nursing home
accommodation for elderly relatives. Some
people have to find large sums of moneysometimes $400 or $500 a week-to keep
relatives in a private hospital. The Government is allowing that situation to continue.
The solution suggested by the Opposition is
that, although we recognize that there will
be changes with Medicare and we are not
necessarily arguing with those changes, it
would be in the interests of the elderly
people involved and their families to impose
a moratorium on the 35-day limit until such
time as the situation can be properly sorted
out.
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The Program Budget 1983-84, volume 4:
Community Services Departments states, at
page 374:
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retirement. All honourable members agree
it is necessary to plan for early retirement.
More and more people now realize this is
necessary, and the group has been the cataVictoria has 60 public and an additional 299 private
lyst
in bringing this scheme forward. The
(for profit) and voluntary (not-for-profit) nursing
homes ... Just over two-thirds of the State's 15 506 Government has seen fit not to increase its
grant. One would have thought the Governnursing home beds are privately administered.
ment would have been able to give a larger
The document also states that the biggest amount of money than the inflation increase
client for nursing home accommodation is to enable the association to help more
the elderly.
Victorians.
As the Minister of Health has been made
It appears to be irrelevant to relate these
aware of this crisis concerning nursing home matters to items under the Bill, because
beds and has seen fit to ignore it because no there are no figures with which to guide
action has been taken, it would have been a honourable members on what is being made
simple matter for the Minister of Health to available. I note that the Minister for Minhave told the Federal Minister, Dr Blewett, erals and Energy is not in the House at the
that a moratorium of some months should moment, but I am critical of the sort of
be imposed so that the Minister of Health energy relief that the Minister has made
and the Health Commission can sort out available for pensioners. The Minister made
the distribution of nursing home beds in the great play about a 20 per cent discount for
State.
winter bills. It was brought to the Minister's
The Minister of Health has seen fit to attention that the quarter that was desigignore that crisis and has left people in dire nated for that 20 per cent discount was near
circumstances. It is reprehensible for any the end of winter and that it did not really
Minister of any Government to act in that cover the winter months. It was brought to
manner. If the Minister had any inclination my attention by many elderly people that
of the suffering and anxiety of the people, the summer period is a more energy-conhe would recognize what he is allowing to suming time for them than winter because
for some people extreme heat is more trying
happen in this State.
than
extreme cold. Many older people need
The next item to which I refer is the allocation of $75000 to the Victorian Council to keep air-conditioners going to enable
of the Ageing. I cannot find it in the Bill, them to get through the extremely hot sumbut I am informed by the recipients that the mer months.
If the Minister took the time to underGovernment has granted $75000 this year,
the same as last year. One would have stand the discomforts and difficulties that
thought that the work that that body does pensioners have in coping with these matin the interests of the welfare of senior citi- ters he might have come up with a more
zens would have at least warranted an allo- flexible programme and provided relief in
cation which kept pace with costs. In fact, such a way that people would gain it when
the allocation has decreased because there they needed it rather than allowing an arbiis no inbuilt component to take into account trary amount of discount designated by the
consumer price index movements and so State Electricity Commission or the Gas and
on. I do not know how the Government Fuel Corporation. I do not believe it has
expects that body to carry out the necessary been the success the Minister thought it
research which provides the Government would be. It is a start and I hope the Miniswith advice on what is needed in the area of ter might decide this coming year, with the
services for senior citizens on an ever flexibility that is provided in the Bill, to
decreasing budget. That is illustrative of the alter the 20 per cent so that it is given to
priority that the present Government gives people when they need it and not when the
to looking after the senior citizens in this Government believes they need it.
State.
Under the item dealing with the allocaThe same thing applies to the grant that tion for the Attorney-General, the penis given to the Early Planning for Retire- sioner rental relief has decreased
ment Association, which is doing a first- dramatically. It is a serious matter that the
class job in assisting people to plan for early Government does not give that programme
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a priority and does not maintain and keep
pace with the rental relief system for pensioners who find themselves in the private
rental market and therefore have some subsidization for the high rent they are required
to pay. There does not seem to be any offsetting of that pressure on pensioner relief
because the Government has decreased the
number of granny flats that are to be built
this financial year as compared to the previous financial year. In other words, the
Government is allowing less money and
giving the rent relief system a lower priority. The pressures for low cost pensioner
housing are still there and one would have
expected this would have kept pace with the
growth in other areas.
The Bill is not very good in terms of what
members of the Opposition can understand
from it. There is no indication of what the
individual items are. It is by guess and by
God that honourable members have worked
it out, and it is only through in-depth
research that honourable members have
found out who gets what, how much and
when. There are very grave doubts about
shortfalls, particularly in the area I am
interested in, the senior citizens' service, and
I can see very little joy for them in the Bill.
Progress was reported.
TRANSPORT (VICTORIAN PORTS
AUTHORITY) BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The primary purpose of the Bill is to coordinate port planning, development and
operations on an integrated State-wide basis
by amending the Transport Act 1983.
Since the introduction of the Bill into the
Parliament, honourable members would be
pleased to know that further consultation
has taken place with a number of bodies
and associations. Amendments have been
agreed upon following that consultation and
the Bill amended accordingly in another
place.
Honourable members will be aware that
ports and harbours are a new addition to
the transport portfolio. Included are the
major ports, Melbourne, Geelong, Portland
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and Westernport, as well as the State's
outports.
The transfer of ports and harbours to the
Ministry of Transport was a logical one. A
port facility is basically a transport depot
where passengers, and In particular freight,
are transferred from one mode of transport
to another.
Victoria's ports serve a variety of needs.
The port of Melbourne essentially serves as
the premier trading port for commerce and
industry, and Westernport has a major oil
industry handling facility. Portland provides for western Victoria through grain
.handling and the handling of other agricultural requirements.
Geelon~ has a dual role, handling both
rural and Industrial needs. All four ports are
linked to the rest of the State through road
and rail networks.
Although ports are operating well at present, there are existing problems in duplication of facilities, conflicting forward plans,
over-supply and rationalization of services,
and inconsistent pricing and investment
policies.
It is now an appropriate time to resolve
these problems by creating an administrative and organizational framework to coordinate planning and capital investment
and to establish mechanisms for a co-ordinated pricing policy. It is proposed that this
be done by the formation of a single Victorian Ports Authority-VP A-to co-ordinate and oversee port and maritime
activities in Victoria. The ports will continue to be operated on an individual basis
under local boards as part of the VP A. The
VPA will commence operation on I July
1984.
As all ofihe proposed changes will have
an impact on management, employment
and trade unions in the port areas, they have
been carried out in close consultation over
a long period with trade unions and
employee associations, and management
and users involved in the ports area. In fact,
the Bill results from a long period of consultation involving more than 30 separate
organizations.
The VP A will be the fifth authority established under the Transport Act 1983 and
will combine the present functions of the
Port of Melbourne Authority-PMA-Port
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of Geelong Authority-PGA-and Port of
Portland Authority-PP A-as well as functions relating to the remaining thirteen proclaimed ports of Victoria.
The Bill amends the Transport Act 1983
to provide for the structure, functions and
objects and general administration of the
VP A. It also provides the VPA with specific
powers, duties and operating provisions.
The VPA board will have twelve members, being the Director-General of Transport, the Managing Director of the VP A,
three persons to be nominated by the Minister of Transport respectively from the local
boards of the Ports of Melbourne, Geelong
and Portland, one elected employees' representative, one person from three names
submitted by the Victorian Trades Hall
Council, one person from a union or association primarily concerned with seagoing
or waterfront activities, one person from
three names jointly submitted by the Australian Chamber of Shipping and the Australasian Steamship Owners' Federation,
two persons connected with port user bodies and one other person.
The principal functions of the VP A
include the following:
To provide, manage and operate safe
and efficient port and maritime services
and facilities for vessels, cargo and passengers;
to provide regulatory and licensing
procedures and systems in connection
with ports and maritime services and activities; and
to plan and develop port and maritime
facilities.
Local boards will established to operate
the ports of Melbourne, Geelong and Portland. These boards will be appointed by the
Minister of Transport and will consist of
the chief executive officer of each port, the
Managing Director of the VP A or his nominee, one member elected by officers of the
VP A employed in the local port, one person
from three names submitted by the local
Trades Hall Council, one person from a
union or association primarily concerned
with seagoing or waterfront activities, such
other members, but not more than three,
having knowledge of and experience in the
use of port and maritime facilities, operations and services, and one person from
three names submitted by the Municipal
Session 1984-99
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Association of Victoria. The Bill provides
for further local boards to be established at
the discretion of the Minister.
The Marine Board, which is currently
established under the Marine Act 1958, will
continue as a statutory body under that Act,
pending a complete review of the Marine
Act and the functions of the Marine Board
in the longer term. The composition of the
board will be changed to twelve members
appointed by the Minister, being the Chairman of the VPA or his nominee; an officer
of the VP A nominated by the managing
director; a person nominated by the Treasurer; two representatives of the Victorian
Port Users Association and one representati ve of each of the following bodies: Australasian Steamship Owners Federation;
Australian Chamber of Shipping; Insurance
Council of Australia; Port Phillip Sea Pilot
Service; Merchant Service Guild of Australia; Australian Institute of Marine and
Power Engineers; and Seamen's Union of
Australia.
The Managing Director of the VP A will
be a member of the Victorian Transport
Directorate already established by the
Transport Act 1983.
The over-all scheme of the measure will
permit a high level of co-ordination without
unduly separating the operating and planning functions or causing unreasonable time
delays. These arrangements also provide for
appropriate participation in the Victorian
Transport Directorate, availability of
specialist skills to all operating entities and
rationalization of activities and resources
where appropriate.
The existing provisions in the Transport
Act dealing with budgets, accounts and borrowing powers, will apply to the VPA with
a number of amendments in recognition
that the ports are principally functioning
within the outer budget sector and that substantiallocal and off-shore funding is already
in place.
All existing Port of Melbourne Authority,
Port of Geelong Authority and Port of Portland Authority inscribed stock will be
replaced with Victoria Transport Inscribed
Stock. Debentures issued by the three authorities will continue to exist and will be
deemed to be Victoria Transport Bonds.
As with the four authorities already
established under the Transport Act, the Bill
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Adjournment

ADJOURNMENT
establishes the Victorian Ports Authority
along modern corporate lines. The new
authority will, for instance, be able to take Shire of TulIaroop community field dayCandidates for Liberal Party preselecadvantage of the broad powers provided for
tion-Acquisition of land-Nepean
in the existing section 38 of the Transport
Highway-South Road intersectionAct. Section 38 will enable the management
Wodonga South Primary School Counof the authority to move with the times and
cil-Gravel and road making supplies
respond to changes in its operating
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
environment.
Planning and Environment)-I move:
As Jar as staff of the existing port authoriThat the House do now adjourn.
ties are concerned, the Bill contains the same
provi~ions to protect their rights as were
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Pro vincluded in the Transport Act in relation to ince)-I raise a matter for the attention of
staff of the authorities abolished by that Act. the Minister for Minerals and Energy, who
Staff of the Port of Melbourne Authority, is the representative in this place of the
Port of Geelong Authority and Port of Port- Minister for Community Welfare Services
land Authority will be entitled on and from and, as the Minister for Minerals and Energy
1 July 1984 to be employed by the Victorian is not in the House at present, I refer the
Ports Authority with terms and conditions matter to the Leader of the House. During
no less favourable than those upon which each February over the past three years, the
they were employed immediately before that Shire of Tullaroop has sponsored and prodate, and with the benefit of all rights ac- moted a community field day which has
crued. The same benefits will apply to staff been held at the Carisbrook Reserve, near
presently employed in the Marine Board of Maryborough. The community field day is
Victoria and the Division of Ports and Har- extremely well attended each year. It probors of the Public Works Department, who vides the community with a series of inforwill be employed in the authority.
mation booths, lectures and displays of
The Bill provides for the necessary tran- material. The residents of the district come
sitional arrangements from the former from a very wide area.
The community field day has been sponauthorities to the Victorian Ports Authority. By-laws and regulations made under sored by the Shire of Tullaroop throu~h a
Acts repealed by the Bill will continue in small financial contribution it has received
force until I July 1985 unless revoked or for the past two years from the Family and
Community Services programme. This year,
amended earlier.
in expectation of again receiving financial
The Minister of Transport has repeated assistance, the shire held the field day as
the assurance which he gave when introduc- usual in February, but it has now received
ing the Transport Bill nearly twelve months information from the Family and Comago that any new regulations to be made in munity Services programme that it will not
relation to the activities of the Victorian receive any funding for this year. The advice
Ports Authority will be drafted in full con- was tendered only in the past couple of
sultation with those most concerned. The weeks. The shire, which has already comlegislative and organizational structure mitted itself to the staging of the communestablished for ports by the Bill will be kept ity field day, will not receive any financial
under constant review and the Minister of contribution.
I urge the Minister to ascertain whether
Transport will report to the House on this
process and introduce a further Bill con- assistance can be determined early to enataining such amendments as are deemed ble the continuity of this programme in the
necessary. I commend the Bill to the House. area, and for the situation of the current
year to be examined where the field day has
On the motion of the Hon. D. G. CRO- been staged already although its funding has
ZIER (Western Province), the debate was been rejected.
adjourned.
The Hon. C. J. KENNEDY (Waverley
It was ordered that the debate be Province)-I draw a matter of considerable
urgency to the attention of the Minister of
adjourned until the next day of meeting.

Adjournment

Water Supply representing the Minister for
Ethnic Affairs. I ask the Minister whether
he is aware of an article that appeared in
this morning's Sun referring to a statement
made by Mr Richardson, who travels under
various titles, but who is otherwise known
as "Noddy" in the Legislative Assembly.
Mr Richardson claims to be the ethnic
affairs spokesman for the Liberal Party and
called for Liberal Party branches to consider people of non-Anglo-Celtic origin for
preselection. He said it was time for the
Liberal Party to catch up and preselect ethnic community representives for the next
State election. Mr Richardson went on to
say that the Labor Party has six members of
non-English speaking background in State
Parliament although the Liberal Party has
none. He indicated that he is not suggesting
that ethnic candidates be given special
treatment.
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an article in the Age of 12 April, it is stated
that:
Mr Ken Field has claimed that the Government
treated his family unfairly in acquiring their house and
49-hectare property.

The family says that the Government
threatened compulsory acquisition of the
property unless they accepted the payment
of the sum involved. I am not raising this
matter in relation to that piece of history,
but do so because an adjoining landowner,
Mr Muldoon, who has a substantial holding
to the south of what was the Aboriginal
reserve to the south west of Lake Condah,
has also had approaches from officers of the
Department of Conservation, Forests and
Lands.
The first approach was made on 6 February by telephone. That was followed up on
10 February by a visit from two officers of
the Lands Department to Mr and Mrs MulMr Richardson stated that 23 per cent of doon. The officers intimated that they were
Victoria's population was born overseas acting on behalf of the Minister and the
and, with their children, the migrant sector Government in expressing interest in
was almost 40 per cent. I raise this as a acquiring the property. Since then, the Mulmatter of grave urgency because at least 30 doons have made it clear that they are not
per cent of the province I represent falls interested in selling the property.
into that category. Does not the Minister
At their invitation, the honourable membelieve this confirms the view of many ber for Portland in another place, Mr
people that the Liberal Party is flagrantly McKellar, and I visited the Muldoons at
racist?
their property last Tuesday. We were left in
The PRESIDENT-Order! I have been no doubt at all about their determination to
waiting for the honourable member to relate hold on to the land that Mr Muldoon has
owned for twenty years and on which he
the matter to Government Administration. and
his wife have lived for sixteen years.
As he is not able to do so, I will call the next They have worked that land diligently.
speaker.
They will continue to do so if they are
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western allowed. The proposition that was outlined
Province)-I draw a matter to the attention is quite extraordinary. Of this 1131 hectare
of the Minister for Conservation, Forests property, 727 acres was listed for acquisiand Lands. As the Minister will recall, tion. I invite the Minister to respond by
recently the Government announced that informing me precisely what the Governsome $ 750 000 will be allocated to develop ment's intention is.
what is described as a tourist attraction near
We understand the Government would
Lake Condah in the Western District, which like to purchase the land, but if it is a quesis part of the province I represent. This pro- tion of using the threat of compulsory
ject has been clouded in uncertainty and by acquisition, I should like the Minister to say
certain controversies, firstly because of the so and explain why it is necessary to trundisputation surrounding the acquisition of cate a property to the point where the maj~r
a property owned by Mr Ken Field. It was portion of it is either earmarked for certaIn
on Mr Field's property that the original purposes or perhaps acquisition. If that
Aboriginal mission site was located. How- happens, the remaining portion means that
ever, it is technically correct to say that Mr the property is not viable. That is the opinField's property was purchased although, in ion of the Muldoons and an opinion which
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the honourable member for Portland in
another place and I endorse.
The grounds for the acquisition are
ostensibly to give access to Lake Condah. I
am not suggesting the matter should be
debated. Is that correct? What is the intention of the Government? Primarily is it the
intention of the Government under those
circumstances to proceed to use any powers
under the Land Act or any other Act to
compulsorily acquire any portion of the
Muldoons' property?
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I draw the attention of
the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands, who represents the Minister of
Transport, to the intersection of the Nepean
Highway and South Road. Honourable
members well know that due to the previous Liberal Government's incentives the
highway has been doubled in size from
Brighton to Mordialloc and is now
approaching completion at the Moorabbin
end of the highway.
The Road Traffic Authority is going
against the original plans of both acquisition and development of the highway at the
corner of Nepean Highway and South Road
by seeking council and community approval
for an amended plan. The revised layout
does not include the proposed acquisition
of the Moorabbin Hotel which was shown
on the original plan. That has resulted in a
projected traffic congestion on the corner of
Nepean Highway and South Road. In other
words, the left-hand movement into South
Road at that location has been reduced from
three lanes to two lanes.
At the same time the right-hand movement from Nepean Highway into South
Road has been reduced and is preventing
any articulated vehicle or traffic from turning right. Over a period the authority has
acquired much property on the east side of
the highway, which is now vacant. It seems
odd that a small portion of the Moorabbin
Hotel is isolated out on that corner of South
Road and Nepean Highway thus restricting
, the movement and smooth flow of traffic
along the highway and towards Mordialloc
and Frankston.
I ask the Minister to inquire from his colleague why the Road Traffic Authority has
not acquired that part of the hotel which is
affecting the smooth flow of traffic. What is
the intention of the Road Traffic Authority?

Adjournment

What is the intention of the Government
concerning the many hundreds of thousands of dollars spent on the acquisition of
properties on ,the east side of the N~pean
Highway; WhICh cannot be used If the
Moorabbin Hotel corner is not acquired and
used?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I refer the Leader of the House,
who represents the Minister of Education,
to a matter raised with him by the Wodonga
South Primary School council about the
learn-to-swim programme at its school,
which may well have relevance to other
schools throughout the State.
I understand that there has been a memorandum from the Education Department
which indicates that from 1980 onwards all
those persons who are instructing swimmers in school swimming programmes must
have the Vicswim qualification.
I further understand that to obtain the
qualification requires some three full days
of participation by each person who wants
to obtain the qualification-volunteer
parents or teacher-and that currently they
have to pay approximately $60 to undertake the course. They also have to be able
to swim 200 metres using four different
stroke techniques. This seems to be an overqualification fo~ the very simple p~ocess ~f
overseeing partIcularly younger chtldren In
a swimming pool and perhaps giving them
a little bit of confidence in very shallow
water. The re9.uirement will make it
extraordinarily dIfficult to obtain volunteer
teachers and parents with the necessary
qualifications to carry out the course.
I do not suggest that there should be a
lack of qualification, particularly for the
person supervising the course, but those
volunteering or assisting him or her in the
instruction of students require a less
impressive qualification. I ask the Minister
to take up the matter with the Minister of
Education to see whether the policy should
not be examined and that a more reasonable and sensible approach be made. If that
is not done and if there is to continue to be
a swimming programme in schools, it will
be an extemely costly exercise to obtain
people with the necessary qualifications,
almost to a professional level, with the
additional costs involved. Honourable
members have seen what has occurred with
administrative staff and it should be made

Adjournment
easier for volunteers to become swimming
instructors.
I ask the Minister to take up the issue
with his colleague to see whether more
rationale cannot be incorporated in the
system.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I direct the attention of the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands to the concern that is being felt in
many municipalities regarding the possible
threat to the gravel and road making supplies that are on Crown land.
As the Minister would be aware, in many
areas of Victoria road making material is
scarce and some municipalities are already
carting material up to 80 kilometres from
gravel pits. They are concerned that, possibly under the provisions of the Aboriginal
Land Claims Bill, the future of the gravel
pits on Crown land could be affected. I ask
the Minister whether he will give an undertaking to take the necessary steps to protect
adequate road making supplies on Crown
land to ensure that there is sufficient
material for future road works construction.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Mr Reid
addressed a matter to me which I will have
transferred to the Minister for Community
Welfare Services concerning the Shire of
Tullaroop. It concerns an expectation that
a small amount of money that has been
made available in previous years might
again be made available for a very worthy
function-a field day. It is probable that by
bringing the matter to the attention of the
Minister, some accommodation of that issue
can be met and I will see whether that is
possible.
Mr Evans raised a matter for the attention of the Minister of Education. I believe
there does have to be some qualification for
people who are involved in teaching swimming or water safety. I accept that Mr Evans
believes the qualifications may be a little
high and may cut out suitable people. In
any case, I am sure he would agree that
some training is necessary in some capacity.
I will ask the Minister of Education to consider the matter and will have an answer
prepared.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-Mr
Crozier raised a matter concerning Lake
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Condah and the acquisition or purchase of
land in that area. The actual project is handled by the Department of the Premier and
Cabinet. That department is responsible for
Aboriginal affairs and the Division of Land
Administration of the Ministry for Conservation, Forests and Lands has been acting
as an agent.
Following several newspaper reports in
the past couple of weeks, as I was not familiar with the whole project in the total areas
involved and was concerned at the reports,
I instructed my officers to stop any further
procedures for acquiring land in the area
until I considered the full project and
received a report from them. In regard to
the Muldoons, I shall investigate that aspect
of the programme and inform the honourable member of the outcome and the Government's plans on the total project.
Mr Connard raised a matter for the attention of the Minister of Transport relating to
some land that has been acquired on the
eastern side of the Nepean Highway, and
land that has not been acquired but which
he considers should be acquired. I shall take
up the matter with the Minister and provide the honourable member with an answer
to those queries.
Mr Radford raised the issue of the provision of road maintenance materials which,
in some cases, are available on Crown land.
In the past, it has been the normal practice
for many areas of Crown land to be made
available for the provision of road maintenance material.
The Land Conservation Council has allocated some areas of Crown land to be used
for quarrying those materials. Many other
areas that are suitable for producing the
material have conservation values, flora or
fauna attributes or other reasons why they
are precluded from that use. However, if
Mr Radford can give me the specific
instances to which he is referring, I will make
inquiries to determine whether those areas
should be used, because it is not a general
policy to allocate areas for this purpose.
However, if they are within reasonable distance from the shire towns concerned, I will
see what arrangements can be made.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.58 p.m.
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QUESTION ON NOTICE
ESTIMATES OF VICTORIAN GROSS
DOMESTIC PRODUCT
(Question No. 344)

The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
Province) asked the Minister for Minerals
and Energy, for the Treasurer:
(a) What are the estimates of Victorian gross
domestic product for each of the years 1970-71 to
1983-84 used in producing Table 2 on page 5 of Part
2:2, Budget Paper No. 2 1983-84?
(h) What is the relationship between those estimates
and the estimates of Australian gross domestic product
produced by the Australian Bureau of Statistics?

(c) What assumptions are employed in producing
those estimates?

(d) How are those estimates derived?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-The answer supplied by the Treasurer is:
The estimates of gross domestic product (GDP) are
for Australia. The estimate for GDP for 1983-84 was
based on Department of Management and Budget estimates of real GDP published on Table 6 of Part 1:2 of
Budget Paper No. 2, 1983-84. That table sets out the
assumptions used in estimating GDP for 1983-84.
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cially those that were made durin~ the period when Mr Crozier was the Minlster.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 3.3 p.m. and read
the prayer.

LAND ACQUISITION

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ELECTRICITY TARIFFS
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I refer the Minister for Minerals and Energy to the Government's stated
aim, as outlined in the so-called economic
strategy document, to attract energy-intensive industry to this State by offering longterm incentive electricity tariffs for high
voltage users. Will the Minister outline to
the House these incentives and inform honourable members whether these are the same
incentives that the Government is reported
to have offered to Alcoa of Australia Ltd?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-It is fair to confess
that the Honourable Digby Crozier and I
have something in common, after all this
time. I spend as much time in preparing
answers to his questions as he spends in
preparing those questions. However, for the
sake of this discussion, I have given consideration to the time that Mr Crozier spent as
the Minister for Minerals and Energy. He
had the unique distinction of being the
Minister for one period. During that one
period, he had the distinction of increasing
electricity tariffs by 19· 7 per cent. That was
the only increase in electricity tariffs that
occurred during his period as Minister. It
happened to be the record increase in the
history of the State Electricity Commission.
The second distinction Mr Crozier had
was that, during the same period, he also
had the opportunity of increasing gas tariffs
by 22·4 per cent. That also happened to be
the highest increase in gas tariffs in the history of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
Mr Crozier talks about turning this State
around and making it competitive. The only
achievements that have been made in this
State in respect of tariff changes are the
achievements of the present Administration, which are designed to correct the faults
of the former Administration, and espe-

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-My question to the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands relates to
the property that was previously owned by
Mr and Mrs Field ofCondah. I ask the Minister: During the negotiations to acquire that
property, were Mr and Mrs Field at any
time issued with a notice to treat; if so, under what Act and under whose authorization?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-As
honourable members would be aware, the
property referred to is an old Aboriginal
mission station site, which the Government
has procured. No notice to treat was issued.
The purchase of the land was undertaken
by negotiation with the Fields, who received approximately $120 000 for the
property. That figure Included a solatium
and sums in respect of insurance, relocation
expenses, legal and other expenses and a
range of other matters. The Fields were initially very happy with the price they received.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Were they issued
with a notice to treat?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-No notice to treat was issued.
YARRARIVER
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
Province)-My question is directed to the
Leader of the House in his capacity as Minister for Planning and Environment. A good
deal of publicity has been engendered during the past twelve months or so by the
Government's proposals to upgrade the
Yarra River, as part of the future plans for
Melbourne. How can such plans be meaningful when the sort of pollution exists that
is shown on the front page of today's Age? I
refer specifically to a photograph of a pile of
rubbish caught behind a boom near the
Church Street bridge. What is the Minister
doing to give the Yarra River a go?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The Yarra
River is the key to the City of Melbourne; it
is a most important waterway and has been
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neglected for far too long. As honourable
members know, the Government is doing a
lot of work to improve access to and use of
the river, especially along the south bank.
We are also concentrating on controlling
pollution in the river and improving the
water quality. The State environment protection policy for the waters of the Yarra
River and its tributaries has been approved
by Cabinet and will be released on 10 May.
It is an important document and covers
the whole of the Yarra River area, from the
mouth of the river through to its head
waters. I must admit that a good deal of
work occurred under the previous Administration, and it is now being completed by
the present Government. The important
thing is that the document is now complete.
A State environment protection policy for
all the waters of the Yarra River now exists.
The policy defines beneficial uses and sets
environmental quality objectives for the
river and all major creeks feeding into the
river. It will provide an essential tool for
improving the river's water quality both in
the upper reaches and the more polluted
lower reaches in the city.
The programme of waterworks, including
the barriers put into the river to collect surface waste has been successful, and the people involved should be complimented for
that. It has also meant that Moomba activities, such as occurred recently, can take
place on the river without fear of danger to
the people using the river for canoeing and
water ski-ing. The quality of the water has
improved considerably and the policy will
have a lot to do with its further improvement. The Government hopes people will
be fishing along the whole stretch of the river
within a year or two.
PLANNING (MASSAGE PARLOURS)
BILL
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-My question without notice is
directed to the Leader of the House as the
Minister responsible for the Planning (Massage Parlours) Bill. I ask him whether he
associates himself with the claim of the Premier that the Opposition and the Upper
House have obstructed and frustrated the
Government with respect to massage parlours; if so, on what basis; and, if not, will
he kindly explain the true facts to the Pre-

Questions without Notice
mier of the co-operation the Minister has,
in fact, received?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I suppose that
is a light-hearted question, but perhaps it is
not. I can only indicate that an analysis of
the obstruction in this House of recent date
indicates that there have been debates on
more than twenty Bills in which there has
been absolute obstruction. I shall quote only
the example of the Local Government
(Municipal Councils Triennial Elections)
Bill, which was a Bill on which my colleague, the Minister for Local Government,
bent over backwards to obtain some agreement. He allowed the prospect of choice.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT-Order! The Minister
has been asked a question, and he should be
allowed to respond.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-There is no
doubt that there has been ample evidence
of obstruction by the Opposition in this
House with regard to major proposed legislation to the extent mentioned by the honourable member in his question. I do not
believe Mr Hunt has quoted the Premier
correctly or properly; I do not believe the
Premier said exactly what Mr Hunt has said.
The fact is that the Bill to which Mr Hunt
refers has not yet been debated in this
House. With a little luck, that Bill will be
debated today, and there are many people
that I know who are interested in the result.
Perhaps later in the day, ifMr Hunt cares
to ask me the same question again, I will be
able to answer him in some detail. I will be
able to do so because I suspect there will be
some cause to answer the question in some
detail. The Government is becoming
utterly sick of what has been occurring in
this place in recent times.
TRIAL OF MR NORM GALLAGHER
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-1 refer the Attorney-General to his earlier answers to questions relating to the date of the trial of Mr Norm
Gallagher arising out of the Builders
Labourers Federation inquiry, in which the
Attorney-General said he believed the trial
was to be held in Mayor June but that he
had not received any information from the
Director of Public Prosecutions. I now ask
him whether he is in a position to inform

Questions without Notice
the House of the date on which that trial
will be held?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I thank Mr Storey for his question. I was rather surprised to note his
fusion with Mr Arnold, but the question is,
nevertheless; well received. I have made inquiries of the Director of Public Prosecutions, which indicate that the case has not
yet been listed. Honourable members would
know that there is now an independent listing authority for the County Court, which
Mr Storey established when he was Attorney-General, and that authority has now
taken over the listing, coincidentally, for the
Supreme Court.
The matter is in the hands of a prosecutor
for the Queen and is likely to be listed, as I
understand it, in the middle of the year.
LAND ACQUISITION
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I ask the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands whether it is a
fact that a senior officer of the Public Service advised the Field and Muldoon families
that it would not be in their best interests to
publicly reveal the approaches they had received from the Government to compulsorily acquire their properties in western
Victoria. If this is so, what was the purpose
of the attempted secrecy?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I do
not believe that is a fact. I have no evidence,
and I do not know whether Mr Baxter has
any evidence, that that type of approach
was made to either the Field or Muldoon
families. I very much doubt it.
The person who has been working on the
negotiations is an experienced officer who
has worked on a large number of these cases.
No pressure has been put on either party.
So far as the Muldoon family is concerned,
no details have been discussed with them.
No notice to treat has been placed on either
property. The area is of extreme importance
to the Aboriginal community and the Government has a right, under the 150th anniversary celebrations, to re-establish and
reserve that area for that purpose. However,
negotiations will now proceed with Mr
Muldoon.
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I understand that Mr Muldoon had one
meeting with officers of my department
during which he expressed a desire not to
continue any discussions until he had spoken with his solicitor. When Mr Muldoon
is ready to speak again with officers of my
department, with regard to the purchase of
his land by the Government, I will be happy
to ensure that the negotiations are carried
out in the normal way.
CORPORATE AFFAIRS OFFICE
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province )-Can the Attorney-General advise the House what action is being taken
in the Corporate Affairs Office to combat
white-collar crime and to assist in the development of Melbourne as a commercial
and financial centre?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I am grateful for the question
from Mr Arnold. The importance of the
Corporate Affairs Office in the development
of Melbourne as a financial centre has been
recognized in the economic strategy document prepared by the Government. Honourable members will be aware of the
comments made by me prior to Easter that
the number of staff employed in the Corporate Affairs Office has risen since April 1972
when the number of positions filled was 216,
to 313 positions in March of this year-an
increase of almost 50 per cent.
The Government's economic strategy
document proposes that the level of staffing
in the corporate finance section of the office
be increased by ten persons and that on-line
computer facilities be provided throughout
the office.
The increase in the number of staff in the
corporate finance section of the office should
have the effect of accelerating turnaround
times for prospectus' for new corporate and
fixed investment issues. The assistance
provided by the Victorian Corporate Affairs
Office in these matters is considered by
many to be already the best in Australia,
but in view of the importance placed by the
Government on providing efficient services
to the financial community in this State, it
is believed the turnaround time for such
registrations will be significantly reduced to
around one working week, and to improve,
where possible, the existing procedures for
registration. The introduction of computer
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facilities will provide the necessary technology and capacity for the enforcement section of the office.
LAND COMPENSATION
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-I direct my question to the Leader
of the House, in his capacity as Minister for
Planning and Environment. More than two
years ago the Minister stated that the Labor
Party would update the law relating to land
compensation. When does the Minister
propose to introduce a Bill to carry out that
obligation?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-It was the
Government's hope to table a Bill in this
sessional period of Parliament, but it is not
now possible to do so. I have made arrangements for the draft Bill to be made public in
between this session and the next session or
as soon as it is available, so Mr Long can be
assured that he will receive a copy by mail
at the first opportunity.
The work has been almost completed, but
it has not been possible to have it handled
while Parliament is sitting this week. I hope
to be able to distribute a draft Bill in relation to land compensation and acquisition
for debate and consideration prior to the
next session of Parliament.
FERAL GOATS IN
HATTAH-KULKYNE NATIONAL
PARK
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-I direct my question
to the Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands, and it relates to the increasing
number of feral goats that are damaging native trees in the Hattah-Kulkyne National
Park. The action of rangers is limited by the
fact that these goats are not declared vermin
similar to wild pigs, which have been declared vermin. Will the Minister take action
to overcome this situation and declare the
feral goats vermin?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I
was not aware that there were a number of
goats in Mr Wright's electorate, but I always
suspected there may have been! The
National Parks Service has had a goat control programme in operation for some time
in that area. The programme is carried out

scientifically by radiotelemetry. Transmitters are placed on the billy goat and the
animal is then released into the park so it
can locate the herd. The rangers have a regular round-up of these feral goats. A roundup occurred approximately three months
ago when over twenty animals were caught
using the most scientific equipment that is
available.
There will be future round-ups, and Mr
Wright is quite welcome to attend. I understand the next round-up will be held this
month. It is hoped to establish base population data from the survey. I will keep Mr
Wright informed of the results of the next
round-up.
BROILER INDUSTRY
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (NunaProvince)-I refer my question to
the MInister of Agriculture. Some time a~o
the Minister indicated he would issue a dlscussion paper on the future options for the
broiler industry. What is the state of that
paper?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-A paper has been produced and
is being distributed. The paper is a discussion paper only and is being made available
to members of the industry for their comments and consideration.
The paper is based primarily on recommendations from the report of the Standing
Committee on agriculture working party,
which made various recommendations
about the Australian broiler industry and
its management. The paper is also based, in
part, on the principles embodied in the Egg
Industry Stabilization Act, particularly those
related to encouragement of the family farm.
I invite all people associated with the
broiler industry to comment on the proposal, and persons requiring a copy may
obtain one from my office.
wadin~

ISSUE OF "HANSARD"
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern
Province)-My question is directed to you,
Mr President, and relates to the issue of
Hansard. On the last two or three occasions
that H ansard has been issued, I have not
received a copy of it. Yesterday in this
House, a number of members complained
that Hansard Book 17A had not been issued. During a check with a number ofhon-
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ourable members, many indicated that they
have not received Hansard at their offices
nor at Parliament House. I wonder when it
will be issued and when honourable members will ever see the daily H ansard, which
was promised some time ago?
The PRESIDENT-Order! I do not wish
to take up time during question time on a
matter that could have been raised with me
privately. I will discuss the matter with the
honourable member privately.

Short from Monash University, Professor
Charlesworth from Deakin University and
Dr Hugh Writh from the Royal Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. I take
this opportunity of publicly thanking those
busy people for making their services available on an honorary basis to serve on the
ethics committee.

RESEARCH INVOLVING ANIMALS

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that,
having regard to the welfare of the citizens,
the Government abandon the iniquitous
proposals to legalize prostitution. He stated
that the petition was respectfully worded, in
order, and bore 597 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
the table.

The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province)-The Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands will be aware that research involving animals arouses strong
feelings among certain sections of the community. Will the Minister indicate what
steps he is taking to ensure that such research under his control is conducted under
acceptable conditions?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)From time to time, animals are used in research by the Department of Conservation,
Forests and Lands. The research can be for
a range of purposes, for example, for the
benefit of animals, the immediate benefit of
man or for interaction between man and
animals. The research varies between extensive studies using caged animals and
those in the bushland habitat of native
fauna.
The experiments are not conducted just
for the sake of it. Animals will not be used
except to seek knowledge that is new or significant or to achieve scientific objectives
that cannot be gained in any other way. To
ensure an acceptable standard of care for
animals used in research by the department, I have established an animal experimentation committee.
The object of the committee will be to
provide guidelines to staff carrying out field
and laboratory experiments with animals
and will also examine other research proposals. The code of practice to be followed
will be based on the principle that animals
should be treated with care and respect and
their welfare catered for at all times.
I am pleased to announce that a number
of eminent people have accepted my invitation to serve on the ethics committee.
They include Professor Tony Lee, Professor

PETITION
Prostitution

COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral), by leave, moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to make provision with respect to
the arbitration of certain disputes, to repeal
the Arbitration Act 1958, to amend the
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958 and the
Supreme Court Act 1958, to make certain
consequential amendments to various other
Acts and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first
time.
PRISONS SERVICE COMMITTEE
Interim report
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) presented an interim report from
the Prisons Service Committee, together
with an appendix and minutes of evidence.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the papers do lie on the table and that the
report and appendix be printed.

I inform the House that the report is unanimous and involved no divisions whatsoever. That indicates that the committee
approached its task on a non-partisan basis.
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The report deals only with aspects of the
terms of reference relating to morale and
the steps necessary to increase morale. The
committee has not proceeded to deal at this
stage with the terms of reference arising from
the escapes of prisoners. The report indicates that the committee believes that with
regard to inquiries and events that have
since occurred and which still are occurring,
there is no point in continuing with those
points of reference.
At a later stage, in accordance with the
wishes of the committee, I shall move for
its discharge.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the report be taken into consideration on the
next day of meeting.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-By leave, I move:
That the Prisons Service Committee be discharged.

The motion was agreed to.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958-Reports of the
Lay Observer to the Barristers' Disciplinary Tribunal and the Solicitors' Disciplinary Tribunal, for
the year 1983.
Police Service Board-Determination No. 400 (Interim).
Town and Country Planning Act 1961:
Croydon-City of Croydon Planning Scheme 1961Amendment No. 120.
Ainders-Shire ofAinders Planning Scheme 1962Amendment No. 160, 1983.
Frankston-City of Frankston Planning SchemeAmendment No. 34A.
Geelong-Geelong Regional Planning SchemeAmendments No. 33, Part 2,1982; No. 62, Part 1,
1983; No. 74, Part A, 1983; and No. 93.
Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning SchemeAmendments No. 3 (with four maps); and No. 11,
Part 2 (with map).
Knox-City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965Amendment No. 265, 1983.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning SchemeAmendments No. 191, Part 30 (with map); No.

Papers
227, Part lA (with 22 maps); No. 228, Part B (with
map); No. 231, Part 20 (with two maps); No. 233,
Part 1 (with map); No. 233, Part 2 (with two maps);
No. 286 (with four maps); and No. 287 (with map).
Mornington-Shire of Mornington Planning Scheme
1959-AmendmentsNo.156, 1982; No. 157, 1983;
No. 158, 1983; No. 163, 1983; and No. 164.
Newham and Woodend-Shire of Newham and
Woodend Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 21.
Pakenham-Shire of Pakenham Planning Scheme
Part I-Amendment No. 22.
Phillip Island Planning Scheme-Amendment No.
17.
Port Fairy Planning Scheme-Amendment Nos. 26
and 28.
Portland-Town of Portland Planning SchemeAmendment No. 42.
Rosedale-Shire of Rosedale Planning SchemeAmendment No. 36.
Shepparton-City of Shepparton Planning Scheme
1953-Amendment No. 75, 1983.
Sherbrooke-Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme
1979 (Urban Areas)-Amendment No. 20.
South Gippsland-Shire of South Gippsland Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 47, Part B.
Tambo-Shire ofTambo (Lakes Entrance) Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 45.
Woorayl-Shire of Woorayl Planning SchemeAmendment No. 59.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Act
1983-Minister's written reasons dated 30 April 1984
for proposed recommendation to Governor in
Council re Order to constitute the Glenelg-Wannon
Water Board and abolish certain waterworks trusts
and sewerage authorities.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered that the reports and the reasons of the
Minister of Water Supply pursuant to the
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Aci 1980 be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.
PLANNING (MASSAGE PARLOURS)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 17) on
the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for Planning and Environment) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The Government
must be given credit for tackling a socialcum-health-cum-Iegal issue which other
Governments, not just in this State but elsewhere, have avoided. If one considers the
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issue as it is tackled in a number of countries, one finds Governments have generally had extreme difficulty with controlling
prostitution and determining how it should
be handled legislatively.
The concerns of the Opposition are addressed to the areas which the Government
has not covered; and the areas to which the
Opposition believes the Government's approach has been too limited. In a sense, the
concern of the Government is almost entirely restricted to the issue of where massage parlours should be located.
The Opposition does not attempt to answer any prior questions as to whether massage parlours should exist or whether
prostitution should in any way be the subject oflegislation in this State. The Government has avoided the major implications of
what it is doing. The work carried out by
the working party was restricted to looking
only at the issue of where massage parlours
should be located.
The Government made clear that massage parlours-cum-prostitution establishments are not to be located in residential
areas. ,It say:s that lo~tion of massage parlours IS an Issue which should be handled
by local government. The proposal is that a
person who wants to apply for a planning
permit to establish a massage parlour, as the
Bill proposes to call the establishment, must
make an application to the municipality.
The proposal will then be advertised so the
~ublic will be made aware of the applicatIon, and the council will make a decision
or determination. If that determination is
not to the satisfaction of the applicant, there
is likelihood of an appeal being lodged.
The Bill ignores the major issue. Prostitution is about exploitation. It is about exploitation of women who find themselves
working in the massage parlours. Often they
are kept in these establishments for a number of reasons. Sometimes the reasons are
merely economic, or they are kept there because of the control administered over them
by the use of drugs or by threats of violence.
Prostitution also involves the exploitation of men. It provides men with shortterm gratification under the pretence oflove'
it has nothing to do with that. I am referring
to a system of exploitation. The Opposition
is trying to mitigate the effects of that exploitation.
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I repeat that the Government is to be
commended for bringing the issue before
Parliament and the public. The Opposition
does not object totally to the Bill. The
amendments I will be proposing mainly do
not amend any of the provisions put forward by the Minister; I will be proposing
additional matters. The Opposition is concerned about issues of exploitation, drugs,
threats and thuggery which are not addressed in the Bill.
Grave concern has been expressed among
sections of the community about prostitution because through legislation the Government will be giving the practice of
prostitution an official imprimatur, and
thereby the practice will achieve a status in
the community which it should not enjoy.
Those views are summarized in the report
of the working party. The full title of the
report is the Report by a Working Party to
the Ministry for Planning and Environment
on the location of Massage Parlours, and it
is dated October 1983. In paragraph 606 of
the report the working party comments on
the submissions that were put to it on the
issues I have mentioned. It states that major points from submissions generally opposed to massage parlours include:
(i) Opposition to legalisation or decriminalisation of
massage parlours and/or prostitution for the following
reasons:
(a) It would give the impression that casual sex is
acceptable;
(b) Preservation of the family unit as a corner
stone of society could be undermined;
(c) The fabric of society could be endangered;
(d) Prostitution is not a victim-less crime; direct
consequences are moral dishonesty, increased divorce rate, detrimental effect on children, violation
of God's law, and increased immorality in the community;
(e) Prostitution is demeaning and unwholesome
and it is the Government's duty to uphold whatever
is good for society;

The working party goes on to say that those
issues were outside its limited terms of reference. A concern is that the proposed legislation is seen to be giving the seal of
approval to a practice which, to a greater or
lesser degree, we all agree or disagree with.
The very nature of that industry is such that
it raises emotions in the community.
The Opposition has been concerned in its
approach not to encourage prostitution in
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this State. It recognizes that prostitution is
unregulated; no controls are exercised over
advertising and access to the establishments concerned. Figures I shall quote later
indicate that venereal disease is rife. Honourable members know that drugs are freely
available both to the girls and to clients in
massage parlours, which are used as a means
of distributing large amounts of drugs in
Victoria, especially Melbourne. Honourable members also know that standover tactics take place.
An example of those standover tactics was
brought to my attention earlier this week by
a lady who resides in Footscray in a small
street of five houses. I gather it must be in a
commercial zonin~ with old houses in the
now non-confornung use. The local massage parlour operator has made an approach to acquire those five houses. The
lady concerned occupies the last of the
houses to be bought and, consequently, finds
that she is subjected to harassment throughout the night, such as car lights being left on
and pointed towards the house, knocking
on the door and telephone calls. The harassment is to encourage her to sell her house to
the operator. The Minister and honourable
members will agree that those sort of standover tactics should not be used in this State.
Another point is that young children of
tender years are prostituting themselves,
which is a sad indictment on society. Honourable members should be giving considerable support to organizations and people,
such as the Open Family Organization, who
are trying to provide practical support for
those children. One may ask whether the
Bill addresses those issues. It provides a definition of "massage parlour" as "land to
which people of both sexes, or of either sex,
resort for the purpose of prostitution". The
1975 Melbourne planning scheme adopted
a definition of "massage parlour" that was
clearly a euphemism. It set up a situation
that was apparent, not real. The definition
in the Bill is a realistic attempt by the Government to address the issue. I shall say
more about the nomenclature and enforcement provisions of the Bill later.
Currently, there is a provision for a planning officer, authorized to enforce planning
schemes, to ensure that the planning
schemes and permits are being complied
with and to request to be granted access to
the premises. If that request is refused, the
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officer must give two days' notice to the
occupier. This gives the opportunity for removing incriminating material, which other
honourable members may be able to speak
about more cogently and authoritatively
than me. The proposal of the Government
is that the officer will be permitted to inspect the parlour without notice. That is a
necessary provision.
The Bill also provides differential penalties on breaches of planning schemes and
generally will provide a penalty of $2000,
which is an existing provision, for a first
offence, $3000 for subsequent offences and
$200 for each day during which the contravention continues after conviction. For
breaches of the provisions on massage parlours the penalties will be $6000 for a first
offence, $9000 for a subsequent offence and
$600 a day for each day during which the
centre continues after conviction. There is
no proposal for minimum penalties, although I am not suggesting that there should
be; I shall have something to say later on
the lucrative nature of the industry and the
effectiveness or efficiency of financial penalties.
Whereas section 10 of the Vagrancy Act
provides for the offence of living off the
earnings of prostitution with a penalty of
two years' imprisonment, the Bill provides
that the person shall not be guilty of an
offence against that section by reason only
of the person conducting a massage parlour
from which the person receives an income.
Someone who operates or owns a parlour
that has a valid planning permit and who
receives an income thereby, will not be
guilty of an offence.
Two other changes being made in the Bill
relate to soliciting and the definition of a
"disorderly house". Section 18 of the Summary Offences Act provides a penalty for
soliciting for the purposes of prostitution.
Proposed new section 18AA (1) of the Summary Offences Act, as contained in clause
10, states:
An act done in a massage parlour does not constitute
an offence against section 18 or section 18A unless the
act is visible to a person in a public place outside the
massage parlour.

The mind boggles on whether that covers
little boys looking through cracks in curtains! The only other change provided by
the Bill relates to an offence in common law
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of keeping a disorderly house. The Bill provides that the offence should not be constituted only by the fact that the house is kept
as a massage parlour.
The Bill is limited in its operations. It
does not tackle the major issues involved in
the practice of prostitution. All it provides
is that prostitution will not take place in
residential areas. In the view of the Opposition that is entirely inadequate. As I have
indicated, the Opposition will not oppose
the Bill. However, it will press a number of
amendments. The first amendment is on
the name of the establishments. The Government has chosen to call them "massage
parlours". The MacMillan Contemporary
Dictionary states that a massage is "a manipulation of parts of the body by rubbing,
especially to increase circulation or relax
muscles". The definition of "parlour" is, "a
room of a home in which visitors are received and entertained". I suppose it could
be argued that the term is appropriate.
However, some people have legitimate interests in massage as a therapy, such as
members of the Association of Masseurs and
Tactile Therapists. Masseuses in particular
find that they are often confronted with
nasty situations in offering a legitimate
therapeutic service and find customers on
their doorsteps expecting something different from that service. It is for that reason
that the recommendation of the working
party should be adopted. It spent some time
on the issue as the Government's working
party. The committee was comprised of a
representative of the Municipal Association
of Victoria, a representative of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet, a representative of the Ministry for Planning and
Environment, an Australian Labor Party
Urban Affairs and Regional Development
Policy Committee member, a representative of the Local Government Department,
a representative of the Law Department, a
representative of the Ministry for Police and
Emergency Services, an unnamed representative of the massage parlour industry,
and Robert McAlpine, who is well known
in Australian Labor Party circles. Of those
nine members, hand picked by the Government, two are clearly members of the Australian Labor Party.
It is important for the House to realize
that the Opposition is not putting forward
its views on a whim. There are substantial
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reasons for doing so. I shall quote the committee report, which is extensive, but the
arguments are important. Paragraph 1015
states:
Many submissions urged a change from the term
"massage parlour" and it would seem the vast majority
of people within the industry and in the general community, would prefer an alternative name. In the submissions received a number of new name suggestions
were made. These range from "Commercial Sex Establishment" to "Brothel". Other suggestions were Bordello, Pleasure Centre, Sex Parlour and Sextel.

Paragraph 1016 states:
In the light of the Working Party's recommendations
in paragraph 1011 ...

That relates to decriminalization in Victoria... particularly that prostitution in a legal massage
parlour be no longer an offence, the Working Party
considers that the real purpose of parlours need no
longer be hidden behind pseudonyms. It therefore recommends that legal parlours be known as "brothels",
and that planning scheme nomenclature be changed
from massage parlour to brothel where necessary.

Paragraph 1017 states:
Reasons supporting this choice of name are(i) the term is well known and clearly understood in
contemporary language and common usage;
(ii) it is nationally and internationally known and
understood to be an establishment where sexual services can be obtained for a fee;
(iii) the use of "brothel" brings the matter out in the
open and provides an honest approach to the issue;
(iv) the term is no more offensive than the term
massage parlour;
(v) there is a precedent in Victorian law for the use
of "brothel" e.g. Section 11 and 12 of the Vagrancy Act
1966 and Section 59 of the Crimes Act;
(vi) with the recommended decriminalization of
prostitution in a legal parlour and consequent amendments to the Vagrancy Act, "brothel" would no longer
by an illegal land use. It could therefore be listed in
town planning documents as a valid land use;
(vii) it would remove the present confusion with the
practice of professional massage, while not preventing
massage in massage parlours (brothels) if required.

In summary, the working party, hand picked
by the Government, says that the majority
of submissions indicate preference for an
alternative name. That is the working party's recommendation. There are other reasons. It has been said to me, earlier in the
day, that the term "brothel" is somewhat
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derisory. The word comes from the old English term, "go to ruin".
It has been suggested that the name, perhaps, has odious connotations and if that is
so, well and good, because it is not the Parliament's job to give respectability to prostitution. The Government says that the Bill
is a step towards removing hyprocrisy and
the workin~ party says that it is total honesty in haVIng thIs name. It is a position of
a brothel being a brothel.
The second matter relates to local government. In his second-reading speech the
Minister says that the purpose of the Bill is
to enable the Government to control the
location of massage parlours. However, the
Bill does not do that. It will merely take
them out of the residential areas, but it will
give the job of deciding these issues to local
government. It casts responsibility on local
government in a way which will cause considerable difficulty. The Government is
passing the buck.
One public statement by the Government seems to imply that municipalities
cannot make the decision that they do not
want massage parlours. If that is so, in my
view, it is not an easy position in the sense
that responsibility is being passed on to local government. That is not fair.
Recently, I asked the Minister whether, if
an application was made to him by a municipality for a recommendation by the
Minister to the Governor in Council for
amendment of the planning scheme so as to
make massage parlours a prohibited use, the
Minister would recommend that, and his
answer was, "No". To be perfectly fair, the
question was limited in its scope; it was
limited to issues as to whether the Minister
would use the provision of a section 32 (6)
Ministerial amendment to go that way. I
ask the Minister to address himself to this
most important issue of the powers of local
government in relation to amendment of
planning schemes. We know one method
for amendment of a planning scheme is section 32 (6) of the Town and Country Planning Act and the Minister has said that he
will go that way. There are good reasons for
not using that mechanism. The question is:
What will be the attitude of the Minister to
changes where local government uses the
long hand method of amending its schemes?
I invite honourable members to assume, for
instance that the City of Ballarat wants to
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prohibit massage parlours in its area. In the
brief time available since the Bill was introduced and because of the Easter break, I
have received the views of only a couple of
municipalities on this issue. The Engineer
and Planning officer of the City of Ballarat
said:
... My Council and I believe that this is an extraordinary way in which to obtain control over prostitution,
and we feel strongly that the Government is abrogating
its responsibility in this matter by charging Local Government with power to determine whether or not prostitution occurs legally.
The last sentence of the Minister's second-reading
speech states that "these amendments should enable
Government to exert greater control over massage parlours"-in fact the control will be exerted by Local
Government who will be only able to consider planning issues when dealing with applications of this nature.
On receipt of the guidelines from the Minister of
Planning my Council debated this issue and formed
the strong opinion that the Government is placing the
cart before the horse in this matter and that a full
enquiry into prostitution should first be instituted, perhaps followed by a means of decriminalization. In the
latter situation, the Town Planning permit should be
only one of a number of approvals required to be obtained by the applicant, and in our opinion the whole
matter should be dealt with by a State body such as the
Health Commission.

The City of Brighton in its response said:
At the time of the circulation by the Minister for
Planning of ~e report on which this legislation was
based this Council resolved that it did not agree with
the recommendations contained in the report and more
particularly that massage parlours "brothels" should
not be included as discretionary use in the planning
scheme unless Council also has the right to totally prohibit the use of premises for that purpose within the
municipality without recourse to appeal.

As the working party report sets out on pages
13 and 14, because of the structure of certain planning schemes in the State, massage
parlours are prohibited uses in a number of
areas. Such an area is the upper Yarra valley
where a number of planning schemes which
by structure are classed as brothels are a
prohibited use. A similar situation exists on
the Mornington Peninsula. In many other
areas uses which are not mentioned become
the discretion of the municipalities. The
question to be put to the Minister is whether,
if a municipality proposes to amend a planning scheme to make massage parlours a
prohibited use, when it calls for objections,
the matter then is referred to a panel, it goes
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to the planning authority and, assuming the
original intention is reaffirmed, the matter
then goes to the Minister.
Some assurance is needed from the Minister that he will not have a closed mind on
this issue. An assurance is needed that the
Minister will take into account submissions
which are put to him, not just the views of
the panel, and that he will consider the matter not just as a town planning issue, as the
issue has much wider implications, but that
he will genuinely consider the views that are
put in those submissions.
I take it one step further, and I ask the
Minister whether, if on advertising the proposed amendment and there are no objections whatsoever, will he give a guarantee
that he will recommend that amendment.
The Opposition is su~esting amendment
through this democratic and settled process
of planning, involving advertisements received calling for submission. If no submissions are received against the proposal of
the local council, then that should be the
end of it. The Minister should then rubber
stamp that application. The proposal is in a
different category when there are submissions opposing it. I ask the Minister whether
he will clearly spell out his intention in the
Committee stage.
The next area of concern to the Opposition is the question of enforcement. It is
quite clear that there has been no system of
enforcement to the present time and that
what is proposed by the Minister is a considerable improvement. We do not believe
it goes far enough.
On page 33 ofits report the working party,
clearly spells out the difficulties faced in enforcing the existing law. I shall not take the
House through the difficulties in detail. Paragraphs 806 onward clearly set out the
merry-go-round ride a council must take
when it seeks to clamp down on an unlawful massage parlour. The report is worth
reading because it clearly sets out how ridiculous the present system is. It also highlights the fact that monetary penalties are
not necessarily the answer.
It was suggested to the Minister by the
media last week that some other control, in
addition to monetary penalties, should be
adopted. In his response to the Age newspaper, the Minister said that the existing
law was more than adequate. In my view,
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and the view of the Opposition, the Minister has missed the boat because there are a
number of things the Minister could and
should be doing to make the system work
in the interests of the community. Those
things will be spelt out later.
The Opposition proposes that it is not
appropriate for the planning officer, but
rather a police officer, to be the enforcement
officer. Some honourable members may
have read an interview with the planning
officer of the City ofSt Kilda recently where
he spelt out the difficulties and the physical
dangers faced by a planning officer not having the force of the law in the sense of wearing a policeman's cap or having a police car
outside when trying to enforce the planning
laws.
It is the view of the Opposition that the
appropriate enforcement agency is the
Police Force. I propose to move an amendment to make it clear that the police will
have the same power of access to premises
as would the authorized officer. It could be
argued that the police be made authorized
officers, but that would be cumbersome.
It is interesting to note that a submission
I received today from the Environmental
Law Section of the Law Institute of Victoria
indicates that there should be a continuance
of police involvement in enforcement procedures.
The second amendment proposed by the
Opposition-an amendment we believe
should have a significant impact-is that no
person under eighteen years of age will have
access to a mas~e parlour, under any guise.
We do not want It to be claimed that young
persons are merely serving drinks or making beds. It might be a legitimate claim but
there is a fair chance it will not be legitimate.
This proposal backs up the existing provisions contained in sections 59 to 61 of the
Crimes Act. Those provisions were inserted
by the Crimes (Sexual Offences) Act some
years ago and deal with the whole issue of
sexual offences. Section 59 makes it an offence for a person to procure or to attempt
to procure a person under eighteen years to
take part in an act of sexual penetration,
outside marriage with a third person. The
section also deals with inducing a person
into prostitution or being the owner of
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premises and allowing persons under
eighteen years to take part in sexual activities.
Those provisions were inserted by the
previous Government. It could be argued
that young persons are in the massage parlour for some non-sexual reason. The Opposition believes one cannot take a risk and
proposes an absolute embargo on the admission of persons under eighteen years of
age to those establishments.
Next, the Opposition proposes that no
person who has been convicted of a drug
offence or of any serious indictable offence
will be eligible to apply for a permit or be
able to take over an establishment for which
a planning permit has already been issued.
I understand that that could involve problems. I can appreciate the problem of trying
to mix with a land use planning mechanism
something which is personal to the person
who applies for a permit or who, for the
time being, occupies the premises. That difficulty is brought about by the way in which
the Government has chosen to approach
the issue.
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ments average 80 acts of sexual intercourse
a week. I do not know what the going rate
is, but obviously that amounts to a large
sum of money, so a monetary penalty means
very little to those establishments. Some
more significant penalty is needed.
The Opposition proposes the introduction of a system of quarantine orders. That
is, where it is demonstrated to a court that
premises are being used for an illegal massage parlour, the court can order that no
person has access to those premises for any
purpose.

The effect of that provision, which is also
found in section 51 of the Lotteries Gaming
and Betting Act in a different form, is to put
the onus on the owners of the premises to
know what the occupiers are doing. Normally, owners say that they did not know
what was going on-they did not know it
was a massage parlour and did not ask why
the occupiers were paying $1000 a week for
a house. This proposal will make the owners of the premises address the issue.
It is interesting that the letter from the
Environmental Section of the Victorian Law
The next proposal is that no person is to Institute states that the Bill does not adehave an interest in more than one massage quately overcome these difficulties of enparlour. There are a number of reasons for forcement. To that end, the section
that. I shall spell those out in detail later. su~ested the use of a quarantine type order
The Opposition does not want a Mafia type agaInst the premises and the continuance of
organization cornering the market. The Op- police involvement in enforcement proposition does not want large industry in- ceedings. The Victorian Law Institute is
volvement in this activity. Therefore, it is supportive of the Government Bill and it is
considered that that limitation would be of pleasing to have their support for our quarantine proposal.
benefit.

In practice, Magistrates impose fines considerably
less than the maximum. A review of penalties is necessary if they are to have any effect as a deterrent to
illegal establishment and continued illegal use of parlours.

The Opposition considered whether some
limitation could be placed on advertising,
because some advertising goes beyond what
communities will accept. Some provisions
of the Police Offences Act can be used to
control this issue and that is probably the
most appropriate course to follow. As I said,
there are some difficulties in the concept I
am proposing because of the manner in
which the Government has chosen to present the proposed legislation. Of course, there
are arguments about the whole concept of
legalization or decriminalization.

The Opposition agrees with that comment.
An article in the Australian Medical Journal states that an analysis of health problems in massage parlours in Sydney shows
that the ladies working in those establish-

On 24 March I attended a forum on this
issue arranged by the Humanist Society of
Victoria at which the Honourable J oan
Coxsedge was one of the speakers, as was a
representative of Women Who Want to be

As I said, there are problems in relation
to enforcement and it is that area on which
the House should concentrate its efforts.
At paragraph 808 of the report of the
working party comment is made on penalties. Reference is made to the $2000 fine,
which is to be increased. The report states:
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Women and Ms Ros Nelson, a spokeswoman for the Australian Prostitutes Collective. It was interesting to note that Mrs
Coxsedge, who was shown on the programme as presenting the views of the Government, proceeded to tdl those assembled
that she was not there to represent the Government, but was there to put the views of
the Victorian Branch of the Australian Labor Party. It was interesting that she found
it necessary to make the distinction.
I took extensive notes of what she said.
Mrs Coxsedge said that in 1978 the first
Australian Labor Party ,policy committee
on the status of women made recommendations to the State Conference of the Australian Labor Party. She said:
They looked at the issue of legislation or decriminalization of prostitution. The arguments against legislation were1. it replaces the pimps and hoons with the State.
2. the registration of prostitutes locks them in to
that position and restricts their freedom.
3. prostitutes are subject to invasion of privacy such
as compulsory medical checks""",,"why not examine their
clients? Anyhow how do you define prostitute-what
is the difference between a girl who sleeps with a man
after being given a good time and a girl who does so for
a money payment?
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lems of exploitation. It does not cover the
issue of health. It seems remarkable that on
an issue like this, where health should be
uppermost in the minds of the members of
the Government, there are no references to
that issue.
In the Age of 20 April 1983, the Minister
of Health, speaking about the incidence of
venereal disease in Victoria, said that:
. . . the incidence of the disease last year was 77 cases
per 100 000 people, compared with 18 per 100 000 in
1954.
Even syphilis, which is considered a much rarer disease, is still a problem in Victoria, with notifications
rising from 167 in 1981 to 254 in 1982.

The Australian Medical Journal of 3 March
1984 contains a number of references to this
general issue. There is a leading article by
Mr Hu$h Patterson of the Department of
Obstetncs and Gynaecology at the Royal
North Shore Hospital, Sydney. He talks
about the three avenues through which people are recruited into prostitution. There are,
first of all, people employed in the brothels.
He says that normally they are there voluntarily and are there to make money. The
second group comprises those operating on
the street. He states:

The majority of this group became prostitutes in
The other aspect is that of decriminaliza- order
to support a drug habit.
tion. That view was put by Ms Ros Nelson,
who was not thrilled about the proposed He then says that the third group consists
legislation. She felt the measure would cre- of child prostitutes. He states:
ate further competition between women in
children (of both sexes) were often as young
the trade and would lead to harassment and as These
twelve years, and were frequently runaways from
violence. She said that she wanted a situa- home who had gravitated to the more seamy areas of
tion where there were no laws relating to the metropolis. There they were enjoined to enter prosthe operation of prostitutes and that they titution by the dual directive forces of peer pressure
should be treated as a normal business op- and a nihilistic attitude towards their current and
eration is treated, and be placed in the ap- future existence.
propriate planning area.
The Bill says nothing about child prostituIt was because of that sort of dichotomy tion, and the Minister ignored the issue in
that the Government has not got into the his second-reading speech. Mr Patterson
legislation area-which members of the says that the third group is salvageable. He
Opposition would not support-but has states that:
tackled it as a planning issue. The OpposiThe rapid identification of these children and their
tion acknowledges that there are practical placement in a secure, sympathetic environment could
difficulties with its proposals, but it believes prevent their exposure to the paedophiles of the city.
they are not insurmountable.
That is an issue the House should be conI have discussed the proposals with an cerned about. Nothing that has been said so
experienced municipal planning officer and far by the Minister indicates that the issue
he believes they could be made to work. is being addressed in any way.
The Opposition believes this Bill is all about
Mr Patterson then talks about the probwhere massage parlours should be located
and does not do anything about the prob- lems of a system of health screening of pros-
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titutes. Many people believe, and I know I
used to have this attitude, that the ladies
working in the massage parlours should
have their regular health checks and if that
were done it would solve all the problems.
One realizes that is clearly not so when one
reads these articles.
Mr Patterson says that Dr Basil Donovan, who has done this study in Sydney,
states:
. . . that "on site" bacteriological examinations will
improve diagnosis. However, he also points out that
10 per cent of those screened develop a fresh neisserial
infection each week. The potential for spread is dependent upon the number of contacts each week, and
this number can be quite high. It has been claimed by
those who favour the licensing of brothels that, by so
doing, screening can be effectively achieved and infection contained. This has never been a data-based claim.
Indeed, the incidence ofSTD infections contracted from
prostitutes operating outside brothels is probably lower
than that caught from women employed within brothels. The lower infectivity of "call girls" is due to their
having fewer contacts, and the lower infectivity of street
prostitutes is attributed to the use of condoms. Indeed,
the concept of a "Manila Health Card" (implying a
medical certificate of freedom from infection) could
only be accepted by the ignorant and naive, while it
could only be proffered by the calculating and corrupt.

That sets out the nature of the problem. The
Bill does nothing to address itself to that
issue. One of the amendments I shall propose will address itself in that way, as I hope
will the inquiry, to which I shall refer later.
On page 270 of the same journal, there is
a brief reference in the report of Or Donovan, who has been working with massage
parlours in Sydney, and he says:
These women have sexual intercourse with an average of 80 anonymous men every week. If a conservative
transmission rate of 22 per cent is assumed, 17 men

per week are likely to contact gono"hoea from an infected woman in this environment.

I suggest that anyone who might be tempted
to visit these establishments should read
these articles. The Government and Parliament should address this issue, and the
Opposition proposes to deal with the matter by way of amendment.
Honourable members must look at the
broader issues. The Ballarat City Council
said in the letter from which I quoted before
that Parliament is putting the cart before
the horse by having legislation before it has
conducted an inquiry.
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The Opposition believes it is important
to have a wide-ranging inquiry into the
social, community, welfare, public health
and criminal aspect of prostitution and that
that inquiry should be held almost immediately. In his second-reading speech, the
Minister gives the impression that an inquiry will be held perhaps in twelve months
to two years to monitor the legislation and
to determine how it is working, but that will
then create the situation suggested by the
Age newspaper that one will have already
allowed forces into these new parlours,
which it will be difficult to remove.
There is very broad support for an inquiry from local municipalities and from
prostitutes. It is interesting again to refer to
what Ms Ros Nelson said. She said that the
prostitutes' collective was trying to create
an awareness of why women entered the
game and for this purpose an inquiry is important. The other important aspect is to
examine a system that encourages those
women who want to get out of the game to
be able to do so. That is an important part
of the process. She said also in relation to
the report of the working party that it was
difficult to surmise the number of underage prostitutes, the rate of disease or drug
use and she believes the recommendation
for an inquiry is most important. She says
there is a need to determine the effects on
the needs of women. A full inquiry is necessary.
The prostitutes want an inquiry and local
government wants one. The Government
has said there will be some form of inquiry.
The Opposition believes that inquiry should
be held in the short term and these issues
addressed immediately, and, in the sense of
having terms of reference which have been
agreed upon on a bipartisan basis. I am not
suggesting a committee of this Parliament.
One of the reasons is that within twelve
months Parliamentarians will be facing an
election and that committee would have its
work interrupted. Interestingly, the New
South Wales Parliament has a Select Committee on this issue and the Premier is just
about to reconstitute that committee. In its
final recommendation, at page 53, the
working party stated:
Massage Parlours (brothels) raise an enormous range
of social, economic, moral and legal issues; regulation
of their location is an important but relatively minor
aspect.
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I reiterate that the regulation of the location However, this aspect is referred to in the
of massage parlours is an important but rel- Bill. It will be possible for brothels to be set
up all over Melbourne and in country Vicatively minor aspect.
toria in properly defined planning areas.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Important.
The main purpose of the Bill is to regulate
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-I m . and to control massage parlours. It
portant but relatively minor. The Bill is strengthens the enforcetnent of prostitution
dealing with a relatively minor aspect and provisions. If honourable members would
the Opposition's foreshadowed amend- like to refer to a typical case history they
ments will deal with other relevant minor should refer to pages 34 and 35 of the report
aspects so that the Bill will result in some- of the working party in which one particular
thing more acceptable to the community. instance of the efforts of a municipality to
The working party went on to state:
bring an occupant of a massage parlour to
prosecution was detailed. I would not envy
It is crucial that a more comprehensive and detailed
analysis of these issues be undertaken as soon as pos- municipalities in their attempts to do that
because by the time the municipality, after
sible; the longer the delay the more difficult the task.
a lot of effort, was able to pin down one
The Opposition will not oppose the Bill but person who was breaking the law, that tenbelieves the foreshadowed amendments are ant may have left the premises and the whole
an integral part of it.
process would have to be started again.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
The Bill removes the two days' notice for
Western Province)-At the outset, I stress a planning officer to inspect premises. That
that my interest in this subject is as plan- is fair enough. It increases the penalties for
ning spokesman for the National Party. The illegal parlours. The penalties have been
purpose of the Bill is to review and to con- tripled. They have increased from $2000 to
trol the location of massage parlours in Vic- $6000 and up to $9000 for a second offence
toria. It follows a report of the working party and $600 a day for continuing offences.
on the location of massage parlours. The
The Bill decriminalizes prostitution in
working party was established in May 1983. conforming areas and in a separate Bill it
It was asked to investigate planning aspects will be held to be no longer an offence to
and use of massage parlours and it reported consort with prostitutes. Soliciting within a
to the Minister in October 1983. Its main massage parlour with a valid planning perrecommendations were: The use of the term mit will not be an offence and a special com"brothel" rather than "massage parlours"; mittee to monitor the impact and the
that brothels are legitimate land use with effectiveness of the legislation will be set up.
planning schemes, interim development or- After that, the Minister plans that there will
ders, and so on; and that brothels should be be a comprehensive inquiry into prostituprohibited from residential areas.
tion in Victoria. The National Party does
The working party did not canvass issues not argue with that-it is a very good idea.
on whether prostitution should be tolerI refer, firstly, to the moral issues. At presated, legalized, or decriminalized. There- ent, the act of prostitution is legal but solicfore, different community groups have iting and living off the earnings of a
disapproved or refused to accept the work- prostitute is not, generally speaking. I being party's recommendations. Various lieve that legality does not imply that proscommunity groups say that their objections titution is condoned by society. Many
could be for any number of reasons: Firstly, people feel it is morally wrong because it
that the terms of reference are unacceptable offends Christian principles. I have rebecause prostitution is morally wrong; sec- ceived many letters on this subject as have
ondly that prostitution if made public and other members of the National Party. Tovisible would result in harassment ofwomeil day, I presented a petition on behalfofpeopassers-by, that it could be a bad example pIe who came from a wide area of suburban
to children and would result in a general Melbourne-I do not know why they did
decline in public morality and therefore not submit their petition to their own memprostitution should be kept private; and, bers of Parliament. No doubt, prostitution
thirdly, there should be no nearness of is equally offensive to other religious groups,
brothels to schools and recreation areas. such as Moslems and Jews. Again, there is
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the feminist argument that prostitution is
degrading to women and therefore should
be opposed on those grounds.
These arguments are based on the assumption that prostitution has bad effects
on society. There is the counter argument
that prostitutes have chosen this work and
attempts to stop them would be an infringement of their normal rights. I am not giving
these views personally-these are arguments that have been presented. In Sydney
in 1983 the Australian Prostitutes Collective was formed. Mr Chamberlain referred
to this collective. Its aim was to lobby Governments on various issues affecting prostitutes' working conditions and income. I
have no argument with this.
I did notice an article in today's Sun in
which the Australian Prostitutes Collective
has called a national boycott on members
of Parliament. I have no argument with that
as it would not affect me.
Many letters have been received on the
moral aspect and they all oppose the proposed legislation. In considering the legal
issues, supporters ofdecriminalization claim
.activities associated with prostitution
should be carried on in an open and legal
manner. That statement is open to challenge, and Mr Douglas Meagher, who was
the senior counsel assisting the Royal Commission into the activities of the Federated
Ship Painters and Dockers Union, argued
that the prostitution industry in Australia is
tightly controlled by organized crime and,
therefore, there is a very real possibility of
blackmail, corruption of customers and
other illegal activities taking place in that
regard.
A large number of women from overseas
countries have been deceived by recruiters
offering legitimate jobs and subsequently
giving them near slavery conditions. In
other words, they have been told that if they
do not carry out the requirements and instructions of their employers, they would be
handed over to the police as illegal immigrants to be deported to their former countries. This challenges the view of
prostitution as a so-called victimless crime.
In considering the social issue, one view
that can be put is that if there were no prostitution, the incidence of rape would increase. However, when Perth closed down
its brothels in its red light district, sex crimes
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decreased. This information comes from a
sociologist, Paul Wilson, who was quoting
the West Australian Minister for Police.
There is a widespread view in National
Party electorates that prostitution is a manifestation of increasing permissiveness in
society and undermines the traditional
family values.
There are two specific recommendations
of the working party on planning aspe~ts.
Firstly, massage parlours should be prohIbited absolutely from residential areas-and
that is a good thing. Secondly, no specific
red light zones should be established. The
report states that 67 of Victoria's known
149 massage parlours are private home parlours located discreetly in residential areas
and only the phone numbers of the massa~e
parlours are used in advertizing. The maIn
purpose of the recommendations was to ensure that massage parlours are no longer
established where there is a detrimental effect on the environment, where there would
be lower property values and where offence
would be caused to residents.
Other recommendations involve the
strengthening of the Town and Country
Planning Act so that massage parlours or
brothels could be closed down quickly. At
the moment that is extremely difficult. The
over-all intention of controlling massa~e
parlours and brothels is to bring them within
the ambit of planning permits.
At 1 July 1983, only 17 of 149 known
massage parlours had valid planning permits. I thank the Parliamentary Library for
the assistance afforded to me in providing
some information on this aspect. In my
speech notes I have avoided abbreviating
the words "massage parlours" for obvious
reasons.
In summary, the National Party appreciates that the Minister for Planning and Environment has attempted to tackle this
problem in a dispassionate and equitable
manner. The National Party realizes that
prostitution and brothels have been associated with urban areas since the dawn of
history. Prostitution is often referred to as
the world's oldest profession. The National
Party sees great difficulty in legalizing massage parlours which would be legal in one
street and illegal in the next street. This is
an enormous anomaly and is one of the
most obvious difficulties faced by the Minister. The move the honourable gentleman

Water Bill

has made is an open invitation to crime.
Properties correctly zoned will reach incredible values because of the law of supply
and demand. The Bill will have a serious
effect on moral values and family life 1n
society. It will also have a detrimental effect
on teenage girls and overseas girls who are
already working in conditions akin to slavery.
Letters of opposition have been received
but no messages of support have favoured
the proposed legislation. I have already
mentioned the petition that I presented on
behalf of the Women's Christian Temperance Union from various Melbourne suburbs. Councils are generally opposed,
although in typical fashion honourable
members have not had the time or opportunity of consulting with councils in their
electorates to obtain a meaningful response.
I understand that Mr Chamberlain was
able to obtain a response in two instances. I
also understand from the media that South
Melbourne City Council is opposed to massage parlours and that it will withdraw existing permits already granted to massage
parlours.
The constituents of National Party members are generally opposed to the Bill and it
would be against my and the National Party's better judgment to support the Bill.
However, I indicate to the Minister that the
National Party supports the concept of an
immediate and widespread inquiry into all
aspects of prostitution and massage parlours. The National Party proposes to oppose the Bill on the second-reading motion
and it will divide on the issue, if necessary.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-In fairness to the Minister for
Planning and Environment, I raise a couple
of matters before the Committee stage.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-There was an
agreement, are you not following it?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-In the Committee stage I would like the Minister to
answer a question about the consequences
of the proposed legislation which would be
a congregation of massage parlours in certain areas. I am concerned, for example,
about areas in the electorates represented
by myself and the Minister, parts of South
Melbourne and parts of East Melbourne
where large crowds congregate. What does
the Minister expect for such areas?
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The Hon. E. H. Walker-Would it not
be better in the Committee stage?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I am foreshadowing that I expect the Minister to deal
with that aspect in the Committee stage,
and also whether the di~ tance of 40 meters
is sufficient to protect kindergartens, scout
halls and so on.
The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
37
Ayes
Noes ..
4
Majority for the motion
Mr Birrell
MrBlock
MrBubb
MrButler
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
Mrs Cox sedge
MrCrozier
MrsDixon
MrGranter
MrGuest
MrHayward
MrsHogg
MrHoughton
MrHunt
MrKennan
MrKennedy
MrKent
MrsKimer
MrDunn
MrWright

33

AYES
MrKnowles
Mr Landeryou
MrLawson
MrLong
Mr Mackenzie
MrMcArthur
MrMier
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrRadford
MrReid
MrSandon
MrStorey
MrWalker
MrWard
MrWhite
Tellers:
MrAmold
MrSgro
NOES
Tellers:
MrBaxter
MrEvans

The Bill was read a second time, and it
was ordered that it be committed later this
day.
WATER (CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
RESTRUCTURING) BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 19) on
the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister of Water Supply) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-The Bill was introduced in what
could only be described as a huge public
relations exercise. It abolishes the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. At
the outset, I compliment the commission
on the magnificent job it has done for Vic-
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People who are vitally interested in the water
scene in this State will be concerned about
the outcome of this restructuring. There are
two things that look very ominous, and I
have no doubt that, under this Government, irrigation charges will be increased as
the Government advances with its policy of
the user pays. Another thing to be said, and
something that is probably the most damaging of all, is that the industry will have to
be concerned that the public dividend tax
does not raise its ugly head again, because
it seems to me to be an ideal situation for
the Government to impose a public dividend tax on this new Rural Water Commission.
The review of the water industry, which
was initiated by the former Liberal Government, was undertaken by the Public Bodies
Review Committee. That committee recommended that the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission cease to exist and that
its successor body be the Department of
Water Resources. The Government chose
not to follow that course and has not given
any reason for failing to carry out the committee's recommendation.
The Bill proposes to establish this new
Department of Water Resources to provide
programme and policy advice to the Minister under a Director-General of Water Resources. It also establishes the Rural Water
Commission of Victoria, which will have a
board of management, including a general
manager.
Another interesting statement made by
the Minister was that the new Department
of Water Resources would be unique and
an important innovation in the public sector. He said that the department would be
the central management agency-and I
stress the words "central management
agency" -and that it would be restructured
to provide an effective policy planning and
management role within the industry. That
raises a number of questions about whether
the Rural Water Commission will be an autonomous body, what will be its purpose
and how much control the Department of
Water Resources will exercise over the
commission. That is something that only
I must emphasize that the proposals contained in the Minister can answer. Perhaps even he
the Bill do not include any policy or item on funding does not know at this stage because that
or charging, other than those concerned with planning, may come in stage 2. However, as yet, honaccounting and reporting.
ourable members are still to be told.

toria over the years. In my association with
officers of that commission, during a period
of some six years when I was a member of
the Public Works Committee, I noticed a
change in attitudes of officers-particularly
that they began listening to the public. It
was a noticeable change for which I commend the commission.
Victoria has been blessed with some wonderful officers of that commission. For instance, the present Director-General of
Public Works was a capable officer of that
commission. I could also mention others in
the Treasury field and even our present
commissioners. It is a sad day when the
commission is to be abolished under the
Bill.
Only a small part of the second-reading
notes, which occupy some 28 pages, inform
honourable members of what is happening
in the water restructuring scene. It was interesting to read a message from the Minister which was sent to all Ministry and Water
Commission staff. That letter of 21 December 1983 at least told a little about what was
going on. According to that letter, we are
dealing with stage one of the changed process which is scheduled for completion
in March-April and includes proposed legislation to establish the Department of Water
Resources and the Victorian Irrigation and
Rural Water Supply Board as legal entities.
Stage two of the changed progress is
scheduled for completion in December 1984
and involves the design of the new Department of Water Resources and the Victorian
Irrigation and Rural Water Supply Board,
as well as the legislative changes necessary
to give effect to this new role. It is interesting that, so far as I can ascertain, none of
that appears in the second-reading notes.
In effect, this restructuring involves the
functions of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission being transferred to the
new Rural Water Commission, and the balance, presumably, to the Department of
Water Resources. Of course, the distribution of those functions has not yet been finally determined.
In his second-reading speech, the Minister said-and this is important:

Water Bill
The Bill clearly sets out objectives for the
department and the commission. The most
unfortunate part about the whole restructuring procedure was the way in which it
was first announced. It left the staff of the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission in a state of flux. They had no idea
where they would end up and, in fact, even
at this stage, it may be that they do not
know. One must say that the measure has
at least made an earnest endeavour to protect the existing staff, and I have no doubt
that they are fully protected, except that they
do not know whether they will finish up
with the department or the commission.
I could say a lot more about the Bill, but
I believe it is more appropriate that the Bill
be dealt with more fully in the Committee
stage. Therefore, all I indicate at this stage
is that the Opposition generally supports
the proposals-at least, it will not oppose
them-contained in the Bill and that it proposes to move certain amendments during
the Committee stage.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I must say that I am surprised by the very brief overview of this Bill
by Mr Long, the Opposition spokesman on
water. However, let us press on. I believe
the proposed legislation is a "Cart-beforethe-horse" measure. It has been brought into
this House before the Public Bodies Review
Committee has concluded its investigations
into the water industry, and I find it most
strange that that is the case. In fact, it makes
me somewhat suspicious of the intent of the
Government. The Government held that
committee to be a high example of Parliamentary committee work; it is a committee
on which the Minister was a member during the life of the previous Government. It
is of concern that, on this occasion, on such
a major facet of administration in Victoria,
moves are being put in train before the
committee has concluded its deliberations
on the industry.
I now wish to put on the record my concern, notwithstanding the assurances given
in the Minister's second-reading speech, that
the committee will be given a fresh reference to enable it to conclude that investigation because, if that is not done, many of
the reports on the irrigation industry that
have been made by high priced consultants
will not be adequately answered because
there will be no opportunity of doing so. I
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have already taken the House through, at
great length, the specious claims made in
the report into distribution of costs and
benefits in irrigation, which was prepared
by the Centre of Policy Studies at Monash
University. It would be disastrous and unfair to irrigators in Victoria if there were not
an opportunity to debunk the conclusions
reached in that report.
I am extremely concerned that there is an
apparent clash in the opinions given by the
former Solicitor-General and the present
Solicitor-General, Mr Hartog Berkeley, on
what constitutes a final report and whether
it is possible to give the Public Bodies Review Committee a fresh reference to inquire
into a body which is, in fact, being abolished by this Bill.
I am hopeful that a way can be found
around that legal impasse, so that the inquiry can continue. While I am talking about
the investigations of that committee, I cannot help but note that the Bill does not follow the recommendations made thus far by
the committee. Recommendation 9 in its
eighth report is:
That the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission cease to exist, and that the successor body be the
Department of Water Resources, a department ofthe
Victorian Public Service.

It is interesting to note that the measure is
not following that recommendation, although, if one took account of the debate
that occurred in another place, one would
have thOUght that the honourable member
for Westernport, who led the debate for the
Opposition, and, more importantly, the
honourable member for Prahran, Mr Miller,
the chairman of the Public Bodies Review
Committee, would know the facts. However, they thought that the proposed legislation was in line with the report of the
committee. It indicates how little they knew
about it, and it causes me much concern
and alarm that there is a chairman of a committee, which was held up to be the most
powerful committee, who does not know
what is in the proposed legislation and believes it is based on the recommendations
of his own committee.

Another piece of evidence that indicates
this is cart-before-the-horse proposed legislation can be found upon examination of
the allocation offunctions. In the Minister's
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The proposed legislation is premature and
unnecessary. What is the hurry? The Minister has not demonstrated this need for
Although the assignment of the responsibilities inhaste to Parliament or the many irrigation
dicated above is firm, consultation is required on:
organizations that have asked-verbally and
The precise demarcation oflike responsibilities in in writing-why it is necessary to rush toeach agency;
wards the abolition of the commission
detail of the activities to be performed by each which was established in 1905 and has
agency; and
worked successfully for all those years.
the allocation of resources to carry out these deMr Long pointed out that the commistailed activities and the breadth and level oftechnision
has operated well and was instrumencal and support services necessary for each agency.
tal in training many senior public service
The placement of the following responsibilities with leaders. He named one; Mr Long could have
the proposed department or with the Rural Water
referred also to the former chief of the PreCommission should only be resolved following consultation with users, affected staff and other groups, and mier's Department, Major-General Green.
critical evaluation of the optimal organization arrange- Many other public servants have left the
commission and entered the Public Service
ments:
of Victoria and other States and made a
Oversight of First Mildura Irrigation Trust;
significant contribution to this nation. Mr
Water science laboratories;
Long could have referred also to the interMaterials science laboratories;
national reputation of the commission for
Water pollution licence assessment and
the work it has done in North Africa, Ethiopia and so on.
The Minister goes on at length.
I cannot see the need for the rush. The
I should have thought it was fundamental Minister may be intent on becoming only
that, before one introduced legislation to the third Minister in the history of the State
abolish an organization, firm decisions to have made a significant impact on water
would have been made about how the jig- legislation. I do not want to deny him that
saw puzzle would fit together in the replace- honour. The first Minister who deserved
ment organization. That still has not been that sort of credit was the visionary Alfred
done even though some progress has been Deakin, who established the early water
made.
trusts after visiting California where he obOn 27 April I asked the Minister whether served that land similar to that in Victoria
he would be prepared to delay the proposed was being brought into increased produclegislation until those types of decisions were tion by the use of irrigation.
made. In his reply, the Minister was short
The second Victorian visionary with reand terse, and I still await a definitive reply spect to water legislation was the Honourto my follow-up letter. Bearing in mind the able George Swinburne who established the
fact that the proposed legislation is proceed- State Rivers and Water Supply Commising today, obviously the answer to my re- sion in 1905. The current Minister of Water
quest is, "No".
Supply will go into the record books as the
One also discovers that the Bill is "Cart- third Minister of the State who made a sigbefore-the-horse" legislation if one exam- nificant impact on water legislation. I do
ines the consultative processes that have not want to take that honour away from the
taken place between the staff of the commis- Minister but I cannot see why it is necessary
sion and the Ministry of Water Resources that the Bill be rushed through the autumn
and Water Supply. A consultative process sessional period unless the Minister thinks
is in train, but it will not be concluded until that he will not be the Minister responsible
August. Yet, Parliament is abolishing the for water supply during the spring sessional
commission in May. No wonder the staff is period.
losing its enthusiasm for the consultative
I have examined the consultative process
process! Members of the staff say: "What is that has taken place. Frequently the Govthe use of being involved in an alleged con- ernment holds itself out as a government
sultative process if Parliament is making that consults with user groups. I will illusthe decision months in advance of the con- trate how the irrigators, who are the clients
of the commission and who, by and large,
clusion date of the consultation?"
second-reading speech, which is recorded at
page 2441 of Hansard of 19 April, it is stated:

Water Bill

finance it, have been left out of the consultative process.
On the last day of the past spring sessional period the Minister delivered a Ministerial statement indicating that the
commission was to be abolished and replaced by a proposed Department of Water
Resources and a proposed Victorian Irrigation and Rural Water Supply Board. There
was to be a consultative process established
to arrive at the decisions. I shall refer to the
document published by the Minister which
sets out how this could be achieved.
Three major consultative groups were to
be established. Firstly, there was to be a
project team to develop detailed change
proposals under the general guidance of an
advisory committee. The project team
comprised:
Mr K. J. Shepherd, Director of Water
Resources;
Mr F. Honan, Principal ConsultantPublic Service Board;
Mr L. Halse, Director of Operations,
Ministry of Water Resources;
Ms C. Hamilton, Ministry of Water
Resources;
Mr D. Stringer, State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission;
Mr K. Skene, State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission;
Mr L. Bradley, Public Service Board
Consultant; and
Mr F. Purcell, Public Service Board
Consultant.
Where were the irrigators? There were
none; they were totally ignored and isolated.
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Board, a representative from the Victorian
Public Service Association and a member
nominated by the Minister. Again, where
were the irrigators? The project team comprised a union man, representatives of the
commission and a nominee of the Minister.
However, once again the irrigators were
totally isolated.
Along with Victorian irrigators and particularly irrigators in the Goulburn-Murray
Irrigation District which,. as honourable
members would be aware, is the largest irrigation area in Victoria and, for that matter
in Australia, I was alarmed. With my colleague, the honourable member for Rodney
in another place, I visited the Director of
Water Supply on 10 January and impressed
upon him the importance of irrigators being
represented on the project team. On 23 January I wrote to the Minister of Water Supply in the following terms:
I refer to your proposal to restructure the water industry by the abolition of the Ministry of Water Resources and the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and their replacement by a Department
and an Irrigation and Rural Water Supply Board.
During your absence on leave, I and Mr E. J. Hann,
MP met with the Director of Water Resources and
canvassed various aspects of the restructure. We were
particularly concerned that irrigators were not directly
represented on the Project Team and this concern was
substantiated the following day when a group of Members of Parliament met with GMID councillors and
VFGA members at Rochester.
Irrigators believe they are being ignored and isolated
in the restructure, notwithstanding their close working
relationship over many years with the SR&WSC. They
are seeking the inclusion of two irrigator representatives on the Project Team; one nominated by the VFGA
as representing water users generally including licensed
diverters and stock and domestic consumers and, the
second, nominated by the GMID Advisory Council
representing the major irrigation area in the State.
It is my firm belief that unless these appointments
are made, irrigators will be resistant to change and will
doubt your many assurances that full consultation
would pertain right from the start.

The second consultative group to be established was a staff management consultative committee. Since this was an internal
matter it was probably appropriate that
irrigators were not directly represented on Mr Reid attended the Rochester meeting
the committee.
and I know he would agree that widespread
The third consultative group was the im- concern was expressed by irrigators at the
plementation advisory committee. The meeting because they were being totally left
membership of that committee comprised out of the consultative process. Fortunately
the Director of Water Resources, the Chair- the Minister took note of the representaman of the State Rivers and Water Supply tions and appointed Mr C. O. Hildebrand
Commission, the General Manager of the representing the Goulburn-Murray IrrigaMelbourne and Metropolitan Board of tion District Advisory Council and Mr
Works, the Chairman of the Public Service Peter Fleming, representing the Victorian
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Farmers and Graziers Association Water
Users Committee, not to the project team
but to the implementation advisory committee.
From then on irrigators had a direct influence in the planning of the proposed legislation. The regrettable fact is that many of
the decisions had already been made without any direct input by the irrigators. The
irrigators resent that fact and are particularly disappointed and disturbed about it.
I do not propose to quote at length from
any documents and letters I have received
from advisory councils and boards
throughout the irrigation areas expressing
concern, in the first instance, that the commission was being abolished, and, in the
second instance, about the structure that was
to be put in its place. However, I want to
bring to the attention of the House a number of factors.
I refer specifically to the composition of
the board of the Rural Water Commission.
The board is to be comprised of eight members. The composition of the board is set
out in the Bill as follows:
The Board shall consist of(a) a General Manager appointed under the Public
Service Act 1974;
(b) the Director-General of Water Resources appointed under the Public Service Act 1974 or an officer
of the Department of Water Resources nominated by
the Minister;
(c) an officer or employee of the Rural Water Commission who has been elected by officers and employees of the Rural Water Commission at an election held
in accordance with the regulations; and
(d) five others of whom(i) two shall be representatives of irrigation farmers appointed by the Governor in Council on the
nomination of the Minister after consideration of
panels of not less than three names and not more
than five names submitted to the Minister by the
body known as the Victorian Farmers and Graziers
Association and such other bodies representing the
interests of irrigation farmers as may be prescribed;
(ii) one shall be a representative of farmers who
use water supplied to them for domestic use and the
watering of livestock appointed by the Governor in
Council on the nomination of the Minister after consideration of panels of not less than three names and
not more than five names submitted to the Minister
by the body known as the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association and such other bodies representing the interests of such farmers as are referred
to in this sub-paragraph as may be prescribed;

Water Bill
(iii) one shall be a person appointed by the Governor in Council who is experienced in the management of water or any other managerial, financial,
economic or technical area; and
(iv) one shall be a person appointed by the Governor in Council who is experienced in waterway
management or environmental matters relevant to
the activities of the Rural Water Commission.

The clearly expressed wish of the irrigation
community was that there should be three
instead of two irrigator representatives on
the board, making either a board of nine or
a board of eight by dropping off one of the
other members.
To back up that clearly expressed view, I
indicate that I attended many meetings on
this matter around the State. I attended
meetings representative of irrigators at
Rochester on 11 January and 26 March. On
those occasions, it was clearly demonstrated to me that irrigators wished to have
three members on the board. I quote a resolution carried at the meeting at Rochester
on 26 March. It stated:
It was agreed that clause (d) (i) of 20 (3) of the Act
should read:
"Three shall be experienced in irrigated primary
production, one of whom shall be elected by the GMID
Advisory Council, and two elected by the VFGA Irrigators' and Water Users' Committee."

That is a clear indication that irrigators want
three members on the board.
of
the
GoulRepresentatives
burn-Murray Irrigation District met with
the Minister in Echuca on 29 February, and
irrigator representatives from Tatura, Boort,
Cobram, Cohuna, Kerang, Pyramid Hill,
Rochester, Shepparton, Swan Hill and Tongala were present. They made it clear to the
Minister that the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District council strongly believed there
should be three irrigator representatives
on the board-one from the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District, one from
the southern areas and one representing the
pumpers and diverters. They indicated that
two representatives were not adequate to do
the job.
The representatives further stated:
The balance of representation is altered with the increase in Board membership to 8-the Council is very
firm on the need for 3 irrigator representatives and is
not content with these membership provisions. People's total livelihood is dependent on irrigation services being efficient.
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January was attended by many members of
Parliament, including the Leader of the National Party, Mr Ross-Edwards, the Deputy
Leader of the National Party, Mr Hann, a
National Party member for North Western
To some extent, that answers the interjec- Province, Mr Wright, the National Party
tion of Mr Kent as to why three representa- member for Swan Hill, Mr Steggall, and a
~h,:es on the board were required by number of other members, including Mr
Imgators.
Reid.
At the meeting on 26 March, to which Mr
One may ask what happened to the representations that were being so clearly and Reid and Mr Radford are objecting, present
conclusively made, bearing in mind the were: Mr Baxter; Mr Radford; Mr Reid; Mr
Government's often stated promise that it Hann and Mr Steggall; and a number of
intended to consult and to take note of con- irrigators. At that meeting, I circulated a
sultations. I regret to inform the House that document which suggested amendments. I
gave Mr Reid and Mr Radford a copy, tono action has been taken.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-You could say gether with a copy of the Bill on which I had
noted in green outline all my suggested
they were rejected.
amendments.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-That is true,
One of the early amendments which was
but not. only were they rejected by the Government; they were also rejected by the Op- discussed when Mr Reid and Mr Radford
position. There can be no way that it cannot were still in attendance was Item No. 6 on
be claimed that the Opposition was una- page 9-Composition of the board. I sugware of the desires of the irrigators because gested that irrigator representation be inMr Reid was in attendance at the first meet- creased from two to three and that the
ing to which I referred. At the second meet- representatives should be or have been
ing to which I referred, Mr Reid was practising irrigators. I then set out a number
of possible alternatives as to how they might
accompanied by Mr Radford.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Prov- be appointed.
At that stage, the meeting endorsed what
ince)-On a point of order, Mr Deputy
President, Mr Baxter has indicated that I I was saying and made it perfectly clear that
was in attendance at a meeting of irrigators three representatives were wanted. As Mr
at Rochester. I was at that meeting and I left Reid noted, the motion was carried late in
at 11 a.m. The decision to which Mr Baxter the day when not even I was present bewas referring was made during the after- cause it was a separate meeting. The irrigators withdrew and held their own formal
noon.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. meeting so that they could formally carry
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! There is no point resolutions. For Mr Reid and Mr Radford
to attempt to claim that they left that meetof order; that is a matter of explanation.
ing unaware of the wishes of the irrigators
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo is the most outrageous thing I have heard in
Province)-On a point of order, Mr Deputy this House for quite some time.
President, I was also at that meeting, as was
After the meeting, I convened a meeting
indicated by Mr Baxter, and I also left at 11
in
my office between Mr Hann and myself,
a.m. I ask Mr Baxter to withdraw the comMr Long and the honourable member for
ments and the slurs attached.
in another place, Mr Brown. I
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! Westernport
made
clear
what
amendments I had in mind
Honourable members should realize that if
they wish to make a point of order, they and what support they had from the irrigashould do so and not make an explanation. tors. Mr Long and Mr Brown took away the
If an explanation is to be made, correct same document that I prepared and were
quite well aware that it had the unanimous
forms are available to be used.
support of the irrigators.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North EastThe Hon. N. B. Reid-You are saying
ern Province)-I shall answer those two
specious interjections. The meeting on 11 that the minutes are wrong.

For non-irrigator representatives on the Board it is
just a job. The Minister spoke extensively about economies-professional public servants are not as likely
as practising irrigators to effect economies in organisations delivering services.
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The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-IfMr Reid
would be kind enough to look at page 3 he
will notice that at the end it says that the
meeting adjourned for lunch at 12.30 p.m.
The meeting was held at the Rochester Hotel. He will note that no members ofParliament were present in the afternoon. The
meeting was convened by irrigator representatives and they carried the resolution
that was quoted earlier. Mr Reid is getting
into deep water by attempting to skate out
on this issue.
I place on record my extreme disappointment and the extreme disappointment of
irrigators of Victoria over the refusal of the
Government to accept the representations
of three irrigators instead of two and the
refusal of the Opposition to attempt to have
included in the proposal the clearly expressed view of irrigators.
In another place the Government accepted an amendment by the Liberal Party.
The Bill as it was presented in another place
included in proposed new section 20 (3) (d)
(i) as contained in clause 8 the provision
that:

Water Bill
similar provision in the Grain Elevators Act
to ignore the nominations of the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association for the
Grain Elevators Board. The amendment is
the most dangerous amendment one could
ever imagine. Perhaps this Minister or subsequent Ministers of Water Supply could do
exactly what the amendment will allow the
Minister to do. Prescribed organizations
could put forward a panel of names for the
consideration of the Minister but the Minister may not appoint any of those recommended, in favour of two people he may
prefer. The amendment is dangerous.

The amendment that was accepted in another place is totally unsatisfactory to Victorian irrigators. During the Committee
sta~e I shall attempt to insert a far more
satIsfactory amendment to ensure that that
scenario does not apply. The amendment
has alarmed irrigators.
I understand Mr Long received three invitations to attend the meetings at Rochester and did not reply to any of them. That
is disgraceful when one considers that he is
the spokesman for the Opposition on water
... two shall be persons appointed by the Governor in supply. During the Committee stage I shall
Council who are experienced in irrigated primary pro- move an amendment which will propose
duction.
that three irrigators be represented on the
board instead of two and that they be elected
Obviously that was a totally unsatisfactory by irrigators in Victoria. One may well ask
provision. To begin with those persons did why the National Party opted for an elecnot need to be practising irrigators. The rep- tion procedure when the meeting to which
resentative could have been a person from Mr Reid referred by way of interjection
a university who was experienced in the sought election by the VIctorian Farmers
theory of irrigated primary production but and Graziers Association and the Goulhad never been a practising irrigator. The burn-Murray Irrigation District councils.
two people could be any two appointed by There are two reasons. One is to maintain
the Minister.
consistency because union and staff repreIn another place the Opposition moved sentatives are to be elected by officers of the
an amendment which was accepted by the commission.
Government. A sub-paragraph was omitted
It seems that it would be quite in order
from clause 8 and replaced by the following: that consistency be maintained and that
(i) two shall be representatives of irrigation farmers elections apply to irrigator representatives.
appointed by the Governor in Council on the nomi- The second is that it is somewhat difficult
nation of the Minister after consideration of panels of to provide a proper election procedure. No
not less than three names and not more than five names doubt the Victorian Farmers and Graziers
submitted to the Minister by the body known as the Association could arrange an election proVictorian Farmers and Graziers Association and such cedure among its members if it were asked
other bodies representing the interests of irrigation to do so. Other organizations involved with
farmers as may be prescribed;
the irrigation industry which have a specific
I call that the ulan Smith" amendment be- interest-for example, the advisory
cause the former Minister of Agriculture, boards-may not be covered by a statute.
That provision has not been included in
who brought down Sir Rupert Hamer as
Premier of the State, is still haunting and the Bill, but I shall attempt to change that
manipulating the Opposition. He used a in the Committee stage to introduce a sta-
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To operate and charge for its services in accordance
tutory basis for the advisory board which is
being established. After discussions held with the economic and financial policies of the Govwith Parliamentary Counsel and with other ernment;
organizations the National Party thought the That appears to me to be a user-pays prinmost practical way of doing this was to pro- ciple. I am not aghast at the user-pays prinvide for an election at large in much the ciple provided all the users and beneficiaries
same way as it is held for the Australian are identified. The problem with impleWheat Board. The election will not be com- menting the user-pays principle in any aspulsory but a simple election for the three pect of Government in Victoria is the
irrigator members.
difficulty of identifying who the users are
I indicate that the National Party is not and making sure they all pay.
talking about a small constituency; there are
I am concerned about the matter from
a significant number of irrigators in Victoria. For example, ifone considers some of another point of view to which Mr Long
the irrigation districts one recognizes that alluded which is that, under this Governthere are 1650 irrigator~ at Cobram; 741 at ment at least, the public authority dividend
Cohuna; 670 at Pyramid Hill; 1396 at tax will apply. Irrigators will be taxed in the
Rochester; 1400 at Shepparton; 274 at same way as the Grain Elevators Board is
Werribee; 965 at Maffra and 851 at Red taxed. That tax was introduced in the last
Cliffs, plus other districts. All the irrigators Budget. It is a selective tax on a small group
of citizens. I believe it is abhorrent. I wish
take an interest and deserve an input.
I shall be inviting the Government to ac- the Minister would spell out in the Bill that
cept an amendment during the Committee the funding arrangements are to remain
stage, bearing in mind the representations similar to the way they have been for the
that were made by irrigators. I shall cer- past 40 years. He came close to doing that
tainly be asking the Opposition to note the at a meeting he attended with the Gouldismay and alarm which has been ex- burn-Murray Irrigation District Advisory
pressed in country Victoria since the irriga- Council on 8 February when he was asked
tors realized at the last moment that the what will be the funding arrangements for
Liberal Party would not be supporting the new boards. His answer was that irrigators
amendment that had been discussed and are to meet all, or almost all, of the operatagreed to by the irrigators at the meetings at ing costs and the State is to meet the costs
Rochester, Swan Hill, Kerang and Gipps- of new work. That situation has obtained
for 40 years. I ask the Minister to incorpoland.
rate that provision in the proposed legislaThe next proposal put forward by the Op- tion. He will possibly say it is not possible
position in another place about the repre- to commit a future Parliament or future
sentatives was that:
Government in that way, because a future
(ii) one shall be a representative offarmers who use Parliament could amend the legislation if it
water supplied to them for domestic use and the water- wanted to do so. At least it should need to
ing oflivestock appointed by the Governor in Council come back to Parliament before it impleon the nomination of the Minister after consideration ments a major change in the funding of irof panels ...
rigation. I ask the Minister to include that
That is a valuable improvement on the Bill provision in the Bill.
that was originally introduced. Again a simI have not dealt at length with some of
ilar danger applies. A risk exists that the the matters, including stock and domestic
Minister might ignore the panel.
or urban water supplies, except by my earThe amendments made in another place lier remarks about the functions to be alloimproved that sub-paragraph. Considerable cated vis-a-vis the two new bodies.
I shall comment on what I believe will be
concern has been expressed in irrigation
areas about a change to the funding proce- the over-all effect of the proposed legisladures for irrigation works. Mr Long also tion. The Department of Water Resources
shares that concern because he alluded to it will become the all-powerful body. It will be
earlier in his brief remarks. At page 8 of the the body to which the Minister and the
Bill proposed new section 19A (e) as con- Government will turn for advice. Proposed
new section 3A contained in clause 7 states:
tained in clause 8 states:
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The objective ofthe Department of Water Resources
is to provide advice to the Minister on all matters
relevant to the activities or functions of the Department ...

and the operative words which frighten me
are. . . and, on behalf of the Minister, to implement or
arrange for the implementation of policies and programmes ...

That gives the Department of Water Resources overwhelming power to direct the
Rural Water Commission, interfere with its
activities and oversee its day-to-day management. Notwithstanding all the claims
that have been made by the Minister and
others that the Rural Water Commission
will be largely independent, it will be subject to the over-all supervision. I do not
consider that will be the practical result of
the measure, nor do the irrigators of Victoria. The irrigators will be further distanced from the centre of events, from the
budgetary process and from access to the
Minister. They will be side-stepped into the
Rural Water Commission. The department
will be the powerful body. Deputations will
be side-stepped to the Rural Water Commission, which will not have sufficient
power or clout to get its way. That is the
fear of irrigators.
The Bill sets the scene for 1995 when
Melbourne will again run out of water. It
will enable water to be channelled from
north of the Great Dividing Range into
Melbourne more easily than has been the
case in the past. Arguments have been advanced in the past on attempts to get water
out of the north. Attempts were stopped
some years ago by the influence of the then
Country Party, ably supported by the Premier of the day, Sir Henry Bolte. The proposed legislation will mean that in the 1990s
water will be able to be brought back over
the Great Dividing Range into Melbourne,
when that is totally unnecessary. Ample resources in southern Victoria should be harvested. More regard should be had to the
use of water supplies, and the need to cut
down the rate of consumption of water in
Melbourne. I give the Minister full credit
for the work he has been doing since the last
drought in awakening the people of Melbourne to the need to reduce the rate of
increase in water consumption.

Water Bill

The Hon. R. I. Knowles-There is probably some prospect of that happening to irrigators as well.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-That is right.
In the past five years there has been a rapid
awakening amongst irrigators of the need
to conserve water, not only because it is a
scarce resource, but also beCause rising
water-tables are having the detrimental effect of salinization, and because increasing
prices of water, measured against static
or declining returns, are having a somewhat
salutory effect on users as well. Much has to
be done, but at least we are moving in the
right direction.
In conclusion, it is my regret that there
are no fresh plans for additional water storages in Victoria. Victoria should have an
ongoing water storage programme. The Blue
Rock dam is nearing completion. The
Mitchell River dam was abandoned by the
Government as soon as it came to office
from a purely emotional standpoint, notwithstanding that it had been approved by
the Public Works Committee and had been
in the planning stages for many years. If the
Government had proceeded with the dam,
it would have been well on the way by now.
In the Ovens Valley there are proposals for
additional water storages such as Big Buffalo or a dam on the Buckland.
The Minister undertook to set up an investigating committee almost twelve
months ago to consult with municipalities
and put various ideas together. Honourable
members are still waiting for progress on
that matter, which is most distressing. I have
no doubt that in other areas of Victoria,
further water conservation programmes
should be under way. I refer to the Wimmera-Mallee pipeline scheme. It is probably not the fault of the Government, but
that project has not gone ahead. The Government's Federal counterparts abandoned
the proposal to commence on stage 1. The
sooner that project is under way, the sooner
large volumes of water can be saved.
I hope the new Rural Water Commission
has regard to one or two isolated parts of
Victoria which, under earlier plans, were
destined to receive irrigation but, for one
reason or another, were not proceeded with.
I refer to the northern excised areas in the
Shire of Nathalia and Numurkah, which
were planned for irrigation at the time the
Murray irrigation area was laid out and ex-
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cised as a war-time measure. However, 40
years later farmers in that area are still waiting for what is rightly theirs. They have even
gone so far as to offer to contribute to the
capital costs. No other irrigators in Victoria
in a public scheme have had to do that. I
hope the new commission will give that
matter attention and that the Salinity Committee, which is handling the inquiry into
water allocations in northern Victoria, concludes its deliberations.
Another high quality irrigation area that
ought to have received water is Drumanure.
It has irrigation on three sides, but for some
reason has been overlooked and ignored. I
anticipate that the commission may favourably consider an extension in that area.
Those landholders have been prepared to
make a capital contribution to the required
works. I hope the commission considers the
situation of the licensed diverters who pump
water from rivers and streams in this State,
and who, in the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District at least, pay the same amount
per megalitre $8. 10, as that paid by those
who receive water by gravity.
Those who receive water by gravity have
it brought to their property boundary at the
commission's expense. Those who pump
have the cost of installing the pump, the
headworks, the operation costs, maintenance costs and the like, yet they still pay
the same amount per megalitre.
It has long been the policy of the National
Party that such irrigators should receive
their water at a lower rate. That proposal
has never gained much sympathy with the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. I hope that the new commission with
two or three irrigators on the board, will be
somewhat more sympathetic to that proposition. I note that it is often said that Australia rides on the sheep's back. Whether
that is still true, I am not sure, but it is
certainly true that Victoria rides on the
irrigator's back. Victoria is the premier
irrigation State in Australia.
The economy of Victoria was sustained
through the recession and through the
drought by irrigation production in Victoria. It is our most valuable industry in
terms of decentralization, export, and food
supply for the people of Melbourne. It is in
the interest of all, especially the Government, that irrigation be given priority in all
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Government activities and budgetary considerations.
Although I have severe misgivings about
what the Bill proposes at this time, obviously the Government is intent on proceeding, and the National Party does not
intend to oppose the Bill's second reading.
It does not object in principle to what the
Minister is attempting to do but it is not
happy with many provisions of the Bill,
notwithstanding the three National Party
amendments that were adopted in another
place, and the amendments I propose to put
when the Bill is in the Committee stage.
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-I support this very important Bill. The Government knows that
water is a finite resource and one of the
primary resources for all Victorians. Mr
Baxter's analogy regarding the irrigator
farming community and decentralization
was excellent. However, there are uses for
water in Victoria other than that for irrigation. The management and the co-ordination of policy for the resource are important
to all Victorians, not only to irrigators.
The Government, with this restructuring,
has hoped to improve that management.
Obviously, some years ago, the Public Bodies Review Committee pinpointed the fragmentation, wastage, and resources slipping
in all directions in the water industry. There
was no accountability to Victorians and, for
a few, it was somewhat of a rort. The Minister, and the Government, have moved
quickly in the past two years to effectively
reconstruct the water industry by replacing
the Ministry of Water Resources and Water
Supply and the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission with the Department of
Water Resources and the Rural Water
Commission, and that certainly should be
to the advantage of all Victorians.
The real objective in handling a scarce
resource is that it must be sustained so that
there is a continuous supply and a reduction of wastage. Honourable members have
recognized the efforts of the Minister and
the Government in advertising campaigns
that have had an effect in the metropolitan
area where waste has been reduced.
Another area that must be considered is
the re-use of water.
The responsibilities of the irrigators have
been mentioned. There are also other re-
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sponsibilities in the water industry. There
is the urban usage both in the metropolitan
area and in larger towns and medium sized
cities like Bendigo or small towns like Serpentine. All these have to be assisted and
serviced and all should be under the management policy of a co-ordinated water
industry.
In relation to the legislation that has already been introduced by the Minister to
regulate groundwater usage, one may consider the water supply to the Wimmera-Mallee area. The stock and domestic
supply to this area is delivered by a most
efficient method to sustain the region. These
matters are important and they must take
their place in the over-all strategy policy
and receive their share of available finance
according to the priorities. There can be
correct priorities only with a State-wide
water resources organization.
The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, will be abolished, but not today by
the voting of the House as was mentioned
by an honourable member. I have heard
this organization badmouthed on occasion
by some irrigators who considered that their
water was not arriving at the appointed time.
There have been many engineering achievements in the development of the irrigation
system and structures and the provisions of
water to the rural community.
As Mr Baxter said, this has filled a great
and a perceived need in more than 50 years
of closer settlement and decentralization.
Certainly, I have been a customer, armed
with a shovel, of the water commission and
I have enjoyed trying to separate some of
the red fin from its water. The commission
has delivered a valuable service but, perhaps, as time moves on and there are further restrictions-possibly towards the end
of the century and into the next centuryon the amount of water that Victorians may use, there will be a need for
broader policy objectives and movement of
the management of rural water away from
single discipline organizations such as the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission. I suggest that that single discipline is
in the field of engineering.
Perhaps further disciplines in agriculture,
economics and sociology may be necessary
to resolve the difficulties that will have to
be faced in future in the water industry in
Victoria.
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The next matter to which I refer is salinity. Some body or authority must take control of salinity. It seems incongruous that,
in a country that is short of water, salinity
is caused by excessive access to ground
water. Consideration must be given to dry
land salinity. There is a rising water table
and increasing groundwater in the Mallee
and the Riverina plains, and especially in
the Goulbum and Campaspe area. Because
of this, farming communities and towns,
especially in that last-named area, could be
facing a major disaster if Victoria experiences several wet seasons.
Evidence from some authorities indicates
that the water table has risen to the point
that disaster of major proportions could affect agriculture within five years. A Governing authority and over-all plan and
educational programme on the control of
salinity is needed.
The State Rivers and Water Supply Commission perhaps had the opportunity to do
something in the late 1950s and 1960s when
water became available from the Eildon and
Snowy River schemes. Increased water
rights were granted but no drainage system
was put into effect to control the surface
water. I do not know whether the Government of the day or the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission was at fault, but
one of the two was at fault, for not supplying irrigation districts with a surface water
drainage system. Surface water is not poor
quality water-it is high quality.
Perhaps the answer is the Murray Gate
reservoir if that ever becomes a fact rather
than a dream. The National Party Government in Queensland is talking about the
Burdekin reservoir and wants to sell water
rights at $1800 a megalitre. I am not sure
whether the National Party in Victoria
would be of a similar attitude to its counterpart in Queensland but $1800 would be far
beyond the capital value of water in northern Victoria. It is probably about nine times
the value. If Murray Gate reservoir is ever
built water rights could be sold and the capital used to put in surface drainage that
would protect irrigators and the future generation that will want to use the streams and
the soil. I have borrowed that suggestion
from Queensland.
Victoria has a problem with regard to
handing on the irrigation areas and the
streams and rivers in an environmentally-
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sound form to future generations. It is my
hope that the restructure and new management of water resources in Victoria will assist the streams and dry land irrigation areas,
so that Victorians can take what is their due
and leave what is necessary in good order
for tomorrow.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-This is a very important Bill to Australia as well as to Victoria because of the
contribution irrigation production makes to
Australia. Irrigation is important in the
electorate I represent and, in fact, to every
citizen in Victoria.
In 1981-82 the gross value of production
from irrigation areas in Australia was $2118
million. In Victoria, in the same period, it
was $565 million and in the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District it was $289
million. Most of that area is within the old
boundary of the Bendigo Province which I
represent. In the Sunraysia area it was $45
million in that same period.
The types of products produced in those
irrigation areas include livestock, milk, citrus fruits, vegetables, cereals, oil seeds and
tobacco. Without going through every
product, I am sure honourable members can
recognize the importance of those products,
and many others, to the well-being of the
citizens of Victoria.
The irrigation industry is very large and
is of extreme benefit to people in Victoria,
not only in regard to the domestic market
but also the export market.
The introduction of a Bill by the Government aroused a great deal of concern in the
area I represent. Honourable members will
recall a Ministerial statement made by the
Minister of Water Supply, on 2 December
1983, in which he outlined some of the proposals for restructuring the water industry
and setting up a Rural Water Commission.
The date, 2 December 1983, was significant because that was the end of a sessional
period and I presume the Minister made the
assessment on that day to allow the discussion on it to be held over while the Parliament was not in session. The statement
aroused a lot of concern among irrigators in
the area I represent. Irrigators were concerned about what the Ministerial statement did not say rather than what it did
say. I agreed with those thoughts when I
attended the meeting held with irrigators at
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Rochester on 11 January 1984, and I still
agree with those thoughts.
Mr Baxter has already indicated who was
present at that meeting. I was present as a
local member representing the area. I specifically told the meeting that I was present
as a local member and not as the party
spokesman. I tendered an apology for Mr
Long who was unable to attend that meeting.
Mr Baxter's name appears on the list. I
want to make it quite clear that the meeting
was held to investigate the Ministerial statement. The concern expressed by the people
at the meeting, including the irrigators, was
that they had no representation on the project team.
Following the meeting I made representations to the Minister of Water Supply to
have two irrigators appointed to the project
team. A motion was put by Mr Tweddle,
one of the irrigator representatives, stating
that he would like the political representatives-I was one of them-to arrange for
one member from the Goulburn-Murray
Irrigation District Advisory Council and one
from the Victorian Farmers and Graziers
Association irrigators and water users committee to be included in the project team.
After representations were made the Minister appointed two people representing
those two organizations to the implementation team. I am pleased he did that because he received valuable input from them
in the construction of the Bill.
The irrigators at that meeting expressed
to me a principle that a representative from
the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District
Advisory Council and a representative from
the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association irrigators and water users committee should be on the implementation team.
When the Bill was introduced it was quite
different from the Bill now before the House.
The Minister has made substantial changes
to the Bill. My colleague, Mr Long, played
a major part in negotiating these changes.
There have been claims that some of these
negotiations were a "backroom deal-a sellout". I indicate to honourable members that
the amendments were introduced in the
Legislative Assembly. That is a very public
place. The amendments received a lot of
publicity at the time and the National Party
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was able to observe the amendments, as was'
everyone else in the State.
The Hon. W. R. Bu:ter-To which paper
is Mr Reid referring?
The Hon. N. B. REID-It may be the
Riverina H era/d. There certainly were no
backroom deals done by the Liberal Party
in this matter.
Mr Baxter endeavoured to indicate to the
House that at a subsequent meeting to discuss the Bill I was present while a decision
was made that there should be three irrigator representatives on the board. I have a
copy of the minutes of proceedings of that
meeting. The meeting commenced at 9.30
a.m. I tendered an apology for Mr Long,
who was unable to be in attendance. I indicated to the meeting once again that I was
not the party spokesman and that I was there
as the local member of Parliament. I left the
meeting at 11.00 a.m. that day, and that can
be verified by my colleague, Mr John
Radford.
The minutes of proceedings of that meeting indicated that no motion was taken supporting the proposition that was put forward
by Mr Baxter that there be three irrigator
representatives on the board. There is no
indication of that in the record of the minutes of that meeting.
The Hon. W. R. Bu:ter-They are not
minutes; they are a record of the proceedings.
The Hon. N. B. REID-Does Mr Baxter
doubt the accuracy of the minutes or the
integrity of the person who took the notes
of those minutes in shorthand?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-On a point of order, I ask
Mr Reid to withdraw the allegation. They
are not minutes; they are a record of discussions at the meeting.
The PRESIDENT-Order! There is no
point of order. It is an explanation.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-After I left the meeting a discussion
was held on the composition of the board,
and that continued until 12.30 p.m. The
meeting was then adjourned and was reconvened after lunch, when the second item on
the record of the minutes of the proceedings
was discussed. It was then agreed that one
person be elected by the Goulburn-Murray
Irrigation District Advisory Council and
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that two people be elected by the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association irrigators and water users committee. I was not
present at that meeting.
After I returned to Bendigo from that
meeting I received a copy of these minutes
which I forwarded to Mr Long, the spokesman on water supply for the Liberal Party.
I notified the chairman of what I considered
to be one small error in the minutes of proceedings of that meeting held on 26 March,
and that was where the minutes said I represented my party. I advised the chairman
of that meeting that I was not the representative of my party but that Mr Long was,
and that I was there as a representative of
my electorate.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-You protest too
much.
The Hon. N. B. REID-Mr Baxter says I
protest too much. Mr Baxter has indicated
to the House that I was present, and that
point needed to be clarified. I was not present while a decision was made, and I have
outlined the situation to the House. The
only correction I made to the minutes was
to indicate that I was there as a local member of Parliament and was not representing
the party-as the water spokesman.
The Liberal Party has achieved a great
deal for irrigators. It secured, initially, the
appointment of two people on the implementation team. I commend the Minister
for his generous hearing in this regard because he was desirous of obtaining a greater
input into the implementation of it and he
accepted the fact that two representatives
be appointed to the team.
When the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission was in operation, on occasions people had some criticism to make of
its operation. I always found members of
the commission most co-operative to deal
with and I found the officers to be a very
proficient and professional group. The commission has performed a very valuable
service over many years.
The Bill establishes a Rural Water Commission and a Rural Water Commission
Board and does away with the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission. I am concerned about the employment opportunities of the employees who were in the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. I
raised this issue with irrigators at one of the
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place there will now be two representatives
out of eight on the board of the Rural Water
Commission who will represent irrigation
farmers. This has been a significant improvement from irrigators not having had
any representation on the Water Commission. Now, there will be a direct input into
The Minister still has not stated clearly the affairs and activities of the Rural Water
how the functions of the former State Rivwith the representation by two
ers and Water Supply Commission will be Commission
irrigators
on
that
board.
divided in the restructuring of water manThe Minister also accepted an amendagement. I will be listening with great interest when the honourable gentleman spells ment moved in another place -which enout just where those functions will go and abled the quorum of the board to be exwhat likely effect there will be on the contin- panded from four to five. Concern was exuing employment of members of the Water pressed that four could allow perhaps for
Commission. Many are in the province that some manipulation of the affairs of the
I represent. I am concerned that they do not board. The Minister accepted that amendlose employment and that they have conti- ment expanding the quorum from four to
nuity of service to fulfil the roles they have five, for which I commend the Minister,
because he recognized that there may have
played over the years.
The Opposition has achieved the provi- been some problem in having such a small
sion of two members on the board repre- number as the quorum.
I refer now to the changes that have ocsenting irrigation interests. The Bill will
provide that two members of the board shall curred recently in the management and use
be representatives of irrigation farmers ap- of waters by the farming community. The
pointed by the Governor in Council on the farming community has realized that there
nomination of the Minister after consider- must be much greater and more efficient use
ation of panels of not fewer than three names of water in irrigation practices, which has
and not more than five names submitted to been brought about by many improvethe Minister by the body known as the Vic- ments in technology. For example, there is
torian Farmers and Graziers Association now laser grading of land which has reand such other bodies representing the in- sulted in the water available being used
terests of irrigation farmers as may be pre- much more efficiently, producing outstandscribed.
ing results in the irrigation field. Drainage
Earlier I stated that, at one meeting of practices have been improved so that drainirrigators at Rochester, irrigator represen- age water can be re-used and wastage of
tatives expressed their confidence in mem- water prevented. The farming community
bers of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers has long recognized the need for further
Association by suggesting that they should efficiency and has been proceeding rapidly
be on the implementation or project team. in trying to maximize the efficient use of
I believe the Minister, in accepting these water in irrigation districts.
representatives among five others, one of
I have visited the Kyabram Research Stawhom shall be a representative of farmers tion several times where the director, Dr
using water supply both for domestic use Bruce Cockroft, is carrying out a number of
and for watering of livestock-in other research activities into the efficient use of
words, stock and domestic use-has given water on irrigation land in Victoria. I coman opportunity to irrigators for the first time mend him for his work and I commend the
because irrigators have not previously been farming community for the role it is playing
represented on the Water Commission. The which is leading to the efficient and wise use
first suggestion that one person should be of irrigation water for the ultimate benefit
nominated was taken further to include two of all Victorians.
persons and, subsequently, the suggestion
The motion was agreed to.
was made that three persons should be appointed.
The Bill was read a second time and comIn the progress of the Bill and through mitted.
amendments that were moved in another
Clause 1 was agreed to.
meetings I attended in Rochester. I inquired what the future of some of the employees would be, where they would fit into
the new structure and what functions would
be performed by the Rural Water Commission Board.
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Clause 2
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I thank Mr Long, Mr Reid
and Mr Baxter for their support in principle
for the measure and I note their comments
about matters they wish to refer to in the
Committee stage. The honourable members referred to the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission, and I say briefly that
the Government shares the view that the
Water Commission since its inception in
1905 has been an efficient and effective
organization and continues to be so to this
day. Mr Baxter mentioned some of the
people who have been recruited into the
commission and who have gone on to serve
both the public and private sectors with distinction.
They include not only Ken Green, who
was mentioned earlier, but people such as
Neil Smith, the current chairman of TransAustralia Airlines, the Gas and Fuel Corporation and the Royal Automobile Club of
Victoria; Ian Baker, the former permanent
head of Treasury; Ron Webster, the former
Co-ordinator of Works; the late Kevin
Hayes, a former member of the Public Service Board; Tom Forristal, the Clerk of the
Executive Council, and Don Little, the permanent head of the Public Works Department. All of these men have served the
public sector with distinction and in some
cases they have served the private sector in
recent years. I am sure many of them will
continue to do so.
The main reason for the change, as I outlined in the second-reading speech, is that
the Government wishes to retain the technical expertise, knowledge and experience
that has been built up in the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission; which honourable members rightly have stated has
been built up to a position of Australian and
international standing. However, the Government wants to extend, other matters
being equal, the organizational change
which will be neutral on financial grounds.
The possibility of having direct irrigator
representation is important for those in the
water industry and affected by the new Rural Water Commission. In the first instance,
the irrigation industry was of the viewdespite the fact that the Government endeavoured to persuade the industry of the
merits of having a representative bodythat it was opposed to any change and
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therefore was not seeking any representation among the members of the new commission. In the first draft of the Bill, it was
proposed that one irrigator was to be a
member of the commission, but the rural
industry responded and indicated that it
would like two irrigators. When two irrigators were inserted into the measure by the
Government the irrigation industry suggested three irrigators. This position of the
irrigation industry has certainly come a long
way from the original position of the irrigation industry, which was nil.
The Government has made a significant
advance in this area and if the National
Party was in a position of taking the opportunity or the initiative that the Government
has before it, it would have done much the
same type of thing. It would establish a statutory authority with direct representation
which would be neutral in respect of access
to the Department of Management and
Budget and to the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. The new authority would
be neutral in respect of financial arrangements and to terms of influence in other
areas of the public sector. The advantage of
having representation is not only the direct
voice that is provided for the irrigation industry by irrigator representatives, but also
in the decision-making of the Rural Water
Commission. It affords the irrigation industry the opportunity of endeavouring to improve the supply of water to the Victorian
public arena. It is for that reason the Government has introduced the proposed legislation and intends to pursue it expeditiously
through the Committee.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I seek the indulgence of the
Committee to make a brief explanation on
behalf of Mr Dunn concerning the amendments that have been circulated in his name.
The first amendment has been superseded
by the second, which has a minor addition.
Unfortunately, in the mechanics of getting
the second amendment produced, the debate proceeded faster than I anticipated and
Mr Dunn was overtaken by events.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
3 to 6.
Clause 7
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
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Clause 7, lines 30 to 32, omit "and, on behalf of the
Minister, to implement or arrange for the implementation of policies and programmes designed".

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-It takes two forms. Proposed section 3A states:

The amendment covers the matter I alluded to in the second-reading debate. It
concerns my fear that the proposed Department of Water Resources will become the
super body and will overwhelm the Rural
Water Commission. It is highly desirable
that the words I propose to omit be omitted
because the proposed section 3A to the
Water Act states:

The objective of the Department of Water Resources
is to provide advice to the Minister on all matters
relevant to the activities or functions of the Department and, on behalf of the Minister, to implement or
arrange for the implementation of policies and programmes designed to ensure(a) that the water resources of the State are managed
in ways which are most beneficial to the people of
Victoria;
(b) that water services are provided to local communities to the extent and to standards appropriate to
the needs of those communities;
(c) that water services and associated management,
economic and financial practices and policies are provided and administered efficiently, economically and in
a matter fully accountable to the Government and the
people of Victoria;
(d) that there is secured in the water sector a working environment which is safe and satisfying; and
(e) that the management of water resources and the
provision of water services are undertaken in a socially
and environmentally responsible manner and in consultation with the appropriate authorities.

The objective of the Department of Water Resources
is to provide advice to the Minister on all matters
relevant to the activities or functions of the Department . . .

and these are the operative words. . . and, on behalf of the Minister, to implement or
arrange for the implementation of policies and programmes designed . . .

It is clear that objective gives the department a rather supreme power in all respects,
including power over the Rural Water
Commission. I am prepared to state that
may not be the intent of the Government
or the Minister, but if those words were left
in the Bill it could well turn out to be the
ultimate effect. Therefore, I commend the
amendment I have moved.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-The Opposition notes the argument
put forward by the National Party and will
support the amendment.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-After considering the
amendment proposed by Mr Baxter, the
Government indicates it does not oppose
the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I refer the Minister to paragraph (e) of the proposed section 3A:
That the management of water resources and the
provision of water services are undertaken in a socially
and environmentally responsible manner and in consultation with the appropriate authorities.

I ask the Minister to state what he considers
to be "the appropriate authorities" in this
context. Are they to be decided by the department or will the Minister direct the department as to what are the appropriate
authorities with which it should consult?

This involves two instances. Firstly, those
authorities which operate in the water industry, that is the water trusts, sewerage authorities and emerging water boards.
Secondly "in consultation with the appropriate authorities" means other authorities
within the public sector that have some responsibilities in this area, including bodies
such as the former Soil Conservation Authority, which is now under the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands.
The Department of Agriculture, the Environment Protection Authority and other
bodies may express an interest in this area.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 8
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I wish to report progress
and seek leave to sit again later this day. In
doing so, I advise the Committee that it is
the intention of the Leader of the House to
resume the debate after the dinner adjournment on the Environment Protection (Review) Bill, followed by the Planning
(Massage Parlours) Bill and to resume with
this Bill later today.
Progress was reported.
The sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m.
until 8.4 p.m.
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PATHOLOGY SERVICES
ACCREDITATION BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker
(Minister for Planning and Environment),
for the Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy), was read a first time.
FOOD BILL
This Bill was returned from the Assembly
with a message relating to amendments.
It was ordered that the message be taken
into consideration later this day.
CREDIT BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), was read a first
time.
CREDIT (ADMINISTRATION) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), was read a first
time.
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
(REVIEW) BILL
The debate (adjourned from April 17) on
the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for Planning and Environment) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-This significant Bill
has a considerable impact on environment
protection in the State. It is the sort of proposed legislation which should really lie over
from one sessional period to the next because it involves completely new principles
of environment protection. The measure is
extremely complex and, even as late as today, difficulties have been found with it.
The Bill is some 60 pages in length; it is
supported by a second-reading speech of
some 30 pages and explanatory notes of approximately ten pages. The Bill is of such
dramatic effect that it should, as I said, in
theory, lie over from one sessional period
to the next. As I shall explain later in the
debate, it is only by the sort of consultation
the Opposition has been able to achieve that
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it has been able to overcome most of the
difficulties that it encountered.
The structure of the Bill does a number
of things which considerably change the
basis on which industry considering the establishment of an enterprise, which will
have an impact on the environment, will go
about that process. It is proposed that the
basic requirement will be that, as early as
possible in the development process, the
technical aspects of the process and of the
environmental anti-pollution equipment
will be resolved. Therefore, rather than
having to wait until an industry is established and then haggling about the environmental standards and the conditions of the
licence, at the same time as the planning of
the enterprise an approach can be made to
the Environment Protection Authority for
authority to undertake that process.
It is anticipated that there will be a change
from the present situation where all discharges, with some exceptions, have to be
licensed. The Bill introduces a concept of
scheduled premises, and there are three
schedule types. The first schedule deals with
environmental outfall, as it were, which has
an impact on the atmosphere; the second
deals with the impact on land and water;
and the third schedule relates to noise. It is
proposed that the licensing requirements
will apply to the first two schedules.
In his second-reading speech, the Minister stated:
Schedule One Premises: Abrasive blasting works, coal
processing works, cement works ...
Schedule Two premises will be those premises which
produce significant discharges to land or water. Abattoirs, beverage manufacturing and processing works,
cement works, chemical works ...

It is proposed that this new scheme will

apply to the first two of those schedules, and
the sum total of processes or industries
which actually have to go to the Environment Protection Authority for approval will
considerably decline because many will be
covered by general exemptions. As I understand it, certain categories of industries,
which do not come under the schedules to
which I have referred, will be exempted.
The Bill proposes a new works approval
system- in, I think, clause 19- which that
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is designed to involve the authority in the insertion can delay resolution compared with the
planning stage of the development pro- present procedure.
posal.
2. The Bill gives the EPA the power to nominate
both the selection and mode of operation of pollution
The second-reading speech refers to the control
plant. We contend that officers of the EPA are
works approval and states that the Bill in- not necessarily
qualified or sufficiently experienced to
troduces a works approval system to enable exercise this power. We do not disagree that monitorthe Environment Protection Authority to ing and or control equipment be approved by the EPA
specify the type of control equipment re- but do disagree that the EPA be empowered to nomiquired, where it appears to the authority nate the equipment to be used.
appropriate to do so. Those words have
caused the industry considerable difficulty. In discussions with officers and the ChairIn the very fruitful discussions that the Op- man of the EPA, it was realized that the
position has had with the Chairman, and Environment Protection Authority will
other representatives, of the Environment be looking for industries to come forward
Protection Authority, I believe there has with their proposals and with solutions on
been a realization that it would have been environmental matters. Much of industry
better if that form of words had not been is sophisticated in these areas; it has availused. The impression one ~ets from them is able to it the highest level of environmental
that "Big Brother" EPA WIll stipulate to in- advice, as well as technical expertise to handustry that it will do things its way or it will dle environmental matters.
not do it at all.
It is unfortunate that this concept of the
The Hon. E. H. Walker-What was the "Big Brother" EPA has now spread
form of words again?
throughout industry, which is concerned
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-The about its implications. I understand that
second-reading speech stated, that the Bill during the Committee stage a number of
introduced a works approval system to en- amendments will be introduced that will
able the authority to specify the type of con- deal with most of those issues. However,
trol equipment required, where it appears the Opposition will just wait to see how the
to the authority appropriate to do so. I debate develops.
should have thought that the works apA number of other concerns have been
proval system was not set out to enable the expressed by companies. For example, the
authority to specify anything; that it was set Shell Co. of Aust. Ltd, sent me a 1.engthy
out to enable the authority to assist industry telex. I presume the Minister received the
to establish the enterprise it wished to es- . same telex and that he has addressed himtablish. That "Big Brother" approach has self to those issues. I shall deal with a numcaused considerable concern. Even as I stand ber of them in the Committee stage.
here tonight, particular clauses of the Bill
A number of concerns have also been
are still causing concern. I refer to proposed
new clause 21, with which I shall deal dur- raised by the environmental section of the
Law Institute of Victoria. One of those reing the Committee stage.
lates to a matter of principle, which has
I received a telex from the Managing Di- really had an impact, as I see it, on the Enrector of Australian Paper Manufacturers vironment Protection Authority. All honLtd, whose comments are typical of the sort ourable members know the Government's
of input I have received on this general is- policy in regard to the solemn hand-on-heart
sue. Some of the comments contained in promise that the EPA would have real authe telex are:
tonomy. The Law Institute of Victoria has
suggested that proposed new section 5 in
1. That the concept of "works approval" will unduly clause 6, which states that the authority shall
restrain industry'S freedom to carry out process and
plant improvements. The present licensing system al- represent the Crown in right of the State of
ready imposes the requirement that where impact on Victoria, comes up with an entirely differthe environment is affected by internal plant changes a ent result.
licence revision application must be submitted and the
revised licence issued before new or modified plant is
brought into operation. We are also concerned that
commitments made on the basis of works approval
may in fact not necessarily be licensed and that this

It subsumes the Environment Protection
Authority to the Government. The Minister can deal with that issue. A number of
issues were raised by sewerage authorities
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and others, but they are matters which, to
some extent, will be addressed by the Minister in his amendments during the Committee stage.
In the general run of things, industry realizes that the intention of the Government is
to streamline the process. It is intended to
limit the approval times for projects. It is
intended to give the community affected by
potential pollution the right to objection and
input, but to circumscribe those rights and
limit them to one opportunity rather than a
sequential series of opportunities. Industry
welcomes this move. Now that the general
thrust has been explained a little better, it
has received support.
The Bill is extremely technical and the
mere fact that the Minister proposes to
move 60 amendments testifies to that fact.
I thank the Minister and his officers for the
advice and support available to the Opposition in the consultation process.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province )-As Mr Chamberlain indicated,
the Bill is an extremely technical piece of
proposed legislation and deals with an area
that has not been amended since the original Bill was introduced in 1972.
The House may recall some two and a
half years ago, when dealing with a previous
Bill before the House, it made some minor
amendments to the Environment Protection Act, and I suggested at that timethrough a reasoned amendment-that the
whole process of the Environment Protection Authority and its operation with respect to industry needed to be examined. At
that time I suggested that, prior to further
amendment, a review should take place.
Clearly that has occurred and it appears
that a different approach, to the necessary
requirement of the community that the environment have protection and that industry and the community need to meet certain
standards for air discharges to the atmosphere, water and noise pollution, should
take place. It is clear that the proposed legislation addresses the problem in a detailed
fashion.
I am aware that substantial negotiations
and discussions have taken place between
representatives of industry, particularly between the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures, the Environment Protection
Authority and the Minister. I am fortunate
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to have received briefings last week from
the chairman and the legal officer of the
authority and I have also received consultations from time to time since that date
with the co-operation of the Minister and,
on occasions, with the Minister himself. It
has been of value to have such co-operation
and assistance.
I am aware that substantial amendments
have been agreed to in the discussions and
I am aware that industry itself has been
pleased with the co-operation it has received and for the amendments that have
been carried forward. Particularly interesting has been that the economic conditions
and the effects on the economics of industry
have been taken into account and are specifically mentioned in the Bill. This is important from the industry point of view.
It is vital to have called for conditions
under which industry must operate and for
the discharges of noxious substances or
noise or whatever pollution may be generated totally, utterly and completely controlled. The authority and the Minister have
recognized that the ultimate result perhaps
is not attainable and that economic conditions must be taken into account in judging
a reasonable compromise in this area. The
fact that it is specifically mentioned in the
Bill is of considerable interest and has given
industry some degree of satisfaction and
contentment.
The co-operation that has been received
is appreciated by members of the two political parties in this place and another place.
To my mind this sets some degree of standard that one would request and appreciate
from Ministers in this place and another
place. The opinion has been expressed to
me that had the Occupational Health and
Safety Bill been given the same consideration and had the views of others-apart
from the Minister himself-been taken into
account in the same fashion, far less contention and disputation would have existed at
this stage.
I make that comment in praise of the
Minister for Planning and Environment
who introduced the proposed legislation
and, despite the fact that it is contentious,
there has been real agreement in many areas.
As Mr Chamberlain indicated, real concern
still exists with respect to clause 21 on page
23 of the Bill. Perhaps this matter could be
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effectively dealt with during the Committee
stage.
There is some concern that the degree of
flexibility that has been agreed to as being
necessary between the Minister and industry has not, at this stage, been fully carried
forward in the proposed legislation. I understand that the arguments that are taking
place at this stage are that on one side the
Minister and his advisers believe the flexibility is there and that more flexibility would
make the proposed legislation unworkable.
On one side of industry there is a real
concern that the rigidity of the clause could
be used as some form of escape for the Environment Protection Authority when conditions are said to perhaps leave industry
with the total responsibility of overcoming
any problem that may exist when particular
methods are used to achieve a result and
are not successful.
That epitomizes one of industry'S problems. It naturally wants to work with the
minimum requirements and conditions
possible because each additional requirement or condition involves additional cost
and makes the industry that much less competitive. At the same time the community
must require that certain conditions are met
because, if they are not, industry can create
difficulties for the whole community. Competitive industries would want to know that
their competitors are required to meet the
same standards as they are. That is a matter
of some concern.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What price do
you put on the environment?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS- That is a relevant question. In the comments I made, I
indicated that I recognized there is a real
requirement by industry and the community to accept and adhere to certain standards with regard to certain discharges to the
environment-both to air and water-and
with regard to noise pollution. If the honourable member had been listening, he
would have heard those remarks earlier.
The Bill accepts that if there is too great
an economic cost, there needs to be some
degree of compromise. The Bill recognizes
that through one amendment that I understand the Minister is likely to propose at a
later stage. I have, through the courtesy of
the Minister, a copy of the amendment and,
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because the compromise has been reached,
it is a reasonable proposition.
It is important that industry adheres to
strict conditions because, if it does not, the
whole community will suffer. It is also important that the conditions to which industry has to adhere are as simple as possible
and at the least possible cost. Industry wants
consistency in the way it needs to meet these
issues.
Industry does not want to chase its tail
until eventually it arrives at the stage which,
in part, it may be required to arrive at. Industry does not want to be told that it must
meet a certain requirement and will be told
when it gets there and thus has to go through
the experimental stage before it reaches the
ideal stage. As soon as industry reaches that
stage comfortably, the better industry will
be placed.
I have tried to make broad statements
because the Bill is extraordinarily technical.
It is probably better to deal with individual
issues as they arise with amendments to the
various clauses, and that I propose to do.
The National Party believes the Bill is a
big improvement on the original legislation
introduced around 1971-72. Members of
the National Party believe that it is not before time that amendments are made and
that the different approach being used in the
Bill should be put forward. However, the
National Party has concerns about some of
the clauses, and I shall indicate those at the
appropriate time.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I address my remarks
to the Minister for Planning and Environment on behalf of my local clean air group.
I represent the Cheltenham area, which has
a number of problem factories. As the Minister knows, Cheltenham has an active clean
air group which has corresponded with me
on the subject of the Bill. I shall pass on a
few of those thoughts and rely on the good
offices ofthe Minister to look after the interests of my constituents.
I have received a letter from Mr Quintin
Foster; the Minister probably knows this
gentleman because of his interest in environmental matters. One of the issues the
group wishes to raise with the Minister is
the constitution of the Environment Council. In a Bill of this type, it is the normal
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practice to list various classes of persons
who would be appointed to a council. The
Bill states that the council shall consist of
not more than twelve members appointed
by the Minister, being persons whom the
Minister considers to have a special interest
in preventing and controlling pollution.
The point raised in the letter is whether
those members will be bureaucrats, "cloudnine" academics or unionists. I hope that
the Minister will consider these misgivings.
It is entirely within the Minister's discretion as to who is appointed and he could
appoint twelve persons of the one class, if
he so wishes, as there are no provisions in
the Bill for people nominated to such positions to have a varied spread of interests
and knowledge..
The other point the group raises is that of
notifying by advertisement of applications
for an Environment Protection Authority
licence. The group would like the advertisements to be published in the local newspapers as well as the Age or whatever daily
newspaper is chosen. The group also believes the local council should be notified.
The group may be astray on that point because I imagine that local councils would be
aware from the beginning of an application
by a firm to establish a factory. I mention
that point because it has been passed on to
me.
The group believes consideration should
be given to making the polluter pay for public inconvenience, medical expenses, cancellation of barbecues, damage to car ducos
and so on.
Under the terms of the Bill, the Environment Protection Authority, will consult with
manufacturers who are proposing to establish a factory. It consults with the proprietors and installers of the machinery from
the beginning to obviate any problems that
may arise from an ad hoc appraoch whereby
a manufacturer may decide to establish a
factory or modify an existing plant and then
later discover that it is giving off too much
pollution and install "smog hogs" and all
types of machines like that to cut down the
effects of the pollution.
That question is not addressed in the Bill,
and the Minister should say something
about that in his reply. What happens if a
manufacturer or builder does everything
that the Environment Protection Authority
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wants him to do, consults with the authority at every step and builds an expensive
plant which still emits too much pollution?
What is the position of the manufacturer in
that case?
The Hon. B. W. Mier-He must fix it up.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-The
hypothetical proprietor has done everything that the authority wants him to do,
but a problem still occurs. Is he responsible
for making good the problem or must he rip
out machinery and start all over a~n? That
serious problem is not addressed In the Bill.
I commend the idea of no longer having
particle counts. Apparently, the idea in the
original Bill was that monitoring devices on
the various smoke or sewerage stacks measured the particles that were being put out by
the stacks. An entirely different principle is
now involved where factories are monitored from time to time. I understand that
the current system is not efficient. It is to be
hoped that the new system will be an improvement. I hope that the Minister will
advise me about the various matters I have
raised, as I shall be pleased to hear what he
has to say.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON (Templestowe Province)-It will come as no surprise to honourable members to learn from
some of the previous speakers that industry
is pleased with the Bill. Of course it is
pleased because the measure allows it to
reduce its environment protection. The only
proper way to protect the environment is to
determine what the beneficial uses of an area
may be and to provide standards to meet
those beneficial uses. For example, beneficial uses of water may be the use of water
for swimming, drinking or for agricultural
purposes. It may be that the quality of the
water can be disregarded because of the importance of an industry that may have to be
sited at a certain place.
The Morwell River and other rivers in
the Latrobe Valley are examples of the low
beneficial uses to which water may be put.
In the same way, the beneficial uses of the
air need to be considered, as do the beneficial users of the land, whether for farming,
recreation or industry. Having determined
those beneficial uses, it is the responsibility
of Government agencies to set the standards to meet those uses. That is not a difficult job for technical experts and the
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Environment Protection Authority. They
know precisely what the standards of various emissions ought to be to meet the beneficial uses, and they can then proceed to set
standards.
Under the Act, having set standards and
determined the beneficial uses and having,
in most cases, provided State environment
protection policies regarding those uses, industry is required to meet the standards on
its own count. The help of the Environment
Protection Authority was always available
to it. The "best practical means" starts to
put the environment at some risk because
of the pressures from industry. What price
does one put on the environment? The "best
practical means" tends to allow industry to
gradually break down those standards.
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fectively or efficiently by instrumentalities,
institutIons or departments than by private
enterprise. One can leave it to private enterprise to find the best, most efficient and effective way available before any public
enterprise will find it.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-That was
the situation under the previous Government.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON-It was
also the case under this Government.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-No, it was
not.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON-The
Minister will recognize that although I have
been talking about my years in public life I
recalled the days before the previous Liberal Administration, going back to the forEventually the situation will be reached mer Labor Administration. I do not resile
where the pollution to the air, water or land for one moment from what I have said beor the noise pollution is so great that it will cause I have had experience under both
become impossible to reconcile it with the Administrations. Private enterprise has albeneficial uses that were originally laid ways been more efficient and effective. The
down. If the beneficial uses must be altered, reason is obvious; it is because of the profits
it could eventually lead to a gradual lower- made.
ing of the standards of environmental proThe Hon. D. E. Kent-That is an evil
tection.
thing.
Although the Opposition will not oppose
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON-I am
the proposed legislation, from my experience of environment protection and the Act, surprised that the Minister will argue that
I believe the Bill suggests that because of point. Profits are a nasty thing and have
those aspects the environment will suffer. I always been evil to SOCIalists. The profit
agree that industry should not suffer. When motive drives people to attain efficiency and
anyone is more concerned about protection effectiveness. I pay tribute to some of the
of the environment than the development public servants who have tremendous techof industry a difficulty arises, and the mat- nical knowledge and ability, but that particter must be addressed politically. One must ular motivation is lacking and therefore the
go one way or the other; the present Gov- efficiency and effectiveness is also lacking.
ernment has decided to go the other way. The Bill puts more control into the hands
Pressure is placed on industry-even statu- of the bureacracy, which is a bad aspect of
tory industries like the State Electricity the proposed legislation.
Commission-to follow the prescribed
The motion was agreed to.
standards.
The Bill was read a second time and comThe Bill will put the administration of the mitted.
Act more into the control of the bureacracy.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
It provides that the Environment Protection Authority will give industry more asClause 2
sistance than it has in the past, which will
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
necessitate the appointment of more tech- Planning and Environment)-I appreciate
nical staff. I envisage problems occurring the comments of honourable members opwhen private industry may have to meet posite who have indicated that they will not
the standards by whatever means are the be opposing the major intent of the Bill. A
most practical.
number of those honourable members
After my 34 years of experience in public understood that much work has been done;
life I believe nothing can be done more ef- none more so, perhaps, than the Honoura-
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ble Vasey Houghton, who had the responsibility of the Environment Protection Act
for many years and understands the work
done in this extensive rewrite of the Act.
I appreciated Mr Chamberlain's succinct
speech. Over the past weeks he has put a
great deal of work into the Bill and has done
his homework on this complex measure. I
am not extremely happy with the use of the
phrase "Big Brother approach," as if the
Environment Protection Authority were
functioning as a Big Brother; the truth is far
from it. In reality, the Environment Protection Authority, under the direction of the
new chairman, with the support of the present Government and following a significant
amount of work by consultants, has decided
to take an entirely different approach.
One should have characterized the previous Environment Protection Authority as
being conducted at arm's length and requiring compliance with difficult licences. It
adopted a Big Brother approach. The approach that will be adopted is for the authority to become involved-to get its feet
wet, to use a colloquialism. The authority
determined that it ought to be involved from
the beginning to assist industry to make the
right decisions about the equipment that it
will use and to help it. It will ensure that
industry achieves the best possible environmental decisions for the State. There can be
no aim higher than that. If the two can be
married by assisting industry with shortened processes and with more certainty, the
Government will have done well. Time will
tell how the proposed legislation will work.
An assurance that Mr Chamberlain
sought was that the Government would be
monitoring what happens so that if from
time to time amendments are needed, they
will be made. No doubt the Government
will have to consult with industry throughout the process, because when difficulties
arise, as no doubt they will, the Government will be willing to listen and take the
appropriate action. I give that general assurance because I know that Mr Chamberlain,
in particular, as well as other honourable
members, has been a little concerned that
there may be a lack of response by the Environment Protection Authority to the difficulties industry may encounter.
I know that from time to time industry
thought that about the authority, and be-
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lieved it was somewhat distant and not always helpful.
That situation has been turned around
through the proposed legislation. Some organizations such as the Victorian Chamber
of Manufactures would agree that this has
been a worth-while and practical process.
Much consultation has taken place and the
general intent is very much to the chamber's liking. I am aware of the difficulties
that have been faced and the detailed submissions that have been made, but overall I
am pleased with the response I have received when I have met with industries on
the matter.
Mr Chamberlain made the point that the
Environment Protection Authority should
assist industry to become established, and I
agree with that view. The whole intent of
the Bill is to see that industry can become
established, but in a way that is not detrimental to the normal well-being of the people of Victoria. That must be done in such
a way that a licence to pollute unnecessarily
is not being written.
We can meet both of those objections. Mr
Chamberlain mentioned certain companies
that have indicated difficulties, including a
telex from the Shell Co. of Australia Ltd. I
assure him that a telex was received from
the Shell Co. of Australia Ltd and that the
matters raised were discussed with the Shell
environmental adviser and that no further
concerns are held. All the issues raised by
Mr Chamberlain are covered in the proposed amendments.
This morning I visited Mr Jack Morris,
ofSmorgon Consolidated Industries. He indicated that he was entirely happy with the
intent and details of the amendments. He is
aware that the Government proposed to
meet problems as they arise. I have not had
the opportunity of hearing the objections of
the Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd,
that have obviously been made late. I am
happy to discuss the matter with representatives of the Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd. It has a significant difficulty with
operations in the valley, as Mr Houghton
would be aware, particularly with the outfall and odour in recen.t times. I know those
probl~ms are being tackled, but I also know
that the approach being taken by the Government will, in future, make it easier for
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the Government to work closely with APM.
That is an important issue.
Mr Chamberlain suggested that the Environment Protection Council has been
subsumed by Government .. He r~ferred to
Australian Labor Party pohcy pnor to the
last election. That was a fair comment, but
the reality is that we said all along that the
Environment Protection Council deserves
to be more effective and have more teeth.
In introducing this measure, we have effected that intent. The Environment Protection Council will have a more practical
partner in business and in controlling pollution. It is true that the Government has
restructured the Environment Protection
Council to bring it into line with its functions as a Government agency. I accept responsibility for that. On assessment of the
issue I believe that was necessary.
Mr Evans Inade some general comments
in favour of what the Government is intending to do. He referred to the cap~city
for flexibility. Over a number of meetings,
the Government discussed the prospect of
real flexibility between the Government, the
Environment Protection Council and any
particular industry. That flexibility is available. The matter will come up in specific
discussion on clauses in the Committee
stage.
Robert Lawson mentioned responses to
specific issues. A couple of issues we~e raise~
by the Mordialloc and Moorabbln ResIdents for Clean Air, which is a group well
known to me, and a group which I admire
because its members have worked extremely hard over the years. It has significant scientific capacity and knowledge and
has stuck to its job, determined that conditions will improve for residents in the area,
that the Government will meet its responsibilities and that local government will
meet its responsibilities. Mr Lawson suggested that Parliament sho~Jld be careful o~
the class of person it appOInts to the EnvIronment Protection Council. I was interested in the choice of the word "class". I
assure him that the Government will be
conscious of the class of person to be appointed to the Environment Protection
Council.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-What is your
definition of "class"?
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I indicate to
Mr Baxter that a large class of persons has
been poorly represente~ on Gove~me~t
bodies in past years. I Will ~e attemptIng, In
making Government appOlntmeJ?ts to bodies such as those to redress that Imbalance
and ensure that ~ significant contribution is
made by people, from what one. may call
the working class in terms. of unl~n representation on boards from tIme to time, and
resident and ordinary person representation. We are at pains to ensure a wider representation on those bodies. I assure Mr
Lawson that the Government will be careful to ensure that good and proper spread of
expertise is avail~ble on the E~v~ronment
Protection CouncIl. I am the Minister who
will be making those appointments and succeeding Ministers will have the same r~
sponsibility. Mr Lawson a~ked that pubhc
advertisements be placed In local newspapers for applicants. That is a worthy approach and I am happy to say that I shall
endeavour to meet that requirement, because it is proper.
I do not consider that advising local government is necessary. Mr Lawson notes t?at
local government, because of other appOln~
ment applications, will be aware of what IS
occurring in the industry. I understand the
intent of that request. He asked what happens if industry does everything it can, but
pollution levels are still unsatisfactory. That
is a matter for some debate at a later stage.
Consultation has occurred, even as late as
this afternoon, on the method by which
those decisions will be made and how that
matter will be administered.
The whole intent of the approach is to be
practical about what in~ustry shou~d be
asked to do in the installatIOn of machinery.
Industry has rightly said that there must be
some parity between workers' approv~l, the
machinery asked to be used a~~ ~he h~ence
that is given. Significant flexlblhty Will be
there to ensure parity between what is practical and what is asked for. In the final analysis, the Environment Protection CouJ?cil
must remain on behalf of the community,
the body that carries the responsibility for
ensuring that standards are met. It m~y be
that in some instances further work wtll be
required by some industries. The matter has
been discussed at considerable length, taking the most practical and flexible approach
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to ensure that what was asked for is achievable.
I appreciated Mr Houghton's comments
because he speaks with experience. I am glad
he believes industry is pleased. From time
to time I have considered that industry was
pleased, but I have wondered whether it has
turned the other way. Industry is probably
pleased with the nature of the amendments
to the Environment Protection Authority
Act. Mr Houghton dealt with the sorts of
choices one must make in holding the line
against pressure from industry. I do not regard it in terms of holding the line against
pressure from industry. We are endeavouring, in partnership with industry, to come
to solutions on emissions to air, water and
land. Rather than regarding it as an adversary stand, it should be regarded as working
together. I hope that is the way it will operate. Mr Houghton finished by saying that he
believes in most areas of human endeavour,
private enterprise is more efficient than
Government. That may be true, but I want
him to know that this is not a battle between private enterprise and Government.
The procedures outlined are such that the
Environment Protection Authority will be
able to learn from industry the knowledge,
skill, science and technology that industry
has developed and which will be a major
contributor in discussions. In return, the
knowledge of the Environment Protection
Authority will go to industry at the earliest
possible stage. It is a two-way street. That is
the kind of partnership that will provide the
best results.
It is necessary to ensure that the body
established by the Government's predecessors twelve or thirteen years ago, namely
the Environment Protection Authority, remains the body responsible within Government for ensuring that the environment in
Victoria is maintained at the best possible
level and that it is given the power and muscle to ensure that those standards are met.
Grave difficulties arose in the past with the
licensing outlined in the original Act in ensuring that the licence conditions were being
met or nearly being met. It was an impossible task. A practical approach should be
adopted. One must be sure of the equipment being asked for in the first instance,
and this should be achieved through a partnership approach rather than an adversary
approach. The people of Victoria should be

properly included in the process so that their
interests are properly met.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
3 and 4.
Clause 5
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
1. Oause 5, page 4, omit lines 7 to 9 and insert the
following:
"who is in occupation or control of the premises
whether or not that person is the owner of the premises".

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 6
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
2. Clause 6, page 6, after line 42 insert the following:
"(7) The person occupying the office of Chairman
under section 6 of this Act as in force before the
commencement of section 6 of the Environment
Protection (Review) Act 1984 immediately prior to
that commencement shall be deemed on that commencement to have been appointed the Chairman
under section 6 (1) for such term as equals the unexpired portion of the term of appointment under this
Act as in force before that commencement.".

The purpose of this amendment is to ensure
that the current chairman will continue in
office until his term of office expires. This
avoids the necessity of reappointing the
chairman under the new Act.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
3. Clause 6, page 9, line 18, omit "(3)" and insert
"(4)".

4. Clause 6, page 9, line 21, omit "(4)" and insert
"(5)".

5. Clause 6, page 9, line 28, omit "(3)" and insert
"(4)".

6. Oause 6, page 9, line 37, omit "(5)" and insert
"(6)".

7. Clause 6, page 10, line 26, omit "and" and insert
the following:
'(b) In sub-section (1) (g) after the word "characteristics" there shall be inserted the words "and having regard to the social and economic development
of Victoria"; and'.
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the Minister, being persons who the Minister considers have a special interest in preventing and controlling pollution and
Amendments Nos 3, 4, 5 and 6 are typo- protecting and improving the quality of the
graphical corrections.
environment.
It is fairly usual when setting up a council
Amendment No. 7 ensures that the authority takes account of social and eco- such as this to prescribe some sorts of charnomic factors when specifying standards acteristics. It can be done by reference to
and criteria for the protection of beneficial the experience or the expertise of a member
uses. The amendment eventuated because or his environmental interests or he may
of discussions with the Victorian Chamber represent industry. I understand that there
of Manufactures. Amendment No. 8 is con- have been discussions with the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures and that certain
sequential on amendment No. 7.
undertakings have been given that it will be
The amendments were agreed to.
represented by a certain number of memThe Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN bers on the council. Would the Minister spell
(Western Province)-In relation to clause 6 out to the House his intentions as to where
and the proposed new clause 6 establishing he will draw that membership from.
that the authority should consist of one
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinmember appointed as the chairman by the botham Province)-I should like to say
Governor in Council, the Environment something on behalf of a clean air group
Protection Council has made some com- with which I am associated. One of the sugments, which I should like to put on record. gestions made to me was that a member
It says that it is not aware of any other one- from at least one of the clean air groups
man authority and that it believes a one- should be represented on the council.
man authority is not desirable as it places a
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
heavy onus on a single person, even with
powers of delegation and it loses the input Planning and Environment)-I do not wish
of other persons into any decisions made to respond in detail to the comments ofMr
and the substantial powers of delegation Chamberlain and Mr Lawson because that
must be widely utilized. An individual's will require debate and discussion. There
personal idiosyncrasies may become a have been discussions with industry and, I
problem with a one-man authority. The suggest, some reasonable understandings
council expresses a preference for a three- have arisen but other groups should also be
man authority. Perhaps the Minister can included. It would be improper for me to
indicate why it was necessary to make this partially outline the Environment Council
while it is still being discussed. The assurdecision.
ance that I give for Mr Chamberlain and
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Mr Lawson is that there will be broad repPlanning and Environment)-The Govern- resentation of interested parties. I am willment could have altered the nomenclature ing to state that before determining the final
to refer to the new chairman and director. composition I shall discuss the matter with
The Government is moving to a more reg- the Opposition and the National Party.
ular Public Service structure, which will in
The clause, as amended, was agreed to, as
the long run be as a director and deputy
was
clause 7.
director. The terms "chairman" and "authority" are to be maintained for continuity
Clause 8
of amendments of the Act. The GovernThe
Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
ment makes no bones about the fact that it Planning
and Environment)-I move:
is talking about a one-man director but the
names "chairman" and "authority" are re9. Clause 8, page 11, line 17, after "cause" insert "the
tained.
discharge or emission of waste to the atmosphere".
10. Clause 8, page 11, line 17, after "an" insert "inThe Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-Another portion of the crease or".
new clause proposes that the Environment
11. Clause 8, page 11, line 26, after "be" insert "unProtection Council should not consist of less such work is only in the course of and for the
more than twelve members appointed by purpose of general maintenance".
8. Clause 6, page 10, line 27, omit "(b)" and insert

"(c)".
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12. Clause 8, page 11, line 38, after "cause" insert
"the discharge or emission of waste onto any land or
into any waters".
13. Clause 8, page 11, line 38, after "an" insert "increase or".
14. Clause 8, page 11, line 42, after "be" insert "unless such work is only in the course of and for the
purpose of general maintenance".
15. Clause 8, page 12, line 13, omit "alters" and
insert "affects adversely".
16. Clause 8, page 12, line 33, after "Authority" insert "within 21 days of receiving the initial application".
17. Clause 8, page 13, line 6, after "copy" insert "or
a summary".
18. Clause 8, page 14, line 14, omit "alters" and
insert "affects adversely to a substantial degree".
19. Clause 8, page 14, line 16, after "adversely" insert "to a substantial degree".
20. Clause 8, page 14, omit line 18 to 34.
21. Clause 8, page 14, line 35, omit" 19E." and insert
"19D.".
22. Clause 8, page 15, line 27, omit "(5)" and insert
"(8)".

23. Clause 8, page 16, line 28, omit "an" and insert
"a significant".
24. Clause 8, page 17, line 6, omit "Authortity" and
insert "Authority".

A number of these amendments do not need
comment from me. The purpose of amendment No. 13 is to describe in greater detail
proposed works which require a works approval. Doubt had been expressed as to
whether works resulting in a discharge where
no previous discharge had existed or resulting in an increase, as distinct from an alteration, in the waste discharge, were
embraced. This matter has arisen from discussion with two or three other bodies, the
Law Institute of Victoria, the State Electricity Commission and the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
Amendment No. 14 is to exempt general
maintenance work from the works approval
requirements, and that request came from
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures and
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd.
The purpose of amendment No. 15 is to
clarify the power of the authority to exempt
a person from the requirement to obtain a
works approval. The Environment Protection Authority may exempt where satisfied
that the environment or any person will not
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be adversely affected. The purpose of
amendment No. 16 is to impose a time limit
of 21 days within which the authority must
request the information it requires to deal
with a works approval application.
The purpose of amendment No. 17 is to
ensure that a summary of an application for
a works approval can be made available for
public inspection when the application contains confidential material. This was at the
request of the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures. The purpose of amendment No.
19 is to clarify the power of the authority to
amend a works approval. An approval may
be amended only where the authority is satisfied that the amendment will not result in
a discharge which adversely affects to a substantial degree, the environment or the interests of a person. Again this amendment
was as a result of discussions with the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
The purpose of amendment No. 20 is to
remove the power of the authority to order
the removal of any works constructed without a works approval. It is sufficient that
non-compliance with the approval requirements attracts a penalty and that the new
plant could not be operated until a licence
was obtained or appropriately amended.
That amendment is made, again, after
discussions with the Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures.
Finally, there is amendment No. 23 and
its purpose is to restrict the situations in
which an occupier of schedule three premises is required to notify the authority of
proposed works. The Environment Protection Authority must be notified where the
works are likely to result in a "significant
increase" as distinct from an "increase" in
the emission of noise from premises.
Guidelines will be made available to industry as to what amounts to a significant increase.
The amendment is made after discussion
with the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures and the Law Institute of Victoria.
I have moved the amendments to clause
8 together but I am happy to return to any
one of those amendments for discussion.
The amendments were agreed to.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-One of the issues that
has raised concern, particularly with the
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larger sewerage authorities, is what appears
to be a system of dual control. One of the
larger authorities believes that under this
proposal the Environment Protection Authority will now require a sewerage authority to submit plans of proposed works and
to pay an examination fee.
It is pointed out that sewerage authorities
already have to submit plans to the Minister of Water Supply and to the Health Commission. It is believed that both of those
authorities are much more appropriate to
deal with those plans-in other words, the
Health Commission and the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission-and it is a
nonsense to also have to apply the Environment Protection Authority because the expertise resides with those other bodies.
The sewerage authority views this as an
unnecessary duplication. In fact, the sewerage authority sees it as a move by the Environment Protection Authority for greater
control where it need not get involved. Why
is it necessary to make this change when
control already exists with the other Government agencies?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The simple
answer is that until so long ago the two bodies mentioned by Mr Chamberlain were the
delegated agencies of the Environment Protection Authority. Since they are not now
delegated agencies this amendment means
that the Environment Protection Authority
will maintain its interest in the work suggested by Mr Chamberlain.
I made a mistake. The State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission is still a delegated agency. I believe the intent is to maintain the involvement rather than to let it
lapse since the Health Commission is not
now a delegated agency.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The Government has
stated that it is trying to cut down on regulations. In relation to the issue of sewerage
construction, there is a body of expertise
within the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and the Health Commission
to whom the bodies have to apply. Why
does the Environment Protection Authority have to be involved?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-A further
point to be made is that a lot of the smaller
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sewerage authorities throughout the State
have to handle industrial discharges. The
agencies suggested by Mr Chamberlain,
particularly the Health Commission, do not
necessarily have experience in the matter of
industrial discharges so that it is necessary
for the Environment Protection Authority
to be involved in many cases where industry is involved in discharges, particularly
with the smaller sewerage authorities.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 9
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Mr Chairman, I intend to handle clause 9 in the same
way clause 8 was handled. I shall move the
amendments in globo and make some comment on individual amendments. Some of
the amendments are consequential. I move:
25. Clause 9, page 17, line 41, after "Authority" insert "within 21 days of receiving the initial application".
26. Clause 9, page 18, omit lines 1 to 16 and insert
the following:
"(5) The Authority shall not deal with an application which(a) does not comply with sub-section (4); or
(b)

relates to a matter in respect of which-

(i) a works approval has been obtained and, in the
opinion of the Authority, the works have not been
satisfactorily completed in accordance with that works
approval; or
(ii) a works approval is required to be obtained and
has not been obtained and the works have not been
completed or substantially completedand shall advise the applicant accordingly.
(6) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter in respect of
which a works approval is not required, the Authority
shall not later than 60 days after receiving the application(a) refuse to issue a licence; or
(b) issue a licence subject to such conditions, limitations and restrictions as the Authority considers appropriate.

(7) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter in respect of
which a works approval has been obtained and, in the
opinion of the Authority, the works have been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the works approval the Authority shall not later than 21 days after
receiving the application issue a licence subject to such
conditions, limitations and restrictions which are not
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inconsistent with any conditions specified in the works
approval as the Authority considers appropriate.
(8) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter in respect of
which a works approval is required to be obtained and
has not yet been obtained and the works have been
completed or substantially completed the following
provisions shall apply:".
27. Clause 9, page 18, line 28, after "copy" insert
"or a summary".
28. Clause 9, page 19, omit lines 19 to 26.
29. Clause 9, page 19, omit lines 30 and 31.
30. Clause 9, page 19, line 32, omit "(ii)" and insert
"(i)".

31. Clause 9, page 19, line 35, omit "(iii)" and insert
"(ii)".
32. Clause 9, page 19, line 38, omit "(iv)" and insert
"(iii)".

33. Clause 9, page 19, line 40, omit "(v)" and insert
"(iv)".
34. Clause 9, page 19, line 43, omit "(vi)" and insert
"(v)".

(5) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter in respect of
which a works approval has been obtained and, in the
opinion of the Authority, the works have been satisfactorily completed in accordance with the works approval, the Authority shall not later than 21 days after
receiving the application amend the licence subject to
such conditions, limitations and restrictions which are
not inconsistent with any conditions specified in the
works approval as the Authority considers appropriate.
(6) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter in respect of
which a works approval is required to be obtained and
a works approval has not been obtained and the works
have been completed or substantially completed the
following provisions shall apply:".
39. Clause 9, page 21, line 26, after "copy" insert
"or a summary".
40. Clause 9, page 22, omit line 22 and insert the
following:
"(7) Without in any way limiting the generality of
sub-section (4), (5) or (6)".
41. Clause 9, page 22, line 23, omit "(5)".

35. Clause 9, page 19, line 45, omit "(vii)" and insert "(vi)".

42. Clause 9, page 23, line 6, omit "shall" and insert
"may".

36. Clause 9, page 20, omit lines 18 to 20 and insert
"20A. (1) The holder of a licence issued".

(4)".

37. Clause 9, page 20, line 34, after "Authority" insert "within 21 days of receiving the initial application".
38. Clause 9, page 20, omit lines 35 to 43 and page
21, omit lines 1 to 15 and insert the following:
"(3) The Authority shall not deal with an application under this section which(a) does not comply with sub-section (2); or
(b) relates to a matter in respect of which-

(i) a works approval has been obtained and, in the
opinion of the Authority, the works have not been
satisfactorily completed in accordance with that works
approval; or
(ii) a works approval is required to be obtained and

has not been obtained and the works have been completed or substantially completedand shall advise the applicant accordingly.
(4) Where the Authority receives an application under this section which relates to a matter which(a) the regulations exempt from the requirement to
obtain a works approval; or
(b) the Authority has given an exemption under section 19A (5}-the Authority shall not later than 60 days
after receiving the application refuse to amend the licence or amend the licence subject to such conditions,
limitations and restrictions as the Authority considers
appropriate.

43. Clause 9, page 23, line 15, after "(I)" insert "or
44. Clause 9, page 23, line 16, after "licence" insert
"or amend a licence".
45. Clause 9, page 23, line 33, omit "under this Part"
and insert "or amending a licence".
46. Clause 9, page 23, line 34, after "licence" insert
"or the amendment of the licence".
47. Clause 9, page 23, line 39, after "Authority" insert "provided that such equipment is reasonably
available".
48. Clause 9, page 25, lines 2 and 3, omit "giving
permission in writing" and insert "accepting the surrender of the licence".
49. Clause 9, page 28, line 2, after "plant" insert "or
fuel burning equipment".
50. Clause 9, page 28, line 21, omit "of pollution".

I shall comment on those amendments that
call for comment. The purpose of amendment No. 25 is to approve a time limit of
21 days in which the authority must request
the information it requires to deal with an
application for the issue of a licence. That
amendment is made at the request of the
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
Amendment No. 26 provides for a large
insertion of words. The purpose is to spell
out in greater detail the relationship be-
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tween the requirements governing works
approvals and the issue of a licence, and to
shorten the time limit within which the authority is required to deal with certain licence applications.
Two additional situations are identified
where the authority shall not deal with an
application for a new licence. These are,
firstly, where a works approval has been obtained but not complied with and, secondly,
where a works approval is required but has
not been obtained and the works have not
been completed or substantially completed.
Where an approval has been obtained and
the works have been carried out in accordance with that approval, the time within
which the authority is required to respond
to the subsequent application for a new licence is reduced to 21 days and the authority
is required to ensure that any conditions
attached to the grant of the licence are not
inconsistent with those contained in the
works approval. The amendment is again
made at the request of the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
The purpose of amendment No. 29 is to
remove the power of the authority to revoke or suspend a licence in the event of
pollution occurring. The authority is in a
position to bring proceedings for breach of
licence condition or to amend the licence.
The amendment is again made after discussions with the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
The purpose of amendment No. 36 is to
clarify that any licence holder may apply to
the authorities for an amendment to his licence.
The purpose of amendment No. 37 is to
impose a time limit of21 days in which the
Environment Protection Authority must
request the information it requires in order
to deal with an application to amend a licence. The amendment is made after discussions with the Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures.
Amendment No. 38 again involves the
insertion of a large portion following an
omission. The purpose is to spell out in
greater detail the relationship between the
requirements governing works approvals
and the amendment of a licence, and to
shorten the time limit in which the authority is required to deal with certain amendment applications. The changes made
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mirror those made to section 20 which deals
with the issue of a new licence.
The purpose of amendment No. 39 is to
ensure that a summary of an application for
an amendment to a licence may be exhibited where the application contains confidential material. The amendment is again
made after discussions with the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures.
The purpose of amendment No. 42 is to
give the authority the flexibility it has under
the principal Act, but not under the Bill, to
depart from State environmental protection policy where prescriptive limits or the
technical aspects of the policy are unduly
harsh having regard to local environmental
conditions. This amendment is made because of some significant discussions with
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures. I
am sure Mr Chamberlain will want to comment on this amendment.
The purpose of amendment No. 44 is to
enable the authority to grant an application
for an amendment to a licence subject to
conditions which are more stringent than
those contained in a policy in those circumstances set out in relation to the issue of a
works approval or a new licence.
The purpose of amendment No. 46 is to
provide that the conditions which may be
specified in a works approval or a new licence may also be specified in an amend-

ment to a licence.

The purpose of amendment No. 47 is to
provide that the Environment Protection
Authority may only require an occupier of
scheduled premises to install pollution control equipment which is reasonably available. I stress the word "reasonably." That
amendment is again made after discussion
with the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
The purpose of amendment No. 48 is to
clarify the date upon which a surrendered
licence ceases to be in force.
The purpose of amendment No. 49 is to
enable the authority to approve the commissioning of fuel burning equipment in
addition to industrial plant.
The purpose of amendment No. 50 is to
extend the availability of the defence against
any proceedings relating to the discharge of
pollution in an emergency situation.
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The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 10
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I again raise the issue
of the sewerage authority and what it believes to be a system of double control arising out of the proposal. Section 154 (2) of
the Sewerage Districts Act provides that a
sewerage authority may only accept trade
waste by agreement and with the approval
of the Minister of Water Supply. Consequently, the onus of ensuring that the types
of trade waste that will be accepted and are
in order lies with the Ministry of Water
Supply. What is proposed is to bring the
Environment Protection Authority in as
well. If control is with the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission why is there a
need for the Environment Protection
Authority to be included in this area?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-The answer
is really the same answer as I gave previously. It is a matter of a lack of expertise
with industrial waste. In talking about the
Environment Protection Authority the
honourable member is really talking about
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission because it is a delegated agency. I
do not believe there is a conflict. I am interested in what the honourable member says
but I am not sure he is correct.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 11
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
51. Clause 11, page 31, line 6, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".
52. Clause 11, page 31, line 42, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".
53. Clause 11, page 32, line 13, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".
54. Clause 11, page 32, line 2S, after "may" insert "if
it is satisfied that urgent action is required in the circumstances" .
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5S. Clause 11, page 34, line 3S, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".
59. Clause 11, page 35, line 3, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".
60. Clause 11, page 35, line IS, after "may" insert "if
it is satisfied that urgent action is required in the circumstances".
.

The amendments to clause 11 are numbered 51 through to 60. Amendments Nos.
51, 52 and 53 are machinery amendments
and drafting improvements. The purpose of
amendment No. 54 is that as there is no
right of appeal against a minor works pollution abatement notice, the use of such a
notice is restricted to the situation where
control measures are urgently required.
The purpose of amendment No. 56 is to
remove from control by a noise control notice noise emitted by farmyard animals and
livestock being held in a sale-yard. The
amendment was brought forward to the
Government after an approach by the National Party, and the Government is happy
to have that included.
Amendments Nos. 57 to 59 are machinery amendments. Amendment No. 60 is
aimed at restricting the use of a minor works
noise control notice to the situation where
control mechanisms are urgently required.
This has been introduced in response to
representations from the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I thank the Minister for the
comments he made with regard to noise
emitted by livestock. It was a matter that
concerned members of the National Party.
I understand the matter may be covered by
legislation, but the Minister was prepared
to include the additional words in the Bill
which made it clear and beyond doubt.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 12
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:

55. Clause 11, page 33, line 19, omit "inside or".
56. Clause 11, page 33, line 36, after "may" insert
"unless the noise is emitted by livestock on a farm or
in a saleyard".
57. Clause 11, page 33, line 42, omit "on whom" and
insert "in respect of which premises".

61. Clause 12, page 36, line 39, omit "and".
62. Clause 12, page 37, line 2, omit "47-" and insert
the following: "47; and (f) permits to transport
waste-".
63. Clause 12, page 37, omit lines 31 to 34.
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64. Clause 12, page 38, after line 37 insert the following: "(8) Where an appeal has been made under subsection (4) against the amendment of a licence by a
notice served under section 20 (9) the amendment of
the licence shall be held in abeyance in all respects as if
the amendment ofthe licence had not been made.".
65. Clause 12, page 38, line 43, omit "(5)" and insert
"(6)".
66. Clause 12, page 39, line 40, omit "works approval" and insert "licence".
67. Clause 12, page 40, line 25, after "confirmed"
insert "or varied".
68. Clause 12, page 40, after line 25 insert the follow-

ing:
"36A. (I) An applicant for a permit to transport waste
who is aggrieved by(a) the refusal of the Authority or a protection agency
to issue a permit to transport waste; or
(b) any terms or conditions subject to which the
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The new provision gives effect to current
practice.
Amendment No. 68, which makes a large
inclusion of words, has the purpose of conferring a right of appeal upon an applicant
for a permit to transport waste who is aggrieved by the refusal of the Environment
Protection Authority to issue or renew a
permit or by any condition attached to a
permit.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 13
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
75. Clause 13, page 41, omit lines 35 and 36.

permit to transport waste is issued-

76. Clause 13, page 41, line 37, omit "(c)" and insert
"(a)".

may within 21 days after the refusal or issue appeal to
the Planning Appeals Board against that refusal or the
terms or conditions.

"(b)".

(2) An applicant for the renewal of a permit to transport waste who is aggrieved by the refusal of the
Authority or a protection agency to renew the permit
to transport waste may within 21 days after the refusal
appeal to the Planning Appeals Board against that refusal.".
69. Clause 12, page 40, omit lines 37 and 38.
70. Clause 12, page 40, line 39, omit "(e)" and insert
"(d)".
71. Clause 12, page 40, line 41, omit "(/)" and insert
"(e)".

72. Clause 12, page 40, line 43, omit "or".
73. Clause 12, page 41, line 1, omit "(g)" and insert
'-4(/)".
74. Clause 12, page 41, line 3, omit 'fit.'" and insert

the following: 'fit;
(g) direct that a permit to transport waste shall or
shall not be issued or renewed; or
(h) direct that a permit to transport waste shall or

shall not be issued subject to any specified terms or
conditions." '.

The amendments to clause 12 are numbered from 61 through to 74 and I will again
take them in globo and make comment on
those that require comment. Many of the
amendments are consequential on previous
amendments or are small corrections. The
purpose of amendment No. 64 is to clarify
the effect of a second party appeal being
lodged against the amendment of a licence.

77. Clause 13, page 41, line 38, omit "(d)" and insert
78. Clause 13, page 41, line 40, omit "(e)" and insert
"(c)".

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 14
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
82. Clause 14, page 42, omit line 33.
83. Clause 14, page 42, line 34, omit "(b)" and insert
"(a)".
84. Clause 14, page 42, line 35, omit "(c)" and insert
"(b)".
85. Clause 14, page 42, line 37, omit "(d)" and insert
"(c)".
86. Clause 14, page 42, line 38, omit "(e)" and insert
"(d)".
87. Clause 14, page 42, line 41, omit "(/)" and insert
"(e)".
88. Clause 14, page 42, line 41, omit "that could be".

These amendments are numbered from 82
to 88 inclusive and are consequential
amendments. They are in the main corrections.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 15.
Clause 16
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
89. Clause 16, page 44, line 36, after "(a)" insert
"noxious or".
90. Clause 16, page 44, omit line 37.
91. Clause 16, page 44, line 39, omit "(c)" and insert
"(b)".

92. Clause 16, page 45, line 1, omit "(d)" and insert
"(c)".

93. Clause 16, page 45, line 3, omit "(e)" and insert
"(d)".

94. Clause 16, page 45, line 5, omit "(j)" and insert
"(e)".

95. Clause 16, page 45, line 7, omit "(g)" and insert
"(j)".
96. Clause 16, page 45, line 7, omit "that could be".
97. Clause 16, page 45, omit lines 22 to 26 and insert
the following:
"(iv) any other site for the disposal of or as a
repository for solid or liquid wasteso as to be obnoxious or unduly offensive to the senses
of human beings or interfere with any groundwater."

The purpose of the amendments is to clarify
the scope of and to achieve greater consistency in the provision dealing with the pollution of water, the atmosphere and land.
Many of the amendments are consequential
and one is simply an insertion that does not
require comment.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-Amendments Nos. 96 and 97
circulated in the Minister's name suggest
that a person in an industry who discharges
waste should not have to meet the requirements that may arise in the future if a hypothetical use for that land should be
affected by the discharge so that the land
cannot be used for such an hypothetical
purpose in the future.
If the dumping of waste in an area cannot
be affected by a possible future use and that
used by a complainant to stop that dumping, that must be of assistance to industry.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-I accept that
description.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 17 and 18.
Clause 19
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
98. Clause 19, page 47, omit lines 23 to 26.

The purpose of the amendment is to remove certain restrictions on the type of nonhazardous refuse which may be prescribed
by the authority as waste for the purposes
of the new permit system to control the
transport of waste. The changes are required to enable refuse from hospitals and
Government institutions to be prescribed.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 20 and 21.
Clause 22
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
99. Clause 22, page 52, line 5, omit "may" and insert "shall".
100. Clause 22, page 52, line 7, after "requires" insert "in any case where the Authority intends to rely
on that certificate or report in those proceedings".
10 1. Clause 22, page 52, line 45, omit "section 59"
and insert "this Act".

Amendment Nos. 99 and 100 circulated in
my name can be described as machinery to
ensure that where the authority wishes to
rely on a certificate of analysis or an officer's
report in any proceedings, a copy is served
on the defendant with the summons.
Amendment No. 101 is consequential.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 23 was verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted, as was clause 24.
Clause 25
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
104. Clause 25, page 54, line 31, after "any" insert
"reasonable" .
105. Clause 25, page 55, omit lines 38 to 40 and
insert the following:
'(4) No matter or thing done by an authorized
officer or by any person under a direction given by
an authorized officer shall, if the matter or thing was
done in good faith in the exercise of the power conferred by this section on an authorized officer, subject the authorized officer or that person personally
to any action, liability, claim or demand whatsoever.
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(5) Any person who fails without reasonable cause
to comply with a direction given by an authorized
officer under sub-section (I) shall be guilty of an
offence against this Act.
Penalty: 100 penalty units.'

Amendment No. 104 ensures that the authority can recover only any reasonable
costs incurred by it in taking pollution
abatement action. Amendment No. 105
makes two changes to the provision empowering an authorized officer to give directions for the abatement of pollution. The
indemnity provision is extended to embrace both the authorized officer and the
person acting under his direction. A penalty
provision is inserted for failure to comply
without reasonable cause to the direction
given by the officer. The omission of the
penalty provision was simply an oversight.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 26 and 28.
Clause 29
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
106. Clause 29, page 58, line 26, after "repealed;"
insert "and".
107. Clause 29, page 58, omit lines 27 and 28.
t 08. Clause 29, page 58, line 29, omit "(c)" and
insert "(b)".

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was the
remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and passed through its remaining stages.
LANDS (MISCELLANEOUS
MATTERS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. R. A.
MACKENZIE (Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands), was read a first time.
STAMPS BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H. Walker
(Minister for Planning and Environment), for the Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy), was read a
first time.
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EXHIBITION (BORROWING POWER)
BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Planning and Environment), was read a first time.
LANDS (MISCELLANEOUS
MATTERS) BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to facilitate four land dealings. Firstly, the Bill provides for the revocation of the permanent reservation for
health purposes in respect of an area of 5329
square metres of Crown land at Napier
Street, South Melbourne.
The site which contains a collection of
single and two-storey buildings erected at
various times over the past 115 years or so
was, prior to 1969, portion of the land which
was reserved for orphanage purposes and
used by the St Vincent de Paul's Orphanage
for Girls.
In 1969, by means of legislation, the site
was re-reserved for health purposes as it was
proposed that a rehabilitation centre for
alcoholics be established thereon. This did
not eventuate and the site is no longer required for health purposes.
Revocation of the reserve will enable the
property to be disposed of under the provisions of the Land Act in the over-all best
interests of the public. The proceeds are to
be shared between health and the general
works programme.
The second area of land dealt with in the
Bill is the Geelong Sailors' Rest Reserve
comprising 910 square metres of Crown
land at the corner of Moorabool Street and
Eastern Beach Road, Geelong. The land is
permanently reserved for the purpose of the
Geelong Sailors' Rest by way of two reservations made in 1913, each reservation
being in respect of an area of 455 square
metres.
The site which contains improvements
consisting of a two-storey solid brick amenity building, a brick veneer residence and
ancillary facilities is controlled by the Mis-
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sions to Seamen Victoria. The mission has
desired for some time to relocate the Geelong Sailors' Rest as the site is a consider
able distance from the seamen's points of
arrival in Geelong. The site is included in
the "City by the Bay" redevelopment project. It has potential for tourist-orientated or
restaurant facilities based on an historical
atmosphere.
The Geelong Regional Commission has
purchased an area of 1137 square metres of
land at North Shore, at the corner of the
Esplanade and Seabright Street, and has entered into an agreement with the mission to
make that land available to the mission in
exchange for the Eastern Beach Road property. A two-storey office and amenity building of modem design, sealed car parking
areas and ancillary facilities are erected on
the commission's land.
The commission has agreed, at its expense, to upgrade its property to provide a
caretaker's residence and adequate facilities
for the mission and to meet all legal and
other expenses incurred by the mission in
effecting the proposed exchange of sites.
Apart from the commission's undertaking
to effect those works and meet those expenses no money is to be paid by either
party in respect of the exchange. The commission's property is suitable for the requirements of the mission and is closer to
the seamen's points of arrival in Geelong.
To enable the reserved land to be transferred to the commission, it is first necessary to revoke the permanent reservations
in respect of the mission's site and the Bill
makes provision accordingly. It is proposed
that upon the date of operation of the proposed legislation, the land owned by the
commission be transferred and surrendered
to the Crown for permanent reservation for
Geelong Sailors' Rest purposes whence the
present reserved land be granted to the Geelong Regional Commission pursuant to the
provisions of the Geelong Regional Commissi09 Act.
The third area ofland with which the Bill
deals with is the Port Melbourne general
market site at Bay, Liardet and Nott streets,
Port Melbourne. The land was granted to
the City of Port Melbourne in 1862 without
payment of purchase money as a site for a
public market for general purposes. The site
was used for a public market for about 50
years from the time of the grant but use
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contrary to the purpose of the grant commenced on part of the land just before the
turn of the century.
The present development comprises thirteen two-storey shops with attached dwellings facing Bay Street, two terraces each of
seven brick dwellings facing N ott Street, a
former fire station used partly as a dwelling
and partly for vehicle parking and document storage, and a two-storey brick library
both facing Liardet Street. All the buildings
are the property of the council. The terraces
of houses have a National Trust classification.
The Port Melbourne City Council has
stated that it is confronted with a long-term
retail planning policy problem. Its shopping
centre has languished badly for the want of
a major retailer and suffers from an acute
lack of off-street parking.
The council states that the market site
has the ability to provide for both a major
retail supermarket and considerable offstreet parking. The site is possibly the only
single holding in the city of sufficient area
to facilitate a modern development.
Over the years a number of sites, which
have been restricted to use for market purposes, have by means of legislation been
freed from, that restriction and either sold
to the relevant municipality or power has
been given to the municipality to grant
leases for purposes other than for a market.
In recent times, legislation which enables
leasing by the municipality has provided
for a return of money or benefits to the
Crown.
The council prefers to purchase the land
in this instance and the Bill provides for
revocation of the Crown grant in respect of
the site and empowers the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands to sell the
unrestricted freehold of the land to the Corporation of the City of Port Melbourne at a
price and on terms and conditions which he
thinks fit.
It is proposed that the land be sold at
current unimproved value of the site. A
modern survey of the land has been effected
for the purpose of issuing a freehold title.
The terraces of houses are to be retained on
the land.
The final parcel of land dealt with in the
Bill is an area of 1845 square metres in the
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Parish of Frankston. The land is a portion
of the permanent reservation for public
purposes adjacent to Kananook Creek and
is situated in McCulloch Avenue, Seaford,
near the intersection of that road with the
Nepean Highway. The City of Frankston
has been appointed as the committee of
management of the reserved land.
By what appears to be an inadvertent act
some 40 or more years ago, this land has
been used in conjunction with the Seaford
Caravan Park. That caravan park has been
operated by the owners of the adjoining
freehold, the current owners having been
proprietors of the park for the past ten years.
Three buildings owned by the proprietors
of the caravan park are either wholly or in
part erected on the reserved land. Thirteen
caravan sites are also located on the reserved land.
The proprietors of the caravan park wish
to improve and extend the services provided to visitors by extending and modernizing toilet and laundry facilities, improving
water drainage systems from caravan sites
and beautifying the grounds of the park. The
provisions of the Bill will enable a lease to
be granted to the proprietors of the caravan
park thus placing the matter on a proper
business footing. The City ofFrankston and
the Dandenong Valley Authority are agreeable to the proposal. I commend the Bill to
the House.
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat
Province)-The Minister has adequately
outlined the four aspects covered by the Bill.
The Opposition is not opposed to the Bill
and supports it.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The National Party also
supports the Bill. I take this opportunity of
commending the Minister for introducing
into the House, from time to time, Bills
such as this which clear up anomalies which
have developed over the years.
I draw the attention of the Minister to a
case that exists in Yackandandah, on which
I have had significant correspondence with
the Minister, and urge the honourable
gentleman that that problem be included in
the next Bill of this nature that comes before Parliament.
It concerns a Mr Holden, the owner of a
block of private land which is adjacent to
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the racecourse recreation reserve in the
township of Yackandandah and which, under present arrangements, has no legal access. Over many years, Mr Holden has
endeavoured, with the support of the Shire
ofYackandandah, to secure legal access. He
has not been able to negotiate certain arrangements with some neighbours. A small
triangular piece of land is required to allow
access from the racecourse reserve. It has
the agreement of the townspeople, the
council and adjoining landowners, and I believe it is the most suitable way of assisting
this owner out of an invidious situation. I
appeal to the Minister to ensure that the
necessary amendment is included in the
next Bill of this nature.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-By
leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

In so doing, I thank honourable members
for the swift passage of the Bill. It is always
pleasing to see a Bill passed in this manner.
One certainly could not say that the Opposition had been obstructionist in regard to
this measure.
I take up the matter raised by Mr Baxter.
I recall some correspondence concerning it.
I understood that it was now possible for
the necessary action to occur. However, I
will ensure that it is taken up by my department so that arrangements can be made for
the necessary amendment to be included in
a Bill during the next sessional period.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.

CO-OPERATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie (Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands), for the Hon. E. H. WALKER
(Minister for Planning and Environment),
was read a first time.
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EXHIBITION (BORROWING POWER)
BILL
For the Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister
for Planning and Environment), the Hon.
R. A. Mackenzie (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill increases the borrowing power of
the Exhibition Trust from $5 million to $10
million.
Historically, the trust has not been the
recipient of Government funding, so over
the years it has been necessary for it to borrow funds to supplement accumulated
moneys resulting from the profitable operation of the Royal Exhibition Building and
carpark facilities.
The Exhibition Act permits the trust to
undertake such borrowings for the purpose
of carrying out its functions effectively.
These borrowings shall have the consent of
the Governor in Council, and the Treasurer
is authorized to guarantee the loans on terms
and conditions he thinks fit.
Since the early 1960s, borrowings taken
out by the trust have allowed considerable
and profitable expansion of the Royal Exhibition Building, resulting in a high standard of facilities which have been to the
advantage of the various trades and industries displaying and promoting their products therein.
Building programmes undertaken by the
trust have included the construction of the
western and eastern annexes, as well as the
planning for the building's centennary in
1980 which saw further extension of halls
and convention facilities resulting in the
Centennial Hall. For the trust to carry out
each of these programmes, additional borrowings had to be taken out, necessitating
increases to the statutory borrowing limit.
-This year, the trust is to embark on a
major refurbishment of the Great Hall. In
1980 the trust's architects reported that the
flooring in the Great Hall was critical with
wear, had reached its economical life and
should be replaced by 1984. In addition,
essential electrical and lighting works should
be carried out in the interest of public safety.
I should stress here that, in the planning of
this programme, the trust has considered
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both the historic significance of the hall and
the practical requirements of today.
The estimated cost of this major works
programme is $3·7 million. However, the
final project cost could be closer to $4 million after rise and fall and contingency provisions are calculated. Together with the
current loan liability of$2·4 million held by
the trust, the aggregate loan liability will
then exceed the current statutory borrowing
limit of$5 million set in 1979.
It goes without saying that, unless the
current statutory limit is raised, the trust
will be unable to enter into an additional
loan agreement to fund the 1984 programme of urgent and essential work in the
Great Hall. While a borrowing limit of$6·4
million would cater for the immediate shortterm requirements, it is considered that a
borrowing limit of $10 million, subject, of
course, to the Treasurer's approval, will be
more realistic and will permit more flexibility for future works.
Finally, I point out that maintenance and
expansion of the Royal Exhibition Building
as in the trust's master plan has permitted
this complex to be the largest exhibition site
under one roof in the southern hemisphere,
and increased areas and usage have made it
one of the few financially profitable centres
in the world. I commend the Bill to the
House.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-This is one of those
easy Bills. All we are talking about is a mere
extra $5 million and Bills like this are passed
in no time at all. The Opposition supports
the Bill, as it agrees with the Minister's assessment of the value of the Royal Exhibition Building.
As honourable members are aware, that
building was constructed for the Great Exhibition of 1880 and is, therefore, 104 years
old. Sydney was trying to outdo Melbourne
at that time and erected a similar building
in, I believe, Hyde Park. Unfortunately for
Sydney people, their building burnt down a
few years after it was erected. Consequently, Melbourne's Royal Exhibition
Building is unique. I do not think there is
any suggestion that Victorians set fire to the
Sydney building!
Melbourne's Royal Exhibition Building
is a magnificent Victorian structure, one of
our special landmarks, and has been used
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for various purposes over many years: Generations of students have taken examinations there; it is used almost constantly for
exhibitions of many kinds and, because of
its enormous size, it can accommodate large
exhibitions.
A certain member of the Opposition has,
over recent years, been highly critical of the
annexe that appears to be built mainly of
black mirrors. It does look a little incongruous but, on the whole, it has served an
excellent purpose as part of the accommodation of the building. I consider it to be
rather handsome because the black glass reflects the nineteenth century terraces opposite and the decorative fountain.
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The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was committed.
Clause 1
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I should like
to make a comment about procedure, Mr
Chairman. Clause 1 relates to the name of
the Bill, which would not normally be controversial. I suggest that, before honourable
members move into what will amount to a
debate on the name of the Bill, it would be
appropriate if I were to make ~eneral comments regarding matters raIsed in the
second-reading debate. Honourable memThe Royal Exhibition Building has been bers could then go on to discuss the clauses
a great asset for Melbourne for many years. one by one.
As the Minister has pointed out, it is one of
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
the few exhibition centres in the world that Wright)-Is
the Minister seeking leave for
has been nin successfully and at a profit, of
this
to
be
done?
which the Opposition approves. My party
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes, Mr
certainly has no objection to the borrowing
limit of the trustees being doubled from $5 Chairman.
million to $10 million.
Leave was granted.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment) (By leave)-I
The Bill was read a second time.
thank honourable members for allowing the
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister change in normal procedure. I wish to make
for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-By a few comments about remarks made, parleave, I move:
ticularly by Mr Chamberlain and by Mr
Wright, who represented the National Party,
That this Bill be now read a third time.
during the second-reading debate that took
I thank the Opposition for its support of the place earlier today. I listened with great care
measure. I also thank Mr Lawson for his to Mr Chamberlain's remarks because he
comments on the Bill and his support of it. and I have debated and discussed this matter privately on a number of occasions. He
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill has done a significant amount of work on
the matter and he deserved to be heard
was read a third time.
carefully-not that he does not always dePLANNING (MASSAGE PARLOURS) serve to be heard carefully. In this case, I
BILL
have listened to what he has said because
this is an issue that he and I, as well as other
The Order of the Day for the considera- members of Parliament and members of the
tion of this Bill in Committee was read.
community, know is a difficult issue to adThe Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern dress and one in which one must take great
care.
Province)-By leave, I move:
I compliment Mr Chamberlain on having
That it be an instruction to the Committee that they
done
the work he did. He indicated that he
have power to consider new clauses providing for restrictions on the persons to whom and circumstances has detected concern within the community
in which permits may be granted, the revocation of which he believes is reflected in the fact that
permits, offences, the exclusion of persons under people are saying that the Government is
eighteen years from premises to which the Bill relates, condoning prostitution by its action in this
compliance with health requirements, quarantine or- regard.
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The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-It can be
seen to be condoning it.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-He conditionalized it. I have said publicly and in this
House during the second-reading debate,
that I am at pains to have that view changed.
I want it to be understood that the Government and I, as the Minister, are in no way
condoning prostitution.
The difficulty that has arisen is one of
practicality. The reality is that prostitution
has existed for literally hundreds, and even
thousands, of years. It is true to say that
community after community-and I think
Mr Chamberlain made this clear-in years
past has not had much success in controlling prostitution. We, as a community, have
had a problem in our midst. Where sufficient or suitable controls do not exist for an
activity such as prostitution, it is inevitable
that practices will grow up around such an
activity that are not acceptable in our society; practices which are, in many cases, illegal and, in many cases, degrading to a
community, particularly to the people involved, and which cost the community a
great deal.
I understand the sense in which members
of the community may have worried that
the Government has taken up the issue as if
it condoned prostitution. Let me make it
clear that the Government does not condone it, but it is taking what I consider to
be a courageous step in endeavouring to
control a situation in such a way that
society can rest easy that the Government
is doing what it can; that the agents of the
Government, by way of the police and local
government, are trying their best to control
a situation that has, in the past, seemed to
be almost uncontrollable. Therefore, the
Government has, in a sense, recognized officially that prostitution exists. That does
not mean that the Government condones
it, but that the Government recognizes that
a problem exists.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It is giving a sense
of approval.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-There is no
sense of approval whatever. The Government is trying to deal with the worst aspects
of a situation which, if it got out of handand there is some evidence that it might,
particularly in regard to related activities
such as drugs-the whole of society would
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suffer immensely. The Government has
recognized that prostitution exists. It in no
way condones or promotes the activity of
prostitution.
I understand those concerns in the community. I share those concerns and identify
with them. I make it clear that the Government thought long and hard before it took
action, but it did so in response particularly
to calls from inner suburban councils, the
police and individuals involved. The Government took action in an endeavour at least
to begin to control the worst aspects of prostitution.
As Mr Chamberlain indicated, there is
evidence of the distribution of drugs in activities related to prostitution and that is of
considerable concern. He spoke about a
business or an industry, if honourable
members like, where unacceptable tactics
have been used in the past.
Mr Chamberlain spoke also about the
harassment of a property owner in Footscray. I understand the concern about that
type of activity which occurs not just with
respect to massage parlours. It can occur
when people want to arrive at a situation
where they can make a benefit for themselves, particularly a financial benefit. They
use whatever technique suits them best. I
deplore that activity and it is an inexcusable
form of behaviour. I hope with some of the
measures in the Bill we can control that sort
of activity.
Mr Chamberlain spoke also about the exploitation of young people. A grave situation exists where prostitution and related
activities involve under-age and young people. I deplore those activities wholeheartedly, as does Mr Chamberlain and members
of the National Party. I deplore any activity
that involves under-age people and which,
in many cases, seduces or forces them into
activities that are illegal and damaging to
them. In some cases the results are so damaging that it can even end in the loss of not
only self-respect, but also, in some cases,
loss of life. Honourable members are addressing a serious issue. I regret the fact that
certain media outlets and certain spokespersons for other groups and interests have
indicated that the Government in some way
condones under-age activity in massage
parlours. I understand the honourable
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member will move an amendment during
the Committee stage.
With respect to the naming of massage
parlours, it is true that the working party
report recommended the use of the word
"brothel". In the first instance the Government accepted that. It became apparent, in
terms of the public response to the report,
that there was strong opposition to the use
of the word "brothel". I point out that the
Liberal Party, through the former Minister
of Planning, Mr Hunt, first began the official use of the euphemism "massage parlour" in an amendment to the Melbourne
Metropolitan Planning Scheme in 1975. Mr
Hunt did so in full knowledge of what he
was doing. However, he did it in a way that
allowed that euphemism to be used publicly. That means that usage of the word
"massage parlour" has now become universal and common. That is where the difficulty lies.
There is a strong sense in which people
would not like to use the term "brothel"
even though they have accepted the fact that
such places exist. Some of the work the
Government has done in listening to the
public indicates that that is particularly true
of women who intensely dislike the term
"brothel'~ or the use of it, even though they
have accepted the term '.'massage parlour"
and understand what occurs in massage
parlours. That became apparent to the Government.
It is also true that the term "brothel"
throughout the ages has been used almost
exclusively for an illegal establishment and
for illegal activity so that it has become a
pejorative term which reflects a degraded
circumstance. It is difficult in circumstances when we are speaking about decriminalization to review the use of a word that
has that stigma. The word has a clear-cut
definition and is a word that could have
be~n used. I, personally, have no objection
~o 1~, but th~re were strong community obJectIons to It. Whatever word is used, it is
clear that the word "massage parlour" will
prevail.

If one is examining the word in a practical sense with usage here and in the United
States of America the word "massage parlour" has become common parlance for
modem-day brothels and establishments in
which prostitution occurs. In a practical
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sense, no matter what one calls it, the public
will use the term "massage parlour", even
if the Government adopts the term
"brothel". The final decision on the part of
the Government was to say that we ought
to use the term of common usage and stick
with that terminology because it is understood.
There are problems in that regard and I
am clear in my mind that a responsible
Government will address itself to finding a
terminology to cover legitimate masseurs
and people who are involved in legitimate
massage, namely, the tactile therapists and
therapeutic masseurs.
I have spoken with one or two people
involved in the business and I have indicated to them that I understand clearly their
problem with respect to naming and the difficulties they experience. A grave difficulty
exists and it is incumbent on the Government to move towards a situation where the
legitimate masseurs and the people involved in massage in a proper fashion be
accorded recognition and a name that makes
it clear what they are, as distinct from the
term "massage parlour".
It may be that we should help them and
move, as a Government, towards some form
of registration as Quickly as possible so that
we might use the term "registered masseur"
in the health and health-related professions.
It is common and usual for terminology to
relate to the person just as one describes a
doctor, chiropractor of physiotherapist. It
would be proper for the terminology used
to apply to a person and the term "registered masseur" or "therapeutic masseur" is
appropriate whereas the term "massage
parlour" would refer to an institution. The
Government does not wish to accept this
reversion to the term "brothel" for the reasons mentioned.

In terms of the planning scheme amendment, Mr Chamberlain said that the community at large needs an assurance that I,
as the Minister, will treat matters on their
merit. With respect to applications for
amendments to planning schemes, where
they are instituted by local government,
which will be a common circumstance, Mr
Chamberlain is asking that the Government, through the Minister for Planning and
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Environment, accept that the proper procedures prevail.
The procedure is that the amendment
procedur~ is begun, objections are sought,'
an advertIsement appears and an independent panel is appointed by the Minister to
advise the Minister. That is the proper
planning procedure.
. Mr Chamberlain requested that a genuIne approach be made to matters brought to
the attention of the Minister in an issue like
this and that they be treated on their merits.
I give him that assurance. Mr Chamberlain
asks t~at, if there are no objections to the
advertIsement of an amendment, will I agree
to the amendment and give it the rubber
stamp of approval? I indicate that I will not
because I believe regardless of whether there
is an objection, it is still incumbent on the
~inister to follo~ through his proper duty
In regard to heanng the matter. The issue
may not require the establishment of a
panel. However, it is necessary for the MinIster to exercise proper discretion on the
merits of the case regardless of whether there
is an objection.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-But the
fact that there is no objection would be a
factor?
The. H~n. E. H. WALKER-Absolutely.
No objectIOn would represent quite a strong
piece of evidence that there is widespread
support for an amendment. However, that
does not warrant my stating in this House
that I. would ipso Jacto agree to a rubber
stampIng of the amendment. I do not think
that would be responsible.
Mr Chamberlain said police should be
the enforcement officers and he will be introducing an amendment which tries to establish this fact. I am not in disagreement
with that. It is true that officers oflocal government have a role to play because it is a
planning measure. It is clear that the police
must be at the forefront of controlling massage parlours and prostitution within massage parlours. I agree with Mr Chamberlain
on that point.
That will be debated at length later. Mr
Chamberlain mentioned the need to state
that no person under eighteen years of age
shall have any access into massage parlours.
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He believes it should be made quite clear
that, for whatever purpose, there should be
no access whatsoever to persons under the
~e of ~ighteen years. I wholeheartedly agree
WIth hIm and I am happy to agree with the
proposed amendment.
Mr Chamberlain asks that an amendment be made to provide that no persons
should have an interest in more than one
massage parlour. I understand the intent of
that and I shall debate it at some length
later. I shall instance for him the difficulty
about a.dmi~isterin~ that, but I am not out
of keepIng WIth the Intent. Mr Chamberlain
t!ten me~t~oned the necessity for quaran!Ine provIsIons to control owners operating
Illegally. Quarantine provisions are not unknown in other administrations, particu!arly in the ~tting and gaming business. I
In~lcate to hIm that I am se~ously considenng that and I shall determIne the view of
the Government after hearing further debate in the Committee stage. I worry about
those provisions because they seem to be
draconian and difficult to administer, and I
believe Mr Chamberlain would agree.
Mr Chamberlain then mentioned the distinction between legalization and decriminalizat.ion. I compliment him on h~ving taken
the tIme to attend the humanIst seminar
some weeks ago where the matter was fully
debated. I am sorry that I was unable to
attend, but Mr Chamberlain's comments in
regard to the distinctions are apt. He then
made comments about related health issues. I have made notes in that regard and I
accept the gist of his comments.
Mr Chamberlain then referred to the
matter of a wide-ranging inquiry. During
the second-reading speech, I made it clear
that the Government is committed to an
inquiry and I indicated that the timing I had
in mind allowed the Government to let a
twelve-month moratorium go through while
regularization of the industry occurred I
indicated that the Government would ~s
tablish a monitoring committee. I then
thought it would be wise to let a few months
of the intended administration occur and
then conduct a wide-ran~ng inquiry into all
aspects of prostitution In the community.
The inquiry is overdue.
Mr Chamberlain suggested that the Govt:rnment should get on with that work earher and I have spoken with him in that
regard. I am not unhappy about the pros-
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pect of bringing forward such an inquiry. I
have spoken with the churches and they
have made it clear that they want an inquiry. At the other end of the spectrum the
prostitutes are keen to see a wide-ranging
inquiry. From many sources in the community I have heard it would be wise for
such an inquiry to take place and that is
proper.
One or two of the issues Mr Chamberlain
is endeavouring to include in the Bill by
way of proposed amendments may be better handled in the context of a wider inquiry, and I shall make that comment later.
When a first step of a limited kind is being
taken and is related to planning legislation,
it is difficult, even with good intentions, to
bind into planning legislation much of what
Mr Chamberlain wants to do. Some of the
things for which he is looking and on which
we would both agree, may be better handled
by an inquiry. I am quite willing to indicate
that the Government would be prepared to
begin an inquiry within three months and
to have it operate for a period of twelve
months or fifteen months so that the Government could then move after the moratorium was over and more was known about
the administration of the proposed legislation.
I am quite happy to have discussions with
both parties about the constitution of an
inquiry and its terms of reference and to
have the public widely understand what the
Government is doing and who should take
part. It may be that interim reporting should
occur along the way. It is an important issue
and I have no objection to getting that work
under way earlier than planned.
I shall make a few comments about the
points of view taken by the National Party
spokesman, Mr Wright. Using Mr Wright's
words, it would be true to characterize the
view of the National Party as believing that
prostitution is wrong. If one begins with that
as an absolute statement, no logical conclusion exists other than to oppose any proposed legislation that recognizes that
prostitution exists.
I believe I am respecting the view of Mr
Wright in that he said at the beginning of
his speech, "Prostitution is wrong". I was
hopeful that Parliament would not approach this debate from the point of view
of making absolute moral statements. That
is not to say that people cannot hold such
Session 1984-101
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views-of course they can and they do. The
difficulty about that type of approach is to
suggest that anyone willing to debate and
tackle the issue is taking the other viewprostitution is acceptable.
The comments ofMr Wright flow true to
the point of saying that the National Party
would oppose the Bill and it did at the second-reading stage. I hope that the National
Party will take a reasonable and positive
view as to what proceeds from here on and
take a normal part in comment and debate.
Having come to the point of some agreement between the major parties of the Parliament, I suggest that there is a certain
bipartisan nature about what is being done.
Honourable members can debate the issue
in a climate suggesting that they are looking
for the best possible solutions for the community in relation to a most difficult social
problem. I hope that the National Party will
accept those comments, and I understand
the view the party has taken and why it has
taken it. I shall be happy to take up further
issues as the Committee stage proceeds.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I thank the Minister
for Planning and Environment, for his positive approach to the issues outlined to the
Committee. I know that we share mutual
concerns on those issues. The debate is the
method of meeting those issues. I move:
1. Clause 1, omit "(Massage Parlours)" and insert
"(Brothels)" .

If the amendment is carried, it would affect
amendments Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and a number
of others.

During the second-reading debate, I canvassed the issues as expounded by the
working party established by the Government to advise it on this issue. The working
party called for public submissions and received 142 submissions from a whole spectrum, such as town planners, churches,
health groups and others. The working party
concluded that it would seem that the vast
majority of people within the industry and
in the general community would prefer an
alternative name to "massage parlour". The
reasons for that conclusion were stated, by
me earlier today and I shall not take the
Committee through those.
That is the first reason why the Opposition believes the change should take place.
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The working party offered the opportunity
of having input into this issue and its strong
recommendation was that those changes
take place.
The other issue is that there is a pejorative feeling about the term "brothel" and
that it is less acceptable than the term "massage parlour". If that is so, so be it. As the
Minister stated, Parliament is not in the
business of condoning or encouraging prostitution. By the use of a euphemism, we are
helping the cause of prostitution.
The practjces in these parlours will be
lawful. When one gives it the title of massage parlour, there is a chance that the clientele of those places will increase
considerably. Those places will then be
given a licence to print money. The Opposition believes the amendment is reasonable and it is supported by the Minister's
working party and should be inserted in the
Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I commend the standard of the
debate that has taken place and the approach of the Minister to the issue. Regardless of what side of the fence one is on, one
cannot help but commend the Minister for
the way in which he has sought to handle
the problem. The National Party's position
has been made clear.
The amendment is really at the nub of
the problem. The National Party, as outlined by the spokesman, Mr Wright, will
not give legislative recognition to prostitution in Victoria and will not give shopfront
approval to the establishment of brothels.
Although the Bill deals with only a part of
the prostitution field in Victoria, it has that
effect. Mr Chamberlain admitted just before he finished his speech that those places
would be given, in his words, licences to
print money.
Mr Chamberlain also indicated that basically by accepting the proposed legislation
the Parliament will be giving some degree
of approval to the carrying out of prostitution.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Could be
seen to be.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Or could be seen
to be doing so. It is incredible that the Minister says that the Government is not approving prostitution; it is just
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decriminalizing the practice that exists. in
massage parlours. The distinction between
the two is fine. The National Party knows
and accepts that massage parlours are
brothels, yet they are not called that in the
proposed legislation; instead they will be
called massage parlours.
If the proposed legislation is to be frank,
a spade should be called a spade and a
brothel should be called a brothel. The
Government should not muddle around by
calling those places by another name just
because the name is more acceptable to society generally. The term "massage parlour" may be more acceptable to society,
but the place to which it refers is still a
brothel.
The working party to the Government
devoted one page to this question. It came
out very strongly on the issue. At page 44 of
the report, paragraph 1015 deals with the
change of the term "brothel" to "massage
parlour". The working party stated:
Many submissions urged a change from the term
'massage parlour' and it would seem that the vast
majority of people within the industry and in the general community, would prefer an alternative name. In
the submissions received, a number of new name suggestions were made.

The working party lists those suggestions.
Paragraph 1016 of the working party report
states:
In the light of the Working Party's recommendations
in paragraph 1011, particularly that prostitution in a
legal massage parlour be no longer an offence, the
Working Party considers that the real purpose of parlours need no longer be hidden behind pseudonyms. It
therefore recommends that legal parlours be known as
'brothels', and that planning scheme nomenclature
should be changed from massage parlour to brothel
where necessary.

The reasons are stated throughout the report of the working party. The reasons for
supporting the choice of name are listed also.
There are at least six reasons.
One of the reasons is that the "term is
well-known and clearly understood in contemporary language and in common usage".
The working party lists the other reasons.
More importantly, the working party said:
. . . it would remove the present confusion with the
practice of professional massage, while not preventing
massage in massage parlours (brothels) if required.
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The term "massage parlour" is doing a disservice to general masseurs who provide a
service to the community and who are considered by the average person to be part of
the massage parlour scene. That is not true.
That situation could clearly be corrected by
calling a spade a spade and a brothel a
brothel, instead of fiddling around and calling those establishments massage parlours.
The National Party will support the
amendment and a number of other amendments moved by Mr Chamberlain, but it
will vote against the Bill during the third
reading to register once again its opposition
to a move by Parliament to give legislative
approval to the practice of prostitution in
Victoria.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I have already canvassed the reasons why the term
"massage parlour" is preferred. I hope Mr
Dunn approves of all the other working
party recommendations with as much
warmth. He seems to have used the report
to strongly back his arguments in this instance and obviously sees it as a good piece
of work.
The working party has made sixteen recommendations and I hope Mr Dunn supports them all with the same warmth. When
the Honourable Alan Hunt was Minister for
Planning in 1975 he actually began the use
of the term "massage parlour". The credit
is to be given to him that it is now in common usage.
No matter what happens as a result of the
vote, the public will call those establishments "massage parlours". No doubt the
National Party will call for a division on the
question. The Government accepts that a
pragmatic approach should be taken to the
use of names; as these establishments are
now called massage parlours, the Government will continue to call them massage
parlours.
The Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr Chamberlain to be omitted stand part of the clause
(the Hon. K. I. M. Wright in the chair).
Ayes
20
22
Noes ..
Majority for the omission of
the words ..

2

Mr Butler
Mrs Cox sedge
MrsDixon
MrsHogg
MrKennan
MrKennedy
MrKent
Mrs Kirner
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
MrMcArthur

MrBaxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
MrBlock
MrBubb
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
Mr Crozier
MrDunn
MrEvans
MrGranter
MrGuest
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AYES
MrMier
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrSandon
MrSgro
MrWalker
MrWhite

Tellers:
MrArnold
MrHenshaw
NOES
MrHayward
MrHunt
MrLawson
MrLong
MrRadford
MrReid
MrStorey
MrWard

Tellers:
MrHoughton
MrKnowles

The word proposed to be inserted was so
inserted.
The clause, as amended, was adopted, as
was clause 2.
Clause 3 was consequentially amended,
and, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 4
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
4. Clause 4, line 6, omit "sub-section" and insert
"sub-sections".

This amendment is consequential upon
amendment No. 6 which I foreshadow
moving. The basic strategy of the Opposition on the Bill is to reinforce the stated
intention of the Government to provide a
system of brothels with permits and to ensure that the law is enforced in relation to
those establishments that do not have permits. The Opposition wants to beef up the
enforcement provisions. The proposal in
amendment No. 6 is designed to have the
effect of dealing with situations where
someone has been found guilty of an offence under the new provisions. I do not
intend that provision to be retrospective in
any way. Once the new provisions come
into operation, someone who flouts the law
should then, as an additional penalty, be
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precluded from applying for a similar permit for the next ten years, and any person
who is related to such a person in the sense
of the definition should also be unable to
apply.
A number of proposals have been made
to the working party report. It said that
financial penalties do not work for a number of reasons. The courts are reluctant to
apply anywhere near the maximum penalties. The Opposition proposes that, when
someone breaks the law, he should not only
be subject to that particular penalty, but also
should not be able to apply for a permit
again.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I understand
the intent of Mr Chamberlain's amendment, but there are difficulties. It is a draconian approach and an over-kill because it
refers to an offence relating to a planning
law. As Mr Chamberlain knows, planning
law offences can be minor. They may relate
to a sign that is bigger than that which is
allowed. It may be that an establishment
remained open half an hour longer than it
ought to have been open. Mr Chamberlain
wants strict provisions to apply, but he is
involved in a huge over-kill because he is
saying that he wants somebody who has
been seen to be convicted for a minor planning offence to be prohibited from holding
a permit for a period of ten years after the
offence.
I appeal to Mr Chamberlain to review
that matter because I can see a substantial
reason for his other amendments. However, when he is speaking about a planning
offence as minor as an oversized sign and in
some instances where goodwill does not exist, it could be that a local government body
or the police want to proceed against someone on a mere technicality. It is not good
law to provide for such substantial penalties
when the offence is minor. I appeal to the
honourable member to review that because
I do not consider that it accomplishes what
he wishes. Here, with his enthusiasm for
keeping the law and when it is established
he has overdone it, I ask him to rethink the
matter. The Government would oppose the
amendment in its present form.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-The Minister's comments are reasonable and I suggest as a
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compromise to meet that situation of a minor offence, that if the words, "Unless excused by the courts recording the
conviction," are added at the end of the
proposed paragraph 1B, at the time the conviction is being recorded the judge may decide whether it is a minor or a substantive
offence. This would give the court dealing
with the issue a say on whether it considers
there should be such a provision. In other
words, someone who is before a court on a
minor breach can make an application to
the court to be excused from the operation
of paragraph 1B. I believe that meets the
Minister's requirements and it also meets
my requirements in the sense that if it is a
serious offence, this provision, which he describes as draconian, would operate. I asked
leave of the Committee that, at the end of
paragraph 1B, the words, "unless excused
by the court recording the conviction." be
added.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Is leave granted for Mr Chamberlain to make this addition to his amendment?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Yes. I am still
troubled by it. I am not sure how this will
apply. I suspect that we are moving into an
area that will be difficult to administer. It
may be ineffective. I suggest to Mr Chamberlain that if we proceed on this matter we
may cause ourselves some difficulty. I would
prefer it, if he was willing, to review this
matter over a period of time. He has made
the additional amendment so quickly that
he may not have covered all the factors he
would wish to cover. The conviction must
have begun and the court involved must
determine whether a prior conviction was
minor. I find that principle difficult to encompass, and I am not sure that it would
work.
What Mr Chamberlain is endeavouring
to do is to ensure that suitable people are
involved in the running of these establishments. He will try to do this in other ways
later. There is a certain inconsistency in the
hope that good people will run brothels. He
asks that they not be of criminal background. This is a planning offence rather
than a criminal offence. In this instance he
is saying that contravention of the planning
law can be a base for allowing this.
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The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-That is to
be used as a planning measure.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-That does
not alter the fact that other amendments of
Mr Chamberlain endeavour to do what he
is endeavouring to do here. He is endeavouring to ensure that criminal elements are
not involved in the running of massage parlours or brothels.
I do not believe this is one of those measures that will work. It will be almost impossible to apply, and I do not think
contravention of the planning law is a base
for criminality. I can understand there can
be more serious offences, but the notice of
discretion that he is proposing might be difficult to administer. I suggest that further
discussion on this clause be postponed.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-I am
happy to postpone the amendment until
later.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-If Mr
Chamberlain is willing to agree to that proposal I will be willing to support it.
The clause was postponed.
Clause 5
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
8. Clause 5, line 39, omit "and".
9. Clause 5, after line 39 insert:
'( b) after sub-section (1) there shall be inserted the
following sub-section:
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The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINThere is general agreement that police
should be an enforcement agency.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-The National Party supports the
amendments. It is placing the matter in the
right hands; for the police to be the enforcement officers.
The amendments were agreed to, as was
a consequential amendment, and the clause,
as amended, was adopted.
Clause 6
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I invite honourable
members to vote against this clause.
This amendment is consequential on a
new clause which the Opposition proposes
to insert a little later. Am I able to speak on
that, Mr Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-It would be in order for Mr
Chamberlain to foreshadow that.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-I
propose a little later to substitute a clause
which will do the same thing but in a slightly
different form. This results from the change
of definition because of calling the establishment a brothel.
The clause was negatived.
Clause 7
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-1 move:

"( 1A) For the purpose of ascertaining whether any
provisions of this Act or ifany interim development
order or planning scheme relating to the use of land
for the purposes of the operation of a brothel is being
contravened, any member of the police force may at
any reasonable time enter upon any building or land
which the member of the police force believes on
reasonable grounds is being used for the purpose of
the operation of a brothel and shall not be liable to
any legal proceedings on account of any such entry."; and

11. Clause 7, line 17, omit "massage parlour" and
insert "brothel".
12. Clause 7, line 18, after "income" insert "being a
brothel in premises in respect of which there has or
have been issued, and is or are in force, under the
Town and Country Planning Act 1961 such permit or
permits as are required under that Act to authorize the
use of the premises as premises to which people of both
sexes, or of either sex, resort for the purpose of prostitution.".

(c) in sub-section (2), after the words "responsible
authority" there shall be inserted the words "or a
member of the police force";'.

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.

The proposed new sub-section will make it
clear that the police will have the same powers to enter these premises.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-As a planning
officer.

Clause 8
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
13. Clause 8, lines 20 and 21, omit "a massage parlour" and insert "premises in respect of which there
has or have been issued, and is or are in force, under
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the Town and Country Planning Act 1961 such permit
or permits as are required under that Act to authorize
the use of the premises as premises to which people of
both sexes, or of either sex, resort for the purpose of
prostitution".

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 9
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
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(2) Where a person who(a) is the holder of a permit granted by a responsible

authority for the use of land for the purposes of the
operation of a brothel; or
(b) is or becomes the owner or occupier of land in
respect of which such a permit is in force-

is or has been convicted of an offence under the Drugs
Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 or of an
indictable offence under any other Act punishable by
imprisonment for 12 months or more, the permit is,
upon that conviction or the person becoming the owner
or occupier, revoked.".'.

14. Clause 9, line 22, after "9.'.' insert "(1)".
15. Clause 9, line 25, omit "massage parlour" and
insert "brothel to which sub-section (5) applies".
16. Clause 9, line 28, omit "massage parlour" and
insert "brothel to which sub-section (5) applies".
17. Clause 9, after line 28, insert:

"(2) After section 12 (4) of the Vagrancy Act 1966
there shall be inserted the following sub-section:
'(5) In this section "brothel to which sub-section (5)
applies" means premises in respect of which there has
or have been issued, and is or are in force, under the
Town and Country Planning Act 1961 such permit or
permits as are required under that Act to authorize the
use of the premises as premises to which people of both
sexes, or of either sex, resort for the purpose of prostitution.' ".

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 10 and 11 were consequentially
amended, and, as amended, were adopted.
New clauses
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow clause 3:
After section 27 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1961 there shall be inserted the following
section:
'AA.

"'47 A. (I) A responsible authority shall not grant a
permit for the use ofland for the purposes of the operation of a brothel(a) to a person-

(i) who has been convicted of an offence under the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981;
or
(ii) who has been convicted of an indictable offence
under any other Act punishable by imprisonment for
12 months or more; or
(b) where the responsible authority knows or oUght
reasonably to know that the owner or occupier of the
land has been convicted of any such offence-to any
person.

The Opposition proposes that a person with
a criminal record, in the sense of a drugs or
serious indictable offence, may not apply
for a permit or take over premises to which
a permit already applies. If in fact the person holds a permit and is later convicted of
an offence, the permit is revoked.
I realize the difficulties involved but the
Committee is debating proposed planning
legislation which, in the normal sense, cannot deal with all the issues that should be
dealt with. This is a minimal attempt-it
can only be a minimal attempt because there
are potential ways around the proposed legislation-to at least direct the attention of
the Parliament to the need for some control
on who operates a brothel.
One could not say that an operator of a
brothel would necessarily be of good character, but there should be certain minimum
standards and it is considered that this proposal is reasonable.
The Minister indicated that an inquiry
will begin within three months. One of the
obvious things the inquiry will look at is all
of the legislation in relation to brothels, including this Bill. That inquiry will have
more time to examine the matter than honourable members who have had only a relatively short time to examine the proposed
legislation. The inquiry will have the opportunity of obtaining public input on this issue. Ifultimately the report of the inquiry is
that what is proposed by the Opposition
will not work, the Parliament will take that
advice.
I tested the proposed legislation on a
practising municipal planner today and he
thinks it can be made to work. That is my
reason for moving the amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I cannot ac-
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cept this amendment although I accept the
intent of the amendment. This is one of
those instances that would be far better handled by the inquiry that is to start in a few
months.
Any permit refusal, if the applicant is
convicted of a drug offence or an indictable
offence, seems to be proper. The difficulty is
that this would set an absolute precedent
with regard to the administration of planning legislation.
Mr Chamberlain understands that planning permits run with the land. They are
different from liquor licensing and licensing
of individuals.
In the proposed legislation, I have asked
the Committee to consider a first minor step
in the whole spectrum of attacking the business of prostitution but it needs to be a first
step, and the Bill cannot do everything. The
Bill provides that a person convicted of an
indictable offence is unacceptable to run a
brothel. It is almost impossible to apply such
a position to planning permits for brothels
or massage parlours.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Why?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-It has never
been done in terms of planning because an
application is made for a permit for the land
and a permit would stay with the land even
though there was a change of ownership.
What would one do when a legitimate planning permit was issued and the property
changed hands? Would the same provision
be required to be undertaken for the new
owner?
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Yes.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I think you
would find it would be almost impossible to
manage. I suggest that the Committee follow the steps I have suggested. I realize they
are not entirely comprehensive. I understand why Mr Chamberlain wants to be reassured about the people who run or own
such places, but that is one of the issues that
could be more properly handled by the inquiry.
I am not saying that I disagree with the
intent of the amendment; I am saying that
it would be impossible to administer. Mr
Chamberlain does not give a time limit or
indicate whether the provision should apply to juvenile offences. He may want to
review that matter. Other offences are not
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relevant to town planning. If he is talking
about a person who is, in effect, moving
into a criminal activity, other action must
be taken against that person. That is not
very well explained, but it will be very difficult if Mr Chamberlain proposed that provisions of this type be written into the Town
and Country Planning Act now. Those provisions would have to be added later in a
different way.
I cannot accept this as a workable amendment. I believe Mr Chamberlain also has
some concern about the amendment. I have
not had much time to look at the amendment, so I have not had time to prepare a
substantial response. I do not believe what
is suggested can be managed in the way suggested and, for that reason, the Govern..
ment does not accept the amendment.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-Right from the beginning, the
National Party has found some difficulty in
coming to grips with a question that is really
a major social question wrapped up in a
planning Bill. The problem is that, on the
one hand, the National Party wants to ensure that, if the Bill is passed, certain restrictions will be placed on the types of persons
who can operate massage parlours or brothels and, on the other hand, it supports the
amendments that have been put forward.
The National Party wants safeguards
written into the Bill and if the proposed
legislation is passed without the amendment that is proposed, how else will the
situation be addressed?
The Hon. E. H. Walker-It will be addressed in the the inquiry. I do not disagree
with it, but it will not work.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I understand
from what the Minister for Planning and
Environment says that there are some difficulties in bringing it into operation. Could
consideration of the clause be postponed
momentarily until the matter is sorted out?
The National Party supports the principle in the amendment because basically it
does what the National Party wants to
achieve, which is to exclude the criminal
element.
New clause AA was postponed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
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24. Insert the following new clauses to follow clause

5.
'BB. After section 49B of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1961 there shall be inserted the following
sections:
"49c. (1) A person who at any time has an interest
in more than one permit granted by a responsible
authority for the use of land for the purposes of the
operation of a brothel shall be guilty of an offence.
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(a) reasonable grounds for suspecting that any house
or place is used as a brothel and that there has or have
not been issued, or is or are not in force, such permit
or permits as are required under this Act or authorize
the use of the premises as premises to which people of
both sexes, or of either sex, resort for the purpose of
prostitution; or

(2) For the purposes of sub-section (1), a person has
an interest in a permit if-

(b) that offences have been committed in a house or
place in which there is a brothel in resepct of which a
permit referred to in paragraph (a) is in force, being
offences under the Venereal Diseases Act 1958, the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981 or
indictable offences under any other Act punishable by
imprisonment for 12 months or more-

(a) the permit was granted to that person or to an
associate of that person, whether alone or jointly with
another person; or

the Supreme Court may declare that house or place to
be a proscribed brothel.

Penalty: 100 penalty units.

(b) the person or an associate of the person has a
legal or equitable interest in the land or premises to
which the permit relates.

(3) A reference in sub-section (2), to an associate of
a person is a reference to(a) where the person is a corporation, a related corporation within the meaning of the Companies (Victoria) Code;

(b) a spouse, brother, sister, parent or child of the
person;
(c) a partner of the person; or

(d) a person who has or proposes to enter into an
agreement, arrangement, understanding or undertaking whether formal or informal and whether express or
implied in respect of the use, occupation, management
or otherwise of any land or premises.
49D. A person who is(a) the holder of a permit granted by a responsible

authority for the use of land for the purposes of the
operation of a brothel; or
(b) the owner or occupier ofland in respect of which
such a permit is in force-

shall not authorize or permit a person under the age of
18 years to enter or remain in the brothel.
Penalty: 100 penalty units.
49E. A person who is(a) the holder of a permit granted by a responsible

authority for the use of land for the purposes of the
operation of a brothel; or
( b) the owner or occupier of land in respect of which
such a permit is in force-

shall comply with the prescribed requirements relating
to the health of persons employed in or resorting to the
brothel.
49F. (1) On the affidavit of an officer of police show-

ing-

(2) A declaration under sub-section (1) is in force
until rescinded.
(3) Notice in writing of any application for a declaration under this section shall at least seventy-two hours
before the hearing of the application be served upon
the owner or occupier at the house or place which is
the subject of the application or be advertised in some
newspaper generally circulating in the locality wherein
the house or place is situated.
(4) Service of a notice under sub-section (3) may be
effected by posting a prepaid letter addressed to "the
owner" or "the occupier" without name or further
description, and bearing such an address or description
of the house or place as in the opinion of the court
would insure the delivery of such letter at such house
or place.
(5) A declaration under sub-section (1) may be rescinded by the Supreme Court subject to such terms,
conditions, limitations and restrictions (including the
giving of security to insure that the house or place will
not again be used as a brothel unless there is or are in
force such permits as are referred to in sub-section (1)
(a» as the court thinks fit on application being made
to the court(a) by the owner, agent, mortgagee or occupier of a
house or place the subject of the declaration on proof
that the applicant has not at any time used or permitted the house or place to be used as a brothel or that
there is or have been in force at the relevant time such
permits as are referred to in sub-section (1) (a); or

(b) by an officer of police on proof that the house or
place is not used as a brothel or that there is or have
been in force at the relevant time such permits as are
referred to in sub-section (I) (a); or
(c) by any person referred to in paragraph (a) or (b)
on proof that offences of the kind referred to in subsection (1) (b) were not committed-

as the case requires.
(6) Where an application is made under sub-section
(5), notice in writing of intention to make the application shall at least seventy-two hours before the hearing
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of such application be served on a superintendent or
inspector of police stationed within the police district
in which such house or place is situated.
49G. (1) Notice of a declaration and of a rescision
of a declaration under section 49F and the terms, conditions, limitations and restrictions of the rescision
shall be published in the Government Gazette.
(2) In any proceedings under this Act, the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing
such notice shall be evidence that the declaration or
rescision therein notified was duly made.
49H. (1) Upon a declaration being made under section 49F with respect to any house or place, an officer

of police(a) shall cause to be published on two days in a
newspaper circulating in the neighbourhood of the
house or place a notice of the making of the declaration; and

(b) shall cause notice of the making of the declara-

tion to be served on the owner, agent, mortgagee or
occupier of the house or place and where, in the opinion of such officer, personal service cannot be promptly
effected, the notice may be served(i) by causing a copy to be affixed at or near to the
entrance to the house or place; or
(ii) in the case of the owner or occupier, by posting
a prepaid letter addressed to "the owner" or "the occupier" without name or further description and bearing such an address or description of the house or place
as in the opinion of the court would insure the delivery
of such letter at such house or place; and
(c) shall cause a copy of the declaration to be posted
up on such premises so as to be visible and legible to
any persons entering the premises.

(2) In any proceedings under this Act the production of a copy of a newspaper containing any such
notice shall be evidence that the notice was duly published in that newspaper on the date appearing thereon.
(3) Every person covering, removing, defacing or
destroying a copy of a declaration so posted up on any
premises shall be liable to a penalty of not more than
25 penalty units or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than six months, but the fact that such copy has
been covered, removed, defaced or destroyed or that
any of the requirements of this section have not been
duly compiled with shall afford no answer to any proceedings under this Act.
491. (1) If after publication, in pursuance of section
49H (1) (a), of notice of the making of a declaration

with respect to a house or place and during the time
that the declaration is in force any person is found in
or on or entering or leaving that house or place, any
member ofthe police force may without warrant arrest
such person and take him before a justice.
(2) Such person, unless he proves that he was in or
on or entering or leaving the house or place in ignorance of the making of such declaration or for some
lawful purpose, shall be guilty of an offence.
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(3) The form of information for such offence may
be in the form given inthe Fourth Schedule or to a like
effect.
49J. Every person who has been convicted of an
indictable offence and who is at any time found in any
house or place during the time that a declaration as
aforesaid is in force with respect to that house or place,
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty of not
less than 1 penalty unit nor more than 50 penalty units
or to imprisonment for a term of not less than fourteen
days nor more than twelve months.
49K. No business, trade, profession or calling whatsoever whether carried on or exercised pursuant to any
licence, registration or authority under any Act of Parliament or otherwise shall be carried on, exercised or
conducted by or on behalf of any person in any house
or place with respect to which any such declaration is
in force.
49L. If after service on an owner in pursuance of
this Act of notice of making of a declaration with respect to a house or place that the house or place is a
proscribed brothel and during the time that the declaration is in force the house or place is used as a brothel
such owner shall, unless he proves that he has taken all
reasonable steps to evict the occupier therefrom, be
guilty of an offence.
49M. If after service on an occupier in pursuance of
this Act of notice of making of a declaration with respect to a house or place that the house or place is a
proscribed brothel and during the time that such declaration is in force the house or place is used as a
brothel such occupier shall, unless he proves that he
has taken reasonable steps to prevent such use, be guilty
of an offence.

49N. While any declaration under this Act is in force
with respect to any house or place any member of the
police force may at any time do all or any ofth,. undermentioned thingsenter that house or place;
(b) pass through, from, over and along any other
land or building for the purpose of entering in pursuance of paragraph (a);
(a)

(c) for any of the purposes aforesaid break open
doors, windows and partitions and do such other acts
as may be necessary; and

(d) arrest and bring before a justice all person found
in or on or entering or leaving that house or place
without lawful excuse.

490. The power to make Rules conferred by the
Supreme Court Act 1958 on the Supreme Court or the
Judges thereof shall include power to make Rules to
enforce and carry out the provisions of this Act.".
cc. After the Third Schedule to the Town and
Country Planning Act 1961 there shall be inserted the
following schedule:
"FOURTH SCHEDULE
Form ofInformation
Town and Country Planning Act 1961
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affidavit from an office of the Police Force
showing reasonable grounds for suspecting that a house or place is being used as a
brothel without a permit or that offences
The new clause BB proposes to insert a new have been committed in a house or place in
clause 49c into the principal Act. It is in- which there is a brothel. The effect of that
tended to limit a person to having an inter- provision, which basically has been lifted
est in only one brothel. There are a number from the Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act,
is to prohibit anyone having access to that
reasons for doing this.
building for any purpose.
There is a definition of "associated perThe Opposition is endeavouring to ensons" and that definition is picked up from
force
the obligations of the Minister. The
other legislation. The intention is to prevent a husband having one brothel and his working party on massage parlours has said
wife having another. The Opposition does that a monetary penalty does not work and
not want organized crime to penetrate this that something else should be tried. It is
area. Unfortunately, Mr Costigan, QC, has quite probable that many of the places ocshown that crime can be organized in Aus- cupied by the massage parlours are rented
tralia and can move in a big way into the by someone who is not directly involved in
massage parlour industry through dummy the massage parlour activity. He may say,
"I do not know what is going on there.
applicants.
Therefore, I am not responsible for them".
The intention of the amendment is clear;
In the Residential Tenancies Act there is
it is designed to limit the opportunity of
persons to do this. The Opposition does not a general coverage to say that a person may
believe large crime syndicates should be not conduct an unlawful activity within resinvolved in this area. The Opposition be- idential premises. This puts the owner of
lieves it is quite achievable. An applicant the premises on notice that he has to know
would have to make an affidavit to say that what is going on in those places. If he does
he or associated persons do not have inter- not take notice of what is going on, he is
ests in a similar parlour. If the applicant likely to be deprived of all revenue received
breaches that application he is guilty of per- from those premises. There is provision for
jury which has fairly severe penalties. It is a the order to be rescinded if the owner can
worth-while objective and I recommend the show he had no part in the activity, did not
amendment to the House.
know it was going on, had taken steps to
cease the activity or eject the tenants. These
Proposed section 49D provides that un- provisions, as I indicated before, have been
der no circumstances should a person under lifted from provisions that work in another
the age of eighteen years be admitted to a Act.
brothel. The Minister has indicated he supProposed section 49H is a consequential
ports that proposal and I gave the reasons
amendment,
as are proposed sections 491,
for the amendment in the second-reading
49J, 49K, 49L, 49M and 49N. I remind the
debate.
House that the Law Institute of Victoria
Proposed section 49E is designed in a lim- indicated in the letter I read to the House
ited way to deal with the whole issue. There earlier that it is concerned about the enis legislation which deals with a matter like forcement provision and recommends this
venereal disease and there is a Venereal approach. It reinforces what the Minister
Diseases Act. Under section 60 of the principal Act there is a general regulation-mak- has said to the House.
The second arm of the amendment deals
ing power. I do not suggest the Minister
should revise these health requirements but with those parlours that have a permit and
I want to make sure that there is provision which states that there shall not be any
in the proposed legislation for such require- drugs, buggery and so on in those places and
that the police can make application for an
ments to be made.
Proposed section 49F and subsequent order.
I referred to the Venereal Diseases Act,
provisions all relate to the issue of quarantine orders. They are predicated on an which contains two provisions that are relThat on the·
day of
, at
A.B. was found in [or on or entering or leaving) a house
[or place) which had been declared by the Supreme
Court to be a proscribed brothel."
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evant. One is section 25 of the Act, which
states:
No person shall knowingly infect any other person
with a venereal disease or knowingly do or permit or
suffer any act likely to lead to the infection of any other
person with such a disease.

The Hon. Joan Coxsedge-Why not start
with the fellows?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAINAIDS is usually transmitted by males, so
this is a general provision. Section 26 of the
Venereal Diseases Act provides a penalty
for any owner or occupier of any house in
which a female suffering from venereal disease resides for the purpose of prostitution.
They are existing provisions of the law and
there is now a cross-reference to them.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-Amendment
No. 24 circulated in Mr Chamberlain's
name refers to four basic matters. There are
two that I could support and there are two
that fall into the category of casting the net
too wide and probably require further discussion between Mr Chamberlain and me.
I suggest that two matters be postponed
in the manner in which two previous matters were postponed, and that the two other
matters proceed with my support. When the
Committee stage is complete, progress can
be reported so that early tomorrow Mr
Chamberlain and I may discuss the matter
further before debate on the Bill is resumed.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-It would be preferable to postpone new clauses BB and cc. It is very difficult to take pieces out.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-In that case,
I indicate that again it is a matter of trying
to find a way in which the intent is handled
to the satisfaction of both parties and I do
not believe it can be done by interchange
across the Chamber now.
I believe the quarantine provisions Mr
Chamberlain has suggested are overdone
and the net is cast too wide. I do not believe
that is the end of the matter and there may
be value in discussions.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-Although I am wedded to the concept, I am not necessarily
wedded to a particular form of words at this
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stage, so if there are middle grounds, I am
happy to co-operate with the Minister.
New clauses BB and cc were postponed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN
(Western Province)-I move:
Insert the following new clause to follow clause 11.
'''DD. After section 59 of the Crimes Act 1958, there
shall be inserted the following section:

"59A. A person shall not publish or cause to be published any statement which is intended or likely to
induce a person to seek employment in a brothel.
Penalty: 10 penalty units.".'.

This amendment is designed again to make
it quite clear that Parliament is not in the
business of fostering the industry.
There are existing provisions in the
Crimes Act which were inserted a couple of
years ago which I outlined before, sections
59, 60 and 61 and, to some extent, this
amendment complements those provisions. I do not believe there should be any
such public advertisements and I hope the
Committee will support this amendment.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I believe this
move fits the general prohibition of inducement.
The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-I believe it would be inappropriate to proceed with Mr Chamberlain's
amendments Nos. 26 and 27 until the Committee has dealt with the matters that have
already been postponed.
Progress was reported.
SALE (LAND DEVELOPMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. J. H. Kennan (Attorney-General), for the Hon. R. A.
MACKENZIE (Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands), was read a first time.
CREDIT BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
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The introduction of this Bill and the Credit
(Administration) Bill represents an important step in law reform in the State, and
indeed in Australia. The Bills are a re-enactment of the Credit Act 1981, but with considerable modification.
The Bills represent a major part of the
Government's commitment to legal and social reform to those laws governing the
everyday lives of many Victorians. Today,
Australia is the third most credit orientated
country in the world after the United States
of America and Canada. Australians are in
debt to consumer financiers for more than
$11 000 million.
In times such as these, with high unemployment and interest rates, many Australians are finding themselves in debt through
no fault of their own, with nowhere to turn
and with no effective protection. Debt is not
always the result of financial mismanagement but may come about because of unforeseen changes in circumstance such as
sickness or unemployment. People in these
situations genuinely try to sort out their obligations. These Bills recognize this and,
combined with reforms such as those announced in relation to the fraudulent debtors legislation, represent part of the
Government's response to the social, economic and legal problems of Victorians.
It is appropriate that I should mention
briefly some of the history leading up to
these Bills. The first major study in Australia of possible reform occurred in 1966,
when Professor Rogerson of Adelaide University Law School was commissioned by
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General to chair a committee to consider the
problems relating to consumer credit, which
reported in 1969. In January 1972, a committee of the Law Council of Australia presented the Molomby report, the "Report on
Fair Consumer Credit Laws", to the then
Victorian Attorney-General, recommending major reforms to the laws relating to
consumer credit.
The Molomby report identified seven
areas of defects, and these deficiencies still
exist and, therefore, need restating:
(i) Regulation of transactions according to their form instead of according to
their substance and function;
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(ii) the failure to distinguish consumer
from commercial transactions;
(iii) the artificial separation of the law
relating to lending from the law relating
to security for loans;
(iv) the absence of any rational policy
on third-party rights;
(v) excessive technicality;
(vi) lack of a consistent policy on sanctions for the breach of statutory provisions; and
(vii) overall, the irrelevance of the existing credit laws to present day requirements, and the resultant failure to provide
just solutions to common problems.
In 1973, the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General agreed to the formation of
a Credit Laws Committee to develop uniform model consumer credit legislation for
introduction in the individual States. Ultimately, both New South Wales and Victoria introduced credit Bills to Parliament
which were subsequently passed by the respective Parliaments, but were never proclaimed.
These pieces of legislation contained
many departures from the originally intended uniformity. It was recognized that,
because credit providers operate on a nationallevel, the lack of uniformity between
the Victorian and New South Wales Acts
would have serious consequences upon the
operation of the legislation and add unnecessarily to the industry'S costs. It will, of
course, be understood by honourable members that to an industry as large as the credit
industry, State boundaries mean very little
and it is, therefore, an industry which needs
uniform guidelines and restraints. In addition, it would impede the long term objective of uniform laws throughout Australia
in the consumer area.
In developing the measure that is now
before the House, it was recognized that,
although uniformity was necessary for the
provisions regulating the rights and obligations of parties to credit contracts and basic
documentation, matters of administration
need not be uniform. In fact, in view of the
different administrative structures of the
department in each State, it would be impractical to obtain uniformity in the administrative provisions of the Act. Therefore,
the substantive provisions have been placed
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in the Credit Bill, while administrative matters have been placed in the Credit (Administration) Bill.
A firm commitment was, therefore, made
that the credit laws regulating credit, as opposed to administration, must be uniform.
The process to bring uniformity has been
exhaustive and has been achieved to a remarkable degree. With the exception of such
local distinctions as the references to Victorian and New South Wales Acts and the
like, the only aTeas lacking uniformity in
the Credit Bill are as follows:
(i) There is exception relatin~ to commercial hire purchase and leasIng being
deemed a credit sale contract. In New
South Wales the exception relates only to
commercial hire purchase;
(ii) New South Wales exempts building societies from the ambit of the Bills;
(iii) New South Wales applies the linked
credit provider provisions of the Bill to
land; and
(iv) Victoria sets maximum interest
rates in the Bill, while New South Wales
allows such rates to be prescribed by regulation.
Apart from these matters, uniformity in
both policy and drafting has been achieved,
and I ask honourable members to keep this
in mind when considering the Bills. Any
changes to the Bills in Parliament will, of
course, destroy the uniformity achieved.
Upon the 1981 Act being passed, a number of submissions were made by interested
parties. The Government, as part of its
commitment to consultation in the process
of government, considered all submissions
received. Submissions were received from a
wide variety of sources, including the Australian Finance Conference, the Australian
Bankers Association, the Financial Counsellors Association and the Law Institute of
Victoria.
Many submissions contained valuable
comments on the 1981 Act and considerable discussion has taken place with many
organizations in relation to these comments. Many of the changes in these Bills
are as a result of the valuable information
received in these submissions as to deficiencies in the 1981 Act.
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The Bills have been drafted to take account of these deficiencies and, in addition,
there was a need to address new developments in the credit area. One striking development has been the enormous increase in
the availability and use of the credit card.
The Credit Bill has been drafted to contend
with the more recent developments in the
credit card area.
As I have mentioned, these two Bills represent a re-introduction of the Credit Act, with considerable modification, to achieve
uniformity with New South Wales and
greater consumer protection. Because of the
considerable number of amendments-I
believe over 2000 were needed simply to
achieve uniformity-and the legal complexity of the subject, it was felt that it was
impractical to introduce an amending Bill.
The board principles remain largely the
same as those under the Credit Act 1981.
They are:
(i) To establish a qualified and effective administration to regulate the credit
industry through a licensing system for
persons who provide credit;
(ii) to equate all the various forms under which credit may be provided, so that
the rules applicable to each will be essentially the same and will relate to the substance of the transaction;
(iii) to provide for the disclosure of the .
actual dollars cost of credit and the annual percentage rate, so that the consumer can determine whether he can
afford the cost of credit and can compare
costs between credit providers;
(iv) to provide regulation and protection similar to that which exists for
hire-purchase; for example, regulation of
the repossession of goods, which secures
the amount owed to the credit provider;
and
(v) to provide a mechanism by which
debtors suffering genuine hardship can
obtain relief from immediate enforcement of a credit contract.
I shall now indicate the major differences
between the 1981 Act and this Bill. Time
does not permit me to give a clause-byclause analysis of these changes. However,
extensive clause notes have been provided
with the Bill. These differences are:
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1. THE MONETARY LIMIT

The 1981 Act applied only to a loan contract or credit sale contract where the monetary amount involved did not exceed
$15 000. Clause 5 (4) has increased the
monetary limit to $20 000, or such greater
amount as may be prescribed from time to
time.
2. UP-FRONT CHARGES
The Bill, like the 1981 Act, will repeal the
Money Lenders Act 1958. Section 27 of the
Money Lenders Act prohibits a money
lender from charging the borrower any fees
or expenses for considering an application
for, or granting of a loan, except certain
legal fees or valuation fees. A provision
similar to section 27 of the Money Lenders
Act has been included in the Bill which extends the protection offered by the 1981 Act.
This provision is contained in clause 75
of the Bill. It should be noted that this provision does not prevent credit providers
from recouping such fees and expenses; it
merely requires these costs to be disclosed
as part of the credit charge.
As honourable members are aware, the
recent Martin commission report criticized
this provision. I take this opportunity of
. saying that the report's criticism of the Bill
is based on misunderstanding. The Bills
does not regulate the manner of charging
interest or returns on money lent. It merely
regulates the manner of disclosing this information. The method by which a credit
provider calculates and charges what return
he wishes on a loan is not the concern of the
Bill. The Bill is concerned as to how this is
disclosed to the consumer.
3. APPLICATION OF THE ACT
The Bill rectifies anomalies that have become apparent in the 1981 legislation concerning its application to the Crown and to
corporations. It was the intention of the
1981 Act, as is the case with this Bill, that
the benefits available under the legislation
were not to apply to corporations. However, it appears that the 1981 Act unintentionally applied to corporations acting as a
guarantor of a non-corporate borrower. This
anomaly has been corrected in this Bill.
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The provisions of the 1981 Act also applied to the Crown when the Crown was a
borrower. This was neither intentional nor
appropriate, and has been rectified in the
Bill.
4. STORE CREDIT CERTIFICATES
The 1981 Act differed from the present
Bill in this Area, in that the requirements
applying to store credit certificates were less
stringent than those applying to other forms
of credit. Honourable members may be
aware of this type of credit where a retail
store may issue "store money" which can
be redeemed for purchases in the store. This
type of credit is unsatisfactory from a consumer's point of view, because interest is
charged from the day the certificates are issued, not from the day the certificates are
used to purchase goods from the retailer.
The Bill deletes these less stringent requirements, and so store credit certificates
will be subject to the same regulation under
the Bill as other types of credit.
5. ADD-ON CONTRACTS
The 1981 Act provided for a practice
known as "add-on" credit contracts. This
practice permits a retailer who offers credit
to add on new credit sale contracts to existing contracts. The provisions of the 1981
Act were unsatisfactory in this regard, as
they were extraordinarily complex, open to
varying interpretation and allowed the
compounding of interest. The 1984 Bill in
clause 37 has overcome these difficulties and
will also provide a cooling-off period in relation to an "add-on" contract.
6. COMMISSION CHARGES
The Credit Bill 1984 in clauses 35 and 36
requires not only the disclosure of the existence of the commission charge, but also disclosure of by whom and to whom the
commission is payable.
7. INTEREST RATES
The Bill in Part III rectifies the deficiences in the 1981 legislation by making certain that interest rates disclosed are those
actually being charged. This will overcome
the current practice of stating, in a credit
contract, that the interest rate charge can be
changed from time to time, up to a certain
maximum limit.
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8. CREDIT CARDS
A major development in the credit industry has been the emergence of new credit
cards. When the 1981 Act was being developed, Bankcard was the only widely available form of continuing credit. The present
Bill reflects these developments and, accordingly, a number of significant changes
have been made to the provisions in the
1981 Act dealing with continuing credit. The
major area of change has been in Division
2 of Part III of the Bill.
The most important of these changes are:
8.1. A much broader definition of what
constitutes continuing credit. This is to
ensure that the sophisticated arrangements being offered by some major credit
card companies do not escape regulation.
However, there is ample scope to exempt
arrangements which clearly do not require regulation.
8.2. The provision of a mechanism by
which card holders can effectively query
the accuracy of items appearing on their
statements, and which prevents the credit
provider enforcing payment on such items
until he answers those queries.
8.3. A provision which will guarantee
card holders a minimum of two months,
notice before any increase in the interest
rate charged takes effect. Such a provision
will afford him the time necessary to renegotiate and refinance his debt with another credit provider, if that is his wish.
8.4. The Bill also has a "last resort"
provision. This means that, if a person
providing continuing credit is aware that
a retailer or a supplier is of dubious financial or ethical standing, the credit provider must reimburse a consumer who
suffers a loss when dealing with that retailer or supplier. However, before the
credit provider is liable for this reimbursement, the consumer must have exhausted all other avenues of redress.
GUARANTORS
The 1984 Bill increases the protection
given to guarantors of borrowers under
credit contracts. In particular, guarantors
will be given the same documentation as
borrowers and have the same right to apply
to a Small Claims Tribunal for variation of
their borrowing commitments.
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The 1981 Act provides a mechanism by
which debtors who are suffering hardship
through unemployment, illness, etc., may
apply for a restructuring or postponement
of their obligations under a credit contract.
The Credit Bill, in clause 74, includes this
mechanism and also makes it applicable to
continuing credit contracts, such as Bankcard.
INSURANCE
The policy of the 1981 Act on insurance
cover for credit contracts was that borrowers should not have to enter into insurance
contracts as a condition of a credit contract,
other than for the insurance of goods against
loss or destruction. The major changes in
this area are:
11.1. The legislation has been
strengthened to more effectively discourage credit providers from inducing borrowers to take out insurance.
11.2. A provision has been included
that obliges a credit provider to refund, at
his own expense, any premium paid to an
insurer, where the borrower was required
to take out insurance.
1l.3. A provision has been inserted requiring the insurer to notify the borrower
of a refusal to accept an insurance proposal and to refund any premium paid.
This provision is designed to prevent an
insurer rejecting a proposal without the
knowledge of the consumer.
HARSH CONTRACTS
The 1981 Act carried over the provisions
of the Money Lenders Act allowing a court
to reopen cases involving harsh and unconscionable transactions.
These provisions have been found to be
of little use to consumers and were rarely
used successfully in practice. The Bill has
deleted these provisions and replaced them
with more modem and preferable provisions based on the New South Wales Contracts Review Act. These provisions are
found in Part IX of the Bill.
Finally, it should be mentioned that home
finance contracts will be exempted from the
provisions of the Bill, due to the inappro-
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priateness of its provisions to long-term
home lending.
Again, I might point out that the Martin
commission's comments on consumer finance seem to be based on home-loan lending and do not recognize the difference
between such lending and short-term consumer finance. Home loan contracts commonly run for 25-years while most
consumer finance is over four years. Clearly,
the principles involved in regulating a fouryear loan will differ from those regulating a
25-year loan-for example, the concept of
fixed interest rates. The Martin commission
does not recognize this difference, so its
conclusions as to consumer finance are
questionable.
I again stress that this Bill is an important
initiative which will have a major social
impact upon the community and represents
a significant piece of law reform. It represents a si~ificant step towards uniformity
of legislatIOn in Australia. My Government
is pleased to put in place at long last these
reforms for the benefit of consumers in Victoria and, hopefully, for all consumers in
Australia. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.
CREDIT (ADMINISTRATION) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill contains the administrative provisions for the Credit Bill. The most significant change
under
the
Credit
(Administration) Bill, compared with the
administrative structure under the Credit
Act 1981, has been a split between the licensing and adjudication roles. Under the 1981
Act, the Credit Tribunal was to perform both
of these functions. This change is in line
with the recommendations of the recent
management review of the Ministry, and it
is believed it will lead to a more efficient
administration than that proposed in the
1981 Act.
As a result, a Credit Licensing Authority
will be established which will be responsible
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for the licensing of all credit providers. It
will be constituted in a manner similar to
the proposed Credit Tribunal, with the exception that the chairman is no longer required to be a County Court judge.
Disputes between consumers and credit
providers will be adjudicated by the Small
Claims Tribunal, which will have similar
powers to those provided for the Credit Tribunal under the 1981 Act. This is in line
with the Government's decision to develop
a single tribunal system which will prove
more efficient to administer.

It was also felt that the appeals procedures in the 1981 Act were inappropriate
and they have been revised. An appeal
against a decision of the licensing authority
will now be made to the Chairman of the
Market Court, rather than to a County Court
judge, as provided under the 1981 Act.
There will be a two-tiered appeals structure
for disputes heard before the Small Claims
Tribunal. The appropriate avenue of appeal
will depend upon the monetary value of the
claim. If the claim is for $3000 or less, an
appeal against the order of the Small Claims
Tribunal can be made only on the grounds
of a denial of natural justice or excess of
jurisdiction. Such appeals will be made to
the Supreme Court. This is consistent with
the current requirements under the Small
Claims Tribunals Act. If the matter involves a sum greater than $3000, the appeal
may be made on any grounds to the Supreme Court. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), the debate
was adjourned.

It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.
COGNATE DEBATE
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-By leave, I move:
That this House authorizes and requires the Honourable the President to permit the second-reading debate on the Credit Bill and the Credit (Administration)
Bill to be taken concurrently.

The motion was agreed to.
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ADJOURNMENT
National Centre for Rural Fire ResearchPolice strength-Western Mining Corporation development-Answers to questions on notice-Use of Victorian Coat of
Arms on Bills-Motor car traders
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow, at ten o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning and Environment)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I raise a matter with the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands.
The Minister may recall that I raised with
him last year the funding of the National
Centre for Rural Fire Research. As a consequence, the Minister agreed to meet with
the director of that centre, Mr David Packham, and its manager, Mr Chester Nevitt.
The Minister may not be aware that the
centre, which is based at Chisholm, is affiliated with the Australian Association of
Rural Fire Authorities.
On 11 April, the centre wrote to a number
of affiliate members of the Australian Association of Rural Fire Authorities reminding
them of the agreement in principle to provide the centre with on-going annual funding. In the interim, the South Australia
Country Fire Service and the South Australia National Parks Service have contributed their quota.
The centre is concerned that its on-going
programme should proceed with certainty,
and I ask the Minister to again consider the
involvement of the National Parks Service
and the Forests Commission of Victoria.
Further, in his capacity as the Minister representing the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, I ask him to raise with his
colleague the question of participation by
the Country Fire Authority in this funding
programme.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I raise a matter for the attention of
the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands in his capacity as representing the
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Minister for Police and Emergency Services
in this place. I direct the Minister's attention to an article that appeared in this evening's Herald headed " . . . and the
scapegoats have had enou~, say police",
which is a comment attnbutable to the
President of the Victoria Police Association, Detective Senior Sergeant John Splatt.
I understand it should be "Bob" Splatt, as
that is his name, as I know it. Detective
Senior Sergeant Splatt said that the Victoria
Police Force is having difficulties with the
present State Government because of its inactivity and indifference to the problems
being experienced by the Victoria Police
Force.
The president of the association says that
morale is at an all time low as a result of the
Government's inactivity in creating and
providing the resources that the Victoria
Police Force needs, particularly at the forensic science laboratory where there is a
delay of six months in obtaining evidence
on drug offences. The force is having difficulty because of lack of manpower and, of
course, the Government has not honoured
its pre-election commitment to employ an
additional 1000 police officers.
The association has also directed attention to the 58 people serving sentences in
police cells, 28 of them having been illegally
detained during the Easter period.
I recently raised a matter for the attention
of the Minister in respect of reimbursement
of superannuation payments to members of
the Victoria Police Force, at which time the
Minister indicated that he had taken up the
matter with the Treasurer, as had the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and
said he would report back to me. I raised
the matter with him before Easter, and I
bring that to his attention again. Apparently, no action has been taken by the
Treasurer. I should like to know why no
action has been taken to reimburse members of the force for overpayment of superannuation contributions, as that is also
adding to the problems that have been outlined in the article in the Herald to which I
referred earlier.
The Victoria Police Association has stated
that it has complained over a long period
about the steady erosion of police manpower and the failure of the Government to
take positive steps to redress the situation.
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I trust the Minister has an answer on the
superannuation problem.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The matter I raise with the
Minister of Water Supply is, to some extent,
a matter that also impinges upon his responsibility as Minister for Minerals and
Energy. The Minister will be aware that in
far western Victoria, adjacent to the South
Australian border near Casterton and in the
Lake Mundi area, a significant number of
farmers irrigate by pumping underground
water supplies.
The Hon. D. R. White-This matter was
raised by Mr Crozier a fortnight ago.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I am raising
it again, in light of a deputation I received
from landholders in the Casterton area on
Saturday.
The Hon. D. R. White-Did you tell
Digby you were in Casterton?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I was in Casterton in my capacity as the National Party
spokesman on water resources. The Minister would be aware there is a proposal by
Western Mining Corporation Limited to
undertake some coal mining at Kingston in
South Australia, which will involve dewatering to the extent of some 230 million
litres a day being pumped out to sea. There
is widespread concern among landholders
and irrigators not only in Victoria but also
in South Australia that such a draw-off in
such quantities will lead to the lowering of
water tables and interfere with the water
supply upon which they have come to rely.
My question to the Minister is whether
he will have consultations with the South
Australian Government to make certain,
before any licence or planning approval, or
whatever is necessary, is issued to the Western Mining Corporation Limited, that adequate safeguards are put in place to ensure
that the security of the water supply of the
area is guaranteed.
It seems to me unnecessary to establish a
power station in South Australia at the
Kingston site, using the coal that is there, if
it will have a deterimental effect on farmers
in that area-bearing in mind that Australia has such surpluses of coal elsewhere
that could easily be conveyed to South Australia to use at power stations in other areas.
One only has to look at Portland to realize
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that, if that were necessary, coal could be
transported. There is plenty of coal in New
South Wales and Queensland, or perhaps it
would be appropriate to extend the power
line that is truncated in Portland, which is
not getting much use at present. Whatever
may be the case, there seems sufficient potential to extend that power into South Australia.
I am aware that the Minister has indicated to the House that some investigations
are taking place. I am now asking him to
double those investigations so as to review
the situation and the concerns expressed by
the landholders in this area because of the
proposals of the Western Mining Corporation Limited.
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
Province)-I raise a matter for the attention of the Leader of the House in his capacity as representing the Premier. On 2
December 1983, I placed a question on notice regarding the cost to the taxpayer of the
Cain Government's media and publicity relations activities. On 3 April 1984, I placed
a further question on notice asking whether
it was likely that I would receive a frank
and prompt response to my question of 2
December 1983.
As five months have now elapsed since
the first question was placed on notice, can
the Minister inform me whether it is likely
that an answer will soon be provided? The
Government prides itself on the notion of
open Government and free access to information, particularly that relating to the cost
imposed on the community by Government activities or services. My first question on notice seeks information about
salary costs and related costs of employing
media publicity and assistance for the Government, be it at a Ministerial level or
through using departmental staff for Government purposes.
If the Government stands by its concept
of the public's right to know, when will this
information be provided in detail and, can
the Minister expedite this matter, as I understand the information is readily available but there seems to have been some
hold-up in making it available to me.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I raise a matter for the
attention of the Attorney-General. It has
been brought to my attention in recent times

Adjournment
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by several consitituents that the coat of arms selves to be tax collectors on behalf of the
on top of each of the Victorian Bills has Government and, if they are to be tax colbeen changed and, as I understand it, this lectors, they are not paid for the privilege.
occurred in September last year. The last
The motor car traders must collect the
Act on which the Royal coat of arms ap- stamp duty from the purchaser at the time
peared was the Mines (Amendment) Act of of purchase. If they do not collect the money,
1983. The Constitution (Corporations' if an incorrect amount is collected or someFranchise) Act of 1983 bears a Victorian thing goes wrong, the motor car traders are
coat of arms. I remind the Attorney-Gen- liable. The substance of the grievance is that
eral that section 15 of the Constitution Act the motor car traders are not tax collectors
of 1975 states:
and the responsibility should lie with the
Road Traffic Authority.
The legislative power ofthe State of Victoria shall be
vested in a Parliament, which shall consist of Her MajThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
esty, the Council, and the Assembly, to be known as
Planning and Environment)-I will hand
the Parliament of Victoria.
on the further question to the question asked
on 2 December by Mr Birrell to the Premier
Section 6 of the Act states:
and seek an early response.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Ener~y)-Mr Baxter referred
to a matter, to whIch Mr Crozier has also
The Queen plays an integral part in this referred, concerning the implications of deParliament; she plays more than an integral watering a proposed mine in South Auspart because she is part of the Parliament. tralia on irrigators and other users of
As honourable members would be aware, underground water in Portland. I look forthe preamble of every Act of Parliament ward to pursuing the matter and providing
states:
a response.
Mr Lawson referred to the collection of
Be it enacted by the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative
revenue arising from the passing of the MoCouncil and the Legislative Assembly of Victoria in
tor Car Traders (Amendment) Act. I will
this present Parliament ...
take up the matter with the Treasurer and
provide a response in due course.
I ask the question, noting the desire of the
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
Australian Labor Party for repUblicanism,
whether this represents a step in that direc- for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-Mr
tion. Will the Attorney-General advise un- Crozier again referred to the National Centre
der which order this direction was made for Rural Fire Research and I recall him
and what were the criteria for that decision? raising the matter with me last year. At that
time I said that I would make contact with
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higin- that organization. I gave instructions that
botham Province)-I direct a question to contact should be made but I cannot recall
the Minister for Minerals and Energy and whether any correspondence has been reask that he refer it to the Treasurer. The ceived or whether I have actually met with
grievance concerns a number of licensed members of the organization. I will pursue
motor car traders in the Moorabbin area. the matter. I did take action at the time, but
The Motor Car Traders (Amendment) Act the matter must have been forgotten some1983 has caused concern to the motor car where along the line.
traders because, in effect, it means that they
The National Parks Service and the Forare unpaid tax collectors.
ests Commission are always happy to take
Prior to the introduction of the amend- part in any discussions or research projects
ment to the Motor Car Traders Act, I un- on fire prevention and protection. As the
derstand that the tax on the registration of honourable member would be aware, the
vehicles was collected by the former Motor Victorian Government prides itself on its
Registration Branch. Now, the onus for col- work on these matters and I will take up Mr
lecting tax has been placed squarely on the Crozier's request and advise him shortly
shoulders of the motor car traders. Their about the information that is being obgrievance is that they do not consider them- tained.
The Governor appointed by Her Majesty shall be
Her Majesty's representative in Victoria.
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Mr Reid referred to an article in tonight's
Herald. I read the report which stated that
morale was at an all-time low and blamed
the Government for a whole range of issues
and claimed that it was indifferent to the
Police Force. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The Government has done a great
deal for the Police Force, not just in providing additional funding and staff. Mr Reid
obviously has a short memory because the
Government provided the VIctoria Police
with a new forensic science laboratory. This
replaced the terrible cubby-hole in which
the former Government expected the police
to carry out their work. I would not have
thought the honourable member would have
had the gall to raise the matter in the House.
With respect to superannuation, I raised
the matter with the Treasurer and the Minister on Monday and asked whether they
were anywhere nearer to reaching a solution. To say that the Government has done

nothing and is neglecting the request of the
Police Force with respect to superannuation is incorrect. I understand that the
Treasurer and his staff have been working
to try to overcome the problem. They have
almost reached a stage where a solution has
been found and I hope that solution will be
available shortly.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (AttorneyGeneral)-I regret to say that during Mr
Connard's speech numerous disorderly and
rude interjections occurred and I did not
catch the substance of his remarks. I will
read his speech in H ansard and no doubt
take into consideration the serious matters
he raised concerning Her Majesty the
Queen.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.7 a. m.
(Wednesday).

